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FLOYD S. CANTRELL JR.
PROFESSIONAL UALIFICATIONS

REGION II OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

My name is Floyd S. Cantrell, Jr. My business address is 101 Marietta St.,
Suite 3100, Atlanta, Georgia 30303. I am employed by the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Inspection and Enforcement, as a
Project Inspector in the Reactor Operations and Nuclear Support Branch.

I graduated from the Pennsylvania State College in State College, Pennsylvania,
in 1949 with the degree of Bachelor of Science in Science and Pre Med.
Additional training included numerous seminars and short courses involving
reactor safety. I am a Registered Professional Nuclear Engineer.

Until 1952, I was employed as an Analyst and Laboratory Foreman by the
E. I. Dupont de Nemours and Company in Seaford, Deleware.

~ (',

In 1952, I transferred to the Savannah River Plant, Aiken, South Carolina,
as a Chemist. My experience with reactors began August 1, 1953, when I
transferred to the Reactor Department at the Savannah River Plant. I
remained in the Reactor Department at SRP for 15 years as a Shift Supervisor
and a Senior Supervisor, with responsibilities for the operation of a large
production reactor, including maintenance while shutdown, testing required
for determining operating parameters, operating auxiliary equipment, power
ascension and level operation. Other assignments included responsibility
for assembling and testing components prior to charging to the reactor,
receiving components discharged from the reactor, disassembling these
components under water, shipping and accounting for the fissionable
materials involved. A part of each assignment was to see that adequate
procedures were available, and that personnel were trained to accomplish
their job in a safe and efficient manner.

In June 1968, I accepted a position with the Atomic Energy Commission
as a Reactor Inspector in the Division of Compliance, Region I (Newark).
Inspection assignments in Region I included principal operations inspector
for Connecticut Yankee, Yankee-Rowe, N. S. Savannah, Ginna, Nine Mile Point,
and Oyster Creek.

In August 1973, I was transferred to Region II, Atlanta. My assignments
have included principal inspector for startup and testing for Brunswick 2
and E. I. Hatch 2, Principal Operations Inspector for Brunswick 1 and 2,
and E. I. Hatch 1. Other assignments have included assist inspections
for both startup and testing and operations at Browns Ferry, Surry,
Oconee, Turkey Point, St. Lucie, H. B. Robinson, Arkansas Nuclear One,
Brunswick and Hatch.

I have participated in approximately one hundred and seventy-five reactor
inspections predominately in areas of reactor operations and implementation
of quality assurance programs.



As principal inspector for an operating reactor, my duties included observing
plant operations, reviewing plant records, accessing the adequacy of licensee's
controls and overall operational safety, comparing these observations against
the requirements of the regulations, and the license for the specific facility,
and effecting a resolution of deficiencies identified.

As principal inspector for Startup and Testing, my duties included the
above for an operating reactor, plus inspections to assure that the
plant has been built and can be operated as described in the Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), and that the licensee has developed an
organization that can operate the plant safely as described in the FSAR.



F. S. Cantrell

Q. Mr. Cantrell, which CP&L facilities have you inspected and over

what period of time?

A. My first inspection of Brunswick was to witness the hydro test of

the reactor coolant system for Unit 2 (the first operating unit at

Brunswick) in late April 1974. I was subsequently assigned as principal

inspector (startup) for Brunswick 2 about August 1974. Unit 2 was licensed

December 28, 1974. Fuel was loaded January 1975 and initial criticality

was achieved March 20, 1975. Subsequently, my assignment was changed

to include principal inspector for operations. After Unit 1 was brought
\

on line, in 1976, I was. also, assigned responsibility as operations inspector

for both units. This responsibility continued until July 1977 when respon-

sibility was transferred to Mr. R. F. Sullivan. During this period I

participated in 41 inspections at Brunswick. In addition I assisted in

two inspections at the H. 8. Robinson Plant.

Q. Do you still inspect CP&L facilities?

A. Ho.

Q. Why not?
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A. Ny last inspection at a CPSL facility was at Brunswick in July 1977

when inspection responsibility was transferred as part of a routine

reassignment of inspection responsibilities within the reactor projects

section No. 1. Normally 3 years is considered the maximum length of an

inspector's assignment at one facility.

g. What are your duties and what phases of nuclear facilities do you

inspect'?

A. responsibilities include inspection of reactors to determine

compliance with the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, the Commission's rules

and regulations, and the facility license, including Technical Specifications.

This responsibility includes planning, executing and documenting the results

of inspections during the preoperational testing, startup and operations phase,

review and/or analyze reports submitted by licensees and other branches of

the NRC, and knowing the status of the plant with respect to problems and NRC

inspection requirements. Also included is a responsibility to make

appropriate recommendations where it is determined that a hazardous condition

may exist, or may develop, that could contribute to endangering the health

and safety of licensee personnel or inhabitants of nearby communities.

g. Oo you or have you inspected construction of CP&L facilities?

A. No.
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g. What is the chain of command above you in Region II, including the names

of those above you, and what was it in September 1977?

A. Mr. Dance is, and has been, my immediate supervisor since July 1976.

He has reported to Mr. F. J. Long since July 1976. Mr. Long reported to

Mr. N. C. Moseley, Director, Region II until August 1977 when Mr. J. P.

O'Reilly replaced Mr. Moseley as Director of Region II.

g. Did you give Mr. Dance handwritten notes prepared by you in September

1977 concerning CPSL's operation?

A. Yes.

g. How did you happen to prepare these notes?

A. These notes were prepared at his request.

g. What do those notes generally deal with?

A. The operating experience at Brunswick during the three years that I
I

was principal inspector for the facility.

g. Do you believe the matters stated therein are true?

A. Yes.



~ Q. Are a copy of those notes attached in this testimony'?

A. Yes, Attachment l. A version of these notes typed for this proceeding

is Attachment 2.

Q. Did anyone help you in preparing those notes?

A. I do not remember any help.

Q. Did you discuss the content of those notes with anyone before you

submitted them?

A. Yes.

Q. Who?

A. Mr. H. C. Dance, Chief, Reactor Projects Section No. l.

Q. Did he agree with you?

A. At the time, I thought he agreed with my conclusions.

Q. Have you read the testimony Mr. Dance and Mr. Brownlee gave in

this proceeding in October 1977?
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A. Yes.

g. Did you see it before it„was filed?

A. Ho.

g. When did you first see it?

A. Some time after the hearing, perhaps a month or two.

g. Why was that when you first saw it?

A. Following preparation of my notes that were submitted to Mr. Dance,

I left for an inspection at Surry, and a week of vacation. Upon returning

to the office on October 3, 19'/7, I documented the Surry inspection. At

that time, Hatch was then my primary inspection responsibility and my

prime interest was getting "up to speed" at Hatch. Hatch, Unit 1 was

operating normally, and Unit 2 was in the early stages of preoperational

testing. I did not feel a need to review the testimony ahead of any other

work, but only when a copy came to the "top of the pile" of reading material.

I did not have "an ax to grind."

g. Do you agree with the facts of that testimony?
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A. Generally, yes.

Q. Would you add any facts and if so, what facts?

A. I feel that my notes to Mr. Oance (Attachment 1) adequately describe

the information that should have been conveyed to the Board. The problems

that were included in my notes were given to support the conclusions. I

did not intend to imply that the examples were all inclusive.

Q. Would you put any facts in a different light and if so, which facts

and how?

A. No.

Q. Oo you agree with the opinions and conclusions in that testimony?

If you would change them, will you explain fully how and why you would

change them?

A. The answer to Question 1 in the testimony states ". . . we conclude

that the licensee's management capabilities have been adequate to implement

the QA/QC program and management controls required to assure quality during

the construction and operation of the Robinson and Brunswick Nuclear

facilities." To me this implies the licensee willingly adopted "The QA/QC

program and management control required to assure quality..." A QA/QC
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program for operations was required by the NRC for Brunswick in 1974 as a

condition for a license for Unit 2. Improvements in management controls

for Brunswick were required by Region II during 1975, 1976 and 1977 because

of the number of noncompliances and reportable occurrences that occurred

and the problems in obtaining effective correction action. I felt that the

construction permit for Harris should be condi'tioned to require a recruit-

ment and training program that would have avoided the staffing shortages

and training inadequacies that occurred at Brunswick.

g. When you left the Brunswick facility what did you feel about CPSL's

abilities and commitments to deal with safety-related problems?

A. See page 2 of my notes to Mr. Dance dated September 16, 1977. (Attach-
'ent

1) Perhaps from his discussions with CPSL, Mr. Dance was more confident

that CP8L would implement some of the training programs that had been

discussed informally, and could stabilize the staff. Recently, other

inspectors in Region II have stated in individual discussions and informal

meetings, that they have seen significant improvements in the operations

at both Brunswick and Robinson since mid-1977. The turnover of management

personnel has been significantly reduced, SRO training in BWR operations has

been initiated for key management personnel, and CPSL appears to be more

anxious to solve problems and take the necessary corrective action.
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Q. What did you feel about their compliance with NRC requirements?

A. I felt that CP8L intended to comply with NRC requirements, but did not

see a need to allow for any further margin of error. The problem with the

bulkhead doors (discussed on page 9 of my notes to Mr. Dance) is an example

of how Brunswick faced some problems that were not specifically identified

to them as a regulatory requirement.

Q. What did you feel about the adequacy of their QA/QC program and its
operation7

A. The Corporate QA Group appeared to be competent and to make meaningful

inspections based on some of their reports that I reviewed. During a part

of the period of 1975 - l977, the onsite QA group was not as effective as

it should have been, I believe, because of insufficient training in

BWR operations.

Q. What do you feel about CPSL's management capability to the extent

you were able to observe it7 Do you feel CPSL timely identified safety

problems or incipient safety problems'

A. As a group, CP&L management is technically competent and are capable

managers; however, I feel my comments on page 3 of my notes to Mr. Dance

(Attachment 1) were valid when written. I believe CPSL's corporate



management underestimated the number of technical and managerial personnel

needed for the startup of the two Brunswick units. Because of their work

load, the staff failed to take time to look at their plant for obvious problems,

and sometimes failed to recognize the symptoms of some of the problems when

they were obvious.

g. Do you feel that CP8L timely dealt with problems or incipient problems

and took proper corrective action7

A. No, as indicated on page 2 of my notes to Mr. Dance (Attachment I).

g. Do you feel that CPSL had the proper followup after the identification

of problems or incipient problems to see that timely and proper corrections

were made'?

A. No, as indicated by the examples given on pages 6 to 9 of my notes

to Mr. Dance.

q. On the first page of the notes you gave to Mr. Dance —you speak of

the license for Shearon Harris being conditioned, what conditions do you

feel should be on the license?
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A. I am sure CPLL plans to increase their managerial and gA staffs in order

to operate the Harris plants; however, based on my observations at Brunswick,

I feel CP8L should be required to make a firm commitment to determine the

requirements for Shearon Harris, develop a program to recruit and train the

necessary personnel without having to deplete the Brunswick and Robinson's

staffs for plant startup, or (at least) allow time for an orderly transfer

of personnel so that the extended work weeks and personnel turnover will

be minimized.

g. You speak of extended work weeks. How long did these work weeks extend

and who were the persons involved?

A. The extended work weeks applied to most CP8L and contractor startup

personnel at Brunswick, and for most people, the extended work weeks had

already begun in August 1974 when I was assigned to Brunswick. This continued

for Unti 2 until late 1975 or early 1976. By then startup testing was

underway for Unit 1, with only brief interruptions in the extended work weeks.

g. Can you give examples of the longest periods of time this went on?

A. I believe the extended work weeks for some persons continued from

mid-1974 to late 1976, or until they resigned or were transferred.
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What was CP8L's experience on the turnover of personnel during the
startup'f

the Brunswick Z facility?

A. As indicated in the second paragraph on page 3 of my notes to Mr. Dance

(Attachment 1), except for the positions of administrative supervisor and

gA supervisor, each of the middle and upper management positions at the

plant had at least three different persons in that position during the three

years of my assignment at Brunswick. Four of these persons resigned from

CPS(L.

What do you believe caused this?

A. Transfers, promotions, extended work weeks without any expectation of

relief in the near future and/or inadequate compensation.

g. Did this turnover of personnel have any effect and if so —what?

A. This turnover, as a rule, left less experienced persons in key jobs and

had the effect of requiring additional effort from the remaining staff.

CP5L's FSAR for Brunswick states it is desirable that certain managerial

personnel have senior reactor operator licenses or reactor operator licenses.

Do you believe it is desirable, and why?
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A. 10 CFR 50.54(l) requires that a licensed Senior Reactor Operator direct

the licensed activities of Licensed Operators. 10 CFR 55.31(b) specifies,

that the license is limited to the facility for which it is issued. The

operating supervisor is ~re uired to have an SRO license. Section 13.1.3.1 of

the Brunswick FSAR states that the plant manager and plant superintenderft

will have " Acquired experience and training normally required for

examination by the AEC for a Senior Reactor Operator's License. A SRO's

license is desirable, but is not required." This is consistent with the

requirements of ANSI 18.1-1971, "Selection and Training of Nuclear Power

Plant Personnel," as stated in the Brunswick FSAR. A total of nine positions

are listed in the FSAR and Technical Specifications as "SRO License desirable,"

including the maintenance, engineering, quality assurance, administrative,

and environmental and radiation control supervisors. Writings pertaining

to this matter are Attachemnt 3, Memo June 21, 1976, Cantrell to Long;

Attachment 4, Memo June 21, 1976, Long to Sniezek and Memo July 14, 1976,

Sniezek to Collins; Attachment 5, Memo January 4, 1977, Cantrell to Dance;

and Attachment 6, Memo January 11, 1977, Dance to Cantrell. Only one of

these positions was observed to be filled by a person with an SRO license

during an inspection conducted by Mr. R. H. Wessman, January 17-21, 1977.

(IE Rpt. No. 50-324/77-03 and 50-324/77-03). See Attachment 7, Memo

February 14, 1977, Wessman to Dance and Attachment 8, Memo March 21, 1977,

Dance to Long.
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The above-named positions have been designated as members of the Plant

Nuclear Safety Committee (PNSC) by Technical Specification 6.5.1.6. The PNSC

is the official review group specified by the Technical Specifications for

review of all plant procedures, proposed test and experiments, changes

or modifications to systems or equipment, events that require prompt

notification to the Commission, review of operations to detect potential

nuclear safety hazards, and to investigate all violations of Technical

Specifications. It is my professional opinion that at least a majority

of the above positions should hold an SRO license or have the training and

experience equivalent to that normally required for an SRO license on

that ~facilit or a similar ~faciiit . The regulations require that an SRO

be available or on site. I think an SRO or my definition of equivalent

should participate in any official safety actions taken by the PNSC.

(}. Did the number of these managerial officials with this license increase

or decrease or remain the same?

A. Initially for Brunswick 2, three of the above positions held SRO

licenses. During the period of 1976 to 1977, the number of persons in

the above positions with an SRO license or equivalent training on a BMR

decreased to two. However, a total of 31 persons were licensed as Senior
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Reactor Operators for Brunswick 2 between October 1974 and July 1975. At

the expiration of their original license, two years later, only 20 of these

SRO's were relicensed.

Q. What effect do you think this had on operations at Brunswick?

A. I think'he effect of this on operations, managerial ability, and

QA/QC was that key persons failed to recognize problems that should have

been obvious, or was to put the problem on the "back burner," either because

of lack of familiarization or due to overwork. The RCIC overspeed trip,
the fuel oil in the diesel lube oil, the air supply for instruments and valves,

the core spray header high delta P alarm, and keeping bulkhead doors closed

as discussed later in this testimony are examples of some of these problems.

Attachment 9, „ memoranda of December 3, 1976, from F. S. Cantrell to F. J.

Long; of May 16, 1978, from F. J. Nolan to F. J. Long, and of May 15, 1978,

from V. Stello to R. J. Mattson deal with the air supply matters. Attachment 10,

memoranda of July 29, 1977, from H. C. Dance to K. V. Seyfrit and of

November 8, 1977, from J. H. Sniezek to H. C. Dance deal with she core

spray header matters.

Q. At page 6 of your notes to Mr. Dance, you talk of the RCIC trip problem.

What is RCIC and this problems
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A. RCIC stands for Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System. The RCIC

supplies water to the reactor when the main steam isolation valves are

closed and the reactor pressure is above the levels that permit operation

of the low pressure cooling system. It is not an emergency core cooling

system (ECCS), but it is a partial backup for the high pressure coolant injection

system (HPCI) which is an ECCS system.

The problem was that the speed controller did not respond fast enough

to prevent the RCIC from tripping out on overspeed when the RCIC was fast

started after sitting idle for several days.

Q. When was this discovered by CP&L?

A. As stated on page 6 of my notes to Hr. Dance, this was identified

during the "plateau review" for testing conducted at test condition 2

on July 18, 1975. I do not know specifically when the first failure occurred.

When was it first reported'

A. This was first identified in LER 75-106 dated October 31, 1975, reporting

a failure that occurred October 1, 1975.

Q. When did CP5L start to correct it? What caused their taking action?
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A. CP&L started corrective action during or following my inspection

October 6-9, 1975. I identified this as a significant problem to manage-

ment after evaluating CP8L's review of test results at test condition 2

(approximately 25-50K power).

Q. Do you believe this has any bearing on CP8L's QA/QC program or its

managerial capability? If so, what?

A. No, however, this is one of similar items that I considered in developing

my evaluation on page 2 of re notes to Mr. Dance.

Was this ever reflected in any memorandum that you wrote or came to

your attention as part of your job?

A. Yes, in an undated memorandum written following my inspection on

October 6-9, 1975, this subject was discussed, and I attach a copy of this

memorandum to my testimony, as Attachment No. 11.

On page 7 of your notes to Mr. Dance, you talked of problems in

servicing diesel generators. What are these problems and when did they occur?

A. Waste diesel fuel had been collected unlabeled in empty lubricating

oil drums, and these drums were left in the Diesel Building. A mechanic(s)

apparently thought these drums contained lubricating oil, and when assigned
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to add lube oil to the diesel generators on October 2, 1975, he used the

contents of the drums in the diesel building. This mistake was identified

while adding "lube oil" to No. 2 Diesel. The immediate corrective action

was to drain the lube oil system of No. 2 diesel, and to replace it with

lube oil from sealed containers. When questioned about the adequacy of

the corrective action during an inspection October 6-9, 1975, management

had the lube oil changed in No. 1 diesel, and sampled the lube oil in the

No. 3 and 4 diesels. They stated there was no evidence that the wrong

type had been added to No. 3 and 4. (Sufficient lube oil of the proper

type was not immediately available to change the lube oil in all diesels.)

, The sample analysis indicated that the lube oil in No. 3 and 4 diesels had

not been degraded. (LER 75-102, Brunswick 2).

Do you believe CPSL properly handled this matter?

A. I believe management was remiss in not assuring that all of the

diesels had the proper lubricating oil at the time the condition was

discovered, without being questioned by NRC personnel.

Q. Do you believe this has any bearing on CP8L's QA/QC program or its
managerial capability? If so, what?

A. Leaving mislabeled drums in the diesel building, and the subsequent

use of these unsealed drums was a breakdown in CPEL's QA/QC program.
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The failure to promptly assure that all emergency diesel generator's

equipment had not been degraded led me to question the timeliness of CPEL's

corrective actions.

g. Was this ever reflected in any memorandum that you wrote or that came

to your attention as part of. your job?

A. Yes, Attachment 11, the undated memorandum written following my

inspection on October 6-9, 1975, also deals with this subject.

g. On page 9 of the notes you provided Mr. Dance, you wrote of a problem

concerning a bulkhead door. What was the problem?

A. According to CPSL's response to Comment 6.21 in the Brunswick FSAR,

. . The ECCS equipment located in the lower level of the secondary

containment are located in separate watertight compartments which prevent

the loss of redundancy which may be due to a flooding incident." At

Brunswick, redundant divisions of the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System was

installed in adjacent corners rooms on the -17'evel of the reactor building.

The High Pressure Coolant Injection System (HPCI) is located in a compart-

ment between the two RHR systems. The Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC)

is also located in one of the RHR rooms. A 22-foot high concrete wall
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separates the HPCI and the RHR compartments to prevent common mode flooding.

To provide access to the HPCI compartment, a doorway with a watertight

bulkhead door was left in each wall between the HPCI and the two RHR

compartments.. This doorway is not shown in the FSAR. The Brunswick

FSAR response to Comment 5.33, which asked for a description of protective

features provided to prevent loss of engineered safety features and their
redundant components due to possible internal flooding states," . . . The

RHR and HPCI pump rooms are separated by walls up to elevation +5'0". No

single postulated event could occur which would compromise this mechanical

separation." Also, both bulkhead doors must be closed in order to maximize

the effectiveness of the carbon dioxide that is used in the fire suppression

system for HPCI turbine fires.

During a tour of Unit 1 on December 15, 1976'oth bulkhead doors were

found open and unattended by the writer. The latching mechanism of one

door was jammed and the door could not be physically closed. The CPSL

corrective action was to repair the latching mechanism, post a sign requiring

. each door to be kept closed and to check that these doors were closed each

shift. The inspector found both doors open and unattended, again, during

a building tour on February 14, 1977. Corrective action was to review with

all personnel the reason, which CP8L did not dispute, for the requirement

to keep these doors closed. The North HPCI compartment door in Unit 1 was

found open and unattended on July 21, 1977. A CP&L representative stated

during the exit interview following that inspection that these doors had
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been added to the. list of doors required to be annunciated. The problems

with keeping these doors closed was acknowledged by CPSL in a letter to

Mr. J. P. O'eilly, Director, Region II dated October 5, 1977. The letter

stated "A door alarm, which would annunciate in the control room is

presently being considered for installation on both units'PCI room doors."

(This work has been initiated, but according to the present principal

inspector was not complete at the time of his inspection in September 1978).

Q. Do you think this has any bearing on CPSL's QA/QC program, managerial

capability, or commitment to safety?

A. With respect to this problem, it would appear that CP&L has been remiss

in meeting certain safety-related commitments in the FSAR.

Q. Was this ever reflected in any memorandum that you wrote or that came

to your attention as part of your job?

A. Yes, in memoranda of December 20, 1976, December 20, 1976, February 23,

1977, and June 8, 1977, this subject was discussed, and I attach copies of

these memoranda to my testimony, as Attachment Nos. 12, 13, 14 and 15.

On page 8, you write of problems in the HPCI. What is the HPCI, and

what were the problems? When was this?
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A. HPCI stands for high pressure coolant injection system, which is

also used to supply water to the reactor when the pressure is too high

for the low pressure cooling systems to operate. The HPCI will only

operate when the reactor pressure and temperature are sufficient to

provide steam to operate the HPCI turbine driven pump.

Since the line providing steam to operate the HPCI is open directly to the

reactor and penetrates the primary containment, it is required to have

automati c isolation capability i n the event of a line break. This line does

not penetrate the secondary containment. Several detection devices are employed

to initiate isolation in the event of a leak or a line break. One of the

systems employed compares the temperature of the inlet and the outlet

ventilation air for the HPCI room. In the event of a line break, the

outlet temperature would rise. Upon a 50-degree rise in outlet temperature,

the system would isolate. Because of the latent heat of the building, an

isolation could also occur with a sudden drop in inlet temperature. This

occurred several times, mostly during the winter months when large changes

in outside air temperature occurred. These events were reported as required

(LER's 75-148, 165 and 168; 76-22, 42, etc.). With an automatic isolation,

the HPCI is incapable of performing its safety function until reset even

though the leak may be very minor.
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The corrective action required a change to the Brunswick Technical

Specifications. Written justification to remove automatic isolation of

the HPCI of a 50'F differential in ventilation temperature was submitted

to NRR, and a meeting was held February 16, 1977, to review this proposed

change. The change request was approved April 28, 1977, to be effective on

issuance. As indicated in my notes (Attachment 1) to Mr; Dance on page 8,

action to implement the change was not initiated until June 1977.

~ g. Was this ever reflected in any memorandum that you wrote or came to

your attention as part of your job?

A. Yes, in memoranda of February 12, 1976, February 27, 1976, April 16,
I

1976, April 16, 1976, May 14, 1976, July 1, 1976 and February 25, 1977,

this subject was discussed, and I attach copies of these memoranda to my

testimony as Attachment Nos. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20A, 20B and 21.

The other problem discussed on page 8 of my notes to Mr. Dance was the delay

in testing to assure that another isolation device (HPCI room temperature

greater than 175'F) would not cause a spurious isolation during summer

operation.

Was this correciton timely, and if not—why2
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A. The request for a Technical Specification change was responsive;

however, the implementation of the approved change and the completion
P ~

of the subsequent test appeared to be a weakness in the QA/QC program

in following up to assure completion of corrective actions for safety-

related problems.

Q. On page 10 of your notes to Mr. Dance, you also list items that you

label as "Other plant problems." Can you tell me the problems as to each

of these items; when it arose; what its significance was; what its relation

was to safety; and when, if ever, it was
corrected'.

Fire in Off-Gas System - This problem apparently started on April 7,

1977, while attempting to put the Augmented Off-gas System into service.

Subsequently, on April 14, 1977, CPSL concluded that a hydrogen flame was

present in the off-gas system, either at the flow orifice or the steam jet
air ejector. Off-gas flow fluctuations caused'the off-gas drain tank

seals in the Unit 2 reactor building and the loop seals in filter house to

blow. This occurred several times. (IE Report 324/77-7, paragraph I-13

and II-ll). The blown seals released some contamination to the reactor

building and the filter house. CP8L did not consider the continuous flame

a reactor safety problem. The concern appeared to be the release of
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contamination to controlled areas when the flame was ignited. (An explosion

in the filter house as a result of blown loop seals was previously investigated

during IE inspection 324/76-03.) It is my understanding that the fire in

the off-gas system was related to a design deficiency in the augmented

off-gas system. A safety hazard exists in that if the flame's ignition

causes an explosion, contamination may be released, and personnel/equipment

may be injured. From the start, CP8L had the capability of extinguishing

the flame, it appeared that allowing the flame to burn continuously was

the least hazardous. It is my understanding that this problem has not

been resolved.

Corrosion Problems - The condenser cooling water and plant service water is

brackish water from the Cape Fear River. Corrosion of pipes and equipment

designed to contain the brackish water has occurred where the protective

coating did not fully cover the equipment. This is generally not a safety

problem but an economic problem. However, this water contributes to the

release of radioactive contamination when it has been allowed to come in

contact with some safety-related equipment that was not designed to cope

with brackish water, i.e., instruments that are required for the operation

of ECCS, barometric condenser for the RCIC, and the auxiliary oil pump for

HPCI. Sometimes this water has been allowed to accumulate on the floor of

the HPCI-RHR compartments while developing plans for releasing. (LER 325/
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78-39, 325/77-95, 324/78-60, 324/78-68). In this sense, the corrosion

problems still exist, have not been corrected, and are safety-related.

Need to complete the startup test program - based on discussions with the

current principal inspector for Brunswick, all of the applicable testing

has been completed.

Containment inerting - required when the startup test program is

complete - both containments are being inerted.

g. Were these matters ever reflected in any memorandum that you wrote or

came to your attention as part of your job'?

A. Yes, in memoranda of January ll, 1977, January 14, 1977, and April 7,

1977, this subject was discussed, and I attach copies of these memoranda

to my testimony as Attachment Nos. 22, 23 and 24.

From the number of citations for failure to have and/or follow procedures

(33)in both Units 1 and 2, the plant does not appear to be comnitted to

procedure adherence as required by their Technical Specificai:ion. This

could be the result of management attitude, or an ineffective gA program.

In reviewing the inspection summary of noncompliances at Brunswick during the

period January 1975 to August 1977, citations involving failure to have or to
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follow procedures were identified during 20 or more single or double unit

inspections. During some inspections, more than one citation was identified

where failure to follow or have a procedure was the primary cause of tne

citation. It is my personal opinion that unless management insists on

strict procedure compliance that technically trained and otherwise competent

personnel have a tendency to gradually deviate from strict procedure

compliance. Therefore, management must have an effective program to identify

and correct poor procedures, to continually evaluate administrative controls,

and to schedule retraining as appropriate. It is my understanding from

discussions with subsequent principal inspectors at Brunswick, there had

been considerable improvement in this area since my last inspection in

July 1977.

Construction of cooling towers in limbo pending results of hearing and expected

appeal - it is my understanding that this is an EPA matter and that I

probably should not have listed this as a problem. However, if constructed,

the cooling towers would have to be operated as the ultimate heat sink for

cooling the reactors.

Q. Do you believe these items are indicative of CP&L's QA/QC programs,

its managerial capability, its commitment to safety, or its coamitment to

meet NRC requirements?
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A. Yes. I felt that my conclusions, and the stipulations that should have

been included in the Harris Construction Permit were adequately stated on

pages 1 and 2 of my notes to Mr. Dance. In the long run, I do not believe

that my notes will do anything but help CP&L.

g. Mr. Cantrell prior to or subsequent to the time you gave your September 16,

1977, notes to Mr. Dance, did you transmit any other writings in addition

to those you have mentioned, within NRC expressing dissatisfaction with the

way CP&L was conducting their operations'?

A. Yes.

g. Can you identify those writings by date and subject, and attach copies

to this testimonyf What discussions were had or actions taken as a result

of those writings'?

A.

Attachment

No.

25

Date

Undated memo
written after
a September 16,
1975 Inspection
(Rpt. 50-324/
75-13)

~Sub ect

Escort for Inspector
During Inspection

Resolution

This memo was sent to
Hg for action. Numerous
discussions with CP&L
did not resolve the
problem until CP&L was
required in a letter from
J. P. O'Reilly dated
November 11, 1977 to
provide designated NRC

inspectors with badges
that permit unescorted
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No.

26

27

28

29

Date

12/29/75

3/10/76

3/16/76

7/1/76

~Sub ect

Technical
Specification for
RMCU

Containment Isolation
Valve Testing

Recording Data
Required by Technical
Specification

Criteria for Esculat-
ing Corrective Action

Resolution

access after a one-two
hour indoctrination
in site specific features.

I do not have any record
of the resolution of this
problem. This was written,
requesting internal NRC

action, as a result of the
number of high conductivity
problems at Brunswick.

Changes were made to
Technical Specifications
in September 1977. In
the meantime, CP8L was
responsive to the concerns
identified.

This memo was sent to Hg
for action. The require-
ment was interpreted to
mean licensee must hand
record, or indicate that
the data was reviewed at
the specified interval.
The licensee complied
with this interpretation.

Established as an
unresolved'item. Brunswick
reviewed all Emergency
Instructions to provide
additional criteria for
action when conditions
continue to degrade.

30 Undated memo Documentation of
written after a Control Panel
January 6, 1976 A'larms
Inspection (Rpt.
324/76-1)
8/5/76

This memo was answered
8/5/76 - No requirement
to document.
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No.

31

32

33

34
35

Date

9/29/76

10/1/76
9/22/76

11/9/76
11/9/76

2/1/77
6/13/77

~Sub 'ect

Loss of Off-Site
Power Testing

Supplemental Response
to IEB 74-10B
dated 9/27/76

Computer Program-
ECCS Equipment

Suppression Chamber
Reactor Building
Vacuum Breakers

Resolution

This memo was answered
10/4/76. The plant
agreed to conduct testing
as suggested.

This matter was dis-
cussed with CPSL and a
followup letter
N.C. Mosley to CPSL
dated 11/24/76 resolved
this item.

This matter was dis-
cussed with NRR and
Technical Specifications
may be developed for
newer plants. Closed
12/17/76, letter Seyfrit
to F. J. Long. Reaffirmed
letter Grimes to Sniezek
5/26/78.

This matter was forwarded
to NRR for resolution
6/13/77 and is still open.
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g. Mr. Cantrell you have expressed dissatisfaction with the operations

of CPSL; do other inspectors in the Region II office of NRC share that

opinion? How do you know? Are these isolated or are they widely shared?

A. Based on discussions with other inspectors that have been assigned

repeated inspection responsibilities at Brunswick and Robinson, I believe

they shared my opinion, but perhaps not to the same degree. As a general

statement I would say that the inspectors that had the most contact with

CPEL during the period mid-1974 through 1976 most nearly identified with

my opinion. The spectrum of opinion ranged from satisfactory to marginally

satisfactory, with myself probably the most severe critic. More recently

assigned inspectors seem to be of the opinion that CP&L has achieved marked

improvement in the stability of the staff, and improvement in the training

programs. Overall performance appears to have improved.

g. Generally, what are the opinions of other operations inspectors of

the competence of CPSL today?

A'. I believe they are generally satisfied with CPSL management today,

however, this should not be taken to mean there are no more problem areas.

The improvement appears to be more pronounced since a January 1978 CPSL-

IE:II Management Meeting.
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g. Are those opinions shared by construction inspectors or only by

operations inspectors; or don't you know?

A. I do not know of any construction inspectors that share my opinion.

Do they have opinions on whether there will be problems with the startup

of the Shearon Harris units'?

A. Yes, but not any more than would be experienced on any other plant.

g. - What are those opinions?

A. I believe that most inspectors now think that CP8L will have the

qualified personnel that will be needed to operate Harris.

Do you have anything you wish to add?

A. I have not said that I thought Brunswick was being operated unsafely,

because I believe nuclear power reactors are inherently safe due to the

"defense-in-depth" concept that is a part of all commercial nuclear power

plants that are licensed by the NRC. However, at certain times, I was not

satisfied with the number and types of apparent safety-related problems that

were identified by CP&L, myself and other NRC inspectors during the period



that I was principal inspector at Brunswick. Some of these problems that

were identified had the effect of reducing the defense-in-depth concept

to the point, in my opinion, that if allowed to continue uncorrected, plant

operation might have become nonconservative. When these concerns were

identified to IE management, meetings were promptly scheduled with CP&L

management to resolve these concerns.

There have been times in which I felt that CP&L was willing to live within,

and to use "the grace per'iod" to continue reactor power operation and of

failing to initiate long-term corrective action. That is, there were

repeated instances where operation continued under the Technical Specification

Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) for: conductivity of reactor coolant,

unidentified primary coolant leakage, fuel oil in diesel lube oil system,

RCIC problems, and others. A more conservative approach would be to

identify the root cause of the difficulty and effect a permanent correction.

Some of this is part of the learning process when starting up a new plant.

This is also one of the benefits of a startup test program - you gain operating

experience at low power where mistakes are not as apt to cause serious

problems. When this concern was identified to senior corporate management,

we were assured that it was not CP&L's intention to deliberately use the

"grace period" for routine operations.
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There is usually good technical justification, or points of law for NRC

requirements, and these requirements are only promulgated after due con-

sideration. Prior to receiving a license, the applicant is required to

justify that the plant will meet NRC requirements, and that the plant staff

is qualified to operate the plant. The licensee is always responsible for

meeting NRC requirements. After a license is issued, IEE is responsible to

obtain sufficient information to determine that a licensee is meeting

NRC requirements. If I8E feels changes are needed in the requirements, ISE

must justify the bases for these changes. This is not meant to say that

our hands are tied, because, we have a "lot of influence" with licensees, and

a number of enforcement options up to and including a "show cause order."

If there are any significant safety questions identified, NRC management can

issue a "show cause order."

I do not think NRC management will issue a "show cause order" on an

unsubstantiated opinion. Obviously. it takes time to obtain justification

for a show cause order, and then additional time to achieve the desired

results.

The subject of qualifications of individuals, and the size of the staff

are very subjective and interrelated. In some cases, a few well-qualified

individuals can meet all requirements, can provide assurance of conservative

facility operation, and can accomplish more than twice as much as many
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inexperienced, poorly trained people would accomplish. If a well-qualified,

experienced person in a key position leaves the plant, the plant may

automatically be short handed the "equivalent of two people." I felt that

a shortage of staff personnel, and insufficient job-related training was the

root cause of a number of problems that developed at Brunswick. The total

staff and the training needs are both interrelated judgment factors, and

there is room for disagreement among reasonable people. I believe that a

licensee's recruitment and training programs should be geared to anticipated

needs based on experience but with sufficient flexibility to meet changing

requirements.

Just as I think that a licensee should not wait until the end of the Technical

Specification LCO "grace period" to take corrective action, when I made my

recommendations, I thought that we (the NRC) needed to use past experience

at Brunswick to condition the construction permit for Shearon Harris with a

stipulation that requires CPEL to justify how they will avoid the staffing

problems that occurred at Brunswick after the license was issued. It is

my opinion that IE: II management feels that they have sufficient authority

to assure that CP&L does not repeat these same mistakes. This same IE

authority was in effect during the early days of the Brunswick startup, and

discussions were held with CP8L concerning inadequacies in gA arid staffing.

Additional personnel were added both to the technical and managerial staffs,
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however, these additions did not come on-board fully qualified. In a number

of cases, the qualifications were marginal. Due to the problems identified

and the pressure of the job, an orderly transfer of responsibility was not

always possible.

Based on improvements during the past year that have been reported to me

by other inspectors, and included in inspection reports and correspondence,

if I were making my recommendations today, I probably would not request that

the construction permit be conditioned. CPEL has recognized a need and has

initiated a training program at Brunswick that has or will provide SRO

training for the senior staff.

CPSL does not have enough qualified people on board now to operate Harris

even if they depleted the staff's at Brunswick and Robinson to an absolute

minimum,but there is plenty of time to meet the staffing and training needs

for Harris by proper planning. A well-trained staff is a part of the

defense-in-depth concept. Because I felt their overal.l performance had been

marginally acceptable when I prepared my notes for Mr. Dance, I felt this

matter was too important to leave to chance.



Cantre1 1 Tes timon Attachments

1. Handwritten note to Dance - 9/16/77

2. Typed version of the handwritten note to Dance - 9/16/77

3. Memo June 21, 1976, Cantrell to Long

4. Nemo June 21, 1976, Long to Sniezek and memo July 14, 1976, Sniezek
to Collins

5. Memo January 4, 1977, Cantrell to Dance

6. Memo January ll, 1977, Dance to Cantrell

7. Nemo February 14, 1977, Wessman to Dance

8. Memo March 21, 1977, Dance to Long

9. Memo December 3, 1976, Cantrell to Long; memo May 15, 1978, Stello
to Mattson; and memo May 16, 1978, Nolan to Long

10. Memo July 29, 1977, Dance to Seyfrit and memo November 8, 1977, Sniezek
to Dance

11. Nemo undated, Cantrell to Long RE: IE Rpt. 324-75-14

12. Memo December 20, 1975, Cantrell to Long

13. Nemo December 20, 1976, Long to Seyfrit

14. Memo February 23, 1977, Sniezek to Long

15. Nemo June 8, 1977, Long to Sniezek

16. Memo February 12, 1976, Cantrell to Long

17. Memo February 27, 1976, Long to Seyfrit

18. Nemo April 16, 1976, Seyfrit to Long

19. Nemo April 16, 1976, Cantrell to Long

20A Memo May 14, 1976, Long to Seyfrit

208 Memo of July 1, 1976, Seyfrit to Goller
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21. Nemo February 25, 1977, Trammell to CPSL

22. Memo January ll, 1977, Dance to Long

23. Memo January 14, 1977, Long to Seyfrit
)

24. Memo April 7, 1977,.Seyfrit to Galler

25. Memo undated re: Escort for Inspector

26. Memo December 29, 1975, Cantrell to Long

27. Memo March 10, 1976, Cantrell to Long

28. Nemo March 16, 1976, Cantrell to Long

29. Memo July 1, 1976, Cantrell to Long

30. Memo undated, Cantrell to Long - Documentation of Control Panel Alarms

31. Memo September 29, 1976, Cantrell to Long

32. Memo October 1, 1976, Cantrell to Long

33. Memo November 9, 1976, Cantrell to Long

34. Memo February 1, 1977, Cantrell to Long

35. Memo June 13, 1977, Seyfrit to Goller
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NOTE: This is a typed version of the Cantrell to Dance memo dated
9/16/77. The format,.of the handwritten memo is retained here. This
'typed version is for the convenience of the reader only and has no
evidentiary value at all. CAB-OELD 11/1/78

l Attachment 2

9/16/77

~ 1

To: '. C. Dance

From F. S. Cantrell

Harris Hearin

The following information is submitted

in response to your request to provide

information on the operating experience
I

at Brunswick. CPSL possibly can

obtain the technical manpower, and develop the

management needed for the Harris plant

if Commission if requires specific improving

'as a condition of the license. At Brunswick

they apparently underestimated the problems

and the need for people.. As a result

personnel were assigned extended work weeks

that continued from weeks'o months, and in

some cases to years. This apparently contribute

to the turnover of some of the personnel. This

shortage of manpower undoubtly contributed

to some of the problems that were

identified.



'I

CPSL management still does not appear

to have committed the required manpower

and financial resources to assure that

plant problems are identified promptly, the

problems are analyzed by a person(s) knowledgeable
'

in that area, that corrective action is

initiated, and that the corrective action

is followed up to assure the action is

timely and appropriate. The following

are some examples of the bases for

the above conclusions.



1. Personnel Training 5 Experience

A review of training records (RPT /7-3)

compared Figure 6.2-3 of the TS

with the qualifications of the plant staff.

Only one individual need an SRO license that was occupying the key posi tions

listed in Figure 6.2-3 as "SRO license

desirable" (total 9 positions) neither the

~ plant manager or his superintendents have

had RO or SRO training on a "Bl/R."

The plant has experienced a high turn

over of middle an upper management personnel

in the past 3 years. As a result,

persons have been promoted or reassigned

to position for which they are not

as qualified as the tech spec or

. FSAR imply. (3 pit.mgr, 3 assistants;

5 engineering supv.; 3 maint. supv.;

3 rad. 4 environmental control supv;

8 3 operations supv.)



2. Ho. of Re ortable Occurrences Re orted

Unit 2

1975 - 172
1976 - 165
1977 - 54 (thru 9/1/77)

Unit 1 '(Licensed 9/5/76)

1976 - 10
1977 - 50 (thru 9/1/77)

A few of the above LERS reported multiple events

Special Information Re orts Submitted

RHR System Mater Hammer dated ll/10/75

Dropped Fuel Bundle 4/16/76

Catalyst Migration in Augmented Off Gas Sys 9/ /76

f'artial Loss Instr. Air 9/24/76

High drywell temperatures 9/15/76

Rx Bldg. Closed Cooi. Mon. 11/26/76



3. Enforcement Histor

1975 - 29 infractions

Brunswick 2

Enforcement conference 5/13/75 as

result of inspection 75-05

Civil Penalty $ 5000 result

insp. 75-,10

Routine met mtn. 11/ll/75 (RPT 75-15)

4 deficiencies

2 deviations

1976 - 16 infractions

Special mgt. mtn 2/20/76 (Rpt 76-2)

9 deficiencies

2 deviations

1977 - 10 infractions

Special inspection (Rpt. 77-3)

identified vieaknesses in gA program

2 deficiencies

1976 - 1 infracti on

1977 - 4 infractions

Brunswick 1 (other than NC included above as
applicable to both plants)

r
r



4. Technical Problems

0

a) RCIC overspeed trip problem was

identified during the plateau review

for test condition 2 on July 18, 1975.
w ~

The first LER reporting an

overspeed problem concerned an event

was on 10/1/75. Peressing action to correct the

problem was not initiated until

this problem was identified by the

inspector during an inspection 10/6-9/7 .

CPSL representatives were informed that

the RCIC was not reliable enough to be considered ope

unless tested successfully every 24 hours.

(TS require monthly testing)



o) Fuel oil was added to the lube

oil system of the diesel generators

on Oct 2, 1975. The lube oil was drained
A

from 82 diesel gen. promptly and

replaced. The lube oil was replaced

in Pl DG on Oct 9, 1975 during the

inspection, and the lube oil in

8 3 II 4 DG was sampled at that time to

determine if it had been diluted.

This action on Ho. 1, 3 5 4 DG was

not taI:en until identified by the inspector.

/ ~



c) As a result of repeated isolations

of HPCI because of false indicatio

of leaks (high t.T) CP&L proposed

changes to the technical specificati"ns

to eliminace the high fT isolation.

This was accepted by licensing 4/25/7 .

Action to remove tnis function was not

been taken until identified by the

inspector during an inspection 6/6-10/77.

A commitment made to licensing during the review of this EEO in Feb

to demonstrate that the HPCI would continue

to operate with normal ventilation shutdown

had not been met during the inspection

6/6-10/77. A further commitment was made

that the test would be complete

by July 30, 1977. The test was not

performed until Sept. 3, 1977. Per a

CP&L representative the results are being

analyzed to determine if test objectives

were met.
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d) The problem of keeping the

bulkhead doors 'to ihe HPCI room

c'losed to minimize tne potential.

for common flooding of the RHR

pumps, and HPCI and RCIC pumps

and associated with the need to

have these doors closed for the

HPCI CO> fire protection system

to be operable. This problem

was not recognized until identified

by the inspector, and effective

action to control these doors was

not taken promptly. (One or both

doors were found open E unattended

on three subsequent inspections) this

litem is still open.



-10-

Other Plant Problems

Problem augmented Off Gas Sys

(Fire in system)

Corrosion problems 8 buildup in condenser

Need to complete the startup test

program for ooth units.

Containment inerting required when the stariup

test program is complete.

From the number of citations for

failure to have and/or follow procedure (20)

the plant does not appear to be comnitted

to the procedures requi red by their

technical specification. This could be

the result of management attitude, or

an ineffective gA program.

Construction of coolinq towers in limbo

pending results of hearing and expected appeals.

~ /
v

,~r
rQ



June 21, 1976
Attachment 3

i

P. J. Loag, Chief, Reactor Operations and Nuclear Support Branch, Region
II,'fficeof Inspection and Enforcement

TERG: H. C. Dance, Chief, Nuclear Support Section, Region II, Office of
Inspectioa aad Enforcement

STAFF QUALIPICATIOHS - BRUNSWICK 2
g ~

. During the past few months, Brunswick has had a large number of
changes'anagementpersoarel both at the site and in their corporate offices.

As a result of announced changes and resignations du~ the past month,
the principal staff that was used to startup Brunswick 2 has been completely
replaced at the site.

Brunm<ck's Technical Specifications requi"e that the staff meet the
minimum qualificatioa specified by ANSI N18.1-1971. If sw equate an SRO

license for a PW to be the equivalent for a WR of "...The ezperience
and tra~~ normally required for ex~atioa by the A:-C (NPC) for a
Senior Reactor Operator's license whether or not the mam~~tioa is
taken." (ANSI 18.1-1971, paragraph 4.2.1), both the Plant P~aager and
the Superiateadent, Operations aad EhMteaance have the t~m quali-
ficatioas. Both hold uae~ired SRO licenses at the H. B. Robinson
Plant. The Superintendent, Technical aad Administrative lms not had the
training for an SRO license for either a PRR or BUR, (rot required. by
ASHI 18-1-1971) nor has he had any specialized traiaiag or a BUR. He
has been at Brunswick, 2 since Farch 1975 as QA, Supervisor The Operations
Supervisor has been in the position since October 1975 when the o~gina1
Operations Supervisor was transferred to Raleigh. (He is fuUy qualified
for his job.)

'/
The Radiation Control aad Test Supervtso meets the requirements of both
ASNI 18.1-l971 aad Reg.Qiiide 1.8. He has held this position since
April 1976. He is the thi-d person in this position

The Haintenance Supervisor gust meets the minimun experience required by
ASHI 18.1-1971, however, he does not have "...nondestructive testing
faailiarity..." required by Paragraph 4.2.3 of AHSX 18.1. H "'s currently
receiver< this training. CPSL has committed to comp1eting this training
by September 1, 1976.

1

His immediate supervisioa, the Superintendent, Operations and Pe&teaance
was the Haintcaaaco Supe~isor at the H. B. Robinson Plant, aad is
available to provide backup in this area.,--

'he

Eagiaeeriag Supcrv3"or (the third maa in this position since is vance
of the license) h s resigned effective the end.of Junc llis .uccessor
has not been announced. t '



P. J. Long~ ~

The QA Supervisor m ets the qualf ication described Xn the PSAR. He was
appointed to this position June 1976.

The Train'ng Supervisor resigned effective June 19, 1976. His replacement
has not been announced.

Vnile not directly a part of the Pl"nt Staff, the GL Operations Mnager
for the startup of Brunswick 2 has been reassigned to the GE training
school in Yorris, LLlinois. His replacement appears to be qualified'r
his gob, but does not provide continuity in the gob.

A number of operators snd Shift foremen have resigned during the past
1 1/2 years during * period when the country was in'a recession and new
jobs were not plentiful.

A large turnover of pe"sonnel is not'unusual during the first two years
of operation; however, normally, the bulk of this turnover is due to
promotion and the elope ience gained during startup is still available to
the plant. At Brurawick, four members of the startup staff have resigned.
Three me hers have be n tra"sfcrred to positions that would not normally
provide assista ce to the current staff.

The reasons given for learnt-g usu lly include the long hours required by
the )ob (60 hours per week plus). X this is thc real reason, with
Unit 1 in early preoperational phase and Unit 2 scheduled for refueling
in the Spring 1977, 7 would e..pect the high turnover to continue.

X would recommend that this concern be brought to the attention of CPSL
and/or.L"censing, and that we determine what plans CPSL has to stabilize
their worl: force, or to provide continuity and e~erience.

P. S. Cantre13., Principal Inspector
Reactor Projects Section ho; 1.
Reactor Operations and ?nuclear

Support Branch

OFPICC+

IVIW*I4C + c/~i/]
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Attachment 4

June 21, 1976

I

J. Snie eh, Chief, Light Mater Reac or Programs Branch
Of ice of Inspection and enforcement, Headquarters

TZRU: .H. C. Mosel~, Director, Office of Inspection
and ~force ent, Region II

CP?cL BRUiBlICiC 2, STAFF QUALI.ICA IOHS

P. J. Long, Ch&8f
Reactor Operations and

Huclear Support Branch

The attached ~ Ca"trel3; to Long dated June 21, 3.976, describes
the general picture of opera ~wg staff qualifications at the sub]ect"

~, . -'acility. The existing condi ion is not clearly contra-.g to Regulatory
requirements o" licensee coMtments in the FSAR. Frzever, the ques ion
is raised w ether or not the intent of the license is met.

~ ~

Please review Cantrc&'s rmo to determine whether the concern is

~
~ ~

~

~
~

~

I~

~~

~

~

ju t
I
t I

~

~

IIV?~

~ I I

~
~IhI~v

~

~i

~

legitm~ate. If you conc -, you are reouested to discuss the sub]ec
wi h Licensing. Ve do not intend to pursue the subject with the

c ~licensee unless conc~~~ence is received.
'I

I
I

1

~ ~ I I

1

I

i'nclosure:

.As stated...
cc+ Gower

Cantrell

((
I

~ ~
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASKINGTON, D. C. 20555

1487

P. P. Collins, Chief, Operator Licensing
Branch, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

'

CP&L BRUHSi<XCK HO. 2 - STAFF QUALXFXCATXOHS (AXTS P2 0897 Hl}

Region Xl's summary of staff qualifications at the'ubject
facility are foxwaxded for your information. At the present
time, there appear to be no violations of HRC requirements;
however, the high turnover rate and dilution of experienced

.personnel are of some concern to XE.

Xf,you have any questions in this matter', please contact
G. L. Constable of my staff,.or me, on 492-7451.

Q
J. H. Sniezek; Chief
Light Pater'eactor Programs

Branch, XE

Enclosure:
kfamo P. 8. xell to P. J. Long

dat 6/21/76

cc: 7. J. Long, HRC:XX /
/
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Attachment 5

. ~ 1 'r,r'

H. C. Dance, V&ef, Bea" o" P."clients Section .'lo. 3., Beacto
Oper t"o"s and ~iuc3.ee='Suppo'< Branch, He"ion II

J

. 1A~'JAT~O~ l~~-:0 — ZH~C~ 03 X2/3.3«15/76 A7 3":3~i=~~CK, DH 50-32>

Peference —'~~ Cantrc ~ to Lan~ C te0. 6/2'/75, Staff 'ga~ifications
'

I .
'

7~e ec~w naca ~ cher-es at 3nxsvich, v~Uch vere id~" i~ed 'n
spe t on repo s $ 9 3 i/75 2324 Qein r ise th concern

ex-ressed in "e 'reference ~. Indiv ~y, each ~ appe ~
o =e " th =~"'~ cue~'fice ions fo his position, but,

."..co3~ 'vely I do no+ be3~ev hey't the inte" of thei
ie~>ic ~ Sp cifice ions or A'.tSI 18.1-1971. ™ne tvp it~
iden 'fied. es u~-esolv~ item, a"d. itms of ncnccw'<enc
in thee repo .s, (a"C krevious reports Curing the past -.ea=),
kins +he epo ~le oc "~ "ces i"entified by CP5L causes a

ow co cern as to the'technical and eM".istrativ c pebM~tv
"e p=esen" and pious pie..t ~w~ ent. ihe fa"t that

g QL hog /lied U> co di «ion +«o con «inue «0 ebs v y also ~
'

~
'

.~e~ -e to e s 'o" CPkL's bility o safe ~am a boi1im
e" cto ..hese ~s of i e~ vere QiscussM vith co~o te

in a speci~> ~~tjg geb~~~>g Pg 7 lo76
~

'

0= ~e basis of the above corn ms, the vriter ecomends ~~t
V..'-haa"wn consid=- waCk" d.~ a aa we= " systems inskec-

'ionat 3. azsvic~ vith orner insp ctors a"" supe~sion to
ev ~v te these co""ew. he Ape tion tean should conduct
thei i specti1n i" ance depth as o eithe= conf~ on remove .

hese co ebs. ~ ~er ac 'on vou18. be de er oned a "e« the
-..results of'he ~ag en sos ~s are anal:r" d.

~ ~

~ ~

~ + ~ '
;; gay ~, 4 ~ e, oar- P. S- Cantre1l

ctor Iwpector
4 ~

~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ < ~ ~~ ~

~ «« ~

~ ~ '
P ~

' % ~

~ ~ a

.~
eooasoa +

IE:II
FSCen rell.:
1/5 /77

IE:II
~ HCDance

1/(t /77 I
~ r

~ ~

~ ~

~ ~
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION II

230 PEACHTREE STREET, N.W. SUITE 818
ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30303

January ll, 1977

Att'achment 6

I
F. S. Can rell, Reactor Inspector; Reactor Prospects Section Ho. 1,
Reactor Opera.ions and iiuclear Support 3ranch, Office of Inspection
and Enforcement, Region II

4

ZVP UA IO.'i l&2 - 3RZIS'CK IilSP=CTIO?i R:.~ORT IJO- 50-324/76-24 A?2)
50-325/76-23

In respo se to your concerns expressed in the above m o dated
1/ '/77 and discussed vi h you v rbally, an inspection of the
management organisation and involvement at Brunsvick is plied
for the ve h of 1/17/77. Th's inspection has been planned by
R. H. Ness"~ 'n con)unc ion vi.h your inpu . It is intende" .

that fin"i~s fry this - nspection vill for a basis or evalua-
tion of the 3runsvich org". "i" ion. Inspection findings vill be
incorpora. d in the 'nspec "'on report and discussed v'th hRC an"
CPV~ ma~agment as appropria.e. I trust you find this'ction
re- asiv to you". conce=ns.

t

H. C. Dance, Chief
Rea,ctor Pro) ects Section

lio. 1

cc: ?t. C. Hoseley
Fo J r Long

r
r
~S
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)ocket No. 50-324

NIT EO STATES

NUClEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION II
100 isEACPITREE STREET, N. W. SVITE IIS

RTI AHTA, CEORCItt 00100.

Feb."ua. „14, 1977

Attachment 7

MEI5OPA%)LM FOR: H. C. Dance, Chief, Reactor ProJects Section ho. 1,
Reactor Operations and Nuclear Support Branch

FRO'I: R. H. chessman, Reactor Inspector, Reactor Projects
Section No. 1, Reactor Operations and Nuclear
Support Branch

SUBJECT: INSPECTOR EVALUATION OF BRUNSMICK PLANT SLPZRVISORY
ACTIVITIES

Wri~ the week of January 17-21, 1977, X participated in an inspection
the BrunsI<ck Plant supervisory activ5.ties. This inspection, docu-

mented in Details XIX of Inspection Report No. 50-324/77-3, was to
rorioa an appraisal of sanior sita staff (10 positions) qoalifioations

and Iavolvemen in plant activities. This evaluation supplements
co~eats noted in the Inspection Report and includes comments verbally

21 1made directly to co~orate management on January

1. SuTpervisorv Involvement In-Plant

de of the Brunmrick guardhouse computer records forS survey ~as ma e o e
te of the timethe period of January 3-16, 1977, to make an estunate o Ie

spent in the plant (vice in the administration building or else-
where) for the 10 senior supervisory personnel. The guardhouse
cc puter records every use of individual "key cards" vhen an
individual enters or leaves the restricted area of the plant; hence
aa estimate of an individual's "in-plant, time" may be made for. the

'eriodof time under consideratioa.

0 the four most senior supervisory personnel (Plant Manager,
Op -Maintenance Superintendent, Technical-Administrative

e lant~ Superintendent, and QA Supervisor) tao had aot been ia the p ant
during this two-veek period. OS the other senior supervisors, tm
had been in the plant once and one had been In the plant tvIcc

his eriod. None of these supervisors vas away fror the
d r this eriod.facility'vacation, e'tc.) for more than one day during s p .

CONTACT: R. H. Messman
221-6068



I,
C. Dance

The licensee holds,daily p'lanning meetings to discuss plant activities
but the two individuals vho had not been in the plant at all during
this period did not attend all o these meetings nor do they zeviev
operator logs, according to the licensee.

2. Trainin and alification

All the supervisory personnel meet Technical Specification and ANSl
H18.1 » 1971 qualification requirements. However, several statistics
vera determined from training and personnel recoxds reviewed during
th:s inspection:

a. Most tra"ning records did not reflect recent training received.

b. The site training coordinator has no fortLal BUR training (but
has nuclear navy experience).

c. Only two f the 10 senior supervisors have BW training, othex
than a 3 . ouz supervisor's short course given in hovembex-
December 1976.

d, Only fou of the 10 senior supervisors have nucleaz navy or
formal (college) nuclear-related education.

e. Four of the 10 senior supervisors have no record of receiving
QA training, othex than a short introduction given in the 36-
hour supervisor's course.

Three of the four most senior supervisors on-site have only
been on-site about seven months. Due to the scheduling of
drills, they have paxticipated in only one fire drill and in
no emergency plan drills.

ge Kine of the senioz supervisory positions are identified eS
"SRO License desirable" in Figure 6.2-3 (Plant Staf 0",ganiza-
tio ) of the Technical Specifications. Only one of these
supervisors has a SRO licensee and the licensee stated that
there vere no immediate plans for others to obtain a SRO

license.

3. Pexsonnal Turnover

There has bean considerable turnover of supervisory personnel in
the past year. Except for the QA Supervisor, Administrative
Supervisor, and Tzain&g Coordinator, all of the top ten supervisory/
management positions on the site have had at least three occupants.



C. Dance

4. OC Surveillance

The inspector discussed three outstanding surv illance reports vith
the cognizant supemisors. An effort was made to determine the
supervisor's knovledge of the surveillance discrepancy and the
corrective action to be taken. It is the inspector's opinion tha=
these cognizan supervisors vere not familiar with the discrepancy
or the corrective a,ction.

5. Anal s s of Licensee Event Re orts (LER's)

The inspector reviewed tvo LER's to determine the level of supe".-
visor involvement in the activities leading to the particular event
and the supervisory analysis of that event.

a. Field Change ==C 1503A "Dryvell H2 - 02 Analyzer Cooler
Change to CAC System," resultin'g in LER 76-157.

This field cha ge vas made to the Dryvell H 0 Analyzer Cooler
2 2in accordance ~wA licensee modification procedures. To

facilitate t..e modi ication t:he drainpot solenoid valves vere
disconnected (no- covered by the modification procedure) A
failure to reconnect these solenoid valves resulted in an
inoperative Analyzer at pover requiring the submission of a
LER. The licensee's corrective action focused on: (1) insupng
reviev bodies verify adequate checkout steps are in modifi-
cation packages; and (2) revising the 'procedure for process~
mod ifica tions.

V

It is the inspector's opinion that the licensee failed to take
adequate corrective action in that no steps vere taken to
instruc craft pe"sonnel concerning changes to a modification
procedure. Changes to an approved modification procedcre that
are not documented and revieved may result in this typecof
equipment casualty.

b. Modification to Transformer Taps on St.artup and Emergency
Transformers, resulting in LER 76-153.

This modification vas made in accordance vith licensee modi-
fication procedures. Changing the transformer taps requires
de-energizing the transformer output vhich, in turn, de-
energizes the Unit 2 air compressor. The 1oss of air resulted
in deflating the boot (which had a previously unMovn leak) on



~ ~
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C. Dance

tne spent fuel pool gate resulting in a lm: spent fuel pool
level. The corrective action, as described in ~ 76-153,
focused on the spent fuel, pool leaking boot seal and a pro-
posed fuel pool level alarm.

It is the inspector's opinion that the licensee failed to
fully analyze the event's cause. The transformer was secured
vithout consideration for loads served by that transformer.
The modification procedure provides 'no direction concerning
trans ormer loads, and no corrective action vas taken concerning
insuring appropriate detail in modification procedures.

6. Ins ector Evaluation

Although Bru=svick supervisory personnel meet ANSI N18.1 - 1971
qualification requirements, it is the inspector's opinion that
staff training could be increased and that a deeper involvement in
cay-to-day plant activities is merited. This opinion vas discussed
vith CP6L management subsequent to the inspection. Specifically
recommended are:

't

- increase level of BWR technical training

- encourage more inplant time

- obtain "SRO-level" training for a greater percentage of the
supervisory staf f

- increase supervisor attention to plant activities, QA audits,
and analysis of licensee events

» stabilize personnel turnover.

?
Q

R. H. Wessman, Reactor Inspector"
Reactor Projects Section No. 1

Reactor Operations and huclear
Support Branch

cc: F. S. Cantrell
H. A. Wilber
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UNITEDSTATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMiVIISSION
REGION II

230 PEACHT REE STREET, N.W. SUITE 1217
ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30303

lhrcL 21, 3.977

Attachment S

3~.'DP~IDPif FOR: F. J..Long, Chief, Reactor Oparatio s. and ltucle~~ Support
Branca.,'egion ZX

e
te=~lating addi ionalCorporate and plmt mnagment are no. con

roves, but vs. eva3.uate needs ca efully, recognizing the need to
sterilize p sonnel.

�
= 302: H'. Dance,'hief, Reactor P o)ects Section'llo.'1, Reactor

. Operations and nuclear Suppox B"anch,'Region 3Z
A

' ~

SiE c > ~
. B<i7.>BECK RT>~ R~g

~ 4

~ ~'s a, foes.r.va t.o a I g '"'=ho" of LB's end r S. Cantr& to K C. Dane
eva3.ua.=on re o dated Janus=g 4, 3977, regarding s 3 f qualifications atP~s='"'-,'n ex-'.ra inspe" ion 1~ conduc ed by H. C. Dance an" R. K. Vessman

.-,on Jan-"-~ 17-21, 1977, (~ Ppt. Ito. 50-324/77-03). R. H.'Ress~.me-e.i 4o
C. Da"ce dated:-eo~t~ 14, 1977, s~ized other areas o inte= st..

.c ion fin~s cove"ec in. the above. references -ere discussed ~i h
:»~<»~ e-, C~~o-a+i~'Dept'.', K.'B~>, >~'ag=, Vuclea Gene=a ion

" F. To3:"Lson, B=~"~.Plant Eh ager, at h conclusion of Axe'~ec mn Altho~ ~~ va".e reseonsive, va i or= d thm tha 1'e vou3d
.:con act ~'a er uz he evaluation.. As noted in hese refe ences, the -:

one a..-- smf n,P~~~ M8.3. and technica1 sp ca ion reou'ccents.
.'.Su~me" 3 ""~~ F. J" Long,.iZ. C. Dance,'7; S. Cantre», and T. F.. E~ps 33et

~ . v't H. Ba.m and =. ~o1Mon et Bruns1>c~ on Qrch 17, 1977. This followed
: 'a s,esmion'm.~M WM on ~te ance'ontrol. associa ed with nonco~pliance

ms o 3- Rp . Ko.t $0-324/7o-24 K. Bants and 3>...Tollison rei e=ated" -.
~ - ~e'espo~ve ess tet our conce~:>md detailed th ac ions which had:".-
~, been unde ~n. ha follow

'Ti-of ni".e.;pe st@'a~ w~g e e supervisors desi.~~ SR5 license.'.,
CPU 's goa's x 'have'ddi ional superiors'p1™sue SRO t~~~ing bvP

evilua ion ~s:.that-the' ediate need. vas ~ o aair.~ a stea~ '-'.-'.
~

~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~ e 'r
I'.

~ e ""go=, Superintendents and sI>~~t'"ors have.z e"eved thaic~Nt ts to te w 0" 'plant m=e ' .ha t. a%inc;-.in'~
o. s"pe II~1on vms, sta ec to be much rore t" " he record indicat d.

This =ecting vms productive and respo sive to our ~oncems.. Combined.e
5 he mre in-depth rev'e - of LDIs by th lice"see erich. ve a"e

t
~ ~ ~ ~

P
~ ~

~, ~ ~

~ ~



. ""ing, inspection findings so fa" this yea, and the respo siveness 'of
licensee a his meeting, it appears that, tha perfo ~ce cu=.e is

.mv: g. Altho~ wm don't see all issues equa', tha co~un'cation
g ~ is dm ~hing.
I consider tha the action ~e ini, iated of rev e~ing manage en .'s i"vo3.;mmt
has h en cozp3.eted. Ve vQ~ continue to ronitor the perforce through our
=outine inspection proem.

K..C. 'Dance, Chief
':.. Reacto=
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UNITED STATES

NUCl EAR REGULATORY COillMISSIOIX

REGION II
230 REACMTREE STREET, N. W. SUITE 818

ATLANTA,C'EORCIA 30303

December 3, 1976

Attachment 9

F. J. Long, Chief, Reactor Operations end?nuclear Support Bre".ch
Reg on II
Ti?RU: H. C. Dance, Chief', Reactor Projects Section ho. 1,

Reactor Operations and ?nuclear Support Branch, Region ZI

~ SWPLY FOR ZiISTRPi~I" ?TS AiD VAL~

Bru svickis Technical Specifications do not address the availability
o ei= to va iona safety-related inst u ants end valves (cont 'nment
ins r"-en pene ration valves, safety rel"'ef valves, etc.).

Brunswick's FSAR (Section 10.12) states that the safety desig
obgective of the inst~ent eir system is to pro'ide dry,
oil»free e'', free of foreign m teriels to components in the
reacto building. Air to vital equipment is supplied by two
independent "non-internmtible" loops, end hat certain vital
con rol valves have their ovn eir accumulators to assure
e er"ency operation. In addition to the evuipment described

PSALM, Brunswick hes installed a, backup eir compressor
nowe ed from an emergency bus to feed each non-interruptablc
loop. (~~s ves done because instrument penetration valves
steed to close during a loss of off-site pover test during
the standup p ogrem - the normal eir'o"pressors are not fed

rom the e ergency busses.) Tne FSAR also states that the eir
dryers ere cepabl of supplying 620 SCF.'? of air dried to e
dew point of -40oF at a pressure of 122 PSIG.

DI'ng en inspection I?ovember 15-19, 1976, the inspector
observed moist e in the desiccant indicator bowl on the
ou let of the ai dryer for Unit 2. In reviewing the log-
books for toe p ioQ. Octobo 21 - ?'Iovember 18, 1976, numerous i
proble=s vere logg d involving the plant se"vice eir/i~tru"e....
eir sys ems. (One entry ll/6/76 for Brunswick 1 indicated gee
o e eir comnressor vas maintained Q5 PSIG on the instnmIent
eir header; Another entry on 11/15/76 or Brunswick 2 stated
the moistu e ves drained. out of the instru= nt air dryers)
Several previous problems with he instrument end service eir
sys e=s were described in en information report t,o ?~ ~ C. Rose"ey
de ed Soptemoer 24, 1976. This report also describes hov the
ir system work end concluded that it is inconceivable Chat ."n

ei system ~ utu e or, malfunction cou'Id not be terminated befo=
having e detri-ental effect on plant safety. If the systems
- ork es designed, the inspector concu-.s; however, ifmoi ture
laden ei" is p witted to enter end remain in thc instnIment ei
systems, check valves that isolate the noninterruptiblc air



F. J. Long

loops, and accu"ulators can fail vith the result th"t the backup
systems rehain connected to prime@ air syste"s.

Several yea"s, ago Indian Point 1 had a nu"ber of con ainment
i'solation valves that failed to close during a test b cause
ox "g~" in the air to the valves.

The lack of Technical Specifications on the instrumen air may b
a generic problem that could. become a serious s fety problem
afte= several years of misope ation. D is ecozmended that this
concern be re erred to lBR for evalua ion to Cetermine if aMi-
tional specifications should, oe incorporated in'he Technical
Sp cifications for aU. facilities.

P. S. Cantrell
Reactor Inspector

/
r

0 4 ~
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NUCLEA,R REGUI ATORY CO>i:iMlSS'ION

V/ASHINGTON. O. C. 20555

tlay 16, 1978
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h=i!ORANDUN FOR: 4'. Long, Chief, ROEllS Branch, RII

FRObj: F. J. Holan, Field Coordination, DROI, IE

SUBJECT: POSSIBLE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIOH RE(UIREf'iEHTS
AIR SUPPLIES FOR SAFETY RELATED SYSTEtlS

Enclosed for your information is an NRR technical assistance

request relating to possible TS surv illance requirements for air

supplies for safety related systems. This revie:I ias prompted by

concerns expressed by F. Cantrell in AITS F2129BH2. t,'e consid r
this matter clos d.

g ~Pn~>
F. J. t)olan
Field Coordination
DROI, IE

Enclosure:
As stated

cc: E. J. Brunner, RI
G. Fiorelli, RIII
G. L. itadsen, PIY
J. L. Crees, RY
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COV(,".(ISSIOM
i((ASHINGTOA,D. C. 20555

tray 15, 1978

HEt(ORAt'DUll FOR: Roger J. thttson, Director, Division of Systems
Safety

FROt):

SUBJECT:

Victor Stello,.Jr., Director, Division of Operating
Reactors

TECHtIICAL ASSISTA'FACE RE(UEST - AIR SUPPLIES FOR
SAFETY RELATED SYSTEtlS

'PLA(tT hAHE: Generic
DOCK'T ttO.: tt/A
RESPO.'(SIBLE BPAI'tCHES: STSG; APCSB
PROJECT t'.0(lAGER: Joseph tl. tlcGough
RE/VESTED CO('lPLETIO:t DATE: July 1, 1978
TAC tlG.; ACTIYITY CODE; ERR CONTROL tl0.: -7557; R57; 2

He request your assistance to determ(ine >ihether air being supplied
to safety related instru,.entation and valves should bo subject
to perl odi c'esting requirements to veri fy minimum qual ity standards.
Curren ly, the Standard Technical Specifications do not contain
such pro;isi"ns; ho:;ever, in viei! of the po"ential for lo-;,9 tel(.,
degradation of safety related instrumentation ard valves sLpplied
irith contaminated or dirty air, v!e believe this possibility sho ld
be addressed.

)le recom.end the minimum quality standards set forth in At)SI t(C
ll.l-1976, ISA-5'7.3, tlual ity Standards for Instrument Air as th y
relate to D .! Point, Oil Content and Pal.ticle Size be adapted.
Should your evaluation indicate that minimum s iandards on these
para.". ters are acceptable, ire propose to reouire p riodic testing
of these qualities in th next revision of ~he generic STS's. .

/r

Victor Stello, Jr., Director
Division o( Operating Reactors
Office of Nuclear Reactor Pegulation

\

cc: D. Eisenhut
L Butl r
Di Tondi
T. Ippolito
Y. B=naroya /
J. Sni zeI:~
STS t( -,(Ibers
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CDV VLAI'HlHtc Sl IIC I, N.'lf. M)ITE 1217

'TLANTA,GEORGIA 3030:c

July 29 l977

Attachment 1U

TMIORAI|DiR FOR. K. V. Seyfrit, Assis. an .Director, Office o 'Inspection
and Enforce= n", Headquarters

TZBU: F. J. Long, Chief, Reactor Ope ations and I"uclear
Support arran >, Region XZ

FR02:

SUBJZCT:

H. C. Dance, Cnie, Reactor Projects Section N'o. l,
Reac cr Operations and Nuclear Support Branch,'egion IZ

CORK SPB.K r=-"""=R ET'A ALAR!I

The'ur e t ~-xsvic~ Tec ""cal Specifications Table 3.2-7 specifies
.the ela~ s tting, and. ao a~h 4.5.A.l specifies the'urveillance
reouire~ents inclu~~~g calibration f"equency. The standard.
TechnicaI Sp= 'ca ions r "1-'-e calibration of the core spray
header D/~ ~tru entation on"e per'2 days 'but do not speci+ an
ala~ setti"g or any su~ i» "-"ce reouire~ents (to assu"e that

the'eris ~"tact «nothin '- o" or).
(

'isis matt ~s discussed - =". C. rramme1l, Brunswick Projecte
P "ager. Based on consultation m h the standard Technical
Sp ciiication evie- group, h s Mated. the alIa=m setting and
sume&~ance requirements >M1.be added to the stanched'Technical
Specifications for RHBIs.

This ~mo a"dm fo ~ aoci ents'ou'. recommendation'hat alarm
and. surve'»ance reaui e ents or the'ore Spray High D/P alarm
be incoroora ed. in he G S anda dized.. Technical Specifications.Ifyou corcu" please fora d to'7GR.

Ifve nay assist you in this matter', contact this office.
/

4J 4.:. o.Q~~
lc. C; Dance, Chi.ef
Reac or P"ojects Sec ion

Ho. l
PACT: F. S. CA'?c~x" L

242-5553

~ I%I encl ~ cc pccvin ic cnilrnvc hc Teic cho~ coc t'h AP ttllt''6 Arl' I~ ~ ~ ' ls Ae elis ~ ~ oa



NUCLEAR PiEGULATORY COIVi"iusslON

WASHINGTON, 9. C. 20555

t/ovember 8, 1977

t~E!'OPAllDUH FOR: H. C. Dance, Chief, Reactor Projects Section 1, RII

F Ron:

SUBJECT:

J. H. Sniezek, Assistant Director for Field Coord":nation,
Division of Reactor Operations Inspection, IE

-CORE SPRAY HEADER HIGH D/P hLARH (F2 1649 H2)(58)

In your memorandum of July 29, 1977, you requested that core spray D/P
alarm set points and surveillance requirements be incorporated in the GE

Standard Technical Specifications. During discussions on this matter we

learned: that the alarm set point is critical to assuring that the core
spray system is intact, that historically there has been considerable
confusion on what the set point should be, and that the BUR 6 will
continue the use of this D/P system.

As a result of discussions with J. H. VcGough, DOR, STS group, we have
determined that the alarm and surveillance requirements you suggested
will be incorporated into the next"t.'hange in the GE-STS. ke intend a

follow on check of this item when the new STS is published.

Ifyou have any questions, please contact us.

~J. H. Sniezek, Assistant Director
for Field Coordination

Division of Reactor Operations
Inspection, IE

cc: F. J Kong, RII
. Cantrell, RII

J. N.'cGough, DOR (w/incoming)
K. R. Goller, DOR

CONTACT: L. Cons tabl e
. (28O19)

r.

ry
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION Il
220 PEACHTREE STREET, N. VI. SUITE S'll

ATLANTA,OEORGI A 20202

Attachment >t

~ ~F. J. Long, Chief, Facilities Operations Branch, Office of Inspection
and Enforcement, Region II

BRUNSWICK 2, INSPECT?0'8 OCTOBER 6-9, 1975 (RPT. 50-324/75-14'f
/

We discussed reporting requirements, including prompt report ~nr~~
information that should be included in each report. CP&L appeared to be

responsive, however, they still have problems as indicated by AO 94 6 95

submitted October 14, 1975. These did not contain sufficient information
to understand and evaluate the significance. This was discussed with
the Plant Manager October 17, 1975, and he stated that additional information
would be provided, however, their coordinator in Raleigh called the same

day, and stated he supplied all the information available to him. If
this is all the information available, the plant is not performing an
adequate evaluation to determine the safety significance.

F '. on my review of startup testing at Test Condition 2, and other
.vations timely action is not being taken to resolve identified

~

R
blems i.e. (1) RCIC overspeed trip - this was identified at Test

ndition 2 "Plateau Review", July 18, 1975, and confirmed during
subsequent tests. Action was not expedited until I told them that the
RCIC was "ot reliable enough to be considered operable unless tested
every 24 hours, (2) the loss of offsite power test still has not been
repe-ted, or officially accepted prior to approval of the test results
for Test Condition 3 on October 8, 1975, (3) fuel oil in the diesel
generator lube oil systems, one system was changed ~ediately, and one,
a week later. The other two systems were not sampled to verify acceptability
of the oil until a week later.

I plan to include the above items on the agenda for our meeting with
CP6L Nova&er 6, 1975.

~F. S. Cantrell x
Reactor Inspector



Attachment l2

Dece ber 29, 3976

P. J. T.cn>, Chief, Reac o Operations and lfuclea S~ unox 3m"ch,
DDcgo~ TXaa ~ a

i~U-. Z. C..Dance," Chief, Reactor Pr'o„'ects Section Fto. 1, Reacto .

Onerations and. Nuclear Support 3ranch, Region XI

TECwZCZ S ECVICAZIO.'iS M BP~~ DOOPB 03 KPCZ CO.'KPZ~

Du"in" a tou: of 3~svick 1 on Dec~e 17, 1976, both HPCX c~ar~ nt
bu3'~>ead doors ve found onen, and, the area vas unoccmie8. except fo"
~e inswctor and. 'his escort. The cu ent S do no add"ess t ese doo s

or t"eir @<nose. The ~DECI corona went is locatecL be - en th north
~"d sou"> R=R roon, an" i is necessa~ to hav at least one door
closed to assn e tha a l~~ b" aR in o"e of he wee co@"art e»ts
does not esu't i floo~~ ou ""e ~CI,.HCZC, the R."~ and the CP>
pu ps s~"ult "eov-ly. u~h ", both doors ~est be closed for h CO
ols~'. s."s w ~a t e PCT. roon o be effective (fire protection).

~m't ~ e~riev Decker 18, 1976, 3ru~d.c~ ~ge nt co~~tted,
on~ one dcor c" osed a a13. +i~es,. and both doors closed exc'e~

m soigne is vo ~m~ in the ~eCX cogent o= assing thro~ ~ C0-"L
- floor, e"'o d velop~ syste= to con "ol th se doors.

o

a 'ed ob3.e-, the e a no reauire ent that the su>a p~~s in
the B:"o roo oe operable PuWer, Ae sue"p pcs do not > v the
ca>ac'~J'o ~die the va er ~t vould. be genera ed ~m a co"u3.e+e.
brea'c of "e la"~est Me in these'pm or in the r acto caDdina,.
Gn at lezs o"e occasion vie the reactor vas shutdovn, m e vas

ovM to ace~a e on the co=~ t loor until the baro~ c
co"" "s ms "looded. out. A baro=mic co"denser is requirM ot ir bot" the ZPCZ ance PCIC in sta"dby reMesst V

'r
~ne iz:s"-ector ~co=~ends that the Te"hnical Snecifications 'be r;~ "o
recu'~e at least one bu»aex door be kept closed a all t~~~a. A
sees ed zordi ~ fo a Te ~eel &Deci ic tio is'ho.M~ n 4 a

ne hod o Q ovidin+ th cont ol ope tor reason" gl ss ~qca <h~~

l-:gh s and/or mx a".u=cia or on he control panc3..

is recc=-end d this "t-er be fo ~ "e" to Licersfn„- fo= re.rf.e;- and
approp iate ac ion

iVAP 14C+

DAf%+

XE:II
FSCan relic
101"'ZT76

IE:II
~ HCDance

127&776
FJLong
127 /76

o 4 ~ VCsL v
Reactor In aector

'

r~h!0 (%tv. 9.$ 3) AMCOps 4 u: a ooveias~soar r ~imago aerican sowi o)a,sos
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Attachment 13

L
~ ~ ~

C a
Co a~«»7 7.V

9 c "'ber 2", 197"
P

J

I

K. V S»-r~'t ~~'»I e»"~c" ~ c'"mco~ A s's~~ "= a"ch, C~~ce
o. I=s«vec+ior ace.'~~o-.c~~~"0 .".eeRcua~ve«s

C. ~~oseler, D<~ec or, 0 f ce o". ~ s'oectioa. e~~

r

37.~~:=-~7 ZA~3, M Ma~~C~~ i~i. ~ 3. A:"(D 2. K~~~ '.i0. 50-325 A:P3 50-~o~,, r

~ae av"~"~e~ ~~ z ~:. S. Ca"~r M~ f6enhi»''es -"he Yasence oC
peer w ' oQ ~rvsi w Cp+~4o» «ecgw«»«~Qs >O ~oLpqw )ha 3wQP~> .
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Attachment 14 ,

FRR:

SU~~. CT

J. H.- Snkez R, Crfef. Light Rater 8 actor
PWgr~ Branch, RIP:IF

HPCI COHPARTrKlPi'ULNEAD DOORS (F2 1321 N)

In your zeaerandm of Cec~r 20. T976> to K. V. Sevfrit, yors Indicated
ti;at a" least one bulkhead door b t~n-the HPCE wd R% co~rtrents
>~st b clos=d to pr vent sh~~)tan~us GooBn9 of HPCI> RCIC,'RHR and
CPS p's at runmick. Me learn d through discussions vith F. S. Can rell
that Gruneick =nager.. nt agrees Mfth th4s concl s$ on and has co—.,it4
through procedures to control these doors fn a inner thwart wf11 alleviate
this problem. Based on the foregoing 5nfonat$ on e.nd d$ cus Sons v$ h
HRR p rsonnel, ~ tave excluded tha establ<s."-~nt of procedural controls
has all v)a~~d the ne d for a TS chang at this facility.

~

~
En order to further assess the generic potential of this mtter, m rendu st'
that vou survey the 9!iPs $ n r" aion IT to determine $ f a shrilar proMm
(ro cortrol of HPCI cmpa~nt bulkhead doom) exists at, other, facilities.
Your findings ~ill cont. fbute to a basks for. further HRC action 4n this arch.

~: Pcgarding the ratter of s~ pm'perab)lity(capacity, please prcv$ d.
Qfor~tlcn regardinq da fo))h~ing so that ~e can assess the r~d for fu~
ther HN action:

Bhat ms tie source of mter Bat caused flooding cf th ban tr$c
condenser? Why ms tt allo~ to accmula~'?

2. @as flood(na of' condenser due to the Inadequate capacity of the
s ~ pumps or failure of the pv:ps to operate? If''ft Was because
the p~s dldn't oZrate. shat ms the cause 'of'hefr failure to
operate? Pox r~ny sump p~s are 4n an PJfR roo.-.? Vivat $ s t?;r,
p~ capac,sty?

3. 4!era HPCI and PCIC recurred to be operable by th TS durknq the
floddina occurrence? Mere they'endered inoperable?T ~ 1»

CONTACT:
~ G. L. Constable

492-7451





F. J. Long

Rhat (ndfcatfon o floodfng ~s av'affable to the plant staftt
Mas )t fgnomctP If so, ~by'l ',",at err„chive action has, been

'n$t$ ated by tt' fcensee?
I

If a )!censee event report ad~eat ly cpycrs Q8 foregoing, ra karen:a to
orna ~ld be set)sfactory.

t

J. H, Snye ek, Chfcf
. Light Mater factor Prognr s Bra mh
Efvfsfon or Reactor Inspectfon

Progt'ans, IK

cc: . H. C. D ncaa. Rrr
F, S. Cantrip), RIT
6. L. Constable, IE
6. M. Roy. IE

n.o u a
RIP 1)~ —Hm ABETS <he 4/4/77

This fs also 4n response to:
F2.'1321 H1

"R/P lGB)

I LMR:RIP: IE
Jf5nfe ck:g
2123/77



Attachment 15

PA'ic i~/ FOB: J. E. Saic"e>, Assistant Director fox Fie3.d Coordim, ion,
Division of Operating.Beactox Lapection, Office o
Inspe tioa and Wrfo cement,

FB ..

SU~CT

F. J. Long, Chief, Reactor Operations and 1:uclear
Suppo~ B~ch, Region lX

m CI CO1 "~~~ SUEZ"=~ DOORS (mO63S~)

Zn your memo of Febnmxy'23, 1977, you indicated. Technical Specificatioa
reouireaents for the EPCE bread doors vould not be included. at B~svidc
as a~~nis rative controls ha" been established. The Mtl:ead doors vere
rovid d, to protect ~Mast loss of equipment reimdsncy in the event of

a, ~~ Q.ooding even as state" in %AH H6.21. %here such doers
"constitute part of the 'accideat analysis, it appee~ that e r~uire=eat
.to w~ia aixx the doo"s closed should be specified fc= this aaQ, sM~~ a

la"ts. Althou"h ve:dIs~ ee i~th you position, ve pea to momtor he
.ei~ectiveness of the ad~<nistrative controls ~

'N t ~

.Our rev" ev. of other SrG's in Region XI fin'd that Hatch and 'Brows'Te~
do no have buL'Mead doors for this se~ce. S~~ is silent on the ~ te..

.B~- wer, I aa m;..ex that "e D:esdea Technical Specifica ions (3.;.C. )
"es the 'bMke 8 doom bo maintained, closed except fo passa~. hus

approach Is aot ot~~ consistent.
~ ~

P ~ W i ~ ~ ~, ~~ ~

. ou me--o also cues ioaed swp pm~ operability recuireaeats for ~~nor,
Q.oodi"" condctioas ia the E CI room. Ve already have Technicaj.
Sp i%cation require=eats for system operabil' «Sich indirect~pec ca

' ~con~rois mino. sap problem. The +tection per ded by the b~e
doors against a ~or floodiag event dvarfs the n~ prob3ea in ou.-
viev. As discussed Mth you by telephone; you no longer have an '"terest
In. the su p p«=n operabilit7 question since ve do aot consider this e. problem.

, ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~

~ ~

Please advise if ve may assist you in this matter.
'pg j'g (8 <<'P Pl''I - 14'/~~A L'

g.:gdf~+~CgQ FXZRuw/f >3<
Mggr~e

F. Z. Long, Chief.
'eactorOperations ead

nuclear Suppor" 3raach

H. C. Dance, IZ:XI
F. S. Cantrell, IKx&

CO.~TACT F. S. CP2VP~L
242-55'3
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t
~ ~

~

r%c
F.- J. Long, Chic, Reactor Operations and 'nuclear Support Branch, Office

of Inspection and Enforcemeng
TrBU: U. C. Seedle, Section Leader, Reactor Projects Section bo. 1,

Reactor Operations ecd Nuclear Suppo-t Breech, 0 fice of
Inspection and Enforcement

iiPCI AND RCIC XSOLAT103S AS A RESULT OF AN XhDICA~x IZAK

Botc EPCI and RCIC are isolated by a high equipment room high tempera-
ture (175 P} and a high inlet-out differential temperature (50 Z).
These switches are provided to isolate that particular system in the
event o a 3.ine break. Brick 2 has had a large number of reportable
occurrences involvwg inoperable EPCI or RCXC du"ing testing as a result
of an "indicated leiY'ecause of an apparent drift m the svitch
sett ngs. Several other reports involved inopera'ole EPCi or RCZC
bec use o" sma11 3.earn.

Si ce this is e ergency equ pment, it would appear that "indicated
.leaks" should give an ax~ra only in the control roon—not isolation.
The operator should evalua e the situation and if conditions warrant, he
could then isola e the lea'Mg systemp but you would not lose one of
these systems during a transient when it is needed most. Both the HPCI

'and t e RCIC are in the reactor buQding and th standby gas treatment
sys em is designed to start in an accident condition, therefore, any
radioact-vity associated with small steam leaks would. be co3>ected in'he standby gas treatment 'system.

P. S. Cantrell, Reactor Insp ctor
Reactor Projects Section Ho. l
Reactor Operations nd buclear

Support Branch



',ttact&ent
e ~ I or the RCICo RO reoorts identify occurrences -.here t..e P I r

* ' due to indicated stean le& during theinoperab3.e at Bwnsv'ck 2 due to in xca
last 3 months of 1975 and early 1976.

RO Ão.
RCIC

Da e
EPCI

RO No. Date

75-125
75-143
75-153
75-169
75-170
76-7
76-11
76-16

I
~R/P

Pg - J)g

Pg-/de

P~ ~ JA /
~ -.P.d ~ x

12/3/75
12/24/75
1/5/76
1/21/76
1/21/76
3./29/76
Z/9/76
2/az/76

5j/r+i
>j'ipse>C

5/>/)"
P/i/>C
a r

Pj«4

/4J rgb )rr

J'J& ~C.

z/Jz+)

75-127
75-128
75-137
75-140
75-345
75-148
75-157
75-162
75-165
75-166
75-167
75-168
76-22
76-24

J." Ci C

gh ~

7c-2Z

Qp /65 4

12/5/75
12/5/7s
12/22/75
12/24/75
12/23/75
1/s/76
1/9/76
1/13/76
1/20/76
1/zo/7e
1/20/76
1/20/76
2/13/76
2/20/76

~+~/) r.

z/s/)u
$/~/')g

i/>p+)

PlA/rrrCrdy

~ i'.

rC
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COibli~llSSlO>V

REGION II
050 PKACKTACC STA KCT N, %V SUI ~ C 4 l8

ATLANTA,CCOACIA 30100

February 27, 1976

Attachment 17

K. Seyfrit, Reactor Technical Pasistance Branch, Office of Inspection
and Enforcment, Header ters

THRU: N. C. iloseley, Director, Office of Inspection and Enforcement,
Region XX

CPRL BMlNSi'XCK 2 — WCX ASD RCIC ISOLATION AS A RESULT OP XNDTC~
LZAFS

The attached rIm> Cant"ell to Long dated February 12, 1976, po'nts
t a potential generic awk proble0I, as indicated by the large nuaber
reported cases of b~CZ and RCXC inoperability during testi g. (See

~

~Attac. ent A}. Xndic ted leaks cesult in isolation signa1s au to
drift in switch sett"ngs. The real concern as expressed by Cantrell,
is tha" systen isolation coulld occur during a transient when the system
need was the g eae,est.

)le rec"mend that this con"ition be brought to the attention of licens-
lling anc that considerat on be, given to a license change to T~i'e in-

dicated leaks" an alaw function rather than an nisolae+on" function.
The ope=aeor s'nould evaluate the significance of tne ala~ and then
isol-te the syst~ ~nually if necess~

P. J. Long, Branch Chief
Reactor Operatiorw anc" Nuclaa

Support Branch.

ilttac~ent: As Stated

nclosure: As Stated

S. Cantrell w/e, IE: XI
G. Roy, IEIHQ



ph <<EQI<~ UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2055&

jiI I1 g D )C~r
Attachment )8

J

. J. Long, Chief, Reactor Operations and Nuclear'Support Branch, IZ:IX

R"qUZST FOR R"Vl ti 0 HPCI AtlD RCIC SYSTEM) ISOLATION AS A RESULT OF
0 1DRIFTLXG ISOLATION SIGNAL TRIP SETTINGS AT BRUNStGCL, MEIT h

(AITS F20139Hl)

awhile t is ac>. 2.ty ash' '1'ty has experienced a number of spurious isolations' BPCI and RCIC systems because of set point drift related toof tne an
u 1 linethe temperature detectors used to sen.,e turbine steam supp y

breaks, we believe the "automatic isolation" feature should not be
cha ged to a "manual-isolation" operation as suggested in your
memorandum to me dated February 27, 1976 and memorandum from F.S.
Cantrell, IE:II to F. J. Long, IE:IX dated February 12, 1976.

Since the automat c o ai is lation feature has been reviewed and accepted
by Licensing, modifica ion of the initiation circuitry to obtain a
"manual isolation" operation would, in our opinion, represent an

d afety question which would require re-evaluation by the
~o b Licensin . Addi-

tionally, it should be noted that automatic initiation of a protective
action is a aes gn asis ez.p oi i b s s employed by all licensees and required by
IEEE 279 ~ . Ve believe tnat isolation of the KCI/RCIC steam supply
lines in t e event o ah nt of a line break. is desirable. It appears that

oo low ain i e however isolation is being triggered at too ow atn s case, 7

e encoura edthreshold. Tnerefore, we suggest that the 3.icensee be g
er th'e feasibility of readjusting the trip setting of theseto consider t e eas

h above ambient conditions'otemperature detectors to a value enough above am en
that spurious oxPPCX ox RCIC system isolation is ~kely, Xf.this is not
possible, consideration should be given to other means o prov ing
automatic function.

If you have any questions concerning the above ma , pve matters lease contact
Uince Thomas or me on extension 27421.

/I

Reactor Technical Assistance Branch
Office of Inspection aud Enforccmcnt
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April 16, 1976 Attachment 19

p J Long y Chief, Reactor Operations and nuclear Support Branch
Office o Xnspection and enforcement, Region EX

TiVJ3: V. C. SeicU.e, Chief, Reactor Px'o5ects Section Ho
Reactor Ope ations and Nuclear Support Branch

X AND RCXC ISOLATXOHS hS A EH>ULT OP AB BGGCA~ LHlK

Reference: Mmo Seyfrit to Long dated 4/16/76, Request for
ReMev of EP~X and RCIC SystesL Isolation as a Result
of DrUting Xsolation Signal Trip Settings at
Brunswick, Vnit Ho. 1 (SIC) (Unit 2)

The o ig~ma1 ego (Cantrell to Long, dated 2/12/76) pointed out a
potentially generic B4R pmblem. The above referenced reply sites.
that the problem identified is not a problent because it ~as ori~~lly
revieved and accepted by Licensing and meets the roquirements oi
W~~-279, and to nake a change vould require a reevaluation by Licensing;

tever, the corrective action suggested (read5usting the trip points)
Ld be in noncompliance v~th the B~Cck Tecbnica2. Specification

(Tab3.e 3.2"2 and Table 3.2-3) and necessitate the sacle action by Licensing.

Xt is requested that this conc rn be brought to the attention of
Licensing, and they be requested to consider mheather an indicated
leak ahou1d initiate an ~Lrm or an isolation function.

h, 300» rated steam fXev signal prod.des an isolation signal for tbe
mad.ns team line break~

~ \

S ~ Cantrell, Reactor Xxu~ector
Reactor Pro5ecte Section Ho 1--
Reactor Operations and Hu"lear

Support Branch

~ s

~ ~

'

0 ~



flay l4, 1976
Attachment PPA

K. Seyfrit, Reacto Technical Assistance Branch, Of 'ce of Xnspection
and Pnforcut, Headquarters
PERU: Hogan C. k~seley, Director, Office of Xnspection and

Enforcezmat, Region XX

CPU, BF"nSZCK 2, EPCX AHD RCZC XSOLAXIOHS PPOH IliDZCAXc2) IZAAK
(AXTS F20X3933.)

I

Our orig~~ request, as stated in Cantre11's 5/14/76 nano attached,
vas responded to by your aero of 4/16/76. kZter careful consideration,
ve sti11 belIeve the natter should be brought to the attention of
Licensing. The suggested alternative, reedguskuent of setpoints vould
also require Licensing action. Me therefore desire further consideration
of our initial request or a variation thereof.

Pi J. Long, Chief
Raactor Operations and

Qxclear Support B inch

Encl
osure.'e~

Cantre11 to Long

'cc: Cantrall, v/o onc
Gover, v/o. enc.

/r
~ r



Attachment 20B
.JUL 0 1 876

Serial No.. IE-RID-76-19

h Tr'ansfer of Lead Resoonsibili

To. Karl R. Goller, Assistant Director for Operating Reactors, DOR

~Scb ect: SPUPXOUS HPCX A?B) RCXC XSOXATXOHS AT SRUNSMXCR UUXT 2 STATXOH—

Res onsible Branch Chief: K. V Seyfrit

Descriution of Item Reouixin Resolution:

a>
A I

je'A

IP
)

The'arge number of reported cases of HPCI;.and RCIC systen in-
operability during test at this facility leads us to question their
raLLability during plant transient" when the need for these systems
is the greatest. These reported cases of spurious isolations of
HPCI/RCIC systems are attached as Enclosure I. In addition, memo

'nda between 'the IE:II Office and the'E:HQ TecbnicaZ, Assistance
Branch (TAB) regardiug this matter are attached as Enclosure II
TAB believes that automatic 'isolation of the EPCI/RCIC steam
supply lines is required for protection against a HPCI or RCIC steam
Zine break. Because of the frequent HPCI or RCIC isolation duri"g
testing we rec~nd that Licensing encourage the Licensee to.
re-evaluate these systems for reliability and to provide corrective

'easuresas necessa~.

ee

i.~

51'p
e@

Recommendations and Proposed Course of'Action:

1 ~ The'ivision of Operating Reactors will review'nd .evaluate.
the'nformation related to unanticipated system isolations qf
HPCI and RCIC as discussed in Enclosures'1 and 2, to determine
M the HPCI/RCIC system +Liability is acceptable.'

. The Division of Operating Reactors will deteaaSne the accep-
tabili.ty of design or Technical Specification changes made

'o

the HPCI/RCIC to correct the situation

3 'he'Division of Operating Reactors will review the generic
aspects of the situation as related to other similar designed
faciZities.

4. The Office of Inspection and Enforcement w~ provide assist-
ance as required to assist the Division of Operating keactors
in resolution of the'ssue, and will assure compliance x~th
any new or revised requirements.

'Reference:

1. Enclosure 1: List of IE reports'dentifying occurrences'
~



P

Transfer of Lead Responsibility JgP 0 K fFI&

when the HPCX or. the RCIC system were found inoperable during
test at Brunswick Unit' Station.

~ i

4

~ ~

I

Enclosure 2:
a) Memorandum F. L. Cantrell, XE:II Reactor'Xnspector to T. Z

Long, Chief, IE:IX, dated February 32, 1976.

b) Mem) Memorandum, F. Z. Long, IE:XI to K. V. Seyfrit IE:HQa TAB
~ dated February 27, 1976.

~ e . a

c) Memorandum, K. V. Seyfrit, XE:HQs, to F. Z. Long, IE:XI
dated April 16, 1976.

~ I ~

.pg~/7 0 ~ ~
~

B Dir./H.'Gomez,
~ ~ ~ 1 ~ v-

ector, DiWsion of Reactor Inspection. Programs, IE/ Da:
I '

Kaxl R »er, Assistant Director for Operating Reactors, DOR

'((7f

~ 3

cc. v/enclosures:

. W.'-St~; DOR
K. V. Seyfrit, 'IE
Z. E Sniezek, IE
G. V Reinmuth, IE
Ga V Roy, XE

P O'Reilly, IE
H. C Hoseley, XE:XX~
F. Z. Long Xi:K
Z. G. Keppler, Ii:XII
E. M. Howard, V.:XV
R. E. Engelken, XE:V
T Ately MIPC

K. Shapar, ELD

C. jr'~~/g PDR
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UNITED STATES

NUcLEAR REGULATORY COMlI'.rssl014
'lVASHlhGTOi9, D. C. 20555

FE8 25 877
Attachment 21

LICENSEE: Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L)

FACILITY: Brunswick Steam Electric Plant, Units 1 and 2

SUGARY OF MEETING HELD FEBRUARY 16, 1977, REGARDING PROPOSED HPCI
STEAN LINE ISOLATION CHANGE

On February 16, 1977, members of the NRC staff and representatives of
Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L) and United Engineers and
Constructors, Inc., met to discuss the CP&L proposal to delete the
High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) steam line isolation caused by
HPCI room inlet/outlet ventilation high differential temperature.
A list o attend es is attached. Highlights of the meeting are
summarized below.

~ |t!'l L'I",

The HPCI steam line isolation is presently initiated by:

High room ambient temperature, 8 detectors, 1/8 logic (175'F).

e b. 50'elta T, inlet/outlet ventilation temperature.

c. 300K steam flow.

d. 175'F air inlet temperature to 2 room coolers.

e. Low steam pressure - 100 psig

The isolation on inlet/outlet air delta T has caused numerous spurious
HPCI sieamline isolations. The isolations appear to be most likely in
colder weather, when the inlet air temperature is low. CP&L explained

'haia cooling trend of outside air causes a reduction inlet air
temperature without a corresponding drop in exhaust temperature de .M
therr.al lag, and air mixing problems in the room. This can lead:"to..a-
larger than norr,"al aT which, in turn causes a false isolation of'HPCI.

CP&L proposes to delete this circuit, and feels that the remaining
isolation circui is are adequate to cause an isolation of HPCI in tho
- "ent of a large steamline leak or break.

r small leaks, CP&L explained that all Reactor Building air, including
that in the HPCI room, is exhausted through the Reactor Building.
ventilation system. This exhaust is monitored or particulates, iodine,
noble gas, and gross garrJra prior to release. The gross garr;a monitor will

, initiate a Reactor Building isolation and start the standby gas treatment~

~syst m. These monitors detect radioactive releases from any source in



CPaL 2
FEB 25 1977

hilding including the HPCI room. CPSL explained that these
seleases are moni.ored and governed by Tech Specs and therefore there
would be no increased releases resulting from the proposed change. In
adddition, CPSL explained that the delta T circuit was not desiqned to
detect small leakage.'ather, the room sump would alam to alert the
operator of leakage, as well as the building effluent monitor's and a

local area radiation monitor in the HPCI room. In addition, the room
temperature detectors are read once per shift at a panel in the central
control room.I~id ~ib 1 h .bi . ~175'F
might sn>tiate a false HPCI isolation with or. y one room cooler operating
and with no building ventilation. CP8L stated that they would conduct
a test to be sore that this was oot a oroo lee.

At the conclusion of tho meeting, we stated that it was most important
to restore HPCI reliability, and that we would give the matter prompt
attention.

Enclosure:
List of Attendees.

PQ~.„. 6, i~/7. / (jg:rim.
Charles N. Trammell, Project llanager
Operating Reactors Branch Pl
Division of Operating Reactors

cc w/encl:
See next page
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LIST OF ATTENDEES

CAROLINA PO'r!ER 8, LIGHT MEETING

FEBRUARY 16 1977

NRC

C. Tramnell
E. Adensam
Q. Slider
F. Cantrell
C. DeBevec

UBC Inc.

I. Sargent
B. Huselton

D. Bensinger
B. Parks
'J. Waldorf
C; Bohanan
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UNITEO STATES
NUCLFAR R GULATORYCOhlbllSSION

REGION I
230 PKACHTREE STREET, N.W, SUITE 848

ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30303
January ll, 1977

AttaChmeIlt 22

F. J. ong, Cn'e, Reacto Op ." tions and nuclear Support Branch,
Region 'Z:
'r~U: F.. C. Dance, Chief, Reac.or pro)ects Sectio» BIO. 1, Re c or

Operations and iluclear SI~port Branch, Reg'on lI
Zi. ~T, ~ CO, ~. ~P,I

B~nsvich's current Technical S c'ficat'ons (Paragre"h 3.7.A.5)
rec ires a ter completion of he startup test progra3I and demonstration
of plan. elec r'cal outp, t"et con ainnent be inert d to less than
4,". Orjgen. The standmdized Te""zicelI Speci.ications reouire that
contai~=en 'be ne" ed afte" co~letion of the s artup test program
o. a ~~" 120 ecuivalent f~~ -o'~er days (FvoD), «hich ver comes
firs=. As of 1/1/77 B~s«wc'~ 2 " " op ra ed over 200 ~D.
The lic nse for Brunsvi& 2 «as 'ssued 12/27/74. rrr~ poser testing
of t..e plant is not con>lete, o" ha,- the d "onstra. ion o. plant
el~ t"iaaf'utput been made.

'By let " o OlPZ, d='ed 6/30/7o, CP~sL revue"ted changes to th ir
T.S. the~ vould el~w~nate the requir~aent to incr containment.

Tn prev o s discussions vith Brunszick management, thai have stated
that they d'd no plan to inert until the startun test urogra~ is
cc 'o etc o

Br"-.s"ic'~ hes previousgI co—'d to adopting standard Tec>aicel
Spec'fica. ion for both Unit 1 5 2 vhen Unit 2 is refueled during
the spry~- of 1977. PK is ealuating «Oe her to defer r fueling
un '1 he fa11 of 1977, hov ver, the standardized Technica1 Specif'ca-
tions -auld stiU. be adopted snring 1977.

Cu= " '" I=-:I: is not te~.'ng e positior.'ith C75L on inerting,
ho=.ever consideri~" the daley in conplIeting the ster<,„p test

is reo"es" d t"e. this info~ation o for-'arded
o Licensing for consider on o" a change in ne Tec'"nical

Speci 'cations.

I C.

F. S. Cnntrell
.R=ar or Tnspcct.or
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i ~ 'Ii'TATES
BUGLE ".lI RBGUlATORY COArtiVllSSlON'

GIOtV II
239 PEACHTREE STREET, N.W. SUITE S ts

ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30303

January 14, 1977

Attachment 23

i
? .'IO~="::DlM:»OR: K. V. Seyfrit, Chief, Reactor Technica'I Assistant

B anch, Office of Inspection and Znforcet3ent, Hea"qua. ers

M~Mf. C. Yaseley, Direc or, Office of Inspec ion and
Enforce ent, Region II

"RON: F. J. Long, Chief, Reactor Operations and Nucl ar
Support Branch, Office of Inspection and enforcement, Region IX

* Svuu<Tt XHMZMCOaL~i;~ - BRl5SWICK 2 fDN 50-324) (F21404Hl)

M~o at ac¹d memo frot3 F. S. Can rell dated 1/Zl/77 identified the
deley o. t>e co"pletion of ~he s a up test program un il after
~~e re-u lirg, outage cu"rently planned for the Spring or Fall of
1977. "e Tecnnical Speci icatio requires inerting following
couple.ion of tho S ar up Test Pro~~em. For al" practical
purposes the plant is 3.n comerci& operation and has over
2CO ~D. No plans to incr the containt3ent have been announced.

( 'onsis.= =-' o her ac~~i ies ve reco end tha the license
ba ad-.~se" to inert the con aim nt or the requirement be re. oved
~on th echnical speci ica.ions.

F. J. Long, Chief
Reactor Operations and

Nuclear Support Branch

cc: H. C.. Dance
:-. S. Cantrell

Atta='."=ent I As Stated

CO 's'." H.. C. Dance
221-6C58
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO'MMISStON
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

APR V 1977

Attachment 24

Docket No. 50-324

lilEt',OfVNDUN FOR: Karl R. Goller, Assistant Director for
Operating Reactors, DOR, NRR

FROi~l:

SUBJECT:

Karl V. Seyfrit, Chief, Reactor Technical
Assistance Branch, RIP, IE

INERTING CONTAINt1ENT AT BRUNSWICK UNIT NO. 2

The enclosed copies of memoranda from R gion II identify and describe a
problem regarding licensee delay in inerting containment ai Brunswick
Unit No. 2. It appears that the licensee, Carolina Power.8 Light
Company (CPKL), does not plan to inert containment and is pursuing a
course of action to avoid doing so for as long as possible.

Me understand from discussions with DOR personnel that licensing action
may be taken. Me recommend, as does the Region, that CP8L should be
required to inert the subject containment or the related requi remen.
should be deleted from the Technical Specifications.

Enclosures:
1. chemo, F. J. Long to

K. V. Seyfrit dtd 1/14/77
2. HerIO, F. S. Cantrell to

F. J. Long dtd 1/)l/77

Karl V. Seyfrit, Chief
Reactor Technical Assistance Branch
Office of Inspection and Enforcement

cc w/o enclosures:
B. H. Grier, IE
D. G. Eisenhut, DOR

G. >J. Roy, IE
G. C. Gower, IE
N. C. Hoseley, RII
F. J. Long, RII
H. C. Dance, PII
F. S. Cantrell, RII

CONTACT: C. J. D Bevec, IE
49-27421

cc w/enclosures:
A. Schwencer, DOR

R. L. Baer, DOP,

C. M. Trammell, DOR

C. I. Grimes, COR

J. H. Sniezek, IE





NUCl=AR REGULATORY COViMISSlON
REGIOi4 II

200 PKACHTRKK STRKKT, H. 'LV. SVITK 0!S
ATLAN A, GKORGIA 00002

Attachment 25

P. J. Long, Chic ; Facilities Operations 3ranch, Office of Inspection
and Enforcement, Region II

BN";;S!v<CL'. 2, IHSPECTIOH SZPTE~iE"R 16-19, 1975 (Rpt. 50-324/75-13)

The sub]ect of Escort Por The Ins actor Durin An Inspection was
discussed with the plant mnager who reiterated that it is CP&L's
position that all persons r. st attend CP&L classes in radiat"on
protect"'on and security (nbou. 8 hours) and successfully pass the
CP&L test on these sub)ects in order to be issued a badge that w~
permit unescorted access to t'ne plant. He stated that it is CP&L
po "cy that 1';RC inspectors have access to any place or any person
on the plant at any tix0e. 1".nen the inspector arrived on site on
Septa~bar 16, 1975, at 1Ii'I5 pu, the receptionist infor ed senior
p" znt management. A meeting was in progress and word l'as sent out
t'r t they would be out in a few minutes. At 2:30 pm the receptionist
was reauested to call the shi-t forerun to provide escort for the.
inspecto-. 'iaiting for tne escort, signing in through secu-ity, and
applying or a= H.P. badge followed. 'ne inspector reac:led the, control
rooa at 3:00 pu —one nour "-ui fifteen minutes after reaching the site.

-afore, wnU.e we ~ere h«ving problzKIs with open security doors
uic':: ==s «nd Klyself:,ant to the plant at night for z KIalk around.
The g iard left for h s "our before we got "signed in" and our escort
a .'.. =-: - Snachling us I:itn scorts de eats the principal unannounced
"-xlso:c Dns

g,r7+. ~
.~~ .4&i+„J~(r .

P. S. Cantrell
Rase"or Ixlspector'

gv'~ i';c,''

~ ~

r~
~ ~
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O
I

~ ~



December 29, 1973

Attachment 26

P. J. Long, Chief, Reactor Operations and 12uclear Support ranch

MRU: 9 C Se'die, Section Le~er, Reactor Prospects, Sect on
No. 1, Puac or Operations and Qxclear Support Branch

C<~~ "Om m XI'-. CO. (ZmW~ZP, 2) LZC=-.SZ::0. aP<-62,.
T"MICHEL R'KIrXCLTONS M KQZOR WATER CHAWP SYSTEM

The 3ramnrl& 2 Techxdcal Specifications does not have sny require-
ent that t"e reactor vater cleanup systen he on line, or operaMe,

or that the Alter-deainaralirers in the EKU have any reserve
capacity (The condensate filter degas are requi-ed to h=ve an
unused capacity oZ res& equiva1ent to ~eater than 305 as
chloride lans. - T. S. 3 6.8) T.S. 3,6.3 specifWc reactor cooIant

coaiuctivi y aud cMrides but pemits these speciQcations
to be exceeded fo a period of tom Zn lish oJ@iII-tones
ezperience Wth salt eater in nzsioa into the reactor. (and the loss
o= all nuclear ~~~mentation), it ~ld appear that the ecnuical
Specifications for p~mte t'eat use salt eater for cond nse- coolinz
shm3.4 establish its for a continued operation vf.th the'RSM
isolated and/or deZ~~: RiCV operability to include a min'ma rese~
capacity for the zQter dexies

P. S Cant=ell,- Reactor Inspector
lLactor =rofacts,'Section Ho. 1

IvoII IZ:II
FSCantrell:es ~CSeidle
22/~f/75 12/ /75



UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMlSSION

REGiON II.
230 I'EACHTRKE STREET, N. We SUITE $ 18

ATLANTA,GeoRGIA 30303

March 10, 1976

Attachment 27

. J. Long, Chief, Reactor Operations and Nuclear Support Branch
THRU- $ M. C. Seidle, Section Chief,, Reactor Operations and Nuclear

~ ~

upport Branch

Containment Isolation Valve Leak Testin

10 CZR 50, APPE%3IX J, SECTION IIID-3 REQUIRES "TYPE B 6 C" TEST* BE

PER" OR«K) AT EACH REHJii DIG, BUT IN NO CASE INTERVALS GREATER THAN TMO

YEARS

The Brunswick 2 Technical Specifications axe consistent with Appendix J
in that they require the "Type B Tests" of penetrations be at refueling
intervals Dut in uo case greater than 2 year intervals (paragraph 4.7.8.3.
d.(1)); "Type C T sts" of isolation valves, howeve", are required only
during each major fuel reloading outage.

The cont~ent ILK test was performed at Brunswick in October, 1974 (IE
Rpt. 50-324/74-20). Testing of penetrations and isolation valves was

conducted prior to the ILRT.

Nominally the drywell is not pressurized; however, on February 10, 1976,
the reactor was shutdown because pressure could not oe maintained in
contact without constant make up (RO 76-31). Subsequent testing
showed that both valves we e leaking in the torus to the Standby Gas

Treatment System Line, and both valves were leaking in the air purge to
the drywell and to the toxus lines.

Minutes 0 an IZ/M interface meeting conducted «lay 29, 1975, indicate
that the starting time for surveillance testing is issuance of operating
license. Based on this interpretation, Brunswick would not be required
to conduct ype B test until December 27, 1976, and would not have to
test isolation valves until the first refueling outage, possibly late
1977.

If'he safety si~icance of "Type B E C Tests" is such that Appendi3c J
requires test ~g at least every two years, then there is no valid techni-
cal basis fo the legal interp'retation that the test interval starts with

Type B Test - Te t of penetrations, i.e., Electrical
Type C Test —Test isolation Valves

7 J



rch 10, 1976~on~ «2
~ g y D

r

N <z
issuance of an operating license, Degradation is constant, and the last
knosini results are the results obtained during pro-operational testing.

~'urther, during the period of pre-op and startup testing there is a
flurry of activity in containment, 'and the chances of .'nadvertent actions
that might compromise containment integrity are greatly increased.
During the startup pxogram the dryvell and the reactor are thermally
cycled many times more frequently than during normal operation. The
thermal cycling also contributes to the degradation of containment.

Consideration should be given to requiring that this testing be done
at least every 2 years as specified by 10 CFR 50, Appendix J. The 2
year period should start +hen this testing is completed during the
preoperational testing phase prior to licensing. (H'he technical
specifications specify a shorter period, the shorter period could begin
ci'ith issuance'of the operating license)

r/ ~ e&

; c~M
P. S. Cantrell, Reactor inspector
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Support Branch
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Attachment 28

ry~ )g

UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMlSSION
REGION I I

230 PEACHTREE STREETI N W SUITE $ 11
ATLANTA,CEORCIA 30303

F. J. Long, Chief, Reactor Operations and Nuclear Support Branch
THRU: W. C. Seidle, Chief, Reactor Projects Section No. 1, Reactor

Operations and'uclear Support Branch

RECORDXNG DATA REQUIRE) BY BRUNSWICK TEChNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The Brunswick Technical Specifications require that the temperature
of the recirculation loops, the reactor bottom@ drain, and the bottom
metal temperature be recorded every 15 minutes during heatups and
cooldowns and that the reactor pressure be recorded eve~ 15 minutes
when the recirculation loop temperature is less than 220 F and the
Reactor Vessel is not vented (T.S. 4.6.A). These temperatures and
pressures are on strip recorders; however, the reactor bottom@'rain
and the bottom metal temperatures are read in the reactor building
rather than the control room.

The Region XX inspector informed the licensee that it appeared the above
surveillance requirements were included in the Technical Specifications
to assure that no thermal and pressurization limits were exceeded and
that "here must be some method to assure that each of these parameters
are surveilled at the specified interval.

Brunswick has interpreted their Technical Specifications to mean that if
the Technical Specifications specify "record," the recorder chart trace
meets that requirement and if the Technical Specifications specify
"log" the data must be "hand recorded."

Guidance for the enforcement of these surveillance requirements is
requested.

r~~
S. Cantrell, tor Xnspector

Reactor Projects Section No. 1
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Nuclear Support Branch



July 1, 1976 Attachment 29

1'

P. J. Long, Chief, Reactor Cperaticms and Nuclear Suppor" Branch, 0 fice-.
of Inspection and Mrarceaent, L~:II
Ma.U:: H. C. Dance, Qd.ef, Nuclear Support Section, Reactor Operations

and kiuclear Snppoxt 3ranch» Office ox Inspections and
Enforceoent~ IB:II

-,,'RITZRXA

POR ZSCCIchXZRG C~CZEVE ACTI(M
~, I'

number af 3rumwia3c's ala~ procedures an8.. aaergency instructions ..'= .

provide ane level oz cox ective action.. PoL'ccaaple» "EI 1-3.» ~wry
System. ~ltnre Inside Qryvet3... (leans)," only specifies an "orderly
shutdown" when the M~4 leak-ate is x'cached. do further hxstruc ious
are provided for the case where:the leakage ate is 50 GPM and/or increas-
SJlg rzo~™j4

't

&CL has reviewed this Atm (Qnresolved Itm 75-17/3) . A manageaent '-.':;.
—presentative stated M~t desi:t-aining program would emphasize the,",
reascm xor the cor ective action Xden&ied but VK does not plan to,.
incorporate c iterw fa= escCathg corrective action in their written...
procedures.

The inspac or is of the opinion:that ~~ procedures and emergency,.-;:....ins~tians shoald-p~de instructions zpprapxiate to the e~ected -".=',
canditians» and cM~~ for the.applicaticm of these. inst=~ctions...Zf
conditions axe demeemaL-.g at. a rata tha" villprobably cause a reactor .sera or nore severe autaatic=.acticm» the operator s~au3.d be provided:.-.
w th ~~Knee ar ca~ting corrective action,'e, should ne trip the-.-.
reaccar.in the evext o" a 50-100 ge midentified leaR rateZ FTould.this
shoc3c'the syst~»-.-an~ the,.event of a pipe crack„would the tMp the- ..
the crac3c. worsen Is the ~st desirable course of action nore 1Qcely-,to -..'.

be selected an the-"hem sh~-"u".- without the benefit of seve well thought
outbasis for m~ ~= se ection? ..

.J .. ~

~ t is sag ested ~t ~ ~tter..be eschewed by XH:2q» and that guidance
be p~Med for ad~a:6 ~~pectian effort in this area, if appropriate.

'I

P. S. Cantrell, Reactor Inspector
Reactor Projects SecU.on Ho. 1
Reactor Operaticn~ and Nuclear

Support Branch

4»tltt+
~UNN*Vt&

Owl't>

3.Z;~I~~
.
'KSCankr.ell:.a
6/30/76

<ICSeld

Q/ / /76
MJLnno

6/ /76 .

Fcm AM31S laces 9 f3) h "Cf 0240 *U t COVtllNHCNTFIIINTINCO»»ICtl I»»4 tt» I4»



Attachment 30
J. Long, Chief, Reactor Operations and Nuclear Support Branch,

Of ice of Inspection and Enforcement, IE:II
~": ~Z: H. C, Dance, Chief, Nuclear Support Section, Reactor Operations

and Nuclear Support Branch, Office of Inspection and

nforcement, IE:II

DOCH;STATION OP ONTROL PANEL AIABMS

Brunswick does not have a requirement to document control panel alarms.

Some of the alarms are do ented by the computer; however, the criteria
used to set up the computer rogram was not determined. CP&L has reviewed

this item (Lnresolved Item 76- 1) and does not plan to set up a require-

rent to document alarms. A CP&L epresentative stated that the alarm

panels were intended to provide inf tion to the operator and that a

requirement to document alarms could interfer with the operator's

responsibil. tv to take corrective action. He stated the training

program would emphasize the proper correcti e action he inspector is of

the opjnion that the number and types of ala received in the controllroom an indication of how the plant is being operated and maintained. If
the number of alarms received with safety implications is large enough to

be a burden on the operator in documenting, and/or for the operator to

cisregzrd as not being important because of repetitior';, this is an in-

d'cation of shoddy operations.

It is
c".=

/g;
suggested that this matter be reviewed by HQ t

)

~, I tl//g~+r gr'8

Pl.gi1 ~ ir j. rr'rr~.r ~

~ iA



P, S. Cantrell, Reactor Inspector

Reactor Projects Section No. l
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Support Branch



UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION II
230 PEACHTREE STREETe N W SUITE 818

ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30303

August 5, 1976

F. S. Cantrell, Reactor Inspector, Reactor Prospects Section Iio. l,
Reactor Operations and Nuclear Support Branch, Region II
DO~P:. IixATIOI~ OF COhTROL. PAI'ZL ALARIZ, BRUHS't!ICK 2, DO~ EO. 5C-324

"'s s in response to your memo on the same subgect and in linei' c" discussion. I know of no requirement to document control
rooe. alarms. Although plan+ computers record many of those ale ~
cc" i"ered significant, it is not all inclusive by any means..
B~rer the 'ssue you raise is recognised as a valid conce~. Ve as

ave the obligation to assure that alarms received a ep~~ esponded to. There are reouiremen s to accomplish this
~~ ~ Eho"~d assure ourselves'that this is the case. The Region~ —'"e mec=s and mechanism to accomplish this by periodic inspections
e=- "-'»em~-io"s.o. oper tions. I believe within a relatively short~i==- ~ c"" achieve your goal of prompt response to alarms Erc. e so
a ~'.~. elec" annunciator panel.

vv t ~ ~
~ ~ vv Ig

H. C. Dance, Chief
Reecto" Prospects Section

I:o. l



NOCLEAR REGULA1OHT GUi'lie(no>}vlv
REGloN n

230 PEACHTREE STREET. N.'lV. SUlTE 818
ATLANTA GEORGlA30303

Septa=bar 29, 1976

Attachment 31

F. Z. Long, Chief, Reac or Ope etiohs and Huclea Support Branch,'Region II
TiBU: H. C. Dance,'Chief, P actor Pro)acts Section Ão. 3., Reactor

O¹rations and Hucl ar Support Branch, Reg.on II
LOSS OF OFF-SITE PO"~R T"S:VJG

Brunswick's Technical Speci ications Pa agraph L.9..A;1.b requires once
per operating. cycle,'he condition under which th: diesel generator is
reauired ~be simulated end, a. test conducted'to demonstrete that it wil3.
s er end accep ~ the e ergency load within the specified time secuence.
his test is reouired at least eve~ 22 months.

Brunswick completed this t st in September 1976, using he emergency
core coo3.ing syste s of Unit, 3. to provide the load, on. the diesels,
%hey stated that this test de onstrated that the diesels would
perform is required by T.S. 4.9.A.l.b,'nd that this test satisfied
this reoui=e en for bo h Unit 1 and. Unit 2.

This is the only test that do onstrates that the diesels end the ZCCS
equipment w H. wo."R tog'er as desig'ned (all other'est, chec}- systems
individ-a3ly)..

1I believe th reauire-ent to nerf'n "integrated ECCS" test was placed
und r tne'uxiliary elec ric system'ection'of the. Technical Specil"ica ions
instead of under'ore end con ainment cooling systems section as a means
of avoiding placing two'reaui-ements for the same test in the Technical
Spec3 ficationso

Brunswi< will be. cue o pm o. this test for Unit 2, by my interpretation
of rec&e-ents b fore Swear 1977. They can do. %he.test conveniently .

during the Oc ober 16-33, 197o, maintenance outage, but currently it is
not planned.. Please ecvise now this section of the Technical Speci icztions
should be" interpreted.

F. S. Cantre3.l.
Reactor Inspector



NUCLEAR REGULATORYCON'J)ISSION
REGION II

230 PEACHTREE STREET, N IV.SUITE 81S
ATLANTA GEORGIA 30303 Attachment 32

October 1, 1976

F. Z. Lo g, Chief, Reactor Op rations and. Huclear Support Branch
R gion ZE
THRU: H. C. Dance, Chief, Reactor Projects Section Ho. 1, Reactor

Operations encl liuc3.ear Support Branch, Region IX

SUPPi ~ZPi.PZ RESPOND'~E TO Z PZ~~L~i.XII 74-10B, DATED SEPTr "SER 27, 197o,
BRE",Sr)IC'rC 1 &ID 2

CPA states that they have corrected. the problem identified by
74-103, and, as such, plan to operate according to their

Techn" cal Specifica icns conce"ning allowable leak rate rather
than by the more conservative limit imposed by IEB 74-.10B. It
is reco= nded that Headcm~er review this supplemental response
to IEB 74-10B and if they do not concur in CPEL's actions, this
matter b forwarded o L cens'ng w'th a request to am nd h
Technical Specifications as appropriate.

c.r
F. S. Cantrell
Reactor Inspector



PILE: NG-3513 (B)
September 27, 3.976

Sr~GAL: KG-76-1263

'.h. Norman C. t'oseley, Director
U. S. Nuclezr Regulatory Commission
Region II, Suite 818
230 Peachtree Street, N.V.
Atlanta, Georgia . 30303

Dear Yw. Moseley:

BRUNSWICK STZA.f ELECTRIC PLANT, Wu. TS 1 c 2
DOCKETS 50-324 & 325

SUPP~~™M~> RESPONSE TO IE BOLT TIN ?4-10B

F

IE Bulletin 74-3.0B, January 24, 1975, concerned cracks observed
in the four-inch recirculation bypass lines of seve al BNP.'s.
Among the actions required by this Bulletin wzs the reduction
of acceptab3.e unidentified reactor coolant ledge from its te~czl
specification value of 5.0 gpm to a more conservztive value of
2.0 gpm over the established four-hour zverage ledge rzte.

.CP&L recognized that the additional conservatism was a p dent
measure in view of the high probability of the existe ce o the
bypass line cracks and operated in compliance '"h this l~t.

Dur ng a plant outage in Hay, 3.976, the four-inch bypass
es on both recirculztion loops on both reactors were replaced

with low carbon stmless steel 304L with echwiczl and physical
characteristics in excess of those reouired for 304. Th"s replacement
mater'al is in conformance wi.th the recommendations of the hRC
Pipe Cracking Study Group as discussed in .'liMG-75/067. Since
the bypass line replacement resolves the cracking concern. wh"ch
formed the basis for IE Bu13etin 103, CP&L no longer v ews the
actions specified in Bulletin 10B zs required. Thus the present
allowed unidentified leakage rate in use is the value specified
in the un t technical specifications.

CSB: dnc

cc: '..h. E. Volgenzu

'fours very tmly,
r

H. R. Banks
Qnzger

Nuc3.ear Generztion
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UNll'biAIC>
Xi'iJCLEAR R EGULATOriY COf.'lVISSlON

REGlOi l ll
230 PEACHTR "E STREET, id.VC. SUlT Sis

ATLA?lTA,GEORGIA 30303

i',ovember 9, 1976

Attachment 33

2y ZS<
i~'.

J. Long, Chief, Reactor Operations and tSuclear Suppoxt Branch, Region II
nPU: H. C..Dance, Chief, Re"ctor Progec s Section !lo. 1, Reectox

J ~
Operations and Nuclear Support Branch, Reg:on II

Co:.-V'W Pil0034tis —ZCCS EQUIP ".iiT

)

Zn .eviewing a reportable occur ence from Brunswick 2 (RO 76-142 cated
* 10/1/76) we determined that alarms and equipment associated wi n the

HPCI are not monitored by the computer. For example,,a torus high-h'gh
level alarm (-24") which changes the HPCX suction from the condensate
s orege tank to the torus is not monitored by the co"puter nor is WCZ
opere ion; however, a torus hign level alarm (-27"), which has an input

'o

the containment etmospneric control system, is monitored. The operation
of a .safety/relief valve is not monitored. by the ccmputer, but the operation
of'turb'ne steam bypass valves is monitoxed. Discussions with plant
p rsonnel and, a review of the system description or the Brunswick computer
revealed that none of the following "CCS eouipment is progre- ed to be
monitored by the computer:

HPCl System
(PCIC Syst~f
Core Spray System
Residual Heat Removal System
Safety Relief Valves
Z" rgency Diesel Generators

There are alarms 'and indications on tne control board associat d with the
above ecuip eat~ however', Brunswick does not have e requirement to document
all clams.. (J)u ing e transient, one 'good ergumen or not manually
reco ding all alarms is that. documen ation would dive" the operator's
e tent:on fx'om the "Big Pictux e" due to the number o larms received.)

Durixlg th'e past 22 months, Brunswick has had ore than 100 reportable
occurrences associated with ECCS equi ent and, allied equip= nt.(See'

tach=ent).

)

As a esult of this large number of repoxtable occurrences, and the
co"plexitv of the current ooiling water reactors, it is the writer'
professional opinion tha a co. putexl is a must for the safe operation
of cu"ren generation BtR's and th t the. computer program should monitor
ZCCS ope=ations. KTi hout the computer "Pos Trip", or "Seauence of
~agents'ogs, it is difficul. o i—-ossible to verify that plant emergency
eq i-=en responded. es rendu'red. xnis state. ent apxlies to botn licensee's
review of events and the hRC's evie» of'vents.



J. Lon~ November 9, 1976

lt is reco" endecL tnat this information be refer ed to Headouarters
an"/or Licensing vith a recommendation to reevaluate the role of t .e
co~@uter in the operation of the presen ly licensed 3':!R's.

W~

'F. S. Ca=trell
Reactor ; selector

H:XZ:PC

A~~ac>~en



" Reportable
Attach".en

Occurrences Involvin ZCCS Zcuia..ent

76-69
76-5
V6-85

rZCl

76-22
'76-24
76-27 .

76-38
76-42
76-68
76-99
7o-102
76-.113
76-118
76-1,24
76-136
76-14o
76-142

RC1C

76-7
76-11
76-16
76-36
76-43
76-To
76-lo6
76-121
76-126
76-130
76-144
76-148

RHR

76-19
76-21
76-4o
76-44
76-56
76-116
76-117
76-125

CS

76-114
76-128
76-132

SV RV

76-77
76-3'L9

0'5-23.75-24
75-55
75-6o
v5-Bv
75-95
75-102
75-149

75-4
75-46
75-47
75-48
75-49
75-50
75-87'5-89

v5-94
75-101
75-127
75-137
75-145
75-148.
75-162
75-165
v5-166
75-167
75-168

75-18
75-28
75-29
75-30
75-96
T5-97
75-lo6
75-107
T5-lo8
75-109
75-118
75-129
75-133
75-134

'5-14o
75-143

'5-153
75-169
75-170

75-31 75-2T
75-32 75-99
75-33
75-34
75-157

75-13
V5-14
75-15
75-54
75='54

33 13 5
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UNi'I < EO STATES

IMUCLFAHPi GU'TORY CO;.~i:".lSS!Oil
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23C PEACH . SEE STfiKET. l'!.YC. 3'JITE ars
ATLAiiTA,GEORGIA 39303

Hovember 9, 1976

K, 7.. Seg ri , Chic „ Reac or Technical Assistance Branch, IE;HQ
HRU; :":q an C, .",oseley, Director, Region II.

COi.~UT~ PROD%>'& —ECCS Z77JI
iCZG'h

..et ached -e=o ident''ies the absence of computer inputs for ZC"S
ad o her crit""cal plant equipment at Brunswick 2. This absence liits
the plant's capaoility to identi;fg component o. system aeficiencies and
tiie sec~ ence o events polio~'ng a transient. Ve recognize'hat th
alsence of inpu s: does'not'interfere with. system oper tion require eats
and certain parameters may.ba. obtained from other plant record'ng
i'nstrli ents., ~ox@ver', it appears that the minimum'plant parameters,
ccmputer inputs, and computer on line reouirements and back up
ca ability should be'epecified. Such. inputs as starting of ECCS eouip-

ent are not i. eluded at Brunsvick. This motter has applicability a
otner plan,s,

ice reco~"end hat you revie~ this matter and ifyou concur, forvard
to ERR fo: t"e"'onsideration,

I

F. J'. Long, Chief
Reactor Operations and Ãuclea Support

Branch.

ZZ XX:HD

at acFJ3ent; ? e=o, F., S. Cantrell to F, J.. Long dated 11/9/76

cc; H; C., Dane
F S. Cant ell
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COViVilSSION
REGION II

230 PEACHTREE STREET, N.'LV. SUITE S18
ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30303

February 1, 1977

Attachment 34

!~ OR;UIDV"f FOR: F. Z. Long, Chief, Reactor Operations and Nuclear S pport
Branch, Office of'nspection and enforce"ent, Region lI

't"uRU'. C. Eence, Chief, Reactor Pro)ects Section No. 1,
Reactor Operations and Nuclear Support Bre"..ch, Region II

FRO! 1: F. S. Cantrell, Reactor Inspector, Reactor Progects Section
No. 1, Reactor Operations end Nuclear Su"port Branch, Region II

SL~~~CT SUPPRESSION KWHR —HDCTOR BUILLLiG VACUL~'iZQWS-
BRUNSMXCK

Zach suppression= chamber (Ul E U2) has tvo 100@ vacuum oreaker in parallel
opening to he reactor building. The vacuum break "s e range ent consist

~ of a 20 inch line that penetretes the suppressicn che=ber - ith a manual
bu terf~1 valve and, a sving check valve. The check m3.ves open to the
RHR corn"artments. The above vacuum breekers are cescribed in Section
5.2.3.7.b. of the Brunswick FSAH. This description 1ws also included
in the safety evaluation report for B unsvick. The bu terfly valve is
manually opere ed at the valve.

This arrangement does not appear o meet the recuire=ents of Criterion 54
or 56 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 in that each set o vacuum breakers
on~ has o..e automatic isolation valve (the checkmlve) in that line.
At Za ch he butterfly valve hes a re ote operator vhich "ould eneo'e
the control room operator to close the butterfly valve if isolation
vere required. Some other plants have an arrange=ant 1:here the
butterfly -m1ve ~ill also open and close on diffe"entiel pressu".e as
appropriate to relieve suppresqion chamber vacuum.

It is reco--ended that Licensing be requested to revie1 the bases for
approving this desi~, and deter 'ne if this systen should be modified

o provide additional assurrance of containment integrity.

CO? MCT: F. S. Cantrell
577-3072

~ ~F. S. Centrell
Reactor In pec or



Attachment 35

JUN 13 1977

Serial No.: IE:RIP:77-08

TRANSFER OF LEAD RESPONSIBILITY

To: K. R. Goller, Assistant Director for Operating Reactors, DOR

Subject: CONTAINMENT ISOLATION OF VACUUi~l BREAKER LINES AT BRUNS!tICK
UNIT NOS. 1/2 - DOCKET NOS. 50-324/325

Res onsible Branch Chief: K. Y. Seyfrit

Description of Item Re uirin Resolution:

Each Unit of the Brunswick plant has two full capacity vacuum breaker
lines between the suppression chamber and the reactor building. Each
line is 20'inches in diameter and contains'two valves in series. The
first valve outboard of the'suppression chamber is a manually operated
butterfly valve intended for maintenance purposes, and is normally open.
The'second valve is a self-actuating swing check valve functioning as
the vacuum breaker. The vacuum breaker line terminates in the RHR

compartment in the reactor building. 'This vacuum breaker system is
described in Section 5.2.3.7.b. of the Brunswick FSAR and' sugary
is given in the staff SER.

The installation at Brunswick does not appear to satisfy the require-
ments of Criteria 54 and 56 of Appendix A to 10 CFR'Part

50'in'that'ach

line penetrating containment has effectively only one valve for
automatic isolation of the containment; At other plants the butterfly
valve is remotely operated from the'control room or operates as'a
check valve and is normally closed. The Brurswick butterfly valve whichmust'be manually operated locally and'does not function as a check valve
does not appear to meet the referenced Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 criteria.

Recommendations and'Pro osed Course of Action:

1. The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) will review and
evaluate the present installation of'vacuum breakers between
suppression chamber and reactor building at the Brunswick plant
to determine if the system should be modified to meet. the 10 CFR
50 Appendix A criteria.

2. If as a result of iNRR's review and evaluation, there is a need for
additional information from or new requirements for the licensee,
both'the licensee and Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE)will b advised by NRR.
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Transfer of Lead Responsibility

3. IE will provide information related to this subject as requested
and will conduct inspections of any required changes to the facility
to assure conformance to requirements.

References:

1. Memorandum, F. J. Long to K. Y. Seyfrit, dated February 7, 1977,
with enclosure, F.S.'antrell to F. J. Long;

. 2. Brunswick FSAR Section 5.2.3.7.b.

3. Safety Evaluation Report for Brunswick Operation, Section 6.2.1.1.

Concurrence:

B.
V7t-~'ar - ~ ..<. -.- ' ' ' 8 ~r-.;

H.;Grier,qgirector, D>visson o Reactor Inspect>on Programs, IE jDaye
71

K. R. Gol er, Assistant Director or peratlng eactors, DOR

Enclosures: References 1, 2 5. 3

CC E. Volgenau, IE
R. S. Boyd, DPM

.V. Stello, DOR

J. G;'Davis, IE
D. G. Eisenhut; DOR

A. Schwencer,'DOR
C. M. Trammell, DOR

D. Thompson; IE
K. V..Seyfrit, IE
J. H. Sniezek, IE
G. M. Reinmuth, IE
G. M: Roy. IE
C. J. D Bevec, IE
T. Abell,'MIPC
H. K.'Shapar, ELD
J. P. O'Reilly, RI
N. C. Moseley, RII
J. G. Keppler, RIII
E. M. Howard, RIV
R. H. Engelken, RY

F. J. Long, RII
F. S. Cantrell, RII
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wel 2
BX YD, RZIS:

Do you have any corrections that you wish to mad."e

to your testimonyP

Yes, X do.

On page 1, Unit 2 was licensed December ?7, 1974.

Page 3, witn respect. to my answer to the first

10

question on that page, I believe Mr. Murphy has previously

described recent changes in the Region XX organization.

CEEAXEQPN SMITH: Would you make your coxrection

there, Efr. Cantre112 Mr. Deuce is not your immediate

supervisorl'HE
NITNESS: Yw. Dance was my immediate supervisor

17

IS

from July 1976 to January 1979. He reported to Mr. P. J.

Long from July 1976 until January 1979. Mr. Long reported

to Mr. N. C. Moseley, Director, Region XX until August 1977

when Yw. J. P. O'Reilly xeplaced Mr. Moseley as Director of
~'egion XI.

On January 1979 Mr. Long was appointed Acting

Deputy Director,.Region XI, and Mr. R'. C. Lewis was appointed

20

21

Acting Branch Chief vice 1%. Long.

X was appointed Acting Section Chief, Reactor

22 'rojects Section Number 2 vice Mr4 Lewis.

On page 35, following the paragraph that ends at

24 the top of the page, I would like to add this statement:

25. "CP&L tended to confirm this observation on page
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wel

53: line 22 and 23r of Fw Uttlexp and Nz Banks testimony p

wnich stated: '...Che additional manpower being hired did

not seem to be helping the problems.'"

le 'OHES Mro Chai rman, X wasn ', able to copy

that. Could we have eractlv @here it goes, and then a little
slower P

CHAXRY~ 8&%TH: Xs this at the end of the page,

sir?

THE NXTNESS: This is a..ter the paragraph that ends

$ 0 at the top of. that page, and the previous sentence is:
"Due to the problems identified and the pressure

of the gob, an ox'Qerly transfer of responsibility

was not. always possible."

CHMBMZ SKXTH: How, would you go through it again

THE NXTNESS: "CPSL tended to confirm this

observation on page 53—
MR. TROHBRXDGE: Please Cake it slow enough so

that we can copy the words.

20

2l

TEA NXTNESS: All xight.

"CPM tended to confirm this observation on

page 53, line 22 and 23 of Nr. Uttley and Hr.

Banks"" testimony, which stated, '...Che additional

manpower being hired did not seem to be helping

the problems

Going dcarn Co Che last paragraph, and following
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wel 4 the sentence ":n the middle of the pa=agraph, "A well-t ained

staff is a part, of the defense-in;depth concept.," X'd like

to add thLs stateHLBnt 2.n

"Based on CP&L's prefiled testimony, X now

10

believe that CPGL has recognised this area c;f

my concern and has developed plans that will
assure that the staff for Harris will be

properly rained and of suffic'ent. number to

ensure the safe and reliable operation of the

plant."

Pollowing tha paragraph, X would like to insert

12 this paragraph.

'13 CHAXPZRH SMXTH: Wait a minute. This "'s going

to be a new paragraph. at the end of the page2

15 THE HXTNESS Right

CHAXRNM SMXTII: How long is this new paragraph

going to be2

20

21

THE IvXTHESS: Two sentences.

CPAXRHAH SKETCH: Okay.

THE UXTNESS: "The problem of how to handle

dissenting profess onal opinions within the

NRC has been addressed previously in this

23 hearing. X think there are examples in my

3

testixaony +here a dissenting opinion was

satisfactorily resolved with zespect to soma



":Sl

cf the matter" before this hearing I am

satisfied ~Mat we have a workable
system."'HAZB~QQI

SMITH: Would you pick up zt the end
o'he

first sent nce: "with "espect to," and .inish that

sentence)

TEA RXTNESS: "Kith respect to som of the

matters before this hearing, I am satisfied

that we have a workable system."

BZ MR HEIS:

'jo. Q Is there anything else you would like to add to

your testimony at chis time, Mr. Cantrell'P

No.

MR. REISE That's all I have.

CHHRMAN SMITH: Mr. Cantrell, I don't believe it'
necessary in the case of your testimony, as with the panels,

but you ve been present when we have admonished the witnessest

that the testimony that they give is thei- individual

gs testimony, and although they are free to give a staff
position and consensus, where that differs from individual

'estimony you must indicate that.

21 You understand that, don't you, sii?

22: THE HI~~SS: Yes, sir.
CHMBMK SMITH: Before we get into Hr. Cantrell's

. testimony we want to depart for a moment ife hive a matter

we forgot to bring up with regard t scheduling.
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Let's go off the record.

(Discussion off the =ecord ~ )

CHiXXR16% .SMITH: Back on the record.

EZMCXNATXON BY THE BOARD

3352

BY CHAXR1QZ SHXTH:

Hx. Cantrell, on page 107, Volume XXI of the

Report, of the Inspector and Auditor, and also on page 98—
and I'm referring to Board L'zhibit ll, are reports of

interviews with you.

10
Have you read. them, sir?

Yes, I have.

12

17

18

Do you have any corrections to make in them?

A X'd like to make one statement with respect to

the original interview.

The referenced interview, which was not reviewed

by me prior to -publication, generally presented my concerns

about CP&L. But it expressed a more negative attitude

towards MGL than X felt or intended to convey during t1m

interview.

20
'1

There are a few minor errors in the report that

dict not materially affect the conclusions.

tlone that you feel are worthy o mentioning?

A I would correct my name to Floyd S. Cantrell

instead of Floyd C.

DR. XZEDS: You and Hr. chessman share a sim'lar
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problem ~;ith identity, don't you?

CHAXPJfAN SYiXTH: Y~> ~ ~ is if you have any cruestions,

of Mr. Cantre" 1 concerning &e hearing process similar to the

questions you asked messrs. Long and Dance, it might save me

going over tnem myself. So could you do that before his

te timony rather than after, if you have anything more?

NR. P~XS: X didn't intend to ask him, but X will.
CHAXMM SMXTE: Xf you have no present plans,

okay.

RHXS: X had no present plans to do it. X can.

CHAXRHAN SNXTH: No, it's just that X wanted to

do it whenever it was done in an organized way. X didn'0 want

to do something you'8 already planned to do.

All right. Mr. Gordon?

CROSS-EZANXNAVXON

BY lfR~ GORDON

Mr. Cantrell, you'e stated, that you'e participate

in over 175 reactor insp ctions, am X correct?

That's correct.

at is the basic process that you go through as

an inspector? Xs it true that, you take your observations and

compare those with the requirements of the NRC in formulating

your conclusions?

A That basically is it. Xf there are any identified

problems Rat you lan of, either at the plant you'e
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inspecting or if yo"'ve heard of some probl ms at a similar

p ant g you may pu h these on ) our agenda to look into them

+hen you go on that inspection.

How, rie do have a programmed inspection that ve

10

try to cover all areas ox plant operations within the

designated period of time. Some items we look at more

frequent. For example, me try to reviev plant operations at

least once a quarter. Other items axe on a yearly basis.

Certain items only occur during the refueling cycle.

He try to schedule our inspections to coincide

with when the activity is going on in those cases.

12 Based on your experience, do you consider th«
actual observation is the best available method „in determining

l4 a licensee's performances

A X think it has to be a combination to fully
j6 understand what's going on, to get out in the field and see

xvhat the people axe doing, look at the equipment, what is the

~8 problems look at the equ'pment, Mha is it, understand how

it works; 3.ool at the licensee's evaluation. Basically they

20 are responsible for the safe operation of that plantf and

21

..Madelon f'l~

one of the things you vant to do is review their report

of the event to see that they evaluated it And if you have

any additional questions„ get th answers to those at that

time.
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G&1adelon
flws NEL
cS mpbl

Q Mell, then, it mou .d be a necessary part as far
as making a valid concl lsion to have firs thand observations r

then?'es,
sir.

Keen was the last t'me, sir, that you had any

dealings with CPGL as far as inspection ox heir facility?
A July of 1977.

Have you had any con&act with CPGL management

since July of '772

10 A I ~ bink I have discussed problems related to
Brunswick over the telephone s~hen I was acting for 11r. Dance

,on occasions, but these were 'of a transi nt nature.

13 Nhat is your current assignment?

Acting section chief in the Reactor Project

Section Number 2, which involves another group of reactors

in Region
"XX".'7

Q , Another group.

YiR. GORDON: Mr. Chairman, based on his tes~ony,
I would think it is appropriate to move to strike his basic

conclusion on page 35. Fe has no firs&and 3:nowledge of CPGL

since July of '77.

CHAIRMAN SY~XTEL: Ne'll defer ruling on your

motion until we have been through the test'imony, and then

I'l put responsibility upon you to renew the motion.

I'loverrule the motion now, giving you leave
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mpb2 to make the moiion again at the conclusion of his testimony.

&IR. GORDON: All right.
3 DR. LEEDS: Yi-. Gordon.

HR. GORDON: Yes, sir.

7

DR. LEEDS: M>en you do renew your motion, I w'sh

you would address the fact that Harris has four plants, and

that Brunswick has two and Robinson has one. By just count-

ing plants, that statement appears to be a truism.

f3

HR. GORDON: Yes, sir.
DR. LEEDS: You miaht consider that also.

?IR. GORDON: Yes, sir.
DR. LEEDS: Thank you.

HR. TRMlBRIDGE: Ne're confused here as to

which paragraph you'e moving to strike.

HR. GORDON: Ne3.3,, he's making basic conclusions

l6 of CP&L—

HR. TROWBRIDGE: Nell, just identify the para-

f8 graph.

HR. GORDON: Nell, until he added,.some things,

20 basically it was paragraph two:

2$

'22

"Based on improvements during the

past year that have been reported to me by

other inspectors o e ~
"

DR. LEEDS: Oh, I'm sorry.

MR. GORDON: "...and included in
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2

inspectz on reports ~ ~ e

All of that is hearsav or what somebody e'se has

done. He has no firsthand knowledge since July of '77.

CHRXRNhN SMX'Qi: Hell, X have a notation made

here to inquire into reliability of his communication wid>

other inspectors and his opportunity to know. And X'm

satisfied at the end of his testimony we'l have enough

information to know whether tha" should be stricken or not.

Ne don't now.

20 ,NR. GORDON: X was just, talking about what he

was saying, that the best available method is the firsthand

O. 23

25

26

.observation.

IR. JONES: May X inquire if hr. Gordon is

talking about his moving to strike the paragraph that begins

"Based on improvements during the past year...."7

NR. GORDON: Yes.

MR. JONES: That is the paragraph that you have

moved. to strike?

20'R. GORDON: Yes.

X've got to go back through. what he's just

added ~

CHB<RMhN S11XTH: You see, my observation is

Yw.,Cantrell is appearing here not only as a fact witness,

?5

but he is also an expert in th's area. And he perhaps can

be expected to base a rational expert opinion upon the
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mpb4 information that he refers to in this evaluation report

and surveys of other inspectors.

BY MR GORDON:

11r. Cantrell, let's go to one th'ng X believe

the Chairman wished to know, and that's the HPCZ door problem.

Could you give us a little bit of a history on

that?

10

CHAIRMAN SMITH: 'Z don't want a little bit of a

history. I want at some point in his testimony, beginning

.wiW Day One and taking it through for as long as he knows

it in detail.

13

16

17

20

21

So if you don't mind, we'l wait until we get

into that aspect of it. I just infant to tell you now that

we'e going to cover it.
MR. GORDON: All right.
CHAXRMAN SMITH: And then if you'e not happy

to the e-tent it's covered, you'l have an opportunity.

MR. GORDON: That's fine.

No further questions.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Nr. ERwin?

Oh@ that ' right, you had no questions .

MR. JONES: Hr. Gordon is through?

23

24

CHAIRMAN SYiZTH: Yes.

BY NR. JONES:

IL . Cantrell, if you would open you testimony
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mpb5 !

2

t 0 page " 4 t )ere vou ~Be e asked what 81"feel not bavin'g more

personnel with Sos among plant management haa on operations„

i believe. ~ad you answered that the effect was —and i'm

quotinc: your testimony:

"...that key persons failed to recognize

problems that should have been obvious, or was

to put "he problem on the "back burner," either

because of lack of fam"liarization o due to

overwork."

Ena of the quotation.

And then you list several examples of some oE

these problems. And i think to put this statement in its
full context, earlier vou had said, had you not, that what

you really thought. was that a majority of the Plant Nuclear

Safety Committee, which is'made up of may of these same

management personnel, should hold an SRO —or to quote you l

'again:

f9

"...have .the tra ning ana experience

equivalent to that normally required for an

SBO license on that facility or a similar

?3 facility..."
"'hat was the end of your quote.

'I

is tha essentially the context 'n which you

have made the statement about the effect of the lack of
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mpb6 Yes

7Madelon Now what X'd like to do is look at some of the

problems that you said should have been obvious but wh'ch

the CP&L plant personnel apparently overlooked due either to

10

12

a lack of -familiarization directly related to their failure

to hold an SRO, or to have your definition of the acpxivalant

for the Brunswick BÃR at a similar facility.
Por example, one of the things vou cite is the

problem associated with putting fuel oil in the diesel

generators instead of lube oil. You cite this as apparently

an example of an obvious problem of lack of a
BNR-related'RO

caused CP&L plant personnel not to see.

And my cgxestion to you is:

16

Pirst of all, how would holding an SRO for a

B>LR as opposed to for a PHR, or even holding a
Seniox'eactor

Operator's license have made this pxoblem any mora

obvious'?

18 X don't know that it would have made any differ-

20

ance between a BRN and a PNR in that particular problem.

X think it, was something that eras obviously

safety-related equipment and remains a high priority matter.

Q Nell, how would management's having held an SRO

even have made it, any mo e obvious'? Xt was a rather obvious

problem, period, wasn't it2

25 Yes.
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mpb7 So thai's not necessarily an example of the

adverse consequences flowin9 from failure to hold an SRO,

is it2
Not necessarily.

Now vou acknowledged and do acknowledge on page

17 of your t stimony tha~ CP&L changed the oil in diesel

generator number 2 immediately, but you go on to say —~d

X am quoting from your testimony, about the fifth line down:

"Hhen questioned. about the adequacy

of the corrective action during an inspec-

tion October 6-9, 1975, management had the

lube oil changed in No. 1 diesel, and

sampled the lube oil in the No. 3 and 4

diesels."

And then the next question you'e asked is

18

20

2j

25

whether you believe CP&L properly handled this matter, and

your answer was —quote:

"I believe management. was remiss in

not assuring that all of the diesels had

the p oper lubricating oil at the time

the condition was being discovered, with-

out being questioned by NBC personnel."

And similar1y, in your September, 1977, note

to Hr. Dance, notes which are appended to your te..timony .as

Attachment 1, Z believe, aren't they2
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mpb8 1

2

Yes.

You said, at I believe it was page 7:

"This action on number l, 3, and 4 diesel

generator was not taken until identified by the

inspector."

Now X take it from this that your point is that

until you brought. the matter to the attention of CPGL

management, they really had not taken appropriate .correct-

ive action.

jo X did not feel that they had taken the appro-

'52 priate corrective action, which, if they did not have the

proper oil avai'able immediately, they should get, a sample

and.see,if it had been degraded. And this was not done

54 until my inspection.

9 And your point is that unless you had been there

17

to see the problem firsthand, CPGL would not have handled

it properly.

58 X think my point was that it was not, handled

59. properly.

CHAXRMAN S¹TH: Mr. Cantrell, is your microphone

on?

THE NXTNESSs Yes, sir.
MR. ERIN: Mr. Chairman, X'm also having som-

difficulty. Xt's not that X haven't heard what he said,
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mpb9 CHB.TRUED SNXTii: You'e straining, yes.

Could you move the microphone closer so the.t....

THE HOTNESS: Okay.

BY kM~ MONES:

Q Hell, what you'e telling the Board'n your

testimony, aud what you were telling Nr.'ance in your

notes to hm is that. CPGL really hadn't seen something

that vas obvious or taken correct've measures that
vere'dequate

until you blew the s.histle, so to speak.

X think I'm saying that the measures that, they

$ 4

took were not timely.

Now they told me when.I vas there that they had

ordered oil fox the system:. But they bwd not taken samples

of the other tvo systems, or the other three systems„ vhere

the.oil vas not changed.

Hell, Nr. Cantrell, vnen you begin an inspection,

do 'you read the pertinent plant documents and check operator

logs and look at incident reports and things of this nature?

A He do that at various times. Generally when

ve start an inspection ve report in ~rith the plant managex

so that he villRnosr that ve're onsite, to discuss vhat ve

intend to look -at a'nd guestion him on any plant problems

that ve might want to add to our inspection.

Q Tfell, how did you learn about the diesel

generator proM~~n?
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2

I'm not sure whether he told me about it or

whether X read it in the log.

But it's something that you found out about

after you arrived at, the plant. It happened shortly before

you got there, hadn't it?
I believe that's right.

Do you remember the date it was discovered that

the wrong type of oil had been put in the diesel generators?

Was it October 2nd?

IO I believe that's —to the best of my reco3.1ectior

it. was October 2nd.

12 And you arrived at the plant to begin the

f3

I4

inspection on October 6, I believe. Xs that the ~ray you

remember it?
-A Yes.

16 Q Noir, Hr. Cantrell, X'd like to hand you a copy

of —Mr. O'eill will hand vou a copy of an incident report.

MR. JONES: Mr. Chairman, X would like to request

that this be identified as Applicant s Exhibit. XI,. I think

20 that's our next number.

2I CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is this an exhibit vrhich you

have intended to offer for some time?

23 MR. JONES: For cross-examination, I would say

24 since X started. preparing for cross-examination. For some

25 'ime would not. stretch back beyond a couple of weeks.
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mpbll1 CHAXEQM SMXTH: Xt ~s a. e.:hibit hat came to

your mind a ter the filing deadline o January 16.

MR. JONES: Yes

CHAXREQN SNXTH: This will be Applicant's E:~>ibit

XX for identizication.

{>7hereupon, the document

referred to was marked

4

Applicant's Ezhibit XX

for identification.)
B~ MR JONES

Now, Mz. Cantrell, can you identify this document

Have you seen it before, or do you x'ecall evex'aving read

73 it before?

16

X can't say whether X have ox'ot.
X know this is a type of incident report that

wa've used at Brunswick.

Now the date on this incident report at the top

of the page is October 3rd, 1975, is that correct?

Tha,t is coxr ct.
And the incident date is October 2nd, 1975, as

shown on this exhibit, is that correct?

'Zhat is correct.

Q And the identification of t2 e incident is

"Addition of Fuel Oil to Lube Oil in Diesels 1 a 2"2
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Nr. Cantrell, I would like—

10

MR. JONES: Mr. Chairman, although there are

two or three paragraphs here, I think it is worth taking

the time to do it. X would like to ask Mr. Cantrell to

read into the record the contents o this incident report

because X believe that it is very material and relevant

to the testimony that he has given in this proceeding in

terms of putting it into perspective, when ezactly correct-

ive action was begun, and, the nature of the corrective

action that had already begun prior to Mr. Cantrell's

arriving at the plant.

BY MR. JONES:

13 Q Mr, Cantrell, would you read. beginning with the

heading Sequence of Events?

N'ould it, be possible for somebody else to read

this? X would, like for CPaL to read —X believe this is

17

19

20

their testimony.

CHSXRYd&1 SIXTH: Well, sir, in the first place,

Staff Counsel would make any objections, and X'm sure that

Staff Counsel would feel a responsibility toward making

appropriate objections in your interest too.

Hould that be correct, Nr. Rais?

MR. REXS: Yes.

X don't see any reason for him to read it if
this is going to be accompanying the record.. Xt speaks for
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2

itself. X don't see any reason he can't read it, on the other

hand.

CHAXBbPI SHXTH: The point is they want to ask

you about it~

Are you asking him to "ead it aloud into the

records

18R. JOKES:. Mr. Chairman, X was. X think that.

the record will be much more intelligible 'z th5.s appears,

th'is much of,the text appears right with the regular dis-

$ 0 cussion

12

CHAXBKBT SMXTH: Okay. He's got a point.

You want. this information in the record and

15

17
I

18

X don't see why he should be put to the discomfort and

energy to complete your record. You know, it's gust a

mattex of fairness.

However, bezore we go one step furthex, you'e

already established from this witness that. he hasn'. seen

this.
MR. ZOHES: X don't believe we did.

THE HXTNESS: X don't believe X said X haven'

21 seen'it. X can't say that X have seen i.t.
. CHAXBtihM SNXTH:'kay. That's good enough.

You can'0 say that you have seen it.
So axe you representing, then, to the Board'hat

- this is a document —this is an Xncident Report number 75«50
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mpb14 which was prepared. in the no~1 course of 'the operation

of Brunswick by Carolina Power and Light Company.

MR. JONES: Are you addressing me?

CHAIRS! SMITH: Yes, sir.
NR. JOHES: — Yes, sir. And we'e prepaxed —the

technicality ox actually receiving it in evidence, we'e

pxepared to do that through our own witnesses if necessary.

But I think if everyone would stipulate that this

is what ii. purports to be, we can receive it now; and I would

'f0 so move.

CHAXMM SMITH: Mell, all right. Let's do that.

And then if you want it in the record at this place, why

f3 don't you just, instead of making this man read .it —he'

14 going to have a busy -afternoon —why don't you'just offer

it into evidence now.

Or we can -have it bound into the tran"cript.

17 MR. JONES: X think it would be useful to have

$ 8 it bound into the transcript at this point. That would

$ 9 serve the purpose.

CHAIRMAN SMXTH: Okay. That's fine. Let'

21 do ihat, then.

But in the meantime, sir, would you read it and

23 be prepared to be m~ined on it?
THE WITNESS: All right.
(The wiiness reading.)

(Inspection Report 75™50 fo11ows:)
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i<>B/ebl BRUHSNXCK STEAK ELECTRXC PL%MT

XHCXDH:,T aSPOaT nO. 75-50

Date: 10-3-75''"

Xncident Date: 10-2-75

Pacility: BSHP Unit No. 2, Carolina Power

Light.

Xdenwfication of Xncident: Addition of Puel Oil

8. to Lube Oil in Diesels 1 0 2

Xnitial Conditions: Plant at 56 percent power,

30 454 757 net elec~ical output, with plant diesel generator

in operational status.

12

13

Sequence of events: At 0745 the mechanics

assigned lubrication duty for the week'received word that. the

O3 and 94 diesel oil levels were low. The mechanic checked

the oil levels in all diesels and prepared to add oil to all
I

diesels to top them off at the recommended oil dip stick
level

f8 The mechanics found some Delvac 1340 oil drums

r9 stored at the loading dock area in the south end of the ~

Diesel Generator Building. Pailing to note that the seals

on the drums vera not intact the mechanics pmaped oil from

K~ese barrels into the crankcase of diesels 01 and 2.

maximum of 55 gallons of oil was added to Nl Diesel and 110

gallons added to Diesel 42.

25 >'/hen mechanics removed the fillhose on De g3
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2

Diesel some oil spilled on the floor and it was discovered

that the oil was 52 fuel oil. A further check showed that all
drums stored in the D'esel Building contained waste lube oil
and fuel oil. Hone of the drums had seals.

Plant ma'nagement was notified and the following

action taken:

10

12

(a) Yobil Oil Corpozation Xubzication Hngineer

was contacted to determine the effects on the Lube oil He

stated that the addition of fuel oil to lube oil would cause

some dilution of the lube oil with the end result being a

slight. reduction of viscosity. Since the lube oil being used

is Vobil De1vac 1340, which is a 40 wt. oil, hc indicated

13 that, based on the ~unts added to the approximately 1000

16

l8

20

21

gallons of lube oil the result would be to lower the

viscosity to slightly less than 40 wto Xt was also noted that

there is some leakage of fuel oil past rings into the lube

oil during noaaal diesel operation.

(b} Based on the information obtained from the

Mobil Engineer, it was determined that the oil in Diesel f2

{110 gal. fuel oil aided) should be changed immediately. Due

to the small reduction of viscosity in Diesel 51 (55 gal. fuel

oil added) the oil change was determined to be des'able but

not required immediately.

(c} An LCO condition was declared for Diesel 92.

(d) The oil was changed in Diesel 02 including an
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~ PB/eh 3 inspect" on of the crankcase p Qd remova3. Qf Oil rzom the

.2 bottom of the crankcase.

(e) 2tdditional oil was ordered to permit change-

out. of Di'esel 1 oil
(f) All old oil stored in Diesel Building was

removed e

(g) Mechanics involved were reminded of tne

consequences of using-oil from barrels with seals broken wi~-

g out proper checks to insure type and quality of oil. This

incident was discussed with all mechanics.

(h) The. lube oil in all four diesels will
bc'ampled

and analyzed for viscosity.

Cause of Xncident: Incident was caused by

failure of the Lubrication 'i4echanic to 'make sure what was

contained in the drums prior to use and to insure that the

drum were sealed. Xn addition< no oil drums should have been

stored in the Diesel Generator Building

Corrective Action: Oil in Diesels 1 G 2 villbe

replaced with known good o 1. Xn addition the viscosity

in all diesels vill be checked by analysis and. the waste oil .

barrels removed from irwide the Diesel Generator Building

All mechanics are hei.ng reminded to verify seals

on oil containers or deter+'ne contents and quality of all
oil prior to adding oil to any plant equipment

/s/ C. s. Hinnant
lkaintenance Supervisor
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8 ebl 1 ICR. EPJ~XN: I~. Chairm~, fo the record s sake,

X woad like th record to show that the Xntervenors do not

stipulate — am perfectly willing to use it for whatever

purpose in cross-examination they wish, but X would not want

to be —X.don't feel that X am in a position to stipulate

as to its authenticity.

And if they say that they have b~eir wit esses<

that their witnesses can establish its authenticity and
'I

since they'e here and they can do that, it won'. take any

time at all to do that.

CHKXB~IM SNXTH: Nell, we will permit it to be

bound into the transcript and then your objections villbe—

13

14

I'IR. ER<fIN: X have no objection to its Jjeing used

in this context bu~ since they said that they have witnesses

that can authenticate it i «

CERXRSN Si~IXTH: Okay. The cross-examination of

Hr. Cantrell will be much more meaningful if it's bound in.

18

19

MR. ZKQN: Surely. X have no— X can .vithdrav

any objection to its being bound into tn record. X ctidn t
20 intend any such objection

CIKhXRHiYi4 SiiXTII: Okay ~

{Pause.)

BY IN ~ JONHS-

IIave yo'u finished, reading it, iIr. Cantrell?
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ab 2/5i>B Nov as X zead this it would apoeaz that pretty

close ta the date of th incideni. the company began i:aking

corrective action. You would agree wi A that/ wouldn t you'?

X would agree with that.

Nhat was the first action the company took?

HEXS: Your Honor, X object< ' this is to
70 es+~2.ish -&at there's no shoving that he has any knowledge

but what ne read in this paper.

Xf he is asking of his independent me:aory, that'
20

22

something else, but, if he is just asking what 's on this paper,

there is no showing that the witness has knowledge.

?0<. 70idES: i~~. Chaixman, X think that the witness

has indicated that he fairly routinely would check the operat-

ing logs and other documentation. X can ask him again.

BY HRo JOi4ES:

Having read this, do you remember ever having seen

2? this before'?

js think X've seen this X think a copy of this
was attached to the reportable occurrence, if nothing else

that came in,

0 Or a document very similar?

A Or a document quite similar.

X would question one thing he~e —and X'm not

meaning to question your- intent You'e implied that this was

typed. up and available foz review immediately. X don't know
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in his testimony,and prior to his naving srritt~~~ his notes
E

to l4z. Dane .

CHAXICGQC SMXTH: All right
BZ MR~ O'ONES:

Q :4". Cantrell, in your testimony on gage 17, at

the end of the first full paragraph that comes over you

reference LER 75-102
'.

Yes

Do you have a copy of thai with you, or in your

$ 0 notes?

Ho„X Con t
Do you knew if that is ice area that contains the

24

language that you said you thought was probably very siuu.lar,

or I tniak you said you thought was very similar to what is

contained in the Zncident Report?

A Z said X thought— Sometimes l beliave you all

l8

attach a copy of the Xncident Report to the Li".R as a m'cans

of supplying information as o what happened. X don't know

20

23

in this particular case

NR. JONES: far. Chairman, we have a copy of LHR

75™102. Z think that perhaps it is important that lfx. Cantrel

take a 3.ook at that and see if it is indeed the report boat

refers to the diesel generator problem and is Bie one that is

very similar to th Xncident Report 75-50, if you'i l give

i~iPB S

2f Zls.

me a moment to get a copy oz i
(Pause o )
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fls Madelon-

SY NR. JOV!ES:

Mr. Cantrell, I give you a copy of .the Incident

Report, or the Licensee Event Report 75-l02, and ask if you

would take a look at that, and also if you would compare.

that with Incident Report No. 75-50.

{Handing document to the witness)

I'm also handing you the last page of it which

is a summary. sheet entitled "Licensee Event Report."

(Handing document to the witness)
'IO I don't see any difference. The first. page has

|2

been retyped.

0 So you. have, in fact, prior to your having

prepared your testimony, or in conjunction with it, read, the

material prepared by CPGL e.-.plaining the action that they

did take; is that corrects

Excuse me a minute, please.

(Pause)

I?alieve I have. There's a slight difference

20

23

in the two versions in the corrective action. In the incident

report which you handed me, 75-50, under Corrective Action

it says p

"Oil in Diesels I & 2 will be replaced

with known good oil. n add'tion, the viscosity
in all dicsels will be checked by analysis and the

waste oil barrels removed from inside the Diesel
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ips/wee Generator Building."

The next: paragraph:

"Allmeehan's are being reminded

to vez'ify seals on oil containers or determine

contents and quality of all oil pzior to adding

oil to any plant equipment

That. paragraph was deleted from the incident

report that accompanied the LER.

Okay.

i0 That. was the paragraph Chat was in Xrcident

Beport 75-50; is that. correct?

Yes.

l3 Q —that you were just reading from. And that s
j

the report that's dated Octobez') 75?

Bight.

f6

20

Q Now, Nr. Cantrell, you'e not suggesting, or

Chere is no sexious question in youz mind but what this

report reflects action taken by the company, at. leash on

October 3, '75, are you7 Or do you have any question about

that?

X don'C have any particular question. X think

23

you responsibly changed the oil in No. 2 diesel promptly

after you found that it was a problem. You did not-- Nhen

X was aC the plant X did not get information that you had

taken any samples of oil prior to my axrival. Ard X know what
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NRB/wh3 1 the incident report says, and I will show you two inconsisten-

cies in that.

12

13

At the time I arrived at the plant youdid not

know how long waste oil had been stored in the Diesel

Generator Building, whether on previous occasions waste oil
or diesel fuel had been added to other sumps, as was done in
this case. And these were questions that I raised at the

plant at the time, and why I felt that management was

remiss in not, getting samples of the other three diesels

promptly.

Q Plell let me just ask you some other questions.

Looking at the steps that were taken, you would

agree that it was responsible to contact Mobil Oil Corpora-

tion and ascertain from them the effect of adding the known

quantities of oil to the diesel generators, wouldn't you?

16 Yes, sir.
17

18

20

Q And it was determined through that exercise that
the oil in Diesel No. 2 should be changed immediately. But

apparently Mobil Oil advised that the diesel oil —that the

oil in No. l did not need to be changed immediately.

That was responsible action, wasn't it?
I think it was'responsible action in getting

25

their opinion. But I think CPaL held the responsibil'y for
taking the corrective action in this case.

Q Then an LCO condition was declared fox Diesel
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No. 2;.is that correct? And that was responsible action,

wasn't i ?

That was responsible.

Q And the oil was changed in Diesel No. 2. And

that was responsible action, wasn't it?
Yes, sir.
Now additional oil was ordered to permit change-

out of Diesel'1o. l oil, vasn't it?
Yes g sir ~

f0 That was responsible?

A . That, may or may not have been responsible.

Q Would you like to explain?

l3 A. These diesels are designed to operate for an

extended period of time under emergency conditions. Xf you

have lower. grade (".ilin those, on those bearings thigh they

17

are ™d'esigned 'to handle, or built for, or tested, X don'

know that there's any information available that will show

they will continue to carry that load, for the extended period

of time.

20 Well what did they do wrong? They did''0 have

any oil there.

22 ~ There was one option: you could shut th plant
down. The other option was to immediately get a sample

and get it to the vendor for immediate analysis.

3ut the vendor had been contacted, hadn't he?
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N wbS Yes, he,. had.

And che event, had been described to him?
I

But CP&L still has the responsibility for taking

the proper corrective action.

You would have shut the plant down right .chere

on October 2; is that what you'e suggesting?

I'm not saying X would have done that,; X'm saying

'l0

that responsible action would be inmediataly to determine

that your Qiesels were able to perform as required.

Q And you'e suggesting that, contacting the Mobil

engineer and asrertaining from him the effect, of the dilution

i2 was. not. adequate'? You haven't said that. anywhere else in

your testimony. This is the first time you'e said that.

I can't say that I have or haven'.

3: guess really what 3."m saying is, it was si.ill

>6, CP&L s responsibility to determine that the p3ant was safe

17 i:o operate.
0

Okay.

But they did order the oil to change it out in

Diesel No. l; right?

Yes'ir~
Q And the old o:l stored 'n the buil'd'ng was

removed. That was a responsible thing to do, "xasn't it?

Up at, the -'- p it. says "All o."d oil stored in

25 Diesel Buildipg <as "emovad." Under Corrective Action it
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says,

"Xn addition the viscosity in all
diesels will be checked by analysis and the waste

oi baxrels removed from inside tne Diesel Generator

Building."

Now X don'0 know wheWer they'e talking about

dfferent barxels here or the same barrels. One says "Ne

have," and the other says "We will."
All right.

ll.090 10 When you inspected the sit do you remember

whether you saw the oil barrels in the building?

12

'f3

I believe they were gone at that time.

Xs it more likely, that the incident report is

14 correct, that all old oil stored in the Diesel Building

15 was removed, based on youx recollection?

16 Right.

And then the mechanics involved were reminded

of the consequences of using oil from barrels with seals

broken. This was a responsible thing to do?

20 That was.

21

22

Q And then the statement in (h), "The lube oil
in all four diesels will be sampled and analyzed for viscosity

Now that's wha you said should have been done?

25

That's xight.

Have you read the testimony of Messrs. Uttley and
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m/wb7 Banks in this proceeding?

I believe I have.

Didn't the Board ask that you read it?

Q

Yes.

And I believe they indicated .Mat they had to

order sampling ~ars in order to perform this analysis.

Do you have any reco"lection of whether you were

told this at the time of your inspection? Or is this new
k

information to you? Or what's your reaction to that?

1G I was told that at the time of the inspection

And I really—
. I guess I still don't understand why the

samples couldn't have been taken immediately with the labora-

13 tory that. the Brunswick site has.

Q Mell isn't it also true that Messrs. Uttley and

17

18

Banks say in their testimony —and I realize it's not. in
evidence yet, that an immediate check of the plant. records

verified that no oil had been added to Diesels 3 and 4

during the period of time fuel oil has been stored improperly?

Do you remember any discussicn about that when

20

21

you were at, the site?

A I don't remember any discusssion about that.

I remember this cogent in Hr. Uttley or Ar. Banks'estimony.

23. But I can't verify one way or the other.

Do vou have any reason to doubt that they had

done that?
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PB/wb8 I Hell I wonder how you establish how long the

drums had been there if they were stored improperly.

~ I just don't understand how you can say that

this was the only time that this even'- ever occurred.

Mr. Cantre3.1, don'0 you think that it would have

10

been appropriate for you to have pointed out to the Board.

these steps that the company had taken prior to your arrival

at the site, rather than leaving the implication that the

company had failed to take any action until you arrived and

made them do the right. thing?

MR. REZS: Can I have the question read back,

please?

(Hhereupon the Reporter read from the record

as requested.)

THE WITNESS: I believe my testimony —Excuse me,

16 Mr. Rais.,

17

19

20

MR. REZS: Go ahead.

THE WITNESS: I believe my testimony on page 17

says, "Immediate corrective action was to drain the lube

oil system of No. 2 diesel and to replace it with lube oil
from sealed containers."

BY MR. JONES:

Q They didn't have any 'diesel oil to do that with

No. 1, did they, at the time of the inc'dent? They had to

order it?
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That's what 7 understand.

*So they did everyth'ng they could do as fast as

they could do it, didn't they7

' Nith respect to Ho. 2.

With respect to No. l X don'0 know vrhethe it
takes four or ='ve davs to get a shipment of oil from your

supplier. And X don't know whether he's in Philadelphia or

whether he has a te~wainal in Hilmington, or where the oil
comes fromm

I+ y'ou had beenthere o'n October ?nd, what would

you have done dif erently7

X think I would have asked the same questions

then that X asked about sampling when I arrived.

Q. You would have told them to order oil and change

it as fastas they could , wouldn't you7

i probably x~ould.

Nhich is wha" they did, isn't it?
i don't3cnow. Can you tell me hov long it akes

to get oil when you order it'
Q Nell does it seem to you that it's an unseemly

time from October 2nd to apparently October 6th or 7'o
get in a shipment of oil?

Yes. XX the plant had zemained down during tha"

period oZ time I'm sure it wouldn't have taken four days.

~tr. Car:trel3.. let's go on to an'other of the
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/trb10 examples that you cite as evidenc~ of -ailure «.o recognize

an obvious problem due to. the lack of SROs among the plant

tluclear Safety Cob@litt and senior managemen'i ~ And h" s is

the RCXC overspeed trip problem.

CHAXR>L'4N, S71XTB AEe you done with i.he diesel

lubricating oil problem?

NR. JONES: Yes, sir. X m moving on from there.

Xf you want to stop there p why ~ ~ ~ ~

CHAXKDH SNXTH: The e was just cne ~hing that X

70 ,was confused about.

'You didn', feel that the communication with mobil

Oil about the effect of the dilution was reliable; that an

independent check'hould have been made? Nhen you were asiced

that question you weren'5 really too responsive. Your answer

was, Hell you can"c delegate to Mobil th responsibility for

running a safe plant.

77 Kby was it inadequate to ask their opinion as

78 to the step.

79

20

THE HX~r. SS: X think 't was responsible in
«

calling them and asking them about i~. But, at the same time,

27 X feel that these diesels were tested with, X bel'eve tne

testimony here says g or the report says g -~0 we: ght oil 'n

them. I+ you degraded the oil w' fue'il, then you have

something less than 40 weigh

np Now' don''c7;new whether "'.is d" esel wou .d the l
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be capable of running thirty days or six days or what. This

was something that CPGL needed to evaluate.

CHAXBMAM SNXTH: And it was not the information

12

that you understand that they got from Mobil?

THE HXPilESS: And X don't think that they got that

from Mobil. X was not told that they got it. They told me

that it would be all right, but theyrecommended they change

it right away.

CHAXKQK SIXTH: Xs there a consideration here

other than .simple viscosity?

THE 11XTt1ESS: I don'tknow. X'm not an expert in

that field.

$ 3

18

19

20

21
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CHMBBBl SMITH: Am I confusing or am I clar'fying„

Mr. Jones, by ~.z.se'uestions?

tK. JONES: I thin!- 'dray are clar'fying

DR. IHEDS: Let me ask another ona.

Hr. Cantrell„ who else could they have called

THE HITHESS: I can't say. X don't know whether

Key — I don'. believe they told, us about it. I believe,

under the present reporting requirements, this might have

been a problem report, but I don'. know.

DR. LEEDS: Llell, X wasn'. worrying about you. in

particular but who else? You have'no idea'who else they might

call to check on the probl~~.?

TEE NXTNESS: They could call the diesel manu-

factQraz's

CHhXK'RB GNITF.:
(

Aa independent test for vis-

l6 cosity. I don't know.'" would seem to'me to be a rather

simple thing. You establish a temperature and you let oil
flow through a-» I mean if I were going to make one, I would

gat. a known temperature and a known aperture and measure how

20" fast it goes through

ll 200 2l Your observation is that their laboratory had

the capaoi"y to make that detexndnation'F

Tlirt'ITHESS: I feel that ail+sr thei" laboratory

had it ox it was available in the near vicinity, to make 'chat

29 determination. ied even if it ~asn't ther < it was probably
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within a few hours available.

CMXKIM SICXTH: iX high school laboratory even can

do "t?

TIIH ÃXTHHSS: Y s.

DR LHHDS How come you woulQ, need a special

bottle to take samples?

TILE HXTHESS: X believe the Applicant will have

IZ

to answer that, siz.

DR. LHHDS: You don', know?

THH NXTBHSS: X don't know.

CHAXR MM SHXTH: Thank you.

DR. LHHDS: Thank you, lIr. Zones.

BY LIRa JONES:

Q Mr. Cantrell, let's look for a moment at the RCXC

15 problem. Xn a response to a cpxestion at the bottom of page

15:

">Qxen did CPM start to correct it?

What caused their taking action?"

29. you answered at the top of page 16:

20

22

l

24

25

"CPEcL started correction action during

or following my inspection October 6 - 9< 1975,"

liow is it your intent there to suggest Slat it
was as a result of your inspection and your calling the probleru

to CPGL's attention that it first began to take action to

correct the RCXC probl~aa?
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X believe that's cozzect

HRw do you know that CPKL had not started cozrec-

tive action sooner2

A T. Qon't believe X Gas told of any corrective

action that they had i ~tiated prior to my arriving. Z

identified this X believe while X was zevie:sing test results

$ 0

foz that test condition, and questioned the problem and then

found out that it had additional problaas.

And then in subsequent testing it, was indicated,

true, they did have a problem.

Nell, as pazt oz your job you routinely review

Licensee Event Reports, don.'t you7

Yeso

2nd it is true that these are submitted some l4

days anQ some 30 Qays after the event2

Yes,'ir
So they may not have been available at the time

you were actually on the site, but subsequently you would have

received them and looked at them'?

20

2$

Yesg sir ~

Oo you rerhelnber anything in any Xicensee Event

Report that may have caused you to isondex if perhaps t'xe

company had in fact initiated corrective action prior to your

arriving for yo~~ inspection2

25
X can't say &at I diQ or Qidn't. I'm sure there'
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RB/eb4 an LI:R on this event and, I would like to see it if you have

3 Yes r X do

IIR. JOHES: Nr. Chairman, >re are distributing

copies of three LERs which are stapled or clipped together,

dealing with events on October 1st, 1975~ October 3rd, 1975,

)0

and October 4th, 1975. And X would like to have the three

together identified as Applicant's 1:xhibit JJ.

(Whereupon, LERs of 10/1<

10/3, and 10/4/75 were

marked Applicant's Exhibit

I2 JJ for identification )

$ 3 CHAXKIAN SHITII: Let's stop here,for a minute

Again, these are documents that again it did not occur to you

$ 5

I6

I7

20

2I'3

I

25

to include in the documents that were asked for or not ask@A

for but ordered by January 16th, 19792 These are documents

that came to your attention in the preparation of cross-

exataination2

NR.JONES: Yes, sir
CHAIRMAN SMITH: Nell> X have trouble with that

The problem. is I can appreciate~ you know, that you couldn't h re

~prepare. all your cross-examination before January 16th even

though the tes imony was in on December 1st. But what

zecoraraendation do you have to the Board tha we find ourselves

now in the position of receiving papers which we. are not
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familiar irith on the bench, right in tn middle of th hearing.

without an opportunity to evaluate %em?

Couldn't you have Gone any better than this2

LQ. JOHES: iir. Chairman, X would zespond in two

ways. The fizst is that. I ~Mini= V a- tne use that I int ad

to make of the doc~its will become fair1y apparent and

there is not that. much to read.

CEKII~CM SliITH: Okay, that's true with these.

kK. JOHES: That's true with ~Mesc and that. wil1

be true with Cavo additional documen~~ I have along the smae

line.
The second is that these aze cross». examination

exhibits.

CHAXBMM SklXTH: I understand

MR. JOHES: And I think that from the standpoint

of effective cross»examination> they aze better handled in

this way than they aze in other ways, particularly where in

18 this case the issue that is being tested is the
witness'orthrightness

in informing the Board, as to what the Applicant

Bid or didn'0 do and. when he did or didn'. do it
CHAXKMQ SfiXZH: Okay„ that's fine, too. But if

we were going to hold you to a strict cross-examination

s~dard, you ~rouldn't have been able to get IX in.

l4R. JONES: kir. Chai nhaag perhaps not.

CHiXIPJKH SkiITH: You see, if you are doing by
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rebuttal what. you purport to be doing by cross-exmniaation

tha+'s another problem.

YiiR. JONES: X have simply asked to have the exhiai

identified, and can actually put it in through another wit-

ness

CHRXRHAH ST1XTH: X guess my real question is, is

the bulk of this going to be such that tne Hoard and tne

parties are going to be placed in the position of having

9 important new evidence without an opportunity to read it,
understand it< and take the necessary action on it?

'f2

NR. JONES: X think it's important new evidence.

I don't think it puts them in the position of not being able

to read it. or understand it. Xt's not that complicated.,

BY MR JOAHS

Hr. Cantrell, the date of your inspection with

respect to the RCXC problem of October 6th to 9th, 1975—

right? —this was the same inspection as tne last, one we

T8 were talking about abou" tne diesel generators?

19 A Yest sir ~

So these incidents all predated your visit. to the

plant?

Yes g sir'+

e
25

9 Now on +De Xncident Report for the event dated

October 4th, 1975, under the heading "Additional Pactors" at
the bottom of the page, doesn't it. indicate there that GL'
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has initiated a design reevaluation?

Yes p Six'»

This xeport would be 'speaking of as around tnat

date, wouldn't it?
A X would take this to be as of &e date of 10/31/7S

when they submitted the report.

7 I see.

So it never occurred to you to inquire as to

whether or not something may have already been underway when

at the tim you talked about the mater with the plant?

A X was aware —and X don'5 know when T. became

aware during this inspection or subsequent inspection on

23 following up these events, that GE was involved in correc~~g

this problem.

25: Q You can', remember when you first became aware

26 that GE was involved?

You asked me— X can't emember when X became

involved. X would assume

When you became aware that. GH was involvecD

21

X think— X personally think GE was involved

x'ight at the beginning because they wexe a part of your

startup test pxogram» They were px'oviding techn'cal guidance

xor the plant. Aud X'm sux'e they were aware of this problem

because, as X understand, it< B unswick was not the only plant

~mat had this problem.
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7RB/eh 8 So you are now saying that you think that GE may

have been involved in dealing with the problem prior co

3 Octobex'th?

X think they wax'e.

Q Mz Cantzell, X'd like.to show you a report from

GE and ask you a couple of questions about- ihat.

NR. JONES: Llz. Chai~an, X would like to have

that maxked foz identification as Applicant s Exhibit iE.

ll.350 9

$ 0

l3

l4

18

20

2l

(Nhereupon, GE repozt,

l0/2/75 fram K J Brown

was marked as Applicant's

KK foz ictentifi,catLone )

MRa JONES Mza Chairmang is. this marked foz

identification KK? Ts that, all right with you?

CHAXRKN SNlTH JJ? Mo~ it would be KK

2'. JONES: KK, yes.

BY HR~ JONES

9 Nz. Cantzell, in 3aoking at the paper which has

been identified as Applicant ' Ezhibit KK, can you tell me

if you have ever seen this documeni. before, oz if you have

seen similar documents and can identify what it is?

I be3:ieve I'e seen this document, ox'ne similar

23

i, 24 You believe you have seen this document?

Yes ~
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What is the date of this document? Do you see

that anywhere on this?

10/2/75

And does this purport to deal with a proposed

modification to the RCXC system?

A Yes, sir.

10

'13

15

16

17

20

21

23

25

Q Would this not indicate to you that corrective

action had been initiated prior to October 6th, 1975?

A Xt would..

Q Do you know, Hr Cantrell, whether the Plant.

Nuclear Safety Committee had discussed this matter and had

begun trying to find ways to resolve it prior to your involve-

ment with it during your inspection?

A ' believe as part of the review of Plateau 2

they identified this as an open item in July.

What about in October? Do you have any knowledge

of their having—
X'm sure they did, X mean the report — Xf

nothing else, this Reportable Occurrence is dated 10/31, and

they are required to review them before they submit them.

Q Hould it.be signi icant to you if in fact the

'Plant nuclear Safety Committee had in a meeting October 6tn,

which was the day you arrived at, the plant, taken this matter

up, speci ically the GE-proposed modification wnich is

described in, Applicant's Exhibit KK?
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IB/eb9 I think that's a responsible ttxing to do.

Hould knowledge of that change your answer to the

question on page 15 and at the top of page 16, to t!xe effect

teat CPzL started corrective action during or following your

inspection, and the implication that I think goes wiM'that

that I think you acknowledged. earlier, that CP&T had noc,

undertaken cozxective action until you got after. thea?

I think it might change it.
Perhaps CPM had been somewhat more on top of the

1D

'13

problem than you realized?

A There was one item that was identified to them

during this inspection with respect to this problem, that

they could not consider the RCIC operable unless they tested

14 it every day and, demonstrated that it was operable,. or they

developed a test program to show hoor long they could go be«

16

17

19

tween tests and still have it respond without tripping

They started doing that right 'way ~ didn ' they?

When I identified it as a problem.

There was no pzob3.am with their agreeing to do

20 that?

21

25

Ho+

They were responsive?

That's right
But between July and October this was not done.

Did you. suggest tha that be done in July?
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You weren't aware of the "tartup test resul"s?

A I do not. review— Generally I, did no'. review
'I

the startup test xesults until after they had completed their

reviews, and some time after that X would review ~e.n. ~le

do not give-» As a ale, we do not give approval for them

to raise power or go from one test condition to anothex'.

This is strictly their own controls

Now this RCXC problem which you identified as an

(

10

13.

example of CPGL's management not being able co identify

obvious problems didn'0 have any bearing on CPGL's QA/QC

program or its management capability, did it?

X think it had some bearing to the effect that

it was not identified and corrected sooner, or action ini-
tiated sooner.

17

19

20

21

Prom what you have shown me here, it appears that

the action was not initiated on this problem until October.

You'e attempting to demonstrate that it was initiated just

prior to my arriving at the site.

From Julv to October the plant had operated off
and on, as is normal for startup test prograus.

You don't know whether GE, since the startup

23 test program, had also been working on the probla>2 They may

24 have been woxking on the pxoblem prior to October, so far as

you know, oz t?iey may not have been? You really don't know?
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I believe X was told during that inspection that

they weze aware oz this same problem a- another client.

0 i~fr Cantre3.lg X just as'd you if it wasn t true

that this particular problem had no bearing on CPKL's QA/QC

program oz its managerial capability, in spite of the fact

that you had cited. this as an obvious pzoblera that CPGL

management, wasn't able to see because, implicitly, they

didn', have SROs.

Let me call your attention to'page lG of your

testimony, the answer to the first question on that gage

"Do you believe tais has anv bearing

on CPSL's QA/QC program or its managerial capa-

bility7 Xf so, whah2"

Ance'our ans'wer is H!0 g ~ ~ ~ a

And then a minute ago you started saying Yes,

16 had some Now X'm not sure what you mean.

18

19

20

Xt sounds like it's in conflict, doesn'h it?

Yes.

X can'. explain it.
CHAXR%UI StiXTH: Except that you'e not—

His answer wasn't No. His answer was "iso,

however/ Q and then mors comments.

MR JOCK 8: Okav

BY HR JONES

"Hog however@ this is one of similar
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IRB/eh 1 2 items thai I considered 'm> developing my evaluation

on page 2 of my notes to Mr. Dance."

I guess I'm puzzled still by what you mean by

this. If it didn't bear on CPGL's QA/AC program, why do you

cite it as an example of— I think you'e citing it as an

example of the failure of the program.

A As an example by itself, I would not —I would

say it. had no bearing on CPaL's QA/QC program.. However, when

20

you combine it. with other events that occurred during the

same period'I think it, was —it did affect my evaluation

of CPGL's management

22 MR. JOiNL'S: Nr. Chairman, there are other examples

23 that Hr., Cantrell gave as indicative of CP6L's inability to

see the obvious, due to the lack of SROs that I was prepared

2g '26

End MBB
Landon fls 27

to go through, and can. But in the interests of time I am

willing to skip over them unless somehow that would not be

rounding our the record, and wouM create a problem

I wou3d just inquire if you have—

29.

20,

22
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CHAXKRH SMXTH: Nell, X guess X~11 just have to

leave it to you, Nr; Jones.

DR. LEEDS: There's no way we could evaluate what
1

you just said, Mr. Jones, because we don't know what you".re

talking about in terms of which ones, and what hings you

have, and what evidence. You put the Board in an impossible

position to answer that question.

MR. JOHES: Based upon che 'nterest in not picking

one or two things and doing them, and not doing the other two:

10

f3

or three, it seemed, to me that you nay want to go through the

whole thing, and perhaps X can, and perhaps that's the safest

thing to do.

DR. LEEDS: Nell, X sure don't want to get back

and find out, that we saved 30 minutes that costs us five hour'

o- twenty hours or three weeks.

j6
BY MR JOHZS.

All right. Nr. Cantrell, let's look at the'other

0

18

)9

20

23

25

obvious problems that you lis" on page l4.
So fax we'e talked about the diesel lube oil and

the RCXC.

Let's inquire next about the cora spray header

high delta P alana. You point out that it's discussed further

in Attachments 10 and 10A.

Now, as X r ad Attachments 10 and 10k, it clearly

appears to r:e that this was a generic problem, and "hat the
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resolution appeared to be in a rev-sion to the standard t ch

specs for a GE BNR-6.

Now: that would mean that other BNPw had the same

problem, wouldn't it'
Yes, they did. Prior to —I believe prior to this

problem.

This wasn't something unique to CPGL, that CPGL

failed to identify simply because they didn'0 have all SROs

among their senior plant management, is it%'his isn't really
TO a very good example, is it, of an obvious problem that was

$ 2

!3

overlooked primarily due to the fact that the plan nuclear

safety committee or the senior management at the plant didn'

have SRQs?

14 Didn', I say someplace that it was either overlooke

because of the lack of SRO training, or overwork?

9 Nell, are you saying this is one that was overwork?

A I'm not going to say which on that, bu" I'l
f8 say this:

7'Ken I identified it, I b lieve these inst~nts
20 were pegged, reading a full scale or down scale, whichever

way it was.

Hell, attached as . ~ I guess it's the second

document, Attachment 10, waich I think is lOA —'n my copy

the number didn't really show up -- bu~ it's a lett r dated

November 8, 1977@ and the statement that I read there is that:
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wel 3 "During discussions on this matter we learned:

that the alarm set point is cr'tical to assuring

that the core spray system is "'ntact, that

historically there has been considerable

confusion on what the set point should be, 'and

that the BUR 6 will continue the use oz this

'10

13

D/p system."

And. then in the next paragraph:

"As a result of discussions with J. H. McGough,

DOR, STS group, we have determined, that the

alarm and surveillance requirements you suggested

will be incorporated into the next change in

the. OZ-STS."

I guess that's GH standard technical specifications.

That,'ight.
This would clearly indicate that this was not a

unique probkem to Brunswick, it was a problem that. other

plants had too2

19

20

That's right.
And apparently not one that had an obvious

21 solution by anybody, or it would have been put in the original

tech specs„wouldn't it2

A The solution might. not have been obvious, but

generally in wa33'ing around -he plant nd loohing at the

instrumentation, when you find any gauge pegged it appears
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that the:-e's something wrong with it. Either 'cstat g Gr c¹
gauge is not properly sized= for the, parameter it's measuring.

There are specific examples to the contrary, though.

CHAXBMAN SNXTH: Pegged. means that tha needle is

5 't extreme stop?

THE WXTNESS: Yas

CHAXIQKT SIQTH: Either way?

THE „WXTNESS: Right

BZ NRo JONES:

10 What about, tha air supply for instruments and

valves? X'm having a hard time understanding what" s unique

12 about this type of problem to BWRs, that a BNR licensed

13 senior reactor operator would. have known better how to resolve

than anybody else. Por example, som ona with an SRO experience

on a PWR. Aran't the air supply systems pretty generic to

16 power plants and to nuclear plants, whether it"s a PÃR or a

BWR?

Yes, sir.

19 And the issue of the bulkhead door—

20 Are you going to leave the air supply?

2j Yas, do you have something further you'd like to

22 ~ Say?

23 A With respect to the air supply -or the BWRs, at

Brunswick you had two separate systems,. one for Unit l and one

for Unit. 2. Xn addition to that., you also had emergency a'
h
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supplies or uninterruptible air supplies, to supply instr~ant

air to a containment isolation valve.

3 Pmd my problem with these rras that without proper

maintenance of this instxument air system, the check valves

in these lines could. get moisture in them, rust, freeze„ and

you lose the ability o" J.e check valve to isolate a segment

of the line in case of a ruptured line or something. As a

result ox this, you ~rould lose the whole air supply.

Nell, the issue here had to do with moisture

30 laden air, right? I mean that was your concern, that tnere

could be moisture in the air lines, and that. this could cause

]2 problems with the valves and so forth'?

Yes, sir.
Q Now, the ultimate resolution of this problem was

a generic resolution, wasn't it, again affecting all BNBs and

maybe Pcs as wells

X guess some plants take their air supply more

T8 sexi.ous than others. And Z think Brunswick had a more

19

20

cxitical air supply problem than others, being near the coast

and having high humidity air. Because there was one occasion

there when between the ~wo plants they we)w having txouble

maintaining air pressure at top x te one.

23 They were working on the problem, creren'hey?
Yes, sir, and they even added an additional

compressor from outside to back up the system.
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So the problem was recognized as a problem and:

furthermore, it was recognized generically as a problem. And,

according to the attachment to your testimony, Attachment 9,

the third document, which is a letter dated Yuy 15, 1978

from Victor Stello to Roger Mattson, apparently a resolUtion

was that=

"...the minimum quality standards set forth

in..." an ANSX document. were recomm nded to be

placed in the next revision of the generic standard tech

)0 specs?

Yes, sir.

(1
12

14

CHAXTR&2T SYiXTII: 11x. Jones, is the position you'e

making here, or the point that you'xe making here, that if a

p oblem is identified by Mx'. Cantrell or someone else as

having a possib e reflect'on on management capability<if it
is a gene ic problem that removes any x'elationship to the

management capability?

NR. JONHS: No, six. The inference in the context

in which ?L~. Cant-ell has brought it up is that had thexe been

senior reactor operators among the key supervisoxy personnel,

22.

23

24

25

this type of pxoblem would have been obvious ard presumably

corrective action taken.

My point is that it's a generic problem. Xt ~as

!

not obvious to a lot of people initially, ox it would nevex

have b. en a p'roblem.
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3

CHAXRP~ SMXTH: Yes, yo6've made that point, and

without relationship to the senior reactor operators 1icense

existence.

NR. JONES: That's correct, which seemS to be the

, basic s'ructure of Kr. Cantrell's testimony.

CIV.XRMQ4 SMXTH: A11 right.
BY MR JOI'iES

The final example X think that we haven't discussed,

Mr. Canmell,—

13'R.
REXS: Xet me just interject on the record that

Mr. Jones'nterpretation of Mr. Cantrell's testimony is his

own, and my sitting here should not be +~en to mean that X

concur in his reflections.

14 BY HR JO'ciES t

15

16

17

18

20

21

22

9 -
. The only one of the examples that you list on page

14 that X think we haven't addressed, Mr. Cantre3.1, is the

bulkhead doors.

Again, the issue of how to train people to 3'eep

doors closed in a nuclea- p3.ant for security or whatever

reasons is not necessarily something that's limited to a BIG'.,

or not necessarily something that you uniquely learn how to

do because you receive SRO training, is it?
X would say that's right.

9 Nell, dais, then, isn't really a real strong

ezmnple of a problem that would have baen obvious to the plan"'
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personnel had they received SRO training, is it?

I think the solution ~~ould have been more p ompt~

possiMy, if they had all appxeciated the'problem. This was

a.px'oblem--

Well, on a day-to-day basis who ultimately ends up

win the responsibility for keeping those doors shut? cozen't

they senior reactor operators and reactor opexators?

Primarily. They were reactor operators and

auxiliary opex'ators.

20 And if anybody understood and appreciated'he

22 problem they would, right'P

A, Hot necessarily the auxiliary operators. The other

23. question —this is a two-part auestion —in the corrective

action to assure that they are closed, and this is wher we

had a problem in taking that final corrective action.

Q Which final correctiv action?

To get these doors annunciated so that an RO or an

22

SRO would know every time the door is opened.
\

Q Nell, is that. something that in your, opinion should

be done within a period of a week after identification, or a.

month after identification, or how cprickly do you think

something like that has to he done?

Something less than iaido years„ X think it os„"ht to

2I . be done. T.'m not trving to be smart X can't cuan ify and

say this nas got. to be done todayo 7. i 's the sort of thing
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that you should keep a m~ sitting down here and guarding that

door to see that it stays closed all the time, we did not

identify it in that context. And when l talked with the

plant manager about it, .Z 'Mink he thoroughly understood the

problem, that it needed to be kept closed to avoid .the common

floodingo

And you asked the question,. X believe, before about

this being closed out during the ne::t inspection. T1>ey

implemented the corrective act'on that they felt was necessary

$ 0

l3

to correct it.
X made a tour of the plant on my next inspection,

and found both doors closed. And I felt that based on his

instructions and his understanding of the problem, that I
could easily'close it out.

So there was an administrative control that you

1G found at least helped?

'l7 X thought it. did, at least it did at. Mat time

18 And I'm sure, that was not the only time that it helped.

Q And you didn't reopen the issue in a formal sense?.

A Not until August of '77 when we identified it in
the letter to CP&T.

Has it carried on subseauent inspection reports

23 as an open item oz an unresolved item?

i can't tell you that it was or, wasn".t. Z4 was—
Would it normally have been'. if you had formally
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reopened the issue? Would it normally be carxied. on a

subsequent. inspection report as a pending, outstanding ox

unresolved item under .youx normal practice?

3409

A Along about that time, sometime in there, we

changed from identi ying all open items in each inspection

report. And T. believe in that inspection report ~he'y

transmitted this information, a list of the open items that

I knew of at, Brunswick at the time I turned it over to Nr.

Slll3.ivan a

Q Mhere there is resolution of a pxob3.em and time is
of th essence, isn't it customary to ask the applicant to

establish a schedule, and then you essentia13y approve or

disapprove of the schedule?

A 8'ould you 'ike for me to ead a portion of our

lettex where we did that?

I may not like for you to„- but Z think you should

be given an opportunity to, yes. I think you'd better.

This is the Aught 5 letter to CPSL transmitting

20

21

22

23

the resu3ts of an inspection of July 19 to July 22, by

myself and Hr. Sullivan, who too'ver as principal inspector

at Brunswick.-

On the second page of that, let er is a paragzaph

that says:

CKIRKQl SIXTH: Kore does this appeax in the

25 recoxd, lie. Cmtrell'7'
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THE WITNESS: This does not appear in the record

previouslyo

CHAIRS~ SMITH: Okay.

BY MR JOHES-

Would vou identify it again? It's a letter from

7

whom to whom~.dated what, so we can—
A The letter 's from P. J. Long,'hief Reactor

Operation Nuclear Support Branch to CPsL, attention IM. Z.A.

Jones.

30 MR. REXS- Nx. Chairman, &is has been previously

(

20

identified as Staff Exhibit 21, which I am in the process of

getting reproduced, to supply for the record.

CHAXKUQ4 SMITH: I see.

BY HRa JONES.

Go,ahead, Mr. Cantxell.

"Xn addition to the need for corrective action

regarding these specific items of non-compliance,

we are concerned about your management controls

in maintaining &e HPCX compartment doors closed

or unattended. These doors provide a safety

func'."'on associated with the HPCX fire suppression

system and 'or protection against corcmon flooding

of safeguard equipment. Contrary to posted

instruct'ons and previous instructions it was

noted during the inspection that one of "'ae doors
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to the Unit 1 HPCX compartmenc was left open

and unat ended, Consegusntlyq in your reply

~r

please review your controls for these doors and

provide the corrective seeps taken to avoid

further compromise of these safety features."

Q You didn't ask or a precise schedule oz suggest

any time frame within which the corrective action should be

8 taken, did you2

CPSL was asked to reply to this letter within 2Q

10 days.

Hali, did-they?

A X can't remenher whether they replied within the

20 days. 'The reply d'd not address this concern

Q Xsn't the reply letter what you cited in your

testimony?

17

A There are two replies to this letter. /he first
one did not address this concern. WTe discussed it wich CP6L.,

20

and they agreed to submit a supplemental reply that would

include information on that subject.

Q R: Cantrell) you would agree, wou3.dn't you: that

modifications ike this have to be scheduled and done in an

order1y anB logical seG'nce in conjunction with other
I

p3 'mportant modifications that need to be made?
'es

~ sir<

You would agree wit.h that, wouldn't you?
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Yes.

0 Did you have anything else that you wanted to say

on the HPCI
doors'o

p 83.r«

7NEL On page 20 of you testimony you begin a

discussion of the HPCX, the high pressure coolant injection

system, and this is another of the examples that you have

cited of X assume you ve cited ~ as Bn example of what

9 you regarded as CP6L's, in your opinion, poor management

10 attitude, because it failed to implement a tech spec change

as guick3y as you thought it should have been implemented.

(,
$ 2 I believe the tech spec change was issued, and

when it was issued there was a statement stating fective

upon issuance.

Q And you- point in citing this as an example is

16

L7

that this showed CPc L's poor management or it's —what—

inappropriate attitude towards taking corrective actions

18 promptly, because they didn't take correcti':c action until

19

20

again you blew the whistle, so to speak, in June, following

. the April 28 issuance of the license amendments

That's righto

22 Q Now, Nro Cantrellt how soon after April 20 do you

think the licensee should have made the modificationP

I think within a day or two I thinl: when th y

proposed the modification they should have known what they
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were going to do, and it was just. a matter of actually writing

an order and cutting a couple of wires, or disconnecting an

ala&a.

That'. your understanding of what was involved?

No, X think there was more to it, the way it was

finally handled. But X think it could have been impl mented

on an administrative basis very quickly, with a junker ana

cut a couple of wires ~

Well, just to put this in perspective, let's look

$ 0

f2

)S

16

at the history of it in a little detail, l4z. Cantrell.

You provide a great deal oz it, a lot of it, in

your testimony, beginning with attachment 16.

Xn Mtachment 16, which is dated February 12, 1976

and. let me, just for the sake of moving through it as rapidly

as we can, tzy to summarize what X think the memorandum says,

and you correct me or interrupt me if X'm saying something

you don't agree with, okay?

T8 All right

20

21

Q Xn your memorandum to lM. Long dated February 12,

as X read it, you recommended that the system be amended, the

HPCX delta 7. function be modified so a temperature aifferential

oily sounded an alarm in the control zoom, zather than its
isolating the HPCX system?

23

Yes g s3.rw

That was your zecommndatior?
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Yes, sir.
Turning to Attachment 17, tc o weeks later, on

3 Pebruaxy 27, Kt. Long recomrrended to Xnspection 8 Enforcement

in Washington that this might be a generic problem, and that

the HPCX isolation shou d be changed to an a"arm Rune ion on

high delta T?

Yes, sir.
How, Attachment 18 is not dated until April 16, 1976

10

. approximately two months a+ter you first, raised the issue, and

this rr~morandum says —from XK in Vlashington —essentially

says that they disagree with your proposed so3ution, doesn't

(
12

13

14

Yes, sir.
They in xact say that your solution would frustrate

a design basis, that they believe that this system should

, continue to automatically isolate7

18

Yes, sir.
I

Q Now, the next action, which is in A tachment 19 and

20A~ is that you essentially raised the question again and

25

sent back to Nashington again suggesting that the system should

be changed to an alarm, and that the iso3.atio» should be

el~ated, isn'0 Uiat correct?

A Yes) sire

Q Xn 2 ct, you wrote to Hr. Y~ng on Apr'1 16, but he

didn"-t write back to !lashington until V~y 3.4, so another
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month had passed befoxe &e question ~ras raised aga" n ~rith

Nashington, isn t that so2

Yes, sir.
Q Then in Attachment 20B it would appear that an

NRC internal resolution of the problem had finally come

about, and some authorities frere transferred and d fined~

and the end xesult, as I take it, was that the agency was

going to recommend to CPSL that they file a tech spec

amendment, zrhich preserved the iso3;ation function, but X guess

changed the temperature at which the alarm+ or at >which the

system would isolate.

( 13

Are you on 203 now?

Yes, six.

Xes.

Do you know if CPeL then filed a tech spec

amendment request?

i8

20

Yes, six, they did.

Do you have the date of that request?

(Pause.)

Wou1d you accept,, subject to check, chat, a tech

spec amendment application was filed on August il, 1976?

Yes, sir.
And the actual amendment, ~&en, was not issued

until April 28 of 1977, is that correct?

A That's right
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1 Q So the NRC really was involved in its own internal

resolution of Me problem xzom February of 1976, when you

first x'a'sed it, until April 28 of 1977?

Tlat's cozz ct

And this is a winter problem, isn t it?
A—
You had the differential temperature that caused

the isolation only during the wintez months, didn't you?

For HPCX that is correct.

)0 That's what we'ze talking about.

That's the only time that X remember it, happening/

12 was during the winter months.

Ne're only talJ:ing about. HPCX here .

So, in fact, the tech spec amendment was p nding

duzing one whol wintex season, and CPGL couldn't change the

system during that time, could it?

$ 7

'I8

They could not change it. until EIBR acted.

How, whether they supplied" sufficient information

for NRR to act, or what went on between you and"them at the

20 time, X don't know,.

The amendment just ca~ too late fox it to be of

any value during the winter of '76-77, didn't it?
Yesp sir ~

So after Apzil 28 really the problem wasn't going

to occur age< unti1 the next fall oz winter, was it?
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2'robably not, unless you had-
Undex these circumst"aces what X'm having trouble

with is understanding why this was 'uch a high prior'ty it. m

for you, that it be resolved two days after the t ch spec

amendment was issued, when it. took eight months for the tech

spec amendnant to issue at. all, and six months prior to that

or NRC to figure out now it wanted to go about resolving the

pxoblem.

X don't believe X raised the question until about

14

two months after the amendment was issued> in 0'une.

9 But you said that the xeason —June was not right.

You said it really should have been done a couple days .after

April 28'p and X m )ust trying to point out why this was a

real =serious, high priority matter to you at that timeP X'm

just trying to understand bmoc you go about making t¹se kinds

l6 of decisions.

17 A Because the tech spec was changed. to eliminate that

as an isolation, and the evaluation that NBR and CP&L went

thxough )ustified taking it out~

20 9 But, there was no immediate need for the change to

be made after all this time had already passed, and it was

a wintex problem, and now it was the summer.

There was no apparent immediate need exc pt for

the tech spec requirement.

CHAXKQLN SIXTH: Un¹r the system ox regulation which
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was in effect controlling this problem, did CPGL have the

authority to unilatex'ally correct it2

THE VlXTHESS: No, six

DR; Lcr.DS: So there was nothing that CPGL could

do until the tech spec amendment was issued, is that correct?

THE NZThESS: Except pxovide timely information to

BRR, and X can't talk to that one way or the other. X just

'now that there was a meeting called in February to hzy to

resolve all the remaining issues on the problem.

$ 0.

12

13

DR. LEEDS'Xs there a requirement that after a

tech spec amendment issues that action must be taken within a
V

specific period of time2

THE &~TRESS:, Usually they are issued to say it
will be effective immediately: or at a certain milestone

appropriate to the amendm nt. Xt probably could have issued

this to be effective in 10 days, two months, oz anything.

17

20

2$

But the particular woxding in that one said

effective ~4 diately.

DR XZZDS: But when something is issued effective

immediately, and they don't act instantly, does that mean

that they are in non-comoliance2

THE LCM'S: 'X guess we'6 evaluate each problem

. to see whether we'd cite thea. Technically 1 thh~ they would

be in non-compliance. But we would certainly, if it involved

something of fairly minox importance, 1'ke this may have been
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at, that particular time, we probably wou1d have called NRR

to discuss whether they would grant an extension, or whether

we should enforce it as written.

DR. LEEDS: So your concern about June being too

long to fix it is because the tech spec said effective

immediately, is that right2

20

22

THE NZTNESS: That was one of the things, and it
gust seemed to me like this was an item that had been causing

problems for two years, so get it. out of the way and forget

it, instead of. having it still cluttering up the ~~resolved

items to be corrected.

DR. LEEDS: So it's " listing problem2 Xn other

28

20

23.

, words, here's an open item, we need to clear it out, even

though in the summer it's not causing a problem, is that right2

T2E WXTHESS: That @as one of the problems.

The other problem that was identified at this point

was the schedule for testing the high temperature isolation

of HPCX without ventilation.

DR. LEEDS: But that's a separate issue We

haven'0 discussed that one, have we2

THE WX~a8S: No That was a parallel part of
this meeting in February, to discuss the HPCX high delta T

isolation.

DR LEEDS: Nell, how does —how am X supposed ta

interpret that comment you made theze2 Does this technical
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specification amendment solve 83>at problem
also'HE

NXTkKSS: No, it did not.

DR. LEEDS: So Key weren't in non-compliance

immediately on that one, were tbey'P

THE HZTNESS: Ho: sir.
DR.'EEDS: So how could they have solved it in

KK V/XTNESS: I guess my guestion in June was

. that CPGL stated they gould conduct, a test and be sure that
this was not a problem. This was with respect to Me room

ambient temperature sensors for HPCZ, and the schedule—
DR..LEEDS: Did.

they'HE

NXTHESS: ~ Ho, sir, they had not conducted it
at that time, and they committed to completing it.by July'0

'adelon15
fls

20

23
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DR. TEHDS: Okay.

Excuse me,'Mr. Zones. Thank you.

4

$ 0

$ 2

CHAXKRN SMITH: Mr. Cantrell, did I get off
the track from RCXC to HPCX when you testified in the firs
instance that the problem could have been solved pending

the'ltimate r solution by snipping some vires or shutting

some vires or —was that HPCX you were talking about'

THE WXTNESS: At that time X was referring to

the HPCX high delta-T isolation effective upon completion—

issuance of the tech specs.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Oh, X see. I got vou.

THE WITNESS: I felt the paperwork was much

larger, really, than the job.

17

CHAIRMAN SMITH: There are really two HPCX

things. One is the doors and one is the isolation valves.

THE WXTNESS: Yes.

CHAIRMEN SMITH: So I'm talking about, the HPCI

temperature differential, seasonal—

20

THE NXTNESS: Ne were talking about.'the same thin

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.

So We point in time that you vere referring to

when they could have snipped the vires vas not when you

initially recognized the problem and reported. it,, but it
was after approval was finally granted to solve the problem.

That's the reference you vere making.
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2

KHZ WITLESS: Yes, . sir.
CHAXIQPZT SMITH: Thank vou.

PR. JOHZS: Nr. Chapman, X don'" have any

fuxther cuesticns.

I would like "'o inquire whethex there is at

this time any objection to receiving the eMibits IX, JJ,

and KK into the record as evidence by consent at this time,

10

or whether we have to take the time of having it identified

by Nr. Banks as having come from CP&L records and all of the

rest of this.

I

This is a formality that we could, go through,

but I'm not sure it's necessary if'veryone would otherwise

agree that we could receive it. in evidence.

CHAXK4i4V SMXTH: Okay.

Let's take XX. Ne'd already discussed that,

and Nr. Zrwin has a pending objection.

17

18

20

Are you pursuing your objection on that, Nr.

Hrwin2

MR. ERAIH: Mr. Chairman, I had a question or

two that X wanted to ask Nr. Cantrell about. this document.

Ky only concern is —well, I w'll—
CHAIM~< SIXTH: Xts authenticity.

23 MR. ZKlXVa: The only aspect of its authenticity

that I have any interest or concern about is the date that'

shown as the date of the incident remrt. I think that'
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"2

MR. JONES: X think that questions like this

could be addressed to Nx. Banks. And it's really implicit

within their cLxect testimony.

Xf you willwaive your objection tc receipt into

evidence, you will have a chance to ask them some questions.

MR. EEKZN: I will waive the objection.

CHAIRMAN SMXTH: All right.
Are there any other objections2

(No response.)

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ne'1l receive XX.

(Nhereupon, the document

previously marked. as

Applicant's Exhibit XX was

received in evidence.)

16 CHAXKCLZ SMXTH: Now how about JJP

X don'. recall that Mr. Cantrell was asked, or

that he commented upon whether he was amiliar with this.
MR. JONES: Nell, Mr. Chairman, X would be

happy for you to take judicial notice of JJ. This is a

21 document —this is a report, that. we filed with the NRC.

CHAIEQN SMITH: You filed it. with NRC. Zt's

not an NRC-generated document..

MR. JONES: I just point out, that we'"ze already

got a number of similar documents in evidence attached to
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people's testimony and stuff.
CHAXRtiAH SMXTH: Right.

But neve theless, those people v.-ere there arith

. their testimony.

But does anvbody in this room have any doubt

that Licensee Event Report, three pages, Applicant's JJ,

is what it purports to be?

MR. RZXS: Sour Honor, on any of these exhibits,

XX, JJ, or KK, the Staff has no objection to the'r admission

)0 as to their admissibility.

The Staff, of course, does not agree that the

contents axe necessarily true, but that they are authentic

l3 exhibits of what they purport to be. The Staff has no

$ 9

20

21

objection to their admissibility.

CHAXR4&27 SMITH:- Okay.

(Whereupon, the document

previously marked as

Applicant's Exhibit JJ was

received in evidence.)

CHAXRMAN SMXTH: Now we come to RK, which is an

entirely different. matter, because that's the document that

was generated outside the process. However, as X recall,
Cantrell has seen this document and, as his testimony

suggests, he himself is able to testifv &at this document

was a part of the business records of Applicant's plant.
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Xs that correct, P~. Cantrell'?

THE WITNESS: This is a document dated Oc+mber

the 2nd.

CHAXRt4KH SKlTH: Hell, "his is KK. Xt's October

2nd'es+

So that one certainly can be received.

So all th ee exhibits have been received in

evidence ~

$ 0

(Whereupon, the document

previously marked as

Applicant's Ezhibit KK vas

received in evidence.)

IG

MR. ZONES: ThaM you.

CHAXRKM SMXTH: You'e done,
then'R.

ZONES: Yes, we'e done.

CHAXRMKN SMITH: X think this mould be a good

I7 time for our afternoon break.

IS Ten minutes.

(Recess.)

1DMadelon 20 EXMXI'lMXONBY THE BOARD

BY DR IZEDS:

Mr. Can~mell, let me aslc you a preliminary

cpxestion about—

25

X can just barely hear you, sir.
Mr. Cantrell, let me ask you a preliminary
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mpb6 question about this testimony.

3

Can you hear me nowt

Yes, sir.
Okay.

It,'s in a guestS. on-and-answer '* form, as if
somebody we-e asking you questions and you answering it,
and it. was taken down that way. But I presume since it'

f0

prepared testimony in advance, hat maybe p..rhaps there was

—it might have been prepared 'n a different manner.

Could you tell me how you prepared. this testi-
mony'

f2 The Staff 's attorney sent questions to the region

f3'or us to research and provide answers fo- and suggest any

f4 additional questions if w wantec. to, or delete anv ques-

tions that we felt were not appropriate.

f6

f7

And then you answered the questions in hereP

And then I answered the questions in here.

f8 Q Are there any questions —anything else that

you'd l&e to tell us other than these questions, than the

answers to these questions?

I don't believe so. I provided some attachments

wS.th it which, you know, supported p oblems which were

identified at. various times.

Those are attachments to this
testimony'es@

sire
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Okay.

MR. REZS: Can Z just ask one question?

Nr. Cantrell, did X ask you many times to supply

additional questions you might want to?

THE NZTHHSS: Yes, sir.
BY DR. LEEDS:

On page 10,of your testimony you say Chat:

"...CPEL should be required to make a

firm commitment to determine the recruirements

for Shearon Harris, develop a program to

recruit and train the...personnel without

having Co deplete the Brunswick and Robinson's

staffs for plant startup, or (at least) allow

time for an orderly transfer..."
What was a firm conunitment, in your mind'

Basically develop plans and publicize them Co

hearing boards or to ERR of how they'plan to meet. demand
I

power requirements.

Now you heard the testimony of Panel XV this

morning—

Yes, sir.
—about what they wexe go'ng to do in terms

of checking CPGL to make sure that, they would have adeauate

personnel.

Nere you satisfied ~haC they will do that?
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A „
X can't really say; X ~ust don'< know enough

about how HRR operates.

Okay.

What >could you suggest a Board like this do to
'ake

sure this will happen?

Nell, X think as a part oz my original testimony

X recommended that tne cons+muction permit be condit."oned

to reauire them to develop a schedule, basically, and show

9 plans for how they plan to implement it. However, in reading

10 the Applicant s testimony, X believe they have done essential

what, X felt was necessary back when X prepared this testimony

13

Okay.

Do you recommend still that there be a condition

14 on the license?

<Co~ sir.
Do you think they will follow through on their

17 proposed schedule?

X believe if for nothing else than pride, they

19 will.
20 Say that again, sir?

I believe if for nothing else than pride,
they'ill~

BY KMXPZGQT SMXTH:

Xs that. pride that has been augmented by th"s

25 proceeding?
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2

Xt might be, sir.
BY DR. LFEDS:

X don'0 think X remember hearing anybody dis-
I

cuss'ing this morning —or at least. when Nr. Jones was

cross™examining you about the flame that was in the offgas

syst: em which you.talc about on page 24 of your testimony.

You say from the start they'e had the capability

of extinguishing it:

$ 0

t2

"Prom the start, CP&L had the

capability of extinguishing the flame, it
appeared that allowing the flame to burn

continuously was the least hazardous.'"

f3 And then you say:

"Xt is my understanding that

this problem has not been resolved."

16 This problem -- Panel XU X believe addressed

18

j9

21

this problem with the augmented offgas system. Xt was

associated arith trying to put the augmented offgas system

into service that the flame would develop in the offgas

line at the steam jet air injector. And when it ignited

it blew &e loop seals, which would release some activity
into the reactor building and, the filter house.

So the problem has been reoolved, is that. (~hat

you re sayingP

Nell, they have decided that the augmented offgas
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system vi3.1 not work, and it is being bypassed so that gas

from. the condenser goes directly to the stack via the delay

loop in the original installation.

So is there a question about CP&L's management.'s

xesponse to this particular problem involved here2

I don'hink so, sir.
Okay.

You'e not, criticising them for not having put

the fi e out2

'10 No@ sir ~

BY CHAXRSN SMITH

Xs this hydrogen referred to here, is this

a result of the disassociation of hydrogen and oxygen in

vater2

16

X think so, sir.
BY DR. LEEDS:

No~r on page 34 it gets back to my cgxestion about

the NRR.

19 You make a statement that:

20

21

22

"...XaE Region IX management feels that

they have sufficient. author'ty to assure that

CPGL does not, repeat. these same mi takes."

P~zd then the next line is:
"This same XZ authority was in effect

during the early days oz the Brunssrick startup,
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mpbll and discussions vere held vith CPGL concern-

ing the inadequac'ies in QA and staffing."

~~e you implying that even thougn Bey have the

authority, that they can'0 do anything about it?
During the early days at Brunswick —and X'm

speaking pxior to the operating license —ve discussed this

problem of QA staffing in our initial g9 inspection along

about September of '74. And ve could not xeally determine

that CPGL had a QA for operations organisation at the plant.

10 They had people designated in corporate as QA people.

But. the programs ve v re trying to reviev, ve

12

14

16

could not follow the paper trail to determine that they had

been implemented. They made some changes in their proce-

dures. They added some people prior to licensing, and ve

had a reinspection and found that with certain ezceptions

dxey had an acceptable program, and ve would reviev it in

the future to see hov it. vas implemented.

Hell, X guess X'm still confused as to youx

19

20

22

25'oint.
Xs your point saying that even though the

enforcement procedure vas in place, even though there vexe

some requirements, that XGE in Pugion XX couldn't orce the

Applicant, then, to meet those requirements, or you, just .

couldn't find out whether they--
I

A X don't thine it ever came to a head at that
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particular point. X think with present management in

Region XX, if the recommendation was made that they did

not have the manpower there would be a swarm of inspectors

investigating the issue. Ne would solve the problem, and. if
it meant. holding the plant down for an additional ~ee
months, X believe management would. do it.

X think this is a very subjective thing, and

X'm sure it, might change some with different management

in how they view the problem.

That management that we'e talking about is

XEE management, right?

12 XGE management, Region XX.

Q Then could you tell me, as a final question,

how this Board, even if it put 'a condition on the license,

would enforce that condition? Xc would have to be through

f7

18

20

22

'XGE management, would it not, because we would cease to

exist.

Nell, X believe you would be working through

HRR in this case. X mean, they would stipulate it in the

—X think they issue the construction permit,. And they

would be the ores that would put the stipulations in it, if
it were required

But we would be finished, though; once we rendex-

ed our decision and it didn't come back to us, we are

finished., then.
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That.'s right.

And non-existent.

Right.

BY CHAIR%M SMITH:

Q Mz. Cantzell, we'e been advised by testimony

and. notice that you have been reassigned in your duties

down at Region XI. Xt app ars to be temporary, at least,

that you have a promotion. Xs that correct, siz'8

A Yes, sir.
10 And observing outside of the hearing context

12

14

during the course of this week and last week, I notice

what seems to be an easy, friendly relationship with your

colleagues up here from Region XX.

The point X'm getting at, from all of my im-

pressions, you don't seem to feel threatened or ill-at-ease

in the circumstances that you found yourself in.

17

18

That's rightr sir ~

There is no reason that —aze there any

20

pressures on you whatever that you feel would affect your

testimony and. your position in this remands

21 tlo g sir+

Nas that also true with respect. to the interview

of you by the officials from the Office of Inspector and

AuditorP

Right, sir. ,I didn't feel any pressure or any
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Q On page 2, along that line, you aid testify

that periodic reass'gnments are a matter of policy after

a three year period., but. it doesn'0 specifically state that.

your particular reassignment, was a normal reassignment;.

10

Has it, sir, 'n your view?

This eras from Brunswick? The next assignment?

Yes'ire
Yes. That. was almost ezactly three years.

Okay.

Xt was a part. of the general reassignment arithin

e 23

the office. He had other people that. had gone a little bit
over three years, and we try to make all the moves at. one

time rather than intermediate moves.

15 Okay.

So that we can have )ust one place —and this

18

is more for convenience than anything else, because the

t:estimony on HPCX is, X'm sure, complete now. But so that

19

20

we can have i" at .one place complete 'n the record, would

you start with the first event that related to HPCX, the

HPCX bulkhead door problem, and we'l begin there and we

will take what happened. and go on throughout the balance

of your knowledge of the problem.

Mould you begin —when did this problem first
come to your attention or to anyone's attention?
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3'976, and I don't have the specific date, but I think it'
in the testimonv someplace.

Yes, it is. Xt's in the testimony.

A And it was during a tour of the building, we

found both the HPCX doors in one of the units, which I

10

believe was Unit 1, open and unattended. There was no

requirement that it be attended. But my escort tried to

close the doors when I pointed it out as a potential problem.

One of the doors was jammed and he could not do it.
After talking with management, they took what

I considered prompt xesponsive action, and on the next

inspection—

14 Now don't go to the ne:et inspection yet.

A Okay.

17

9 I'e seen . the x'epoxt of that incident several

times today, but at the moment that I need it, I can'0 find

19

20 that is.
So let's again, for the xecord, identify where

76-17 or 76-242

MR. ZONES: Xt's 24.

BY CHAXEBM SMITH:

Xt's going to be in the XGA report, isn'8 it?
I doubt if X referred to it by xepo t numbex in
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the X&A..

And I'e seen this thing several times today.
I

Xt was the last inspection report for that year.

I don't have any trouble vitn that; but @here

.in our evidentiary record is it? It could he attached to

Mr. Hilb r''s testimony.

I believe that'.+here it is.
11Madelon 8 (Pause.)

c3 You mav have been looking—

10 Q Mo, it was attached to your testimony. There

is a series of four documents. The first one is a re erence

to your October 15, 1976 inspection, vhicn does not mention

The net document is your Dece|nbez 15, 1976

inspection which does mention it. Zaxd then there are tvo

succeeding documents relating to it.'nd. that's your testi-

19

20

mony.

'R. JONES: Nr. Chairman, on pages 19 and 20 of

Mr. Cantrell's pzepazed testimony he lists the dates. But

I'm not aware that the attachments—

CHAIRMAN R4XTH: Attachment 12, I think.

BY CHAIR~ SMITH:

Q . Attachment 12 to youz testimony, Nr. Cantrell.

Attachment number 12 is the technical specifica-

tions for bulkhead doors, dated December the 20th, refers to
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It refers to the incident you just testified to.

Yesg sir»

How this is the first wri ten report oz that

incident that you are aware of?

I believe it is, sir.
Okay.

There is a discrepancy between .this note,

December the 20th, which says:

20 "During a tour of Brunswick 1 on

December 17...."

22 And you go back to my testimony on page 19, it
says:

"During a tour of Unit 1 on December

15 N

These are the same event, and I don'. know which

18

day is correct»

Q Nell, let's observe here tha+ the report. was

written December 20th; Under the ordinary traditional rules

of evidence, a memorandum written close to the event would

be the more pursuasive.

Would you have any reason to depart from that?

It, wouldn't make any difference to me one way or

the other»

It doesn't matter, does it.
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All right, then.

Hould you move on to the next event. or document,,

chronologically, which you believe is material to this

situatian?

Okay.

Nell, do you mant. me to talk about +Mesc attach-

ments, memos to headquarters? I don't think they affect the

licensee.

10 Nell, the next material document is Attachment,

12

13, in vhich K.. Long brings it to the attention of Nr.

Seyfxit. at. headquarters.

Right.

$ 4 Q Attachment 14, in s~hich Mr. Sniezek comments to

Mr. Long, and ~re're still talking about the December, 1976,

event.

Right.

And then Attachment 15 is fxom Long to Sniezek.

20

Right,.

It's still on the same event.

Right.

25

However, in the meantime in the 'January inspec-

tion c;e closed out that original item because the corrective

action that the plant +~ager had said would be tak n had

been taken. And I verified that the doors ~were closed on
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mpbl9 the tour. And it, appeared to me that the item was closed.

Janua-g, 1977.

January, l977.

Now is that the same inspection that was the

management inspection? Xt had a team of l'lr. chessman, you,

and I'lx' Dance?

X believe 't, was, sir. There is a copy of that,

report attached to Hr. Nilber's testimony, and it, does

discuss closing it out.

20 Xt, does discuss closing this particular problem.

.q

21

22

23

24

Right.

Now we have been using the X&A report of that

inspection for. record purposes, and that would be....
I th9nk basically the XSA report, discusses these

memoranda —no, there were some inspection reports,. in the

16 front of it.

28

What page of the X&A report?

Prior to page 65. Page 65 has Xnspection Report

7703.

X was referring to the memorandum from Mr.

$fessman to Mr. Dance smmnarizing the irispection. However,

that appears in the tes imony many times. Xt appears on

the attachment, Nr. Vfilber's response to Nr. Long's memoran-

dum»

Yes.



mpb20 Plhich was attached to the testimony of Panel XXX,

but that's good enough for our purposes.

Okay.

Does it also appear on the inspection report

7703?

Les, it. does. Xt appears in 7703.

8

Hould you point out where?

Xn the XGA report, my section of this repozt, X

don't think it is included.

10 But in the attachment to Nr. Wilber's test.'mony,

X believe he has the +hole thing as Attachment number 7.12'his is also Staff Exhibit 18.

And this's on page i-4, item 5A.

Of attachment 7? Of @hat page of that attach-

ment?

16

18

29

X-4, Section X-4.

Could you give me a page number of the report?

X don'0 have it on my copy of "he report.

{Handing document, to the Board.)

20 MR. REXS: 8r. Chairman, the report pages are not

21 numbered.

CHAXRNAH SN H: X found it.
~ BX CHAXRMAH SrmTH:

Okay. Xt is X-4.

R" ght.



mpb21 Okay.

Then, si», would you move to the next event,

then?

Okay.

The next event—

Or document.

10

Ne want to take up in chronological order docu-

ments and events pertaining to this aspect of the procedure

that you are aware of.

A X believe the 7704 was the next place that, it
was addressed.

'I

Q That is in the ISA report.

A , And it was on page X-3, at the bottom of the

24 page.

15

26

27

TS

Of what'document?

XSE Xnspection Report 3-24-77-4.

All right;
Give me the IK page number? Pe're referring

19 here to Board Exhibit num 11.

20 It appears in the XaA document. In the I&A,

document, they only include the section of the report pertain-

ing to Mr. Wilber and Mr. Nessman's activities. It's not a

complete document.

I see. You made that point before. There is an

25 omission here.
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2

Right.

Okay.

That part of your report., is that in our record

at any place that you'e avare ofP

A I thinic in Nr. ~ifilber's attachment to his testi-

ORB
3a flvs 7

mony he included the whole xeport. X think in the—

f0

'f7

18

20
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All of 77-4?

I think so, or at least I have it but, I may not

have. got-en it fzom '. im.

All right
Then we'e back to Staff Exhibit 18.

MR. O'HE~i™~M: Attac~t 5, Yir. Chairnmn.

CHAI%~% SMITH: Attachment 5

TEA; NXTNESS- At the bottom of page 1»3, and

10

continues over into the next page.

CllAXRtlM Sl4XTH: All right. Thank you.

13

THE WITNESS: This was not;- I don'0 believe this

was cited. as an item or opened up as an open iten. I believe

plant management was just plain embazrassed about this situa-

tion, and X didn't eel that it.,warranted any more tnan point-

ing it out to them at the time.

17

CHAXBl~l SHITH: Okay ~

TikE HXTNESS: Now- we'e trying to get chronology

of memos as well ~

19 CHAXLQ&A S&1XTH: Xf possible.

THE WITNESS: Okay The next. event was the

,. 23

25

February 23rd memo from llr. Sniezek to Nr. Iong~ referring to

our oziginal letter to headquarters, and that's Attachmcmt

Number 14 to my testimony.

CHAIRMAN SNXTH: Okay.

TliE e'lXTNESS: And X think the next memo is June



8/eh 2 8th, Attachment Hur&e 15, from IM. Xong, replying to

Per ~ SniezeJ s testimony, and asking that— Zet me'ee.

Ne're going on record here in stating that:

"Ãe already have technica1 specifica-

tions requirements for system operabi3.ity which

indirectly controls minor sump prob3.was. The pro™

tection provided by the bulkhead doors against a

major flooding event dwarfs the sump problem in

our viey. Pm discussed with you by telephone f

you no longer have an interest in the sump pump

operability question since we do not consider this
a. problemo"

t3 BY CHAXK4c>V SIIXTH

Q And then at the bottom of Attachment 15 is a

'I5 printed legend which says:

"This memo ref1ected my informal

17

$ 8

comments on the referenced February 23', 1977 memo."

Who wrote that, do you know? Has that Mz Long's

f9 handwriting?

2)

That was myself.

Oh, you wrote tnat?

23

That's right.
On Hro Long's memo?

Right And it was just for this, fox'he hearing

purposes ~
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I seeo

Okay. I tnink that ended the memos that we wrote.

The a~".t place it appeared in tne reccrd was

during the inspection report ia July by Iw. Su3.livaa and

myself, which was 3/24/77-13 aad 53-2b-13, discussing an

inspection Ju3y 19'o 22nd, 1977.

And wh re does this appear in the record?

Oa page 1-7, "Exit Iatervie:r," Item Number 4

"The inspectors met with liceasee.

That4s not. quite enough. Bring it down to a

record in this hearing.

X doa't be3.ieve it is in this.
MR. RHXS: Xt is Staff Exhibit iNumbe 21.

CIIAXR~IAH SMITH: Ne are waitiag for taai: one.

NR. BEXS: I supplied ~hat duriag the recess

CHAIR&M SMXTH: Okay.

NR. REXS: During the recess X supplied to Me

Board and the parties and the Reporter, as X undertook earlier

today, copies of Staff Exhibits 19< 20< aad 21

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Staff Exhibit 21 being a letter
dated August. 5th, 1977?

NR REXS> llith an attached inspection report,
CHiMHtakl S~IXTH: All right.

REXS: —having the number 77-3.3.

CIAXRth44 SMITH: I'm sorry, have we received tais
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yet or are we waiting for enough copies to be made availabl
Ctw

for the parties to
address'he.

RHIS: X believe it was rac ived but I'm not

po s 3;tive w

CHAEKKM SHISH: Nell, in the event it hasn'

been, it is received now.

{Llbareupon, Staff Exhibit 21

having been previous1y

marked for identification,

were received in evidence.)

tK. BEES: Can we clear it, up teen on 1 xhibits

13

19 and 20'P

CHAIRMi&4 SHXTH: Those I don-t;. have any trouble

with. It.'s 21. There wax~we't enough copies available, and

that's why I wasn't sure about it
16

17

18 A

BX C&>DRHAN SVDTH:

All right, then, sir.
Okay. On page I-7—

20

Q lait a minute You have gone then to a document,.

The document refers to your inspection of July 19th through

the 22nd.

Yes g s3Ãa

X wi11 skip over to page X«7 of that document

which discusses some of the i~m discussed in the exit

Interview, in which X stated:



O:b4 The licensee representatives made tne

following remarks in response to certain its dis-

cussed by the inspectors:

Going down to the last item:

"The HPCX compartment doors have been

added to the list of doors to be annunciated as

part of the fire protection study (paragraph X-7)."

And over on the next page, T.»8, paragraph 7p the

f0

last. paragraph on that page discusses these doors and the

past problems with them, and the problem tnat. was identified

f2

duzing that inspection of having one doox left open and

unattendedo

Yes, sir.
fa Xf you go to the letter that transmitted ~~iis

f5

f6

20

2f

repoxt to the 13.censee, on tea second page of the letter was

the request for CPaL to describe the co zective actions they

planned Co assure that those doors are kept closed.

Q Okay

A And then after that &ey responded to it in the

October 5th memo, which was the second response to this
letter

And where does that appear in evidence2

X'm not sure.

IlR. HUIS: Hr. Chairman, X don't know of that

25 particular document being it .evidence. Xt i zeferzed to in
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r1r. Cantrell's testimony but I don', believe it is in evi-

dence+

THE NIT!ASS: X believe tne licensee has put it
in evidence~

az CHAXreauC SMITH:

So that response is the navt letter document that

9.

$ 0

you know of, and we have already had testhnony that after

July of '77 the doors have never been found open again. Xs

that correct?

That's my understanding.

CHAXRHALV S11XTH: Could we get a joint effort?
12 whoever finds a copy of that doculent

or Applicant, will you please provide

first among the Staff

for its receipt. into

evidence?

HR. JOHI."S: Llhich docuNent? CPGL lett. r in

response?

CHAXRNAi< SHXTH: Yes, sir
F

t1R. JOt488: Ne've got it. Do you want us to make

20

a copy and give it to the 'Reporter'? Ne don't have any

problems with doing thato

CIA.XKCQC SfiXTH: X'd appreciate that if you would.

MR. JOHhS: Xt's a short letter. Ãe can read it
into tne record.

CHMKIA'4 SIXTH: Read it into evidence right here

at this point? Okay, read the letter into ev"'dence and then
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we ll+o ~ ~

MR. JONES: This is a letter date'd October 5,

1977, to iver. James P. O'Reilly from Mr. E. R. Banks, .:4anager<

Nuclear Generationo

"Dear la-.. O'Reilly:

"Responses to the non-compliances

identified in your August 5, 1977, XE" Xnspection

Report 77-13 were contained in Carolina Power a

XXght Company's letter dated August 26, 1977.

10 Pollowing is our response to the concerns of the,

f2

13

t5

'E6

)7

20

2f

23

24

August. 5, 1977, letter expressed about our

management controls and maintaining tE>e HPCX

compartment doors closed or attendedo

"As previously stated, sign have been

posted requiring that the doors be kept closed

except when persons are working in the ERCX room or

in transit through a door Also, the auxiliary

operator verifies each shift that tlxese doors are

closed e

"Nritten instructions were issued 'to

all plant management groups and this topic'was dis-

cussed in the weekly safety meeting. These actions

have not completely eliminated the problem and it
appears that further action is necessary.

"Therefore, a door alarm which will
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ONRB/ab7 'I arnunciate ir. the control room is presently being

considered fox installation on both units'PCX

room doors. Ne trust this informaticn is suitable

fox'our use.

"Yours very tru3y,"

CkUHRGh4 SMITH: Did you say who +he signer of

that letter was?

HR. JONES: Yes, sir. Xt was Mr. Banks, Manager

of Nuclear Generation.

)0 BY CliKXRQQT R1XTI!."

Then, Mr, Cantxell, what happened after that?

X checked, priox to prepariag my testimony, witn

13 the inspector assigned to Brunswick, and at that terna he said

14

17

that these alarms had not been completed. He had indicated

that some work was in progress he thought. And that was the

last Hna that X guess I inquired on the subject,, until I was

told here at the hearing that. the alarms are complete now.

Okay

19 X think taat that. px'etty well completes the

chronology of events as perceived by you, Mr. Cantrell Xs

that, x'ight?

Yes, six'

Xs there anything about. this incident now wiaicn

is aot covered in your chronology ~~6 your written testimony

that you think we should know about?
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~wnsraVS X don t. think so) sire

Xt nas been well covered?

Xt was one of those things tha" wa asked, NRR—

we requested headquarters ~m take action. Ne also asked the

licensee to take action. X felt it was a significant safety

problem, and that was why it was called up to the body in a

lett~~, the August 5th letter, rather than having been cited

someplace else.

10

Okay i

Did you ever feel like slamming that.'door shut?

X stood and waited for somebody to come close it
several times, aG least three timeso

14

Q lie. Cantrell, at page 8 of your testimony in

answer to the second, question, the adequacy of QA/gC, you

stated:

16 "The Corporate QA....appeared to be

20

competent and to make meaningful inspections....

Duri,ng a part; of the period of 1975 - l977, the on-

site QK group was not, as ef"ective as it should

have been..

21

23

Do you see any inconsxstency with Corporate QA—

either Corporate QA as competent while onsit. was not as

effective as it. should have been? lfould that not. be a re-

flection upon Corporate QA?

X guess in a way it could be a reflection on theta~
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II was looking at it in the strict context of their reports

that I reviewed. And it seemed like in some of ~axe reports

that I reviewed> we had —I La« identified the same types of

pmblems that they had independently.

I see.

6 I don't know, maybe we were just agreeing on

certain i ems anyway

10

12

14

16.

17

18

25
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On page 10, one of the areas of apparent dif-

ference thac the Board observed between your view of the

extended work week problem. at Brunswick and the testimony

presented in the original hearing is -chat you felt it was

''important that the —that it be observed; that this problem

20

16

27

had exis ed for years. And-.Mr. Dance testified that he did

not feel that he could support the statement "for years."

But do you think the difference itself is significant2

A X don'0 really think so. And X think it goes

back to maybe how you define "extended work week."

Xf you say over fifty hours a week it probably went on for

years. Xf you say over sixty, it probably could be counted

in months. And X think the applicant's testimony tends to

support that the people had to put in long hours for extended

periods of time.

Q So you feel— Then 'apparently, do X understand

that you have changed your original view on this problem,

then?

No. X think it depends on how you Qef'ne

20 "extended work week."

Whatever the extended work week was, do you think

that the duration of the extended work week remains a matter

of significance, importancH'

think it was significant at, the cime in retain-

ing personneL. Because X think it goc to -» X believe some
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people felt that itwas a problem, "Am I going t'o work here

with or without a wife?" And I think the problem came down

to being resolved, in some cases I think people decided to

go someplace else.

Q On page 13 you explain why you believe that a

majority of the senior personnel at Brunswick should hold

an SRO. Have you selected Brunswick 'n particular for that

belief; or is that a general belief you might have for all
BWRs, or all compaxable plants?

10

12

13

A
' believe that for all comparable plants. I know

that in some tech specs —and I believe it is in ANSI 3.8-1—

it. requires the plant manager or his assistant to have the

training and experience equivalent to a BNR —I mean to an

SRO li.cense.

15 But that isn't .exactly what. your point i" on

16 page 13. You said your professional opinion is, "....the

18

19

20

above positions should 'hold an.SRO license or have the train-
ing and experience.,-.."

There i.s nothing unique or unusual about Brunswick

which you believe to require that conclusion, is there?

21 A Right. You'e correct.

So I mean, if you were inspecting another BNR

you might feel that was—

I would look at the same things. And I have.

And in some cases they have moxe SROs than others.
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NRB/wb3 I would like to point out, in mos" cases after a
/

plant is operating for some period of time 'the plant manager

at the staxtup of that unit, quite frequently drops his SRO

license because he just does not have the time to study and

stand the watches required to xetain the license.

Q So it could very'well be that in the time avail-

able to him he feels that he can perform his duties better

by spending his time some other ~iray other than getting an SRO'P

A That's right. But at that time he has the

training and experience equivalent when he drops it.
I see.

12 Now we have .denied objection by the State of

4.220

13

14

17

18

'!9

North Carolina on your conclusions based uponyour understand-

ing of discussions with subsequent inspectors. And I would

like to inquire somewhat based upon the reliability of your

conclusions.

On page 26 you state it is your understanding

from discussions with subsequent principal inspectors at,

Brunswf.ck, there had been considerable improvement in the

area referred to in that paragraph since your last inspection

21 in July of 1977. And this is a paragraph in response to the

question on page 25.. And it's a general paragraph of

management insisting upon strict procedure compliance

that technically trained and otherw'se competent personnel--

Nell, I don't want to summarize it: that wouldn't be xight.
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1

training.

It relates to administrative controls and re'-

.3 Yes.

And you updated youx opinion as to the adequacy

based upon discussions with subsequent. principal inspectors

at Brunswick.

Yes, sir. I discussed this matter with the

10

12

principal inspectors at Brunswick, which was Nr. Sullivan,

Mr. Hinckley and Mr. Reilly, and also Mr. Joe Buzzi who is

the Licensing Examiner at Brunswick. And I understand that

they have added —well, members of the Plant Huclear Safety

Committee, at least two more of them now have SRO training

and/or license.

Q Nr. Cantrell, do you have confidence in those

15 pr'incipal inspectors, in their judgment?

16 Yes g six'

17 And this is based upon, apparently, some time

18 working with these men?

19 I'e been out on inspections with Nr. Sullivan

20 and Nr. Hinckley. And we— I know them. I'e had an interes

in Brunswick. You don'0 just spend three years of your life
someplace and forget it.

Okay.

We3.1, the various discussions you had with them--

Not only, as you testified, did you have a high x'egard fox
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their .conc usions and opinions, but did you inquire suffi-

ciently into the bases for their conclusions to giv an

independent judgment as to the rationality of their con lu-

sions2

You just gave an example of one. You just didn'

come up with a flat opinion that everything's okay. One of

these men pointed out to you that the e's an incxease in

training in the holdexs of SHOs.

Yes, sir.
So you did inauire into the reasoning why they

'l2

gave you this information2

A Yes, sir.

13 Did this take place over— Do you see these

men in the office?

Yes, six.

You might have lunch with them2

7 might have lunch with one or the other of them

18 every day.

And you have othex contact with th mP

20

21

Right.

To summarize: you have both received their

25

opinions and the bases for their opinions2

A Yes, sir. And, in addition to that, 7 went back

and read the inspection reports from the time 7 left Bruns-

wick to the time I prepared th.'s testimony, to see what was
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in the repoxts.

All of them2

All of tham, all of the operations repor s. X

i0

did not get into security inspections because they'e a

little bit harder to come by.

Q Again- on page 30 —X just happened to flip
there —you again refer to discussions with other inspectors-

Ho, this won't help.

"MOre recnetly assigned inspectors

seem to be of the opinion that CP&L has achieved

marked improvement in the stability of the staff,

'3 and improvement in the training
prograias."'s

that the swee type of opinion that—X tacan

do you accept that as being dependable observations on their

15'art2
'l6 Yis, siz. Basically X think the key rr~agement

$ 9

20

2$

people that we were discussing — There has only been one

change or one lost from the organisation at Brunswick whm~e

he went to iwbinson as plant manager, which X think would

sure help Robinson. And X don't mean to throw off on

Robinson; X think he was a welcome addition "o the plant.

CHAXKCQC SKKTH: Hel3., tuen, considering two

factors, one, that Mr. Cantrell has certainly the status of an

expert on the subject taat~ and may base an opinion based

. upon hearsay, and also on the basis c" Pale 806 of the Pederal



HRB/eh2 Rules of Pvidence — Ho„X don't mean 806 X think X mean

805 but X can't find 805. Xt should be between 804 and 806.

{Laughter~ )

Xt is 804 Xt's the other exceptions to the hear-

say rule Xt's Rule 804, Subpar graph S.

X believe that and X rule that 8r. Cantrell is

competent to make the conclusions that he's made in his

8 testimony.

The operating language theres

"A statement not specifically covered

by any of the foregoing ~mception but having equiva-

lent circumstantial. guarantees of trustworthiness... ~"

i,s the general category of exceptions to the hearsay rule.

~4 And X believe he has demonstrated. his competence to make the

~g conclusions. But you can argue. the weight of it if you wish,

based upon your observation that he didn'0 directly observe

>7

TS NR. GORDOH: That's what X fe't as far as tha goes

~9 f'lz. Chairman. He made his orig~<al conclusion on first-hand

2p observati,on, and than he has testified in response to several

of ray questions that it was necessazy to have first-hcLnd

obsexvations to make a valid conclusion on the 1'censee's

performance. And he has no fizs -hand observation

CHiMKIM7 Si~lX'>'H: Righto And my ruling is Mat

the basis for his conclusion, alt'noiigh not first-hand, ™-e
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although I may quarrel with you: evaluation of inspection

330
'epoxts may very well be first hand -'- s'ill has the

guarantees of trus worthiness anticipated by that exception

to the hearsay rule, although X might say that the Cour'f

Appeals in the Nandell case might differ with tNat inter-

pretation. But that's our ruling in any event.

BY CHAIKSQi SIXTHc

fo

What is RWCUP You use that term at, page 28.

I believe that's reactor water cleanup system

That's correct.

When you said that you had no changes in your

f3

testimony did you take into account the statu of the reso-

lutions of those items beginning at the bottom of page 272

So far as you know, the status of these items r~~ ns the

s KA82

l7

f9

20

As far as I know they remain the sam . I'thought

one of them might have been answeredg Xteras 34 and 35, but

I do not know Dse status ox it
Q Xn the eidd3.e of page 32 when you discuss the

use of the grace period you end that sentence with— The

complete sentence ist
"That. is, there were repeated instances

were operation continued under the (tech specs)

Eimiting Condition for Operat'on {LCO) fort con-

ductivity ox reactor coolant, unidentified
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primary coo3.an" leakage, fuel oil 'n diesel lube

oil sys em, RCXC problems, ~Q others."

L4r. Can+mell, may we assmne t3>at. if those "otners"

referred to Were have significance or importance you would

bring thGlll 'to our 8:h'telltion?

I would Ox'o, but I really can'e Mink of any™

thing to put. in there right. now. If ii: wi13. clarify the

reco d I wil3. strike "others," because I can'5 suppor Hie

example right. now..

f0 Ne13., if you 'believe mat others .exis.h—

I believe that otNers exist, but I couldn'"

e f3

support, the'tateraent, at. the present.

Hell, my question is somewhat. more limited.

Perhaps ih is your conviction that others exist,
in which event I would not. want you to strike it. from your

testimony.

Huh can we conc1ude that the "others" thac may

exist are not of sufficien='mportance to surface in your

memory> oMxerwise they would have? I mean does the fact that

'20 you can'8 think of it an indication shah 'chey are noh of

2f great significance?

A Yes, sir
On Mtachment, 3 to your testiiaony 51r. Can~eil,—

25.

I have a note on it. bu I c~'+ find it, —you.made twe

reference o 3.arge-scale replacement of personnel at Brunswick.
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NRB!ehS Here you directly in contact. rith these people as

.of the time that .they were leaving'2

Some of them I was Some of them I did not ques-

tion before they left..
'ould you give us a general idea o just. what

happened to these people when they lefty $Jhere did they go'P

They seemed to scatter all over the United States,

from New York to the Nest Coast.

Did they remain in the industry, do you knowP

)0 I think as a rule they remained in the ~~ dustry.

You made an observation someplace in your testi.-

l3.

mony that this was happening ~~hen jobs weren't all that easy

to get... Where is that? That's—
It is probably related to this letter, or scme-

place.

f6

17

Page 2 of the same attachment,.

What do you think was axe significance of that'P

"A number of operators and snift. foremen

19 have resigned during the past. 1-1/2 years during a

period when the country was in a recession and new

jobs were not plentiful'
Ju™t so that — I think I know what you mean by

it but I war.t the record to be clear just what was m~t by

that.

25 Hell, I meant that'because of the long hours or
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B/eh 6 tive location of the plant, or the pay scale, or a. combination

of reasons, people felt compell d to move someplace else

where Mey could get a job during a period when they were

vitally needed by this employer, but the incentive was not

3b end <PU3 5
Landon fls.

6

sufficient to get th~an to stay there.

10

14

20

23
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Also on Attachment 3 you refer to CPGL committing

that the Maintenance Supervisor will complete training by

September 1, 1976.

Do you reca3.3, did they m et that cormnitment?

A As I recal1, they did meet that commitment. This

6'as brought, up by somebody else's testimony with respect to

7 NOT testing, I believe.

Yes, it was.

X'd like to point out .the next paragraph there

<0 indicated that the Superintendent, Operations and Maintenance

was the Maintenance Supervisor at Robinson, and is available

>2'o provide backup in this area in case there's any questions

about the p3.ant's ability in the area du ing this time periods

On Attachment 5 of your testimony you ta3.k about

~5 your concerns as to the technical and administrative

]6 capability of the present and previous plant management. And

then you refex to a specia3. meeting on February 20, 1976 in
which you discussed those items with corporate management.

lfe don't have any place .that X'm aware of,a report,

20 other than this. Can you recall that meetings'

believe it was in one of our inspection reports„

but X can't tell you which one it was. X thi~k it just

briefly mentioned the subjects that we discussed.

Q Okay. This is what X'm confused about. This is

a memorandum dated january 4, 3.977, and this is the memo
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which X put in the sequence of events which could have

probably started the special inspection in January of L977

with 51r. Dance and Nr. Hessman.

You'e referring back i;o a meeting of February 20,
I

1976, and X just wondered if you could recall the events of

that, meeting in. more detail, just what, would seem to be the

attitude of CPGL's management a that time2

10

A X believe during this particular meeting —well,

during:Tanuazy was when they had the first expLosion in the

stack —in the stackhouse, or stack fi3.ter house, and Nr.

Nilber and one of our HP representatives investigated that.

, And as a result of, their findings, there were several items

of non-compliance.

14 Ne were concerned about the o¹r items that were

being identified during this period., reportable items, and

1G

17

non-compliances. %le felt. it was, time to bring them.to

management's attention, to express our concern in a formal

way, to see if we could. resolve these items and encourage

them to take whatever corzective action was necessary to get

the situation back down to a more acceptable level.

24

25

Q Okay, The purpose of your Attar:Qrant 5 then is
~ not to record the meeting, but to g"'ve Mr. Dance some

background as to why you were moving further on Tt's a

summary, to put it in perspective2

That's right I believe this February '76 meeting
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predated Mr. Dance's involvement with CPGL. X thin'.. he

testified he came in at about July of 'chat year.

3466

And Chen in response to that memorandum is the

memorandum fzom 1'iz. Dance as Attachment 6 reporting to you

that. ~dr- inspection has been planned.

mesc siz

CHAXRMM SMXTH: X've completed rry
genera'uestions

about what you'e done.

Xn the meantime, in response to a Board request X

10

12

14

19

21

note that you have been present throughout the entire

proceeding.. The purpose of Chat, oz couxse, was to giv you

an opportunity up Co this point to comment upon anything

that has transpired that you believe needs c arification fzom

your poult of vino
X'd like it if you'd Cake this opportunity to do

that.

THE WXTNESS: X can't think of anything Chat has

been presented in testimony right now that. needs clarifying.

X'll tzy to reflect on it and if X come up with something„

X'll give it to you tomorrow.

CHAXRQS SMXTH: X noticed in the addition to your

testimony —which X haven't read yet because X was very

busy trying to write it down —you seemed to express approval

Chat the xecord is being developed adequately.

THE WXTHESS: Les, siz.



CHAXR~GQl SMXTH: All right, then: we'l also extend

you the invitation to remain if you wil3. aft the vitnesses

for the Applicant testify, and remind us if we overlook it>

but. ve will ask you again if you have anything that you. think

5 ; we should knox about.

THE NXTiilESS: Okay, sir.
CHAXRY8Z SMXTH: No@, are there any more questions

8 of Nr Cantrell?

$ 0

MR. HEXSe X have-

CHAXK~T SHXTH: All right. Ho+ do you arant to

take it? Z can see Mr Ex+in has some cross Xt might be

$ 2 better, then, for Mr. Erwin to proceed.

13

'15

CROSS-E'GQfXHATXON Olf BOAl& QUESTXOb',S

BY MR~ ERIN:

Gust to follow up on the Chairman"-s questions about

16 these earlier attachments to you- testimony, Mr. Cantre13., and

to again put them in perspect've, they shoe, do they not,

beginning with Attachment 3 and going through Attachment—

J9 essentially Attachment 7, X suppose, a concexn ox a group of

20 concerns, or a congsrie of concerns, extending over a period

21 of a year or more, do they not?

Yes„ six

Al.l xight. Tell me if —X".m not asking you to

24 amplify at any great length, but tell me if X'm co~ect in

my understanding of the basic import of At achment 5. Nnen
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you said in the next to the last 19ne of the first full
paragraph in the memorandum —or the evaluation memo, X guess

is what this is called:

"The fact that CPhL has allowed this condi ion

6

to continue to ez9.st, also, leads ma to cuestion

CPsL's ability to safely manage a boiling water

reactor."

Nhat'.s the reference for this conditionP Xs that

any particular item, or 9.s that everything that you just

mentioned'

A X think it tends to be everything X ment9.oned.

what really„ X th9nk prompted. me to write this letter was at

13

l4

the time of this December inspection, (PK announced a number

of management changes at the plant, and I was afraid tent

basically things were go9.ng Qownh9.11 again from this.

16

$ 8

X'm not, trying to be cr9.t9.cal of individual people,

but, X think from the exper9.ence level of people that were

taking over, it was less, say, than the experience level of

people that they were replacing.

And we had had concerns as ind9.cated by the

Pebruary 20 management meeting about the way things were being

handled there And when X wrote this letter, X felt X had to

get somebody else to evaluate it. besides myself.

Pwd we'e had lots of testimony about SRO desirable,

25 and so forth, and here you weren', really even referring to
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the question of whether or rot CPGL had —was meeting their

tech specs as to SRO desirable positions, were 'rou'? Sour

concexn iIas a much broader concern: was it notP

Z think that's corx'ecto

Q And it may or may not —and, you fully acknowledged

in this evaluation memo -- that your concern was a concern

reg'ax'dless of whether or not they were technically meeting

any 'personnel requirements'?

A Yes, sir.
Again to put it in perspective, let me ask you:

12

You latex'n, in that same yea , wrote the memoran~

. dum„ the handwritten response or memorandum, to Mr. Dance in

'elation to this proceeding, but this was a memorandum, of

course, that vas directly related to your own job'?

Yes.

So did you weigh your words especially carefully

before vou >wrote -this memorardum7

A X'm just trying to see what the date was on here.

X think t~so weeks elapsed between probably the inspection and

20 writing this memorandum.

Prom the 16th of December to the 4th of January.

That being over the holiday ~reek, Z4m not sure

whether X was there for a wee/ or not. But I Celt pretty

strongly about what X was writing at the time. X may have

sa'd some ~ings a little bit ash, o more bluntly - han T.
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would have if X had massaged it the second or th'rd time.

But tell me, in the history of your mployment, with

the NBC —and again ~you'e heard the testiniony. 'of others that

you are thei- senior inspector and with as much e~eiience or

more than anybody else in light of 175 inspections, and to

the best of your emory have you ever .~ritten to a superior
II

a memorandum that contained a sentence such as the one I
just read7 The fact that CPGL has a13.o'.v~d &is condition to

$ 0

continue to exist, also, leads me to question CPGL's ability

to safely manage a boiling water reactors

Have you ever written a sentence like tha about

any other licensee7

X can'5 remember, but X won'0 say that X haven',

either.
I

ou don't remember ever having written—
is No, sir

That's a pretty ser'ious all gation, is it not? B.

pretty serious statement of your feelings7

20

Xt's a pretty serious staten. nt.

Q You would lQcely rem mber it if you had, would you

not?

Probab1y.

X'm not grillmg you, X'm just asking 'you whether

you would be li3cely to remember it. Elould you not?

X think X might.
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ND. EKfXN: Thank you very much.

CKQRRN SNXTH: There's a question X overlooked.

Let me clean that up.

Xn your memorandum, your notes to Nz. Dance in

preparation of the testimony, the notes that appear in Board

Exhibit 3.0> beginning at page 42, one, of the, things that the

Board was unclear about when we first eceived these notes was

, what. wa meant by:

"As a result persons have been promoted..."

$ 0 this is on page 44—
"As a result persons have been promoted or

reassigned to positions for which they are

not as qualified as the tech specs ..."
THE HXTNESS: Excuse rim, siz, which page, of my

notes is
this'6-

18

CHAXRMN SNXTH: Xt would be page 3 of your notes.

THE WXTNESS= Okay

CHAXRNAN SNXTH: Lei:.me say the third page of your

- notes.

20 THE NXTNESS: 311 right
CHAXRYHQ~ SI1XTH All right, let's read the entire

paragraph into. the record=

"The plant has e~ezienced a high turnover

of middle and upper management personnel ir
the past three years. As a r:~sul<, persons
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have been promoted or reassigned to positions

for which they are not as qualified as the

tech spec or PS'ay imply."

24>d then in parenthesis:

"3 plant managers, 3 assistants, 3 engineering

supervisors, 3 maintenance supervisors, 3 MD..."

and X think you crossed something out there »-

. ~ 4 envoronmental control supervisors, and 3

operations supervisors."

And that was a reference to turnovers in the

parenthesis2

f2 THE HXTNESS: VeR, sir.

l4

'CHAXRHM SHXTH: What did you mean by the use of
the word "imply2"

f5 THE V.'XTNESS: Xf you go back to the PSAR ~shich

~6 'describes qualifications for the various people in these jobs,

at, least as far as the plant manager goes it talks about he

will have the. training and e~rience equivalent to an SRO

~9 license And then it says SRO license desirable.

20 Xf you go to the job descriptions for the others,

they don't go quite that far, but they say SPO license

desired.

To me, X was equating not the fact that they .had

or did not have an SRO license, but they had —X felt that
this asterisk meant they had the training and experience
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equivalent to an SRO, and they could either get it or
not'et

it.
GB.XX'NXTH: Okay. Here you a so taking into

account that the people having been transferred from PNRs>

although technically meeting qualifications Qidn't have the

functional equivalent as if they nad had the BHR exp rience?

Has that a factor too?

THE NXTNESS: Yeso

, CHAXRlGQI SlKTH: ThmQ: you.

Yw. Reis?

NR. ZONES: Mz. Chairman„might X

CHAXRMM SHXTB: %That am X doing wrong here?

HR. JONES: X think it's our turn for recross.

CHAXRMhH SIXTH: Yes, X guess it is.
BY NR, ZONES:

Q Mx'. Cantxell, do you have a copy of Staff E:Aibit

212 That's the XSE Report 77-13.

20

A Yes, six'
This is the last of the HPCX door X~E reports.

NouM you. tuxn to page 3.-7. At the exit interview

apparently CPK plant management agreed that che HPCX

compartment dcoxs had been added —or stated that the UPCX

compartment doors had been added to the list of doors to

be annunciated as fax as the fire protection study.

And over on page 1-8, the last sentence:
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"A management representative stated in the exit

interview that CPsL had added these doors ta the

lish of doors required to be annunciated as part

of the fire protection study."

Ny qu stion is:

0RaC did it mean to you that the Company had added

these doors to the 19st of doors required to be annunciated

50

as part of the fixe protection study'id that imply anything

to you as ta the time frame within wh9.ch 9.t was to he dane~

or anyth9ng of that natureV

A X guess, if anything, 9.t implied that. it would not

be dane immediately. X don't know.

53

55

Q Yau apparently didn't take any issue with them on

, that, ox'hat would be reflected in the report, wouldn't itP

A Nel3., we elevated this concern to an item in the

56

58

59

20

letter, a paragraph of the letter, asking CPsL ta describe

their corrective actions in a written report to us.

Q You don't recal1, any discussian at. the time of the

exit interview, though, about the timing of this, ar any

concexn about whether or not doing it in conjunction »th the

- fire protection study would he adequate?

A Xt would have been adequate as fax as X was

concerned if it was, you know, within a few months.

Q Did you know at the time what was 'involv d in the

fire protection study, or the timing of it":
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Hot all of 't.
Did you make any inquiry about that?

X don'4 know wheWer X did ar not„X don'

remember.

Then a second matter that came up in your cross-

examination, in Wis case f4'. Srvin's cross-examination, on

Attachment 5 of your testimony, and there you were talking

about recent management changes at Brunswick which were

identified in Xnspection Report 50-324/76-23 and 24.

Can you be more precise about the management

changes you'e referring to there, and the date of those

nagement changes?

X can't without looking at the reports.

Do you have the reports available to you?

X don't Mnk so.

16 Would it take ycu long to find them?

$ 8

Tfe'.ve got 'them back in the office.

You don't have tLmm with you?

kfadelon ~9fls
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76-23 and -24.

Would this be in xefexence to management changes

that wer made in December of '76, since this is a January

of '77 memorandum? Does that help?

Didn't we have a -24 around here?

Ho, X believe we were looking for that as part

of the Chairman's question as to when the item first came

up with xespect-to the doors, and we never did locate it.
Mould you accept, subject to your verifying it,

10 if you like, that Inspection Report 76-23 is in reference to

a November, 1976, inspection?

12 Yes, sir.
Does that. help you xemember which plant manage«

ment changes you'e talking about that caused you to be

serious'y concerned there?

16 X think with respect to this report during the

18

November or December inspection, that CPSL decided that, Mr.

Furr was moved to coxpo ate, Mr. Tollison was promoted to

plant manager, and Mx. Starkey moved up to operations and,

maintenance supervisor, Mr. Brown was promoted to technical

and administrative supervisor, and X think the supex'intendent

of startup and test resigned.

Me3.1, what was thex'e about that, reorg nization

that caused you to thirA that the i..spection team should

conduct in-depth review of CPGL's management and the
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mpb2 qualifications of CPGL's management team in t=he Brunswick

Plant'

All I can say is it must have be n related to

the findings of that inspection. And I would have to have

more than jus- the print;out of nonccmpliances.

Hell, could you look at the inspection and be

more specific about what it -ras about that particular change

in personnel at the plant thai caused the concerns

I think I answered this as based on the previous

findings it appeared to he squaring away. And here we
!

make another wholesale change o management,. Zt looks like
here we go again.

13 Hall, Mr. Tollison you said was made plant

't5

manager. He was already at the plant; wasn't he, at

Brunmric3 P

Yes@ sir'

Nr. Starkey was just. moved from one slot to

another, isn't that correct?

Yes, sir.
He'd already been at the plant.

And Hr. Starkey is the same gentlemen that. you.

just referred to earlier as having been moved to Robinsor .

You thought that was a good move for Robinson, didn"" you?

Yes, sir.
And Hr. Brown ...was moved from one slot to -nother,
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wasn't he?

Yes, sir.
And that leaves -™ I think you mentioned Nr.

Triplett. X think you said he may have resigned.

, No, sir, he was still there.

He was still there.

T. think he moved and took Mr. Brown's—

Mr. Brown resigned —no, 2Ir. Brown was still
there.

Her about Mr.'older, did he resign?

Mr.. Holder resigned.

Had Mr. Triplett been at the plant a while?

Yes p sir»

Nell, X'm having trouble understanding what it
was about this change that caused you t:o have serious

reservations about the CPGL Brunswick management ceam.

Can you e~» lain?

I think if you look at the time that they were

in their previous positions before they moved. up this slot,
it shows, this record that we discussed in my original memo,

the amount of turnover in each position, and with respect to

each position it's not a serious problem. But when you put

it in as a whole team is where X have a problem.

CBAZRNAN SMXTH: Mentify 'the particular memo

that you'e refe ring to.
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THE HlTNZSS: My Mtachment number l, X believe,

page 3 where ve discussed training and ezperienc

CARMAN SMXTH: 513. right
BZ MR JONES:

Hell, X take it from you- answer that your

concern is not that the people were not familiar with the

Brunswick Plant or experienced with the Brunswick Plant, but

simply that they had not held their priox positions long

enough'?

X think that's part of it.
But, the problem was all three of these people,

positions, their background was in PHRs, and this is a diff-
erent breed, so to speak.

Q Ãr. Cantrell, these people were simply being

moved to different, positions at the Brunswicl Plant, and

they had had experience at the Brunswick Plant. Does that
still follow that because they had previous to thac had

PHR ex~erience that they were not aualified to assume their
ne~ positions in a BHR in November or December of '767

11

A Xf you go back to the regulations on the

licensing on SRO or on RO licensing, it is not transferable

between plants. And you have o be examined for that
particular pXant.

Xf you draw a further parallel that there is
some basis for this, X chink there is some basis f'r my
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plant that they were managing, because they were making

safety decisions that. affected that plant.

Q These people had. already been managing this
plant prior to the change in November of '76 which caused

you apparently to write this memorandum and ask for a

management review'.

Have you developed a table showing when various

people moved? X know you haven't submitted it in the testi-
mony yet.

Xf you have that, it might help me answer your

question better.

f3 Q X have a table that has been informally prepared,

Nr. Cantrell. X'd be glad to let you Cake a look at, it ix
it's all right. with your counsel.

f6 MR. RBXS: Xt's okay wa.th Counsel for Staff.
13Madelon f7
flws

f8

fs
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(Documen handed to the wimass.)

BY kfRo JONES

Mr Cantrell, the question before you is fair1y

10

narrow 4'e're trying to f nd ou" what it was about t2xe change

in the fall of '76 that caused you the concerns you expressed

in your mmnorandum to T4r. Dance of January 4th, 1977„ which

is Mtachment 5 in your test-mony.

CHAXK438 S&1XTHz Hx. Jones, X recognise this is

cross-examination but X'm just afraid of some confusion Xt

is my view that he has answered that question once„ but it'
okay for you to ask it again; that's not my concern Xt is

just that X don't want him to be confused, to think that

you'e asking a different question.

THE NXTiKSS: &lay X take a few minutes to review

this be ore you ask the auestion again''d like to follow

6o104

l7 (The witness reading.)

CHAXRNM SIXTH: II', Zones, X'11 explain at a

gg .bench conference if you. like why X made +Mat observation.

20 X don't want to interfere with your cross-exaaination. X

just want to make sure that M questions: are clear to the

witness.

THE NXTHESS: hs X see this, it appears to me

25

Tollison arrived'n site in Nay of '76 as Operations

and ldaintenance Superintendent and several mon5 s later ha
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was promoted to Plant Manager. His previous zperience at

that time was at the Robinson plant which is a PNR.

BY EIR i3'CHES:

Xs that the thing that caused you to be concerned

about that reorganization?

Look at it altogether.

Nr. Starl ey at that time was promoted to —in

May 76 was promoted to Technical Admini trative Supervisor.

Prior to that he hacL been th gh Supervisor, and he arrived

at the plant February oz March, 1975.

And, the other changes were basically as you

$ 3

f8

l9

20

stated. Nr.. Brown moved over from engineering Supervisor,

moved. up as a promotion

During the fall of '76, just pzior to Mr. Purr

leaving< the plant. conducted a series of training sessions

in BHR operations to f~~liazize top management with the

plant that they vera esponsible for. And one of my concerns

was at the ti"m, here we go in another series of moves that

are going to get 'us into the same problems that ve had in
'75 and '76

'nd
Z think X have stated in my testimony,

individually I didn't have any problems with the technical

qua ixications o~ tne individuals, but wi~b the axperience

and the machine that they were ]Aanaging.

Did <hat reorganization in the fall of '76 involve
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bringing anybody new into the Brunswick Plant? You were

just moving people within the organization, were you not?

NR. REXS: Hr. Chaixman, X think that's been

asked and answered about. three ox four times by now.

CHAXRNhH SIXTH: That's my impression, that

it's been explained and anmrezed, and....

NR. JONES: Mx. Chairman, X'm not sure that in

fact it has.

THE HXTNESS: Nell, in the very narrow sense

that you'xe speaking about, no, nobody new was brought into

the plant as a .part ox that reorganization.

>4

BY HR JONES:

All right.
Can you specify precisely what it was about

17

j8

f9

20

21

that reorganization that caused you to be concerned enough

to write this memorandum? Has it, the fact that bir. Tollison

was moved from one position to another, and he had had

p evious PNR experience rather than BNR experience?

BR. REXS: X think the witness has gone through

this three times, Hx'. Chairman, and X object.

&. JONES: He can answer the question very

simply, if he will, TM. Chaixman, and then we'l be done

with it.
Pzankly, X don't xeel that we have gotten an

answer yet tha explains the basis for Yir. Cantrell's
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concern, which he has described earlier as a, fairly serious

concern in his discussion with 1'fx.—

CHAXE@GD SMXTH: Yes, but there's a basic prob-

Lem in your question. You isolate a fact. Was , this a

fact which led ty it'? He says, oh, it's the whole picture.

Xt's added all up.

MR. REXS: Mr. Chairman, there's another problem.

He says it's his view that there is no basis fax concern,

and X think the witness has set a basis for conce n.

$ 0 Now if lM. Jones doesn't feel that's basis for
concern, that's part of briefing and findings. But the

$ 3

witness has said what the basis of his concern is. Xt's

that Mr. Jones doesn', accept it.
l4 CHMRMAM SMITH: Let's give maximum latitude to

Mx. Jones in asking his question.

Ask the auestion. See if anothex answer comes

out.

$ 8

20

BY MR JONES:

Let.'s try it one final time.

, Okay.

Mould you state the basis fox your concern

stemming from the reorganization in the fall of 9769

X believe this was one input, into my basis, into

my concern. X'll say this was one input into my concen::

Xn reviewing —if X went back and reviewed these
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inspection xepoxts, X am almost positive there would be

significant i ems 'of potential safety consequences that
X" might —that might add up into this. X know one of them

was the SPCX doors. And «eh~ X—
X think we'e getting off the subject now.

CHAXPi4AH SHXTH: You see, that's the problem,

$ 2

13

because he feels, X believe, that he's answered the que tion.
And when you ask the same question repeatedly, he feels

that you'e asking a different quest'on.

YM. JONES: Nell, Nw. Ch-ixman, X was starting
with the premise that his Attachment 5 begins with the phrase

"The recent. management changes at Brunswick which were

identified..." and that caused his concern. And X'm trying
to find out why that caused. his concezn. And X think that
X've got enough information to satisfy me at this point.

NR. EKVXN: Mz. Chairman, the whole thrust of

i8

f9

20

the very short cross-examination that X had was to identify
the reference or the referent for the phrase "this condition"

which is the predicate of the concern appearing in the last
two ™in the next to the last sentence. And X believe that

2i the witness was extremely responsive to that and desczibeQ
I

that —and testified that, "this condition" =eferred to all
23 of the items that'he had,previously referred to, which went

—which spoke to a large number of issues, as well as .the

management cnanges.
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CHAIR%M SMITH: Ne3.1, these axe points for
argument. And I don't care how you proceed, so long as

Cantrell understand" what the nature of the auestion is.
And X'm not sure the way it was developing, that he thought

you were seeking something else.

But we don't want to impede you, Nir. Zones.

MR JOaKS: I have no further questions. X'm

finished.

f0

CHAXBMAN SMXTH: Okay.

Now, Nx. Rais.

MR; REXS: X have a few.

REDXBZCT EZZLNINATXON

l3 BY MR REXS:

$ 4 Q Mr. Cantrell, looking at Applicant's Mhibit XI,

which is the incident report 75-50, dealing wi h the diesel

oil and the lubricating oil', the mixtur of the d1esel oil—

19

the combination of lubricating oi.l with diese'il, is
there any indi.cation in their report of a failure of quality
control on the part of CPUT?

20 Back in the cause of instant, the instan was

21 caused by the failure of the lubri.cation mechanic to make

sure what was contain d in drums prior to use and ensure

that the drums were sealed. In addition, no drums should

have been stored in the diesel generator building.

25 There was also an indication in your testimony
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mpb5 i that although the Applicant called Mobile on it and relayed

the. amount of oil added to the various diesel generators,

they might not have known the full extent of the lubricating

oil dilut'on.

~rlhat was the basis on which you implied that'

I could not find out that they ~new e..actly

10

12

when this started. They knew when this 'event occurred, but

X never did find out any investigation that established that

prior to fi date no drums ever were stored in this room, so

no drums of oil could have been added to the system.

9 Xn other words, your fear was that there m'ght

have been diesel oil added befoxe this instant to the

generators?

Yes, sir.

15 Q And did you know of any way that they could tell
C

whether that had been done other than by sampling oil in

the generator —in the dieselsP

14Madelon,,)8
flws

Ho, sir.

20
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14iMadelon
c8 mpbl

Going to the RCXC problem that was discussed,

what modifications were ultima ely made to cor'rect the

problem?

They ',changed the control system to improve the

hydraul'c control and, prevent t»e fluid from draining back

do~m into the control system such that the contxol valve

responded faster to indications of speed.

Okay

10

Zn Applicant's E~&ibit KI(, which X hand you,

did the solut'on suggest. that they had solved the problem?

(Handing document to the wa.tness.)

Ho.

$ 3 This suggested that they were, solving one

problem. They were removing the trip rather than the

original problem.

$ 7

Okay.

Nhen they finally hit upon the solution, hoar

T8 long did that - taRe to do, how long does a job of that type

take to perform to correct that?

Xt its a fairly large problem to correct, i.", and

I think it eventually took about a v ax to resolve the

problem.

Q Going to the air supply syst~~ that you

testified to before, do you believe that CPGE manag ment

worked on this problem as promptly as they should have?
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mpb2

2

i think they tool: some actions, but they mere

not effective in correcting the pxoblem and they d'd not

fo" low up Co assure that they vere corrected promptly.

FIR. PHXS: That's all the cpzestions .I have.

WRB fles
3C

'0
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wbl 2

CHAXR&1AN SMITH: llr. Reis isn'0 complaining, but

I don'0 believe you were responsive to his last question.

I think the implication is that they didn', do something

that somehow they should have done. But you really didn'

9-

'l0 .

12

t5

say that.

THE WITNESS: I think basically my problem was

that the PSAR states that the air will be of a certain quali-

ty. And they were not monitoring to see that this was a

proper quality.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: And they should ha~a?

THE FITNESS: They should hav

Nhen.X raised the point the humid'stat was added

to the air'upply so that they could tell whether it was

dry or not. And on subsequent inspections I found that this

humidistat indicated that, sure enough, the air was wet.

CHAXMQN SYiXTH: I didn'0 want the explanation;

I just wanted the response.

j8

'l9

Are there any additional questions now for

Nr . Cantre3.17

{No response)

CHAXKfAN S?IXTH: Okay. As a witness, then,

Mz. Cantrell, you'e excused.

{Hitness excused)

CHAIRMAN S1iITH: .Dr. Leeds suggested the

possibility that wa could use the next ten o fif een minutes



llRB/rtb2

2 applicant's witnesses. Or would vouu. rather break?

to at 'east go through the prel'mina -ies of identifying the

MR. JONES: X think all of our wit."~esses are

here. If you would like'to do that we could certa'nly get

their prefiled testimony in and any corrections made. But

I think maybe we ought to break before re start their supple-

mental testimony.

10 manner'?

CHAIRS~ SMXTH: Okay

MR. JONES: Mould you like to proceed in that

12 ~

CHAXBIQN SMITH: Let s take advaNtage of the

nert ten or fifteen minutes to get this out of the way.

MR. JONES: Can ve tak about five minutes? Ne

have to pu13 our boxes of stuff out.

15 CHAIRMAN Sl tITH: Okay ~

(Brief recess)

CHAIRMAN. SMITH: Are your witnesses ready,

18 Nr. Jones?

MR. JONES: Yes, sir.

21 McDuffie.

I would call Messrs. Jones, Utley, Banks and

23

CHAIRMAN SHITH: Hill you gentlemen please

stand and X vill administer the oath.
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ORB/vb3 Whereupon,

J. A. JOKES

EDITH ED UTLEY

HAROLD R. BARKS

and

N. A. NcDUFFXE

were called as witnesses for and on behalf of the applicant

and g hav'g been first duly sworn, were ezamined and testif ied
I

as follows:

10 DXRECT EYANXNATXON

zzzzz4 11 BY NR JONES:

Gentlemen, would each of you, beginning with

Mr. Jones, state your full name for- the record, pleaseP

A {Wi'tness Jones) Ny name is J. A,. Jones.

16

17

(Witness NcDuffie) Ny name is N. A. NcDuffie.

(Witness Utley) Edwin E. Utley.

(Pfitness Banks) Harold R. Banks.

'l8

19

21

Q Mr. Jones, did you prefile, or cause to be

prefiled written testimony in this proceeding on or about

January 16th, consisting of 31 pages and one ezhibit

identi ied as Applican"'s Ezhib=:t GG'P

(witness Zones) X did.

Do vou have any corrections to make to his

testimony as prefiled'P

1'o not.
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?

Is that testimony true and correct to the best

of your knowledge and 'belief'P

A To the bes of my knowledge and be ief it is.
And do you adopt. it as your te'stimony in this

proceeding, together with any supplementary emarks you

may later make?

{Whereupon: Brochure "Operations

Groups Organization" was marked for

10 identification as Applicant's

Exhibit GG.)

12 NR. JONES: Nr. Chairman, X would move at this

13 time the admission of 11r. Jones'refilea testimony together

with Exhibit GG into evidence, and &at his prefiled testimony

with its figures ana appendices be copied into the record as

if read.

1?

18

CHAXRCM SIIXTH: Certainly, we'l do that- X

was gush wondering about the mechanics of inserting it.

20

2'!

Xf you interrupt this document to do'this wit~ each of the

witnesses, you'e going to have a mechanical problem.

flR. JONES: Me have three separatepieces of
testimcry there. They are each separate and are not bound,

so that the Reporter will be able, with each copy/ t+ put

them in in the right places.

CHAXRMM SMXTH: Okay. Xt is so receivea, there
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NRB/wh5 being no objection.

(7fhereupon the document referred to,

her tofore marked Bpplicant's

Exhibit GQ for identif'ation, was

received in evidence.)

(Direct testimony of J. A. Jones on behalf

of applicant follows: )

'l3

j6

17

20



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY & LICENSING BOARD

DOCKET NOS. 50-400,
50-401,
50-402$

and 50-403

In the Matter of ).
)

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY )
(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant )
Units 1, 2', 3, and 4) )

f

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF J. A. JONES

ON BEHALF OF APPLICANT

1 Q. Will you please state your full name and business address?

2 A. My name is J, A. Jones. My business address is 411 Fayetteville

Street Mall, Raleigh, North Carolina 27602.

4 Q. Mr. Jones, by whom are you employed and„ in what capacity?

5 A. I am employed by Carolina Power & Light Company, where I am

6 Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer. I am also

7 a member of the Board of Directors and a member of the Executive

8 Committee of the Board.

9 Q. Will you please summarize your educational and professional back-

10 ground and experience?

ll A. For eleven years prior to attending North Carolina State Univer-

12

13

15

16

17

18

sity, I worked in all phases of operation and maintenance of

steam electric generating plants. This included work in super-

visory positions. Following this experience, I received a B. S.

degree in Mechanical Engineering in 1951 from North Carolina

State University. After graduating from NCSU, I )oined Carolina

Power & Light Company as a Senior Engineer. In this capacity

I worked with the Company's architect/engineers and constructors



10

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

in the design and construction of new generating units. In 1954

I was named Superintendent of the then new Sutton Plant in

Wilmington and was responsible for staffing and for the startup

of'the plant. In 1956 I returned to Raleigh as the Production

Engineer responsible for the operation of all CP&L steam plants

and for review of the design of new generating plants. I was

promoted to Superintendent of Power in 1963 which meant I was

responsible for all generating plants, the engineering and con-

struction of new plants, and for operation of the transmission

system. In 1969 I was elected Vice. President and Manager of the

Power Supply Department.-,.In 1970 L.was..elected Senior Vice

President of Engineering and Operations. At this time I assumed

additional responsibilities for system planning and for engineering

and construction of transmission and distribution facilities. It
was also during this period that the H. B. Robinson Plant was put

in service and the construction of the Brunswick Plant begun. In

1971, I was elected to the Company's Board of Directors. I was

appointed Executive Vice President,, Engineering, Construction, and

Operation in 1973. Brunswick Unit 2 was placed in service, and

Unit 1 was under construction while I held this position. I have

22

held my current position as Executive Vice President and Chief

Operating Officer since December, 1976. During this time Brunswick

23 Unit 1 was placed in commercial operation and actual construction of

the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant was begun.

Beginning as early as 1959 I served as the Company's repre-





sentative on various committees of the Carolinas-Virginia Nuclear

Power Associates, including committees responsible for the staff-

ing and training for the Carolinas-Virginia Test Reactor facility.

I am a member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,

5 American Nuclear Society, North Carolina Chapter of Health Physics

Society, Atomic Industrial Forum, N. C. Society of Engineers,

Raleigh Engineer's Club, Pi Tau, and Phi Kappa Phi, National

Society of Professional Engineers, Professional Engineers of North

10

Carolina, past member of the Advisory Council of the School of

Engineering at N. C. State University, and past president, of

the Engineering Poundation at N. C. State University.

12 Q. Would'ou please briefly describe the primary purpose of your

13 testimony7

14 A. As you know, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission directed'hat the

15 Harris construction permit hearing be reopened for the purpose

16

17

of receiving further testimony on the management capabilities of

Carolina Power & Light Company to construct and operate the Harris

18 facility without undue risk to the health and safety of the public.

19 The purpose of my testimony and that of my colleagues is to present

20 evidence which will show that CP&L possesses the necessary manage-

21 ment capabilities and confirm this Board's earlier findings in

22 this regard.

23 g. Mr. Jones, in deciding to reopen the hearing the Commission was

24

25

reacting to certain questions concerning the Company's management

capabilities which a Staff Inspector in the Office of Inspection





and Enforcement said had not been adequately presented to the

2 Hearing Board at the time of the construction permit hearing. What

3 is your general reaction to these claims?

A. As to Mr. Cantrell's concerns in general, we would be the last to

10

12

take issue with him over the fact that we had problems during the

period he was an inspector at our Brunswick Plant or that the

Brunswick startup organization worked longer hours than was

desirable. Our ma)or point of disagreement would be over the

root cause of these problems and the implications to be drawn

from them regarding management attitudes. While from his perspec-

tive as an inspector Mr. Cantrell apparently tended to view the

problems he encountered as evidence of a lack of concern or atten-

13 tion on the part of CP&L management, from our vantage point they

14

15

16

17

were the inevitable consequence of an unforeseeable set of more

basic problems, which began much earlier. More important, what

appeared to Mr. Cantrell to be a period of management inattention

was in fact a period of considerable involvement which both tested

18 and proved the Company's management abilities.

19

20

22

23

25

As Messrs. Utley and Banks will describe in more detail, due

to a number of events, many of which were beyond CP6L's control, we

fell behind during the startup of Brunswick Unit 2. Once we got

behind, it actually took us until mid to late 1977 to stabilize

the situation. As a result, during the time of Mr. Cantrell's

tenure we were in the position of having to establish priorities

and do a good deal of shuffling and reorganizing of plant staff in



7

order to cope with the sorts of problems which had to be solved.

In retrospect it appears to us that we did a pretty good gob dur-

ing a difficult period, and that in fact we made sound )udgments

in establishing priorities given the resources available to us

at the time. Most important, we think we did it without compro-

mising public health or safety.

In short, we fully understand the concerns expressed by

Mr. Cantrell and believe, as apparently he does, that today he would
II

not encounter many of the situations which troubled him earlier.

10 Nor do we expect to find ourselves in a similar situation again.

11 Among other, things, as a result of lessons learned by the industry

12 and the Company from the design, construction, and startup of

13 Brunswick and other plants, we have made a number of changes

14 which we think, will materially improve startup of the Harris

15 units. Many of these changes will be described by my colleagues

16 in their testimony. More fundamentally,„however, we think the

17 Company's determination, resiliency, and its ability to cope with

18 problems and to satisfactorily resolve them is, in fact, excel-

19 lent proof of its management ability.„

20 Q, Against this general background, could you briefly describe the

21 content and structure of the remainder of your testimony and that

22 of the other CP&L witnesses2

23 A. The remainder of my testimony is devoted to describing the Com-

24 pany's overall organizational structure and philosophy and how

25 various groups within the Company interact. In this way I think



that I will be able to show that we have an organization which is

functional, efficient, and fully capable of safely designing, con-

structing, and operating the four-unit Shearon Harris Nuclear Power

Plant as well as continuing to safely operate the three nuclear

units already on line.

Mr. Utley and Mr. Banks will then describe the Power Supply

Group in somewhat greater detail and turn their attention to our

experiences with nuclear operations, with particular emphasis on

10

12

13

the startup of the Brunswick units--which brackets the period,dur-

ing which Mr. Cantrell was an inspector. In the course of. their

testimony, they will describe some of the problems that we had and

also the measures we have taken to deal with them. They will show,

I think,, that the. Company has taken appropriate steps to cope with

14 problems as they have come to its attention and that we have been

15

16

17

18

19

20

22

23

24

very successful in our nuclear operations. Messrs.'Utley and Banks

will also describe the plans which we have for the staffing and

startup of the Harris Units.

Finally, Mr. McDuffie will describe the organization of the

Engineering & Construction Group. He will place special emphasis

upon techniques and approaches to engineering and construction of

the Harris Plant which we have adopted as a result of lessons

learned in construction of both the Robinson and Brunswick units.,

He will also'describe some of the plans we have to help assure a

smooth startup and orderly turnover from the Engineering and

25 Construction Group to the Company's Power Supply Group.



Q. Prior to getting into a more specific discussion of the CP&L

2 corporate management structure, would you provide a quick overview

3 of the Company and its operations7

4 A. Carolina Power & Light Company was chartered in 1926 as a subsi-

5 diary of Electric Bond and Share Company and achieved corporate

6 autonomy in 1946. Based on total assets, it is the 20th largest of

7 258 investor-owned electric utilities in the United States. We

8 provide electric service to approximately 715',000 customers spread

9 over 30,000 square miles in portions of North and South Carolina,

10 including 200 retail communities, 24 wholesale municipalities, 18

12

REA cooperatives and 2 private electric systems. We operate 4

hydroelectric plants, 7 plants with coal-fired steam electric

13

14

units, 3 nuclear units, and 33 internal combustion turbine genera-

tors, which have a total of 7328 MW of electric generating capacity.

15 In addition, the Company is presently constructing three coal-fired

16 steam electric units as well as the four Harris nuclear steam

17 electric units to be placed in-service between 1980 and 1990,

18 for a total additional capacity of 5760 MWe.

19'. From your answer, it is apparent that CP&L is not only an old and

20 well established corporation, but also one of the larger electric

21 utilities in the country. What is the Company's general reputation

22 within the industry and what sorts of things do you point to as

23 evidence in support of your answers

24 A. Carolina Power & Light Company is a recognized leader in the

25 electric utility industry. Mr. Shearon Harris, Chairman of





the CP&L Board and Chief Executive Officer, has served as

Chairman of the Edison Electric Institute, was one of the

founders of the Electric Power Research Institute, the

industry's research arm, was Chairman of the Southeast

Regional Advisory Committee of the Federal Power Commission,

and is presently the Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce of

the United States.

During the 12-month period ending September, 1978,

CP&L was able to supply electricity to residential cus-

10

12

13

14

16

17

18

tomers at an average price of 4.09 cents per kilowatt-
'I

hour, or 12 percent below the median price per KWh for

a group of 28 ma)or electric utilities along the eastern

seaboard. This was partly due to the fact that 44 per-

cent of our generation came from nuclear'ower as compared

with 12 percent nationally. During this same period, our

total operating expenses and interest charges were'12 per-

cent below the average of eight ma)or electric utilities
in the southeastern United States.

19 Another measurement of our industry leadership is our'xcel-

20 lent safety record. We have been distinguished as the safest

21

22

working utility of our size in the Southeastern Electric Exchange

in each of the past five years. Our vehicle accident rate has been

23

24

25

the lowest in our fleet group for the past four years, and in 1976

and 1977, the Edison Electric Institute honored CP&L as the safest

utility of its size in the United States. We have also won safety



awards in 1976 and 1977 from the National Safety Council, the North

Carolina Department of Labor and the South Carolina Department of

Labor.

In addition, CP&L has gained recognition for its creative

management and willingness to adapt to changes with its innovative

Corporate Performance & Analysis Unit, Fuel Management System,

Maintenance Management Program, Corporate Materials Management

System, Plant Efficiency & Reliability Unit, Work Force Manage-

9 ment Unit, and its computerized system'energy control center.

10 Q. What organizational structure has CP&L adopted at the corporate

12

level. to assure that the various, parts of the Company function

efficiently to satisfy corporate obgectives2

13 A. We have divided corporate responsibilities into two main- areas,

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

administration and operations... Mr. Sherwood H. Smith, Jr.,'P&L'8

President and Chief Administrative Officer, heads the adminis-

trative side of CP&L, while I'm responsible for the Company's

operations. Both Mr. Smith and I report directly to Mr. Shearon

Harris, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer. As shown on Figure 1,

there are three main groups, headed by Senior Vice Presidents,

which report to Mr. Smith: (1) Legal, Regulatory and Com-

munications, headed by Mr. William E. Graham, Jr.; (2) Finance

and Accounting, headed by Mr. Edward G. Lilly, Jr.; and

(3) Corporate Services, headed by Mr. Darrell V. Menscer. The

Legal Department under Mr. Graham works directly with members of

the operations organization on my side of the Company and is
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13

available to advise us on regulatory requirements. The Rates

and Service Practices Department, which is also under Mr. Graham,

together, with Mr. Lilly's Finance and Accounting Group, obtain

rates sufficient to attract necessary capital and to meet opera-

ting and maintenance expenses at existing plants and assure that

adequate funds are available to finance new prospects such as Harris.

Mr. Menscer's- group encompasses the Employee Relations Department,

which has primary responsibility for working with department mana--

gers in order to recruit qualified personnel to staff our generating

plants and construction program.

I have three groups under me, which are also headed by Senior

Vice Presidents, and one department headed by a Vice President.

They are the Engineering and Construction Group, the Power Supply

14 Group, the Customer and Operating, Services Group, and the System

15 Planning and Coordination Department. I will describe the groups

16 which report to me in greater detail later in my testimony.

17

18

19'0

22

23

24

The organization which we have today was established in

,January, 1977, and has proved to be effective in achieving our

corporate obgectives. Each of the six Senior Vice Presidents,

the Vice President of System Planning & Coordination, together

with the President, the Chief Executive Officer, and me comprise

the Senior Management Committee of the Company. This important

committee provides a vehicle for frequent and regular face-to-

face communication and coordination of all Company activities.

25 Q. Has the Company enlisted the assistance of management consul-
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3 A.

tants or undergone a management audit to determine whether it
is properly organized to carry out its complex functions2

Yes, we have had one management audit in recent years and have .

retained consultants to advise us regarding our organizational

structure. Based on our own evaluation and the advice of these

consultants, we have recently effected several ma)or changes in

our Company, the most significant of which was the reorganization=

in January, 1977, which established our current management

structure with its distinct functional divisions. In. addi-

10 tion, as noted earlier, a management audit of all ma)or

ll, electric utilities in North Carolina was ordered by the North

12 Carolina Utilities Commission in 1976. Pursuant to this

13

14

16

17

18

order,. the firm of Booz, Allen, and Hamilton completed a

management audit of CP&L in early 1977. Portions of its,

report were placed in evidence during the construction. permit

hearing as- Applicant's Exhibits Z and FF. Its overall con-

clusion was that CP&L is efficient in its management operations.

For. example, the report. states:

19

20

CP&L executives have managed significant change well in the
recent past, and appear well qualified and exhibit the resolve
to continue to do so.

21

22

23

24

25

In 1976, the Company retained Hay and Associates, another

management consulting firm, to assist in evaluating our

employee compensation program. In order to assure that we con-

tinue to be able to attract and retain qualified personnel, we

made significant revisions in the way we evaluate employees

12





and new applicants with regard to financial remuneration. This

program went into effect in 1977 and enables us to remain com-

3 petitive within the industry.

4 g. 'ince the activities falling within your area of responsibility as

5 Chief Operating Officer of the Company are of more immediate concern

6 for purposes of this hearing, will you explain the role of each of

7 the ma)or groups which report to you and the part it plays in the

8 CP&L nuclear program2

9 A. As shown in Figure 2, there are three Group Executives and one

10 Department Head who report directly to me. The overall respon-

sibilities of each department under my supervision are set forth

12

13

14.

in Applicant's Exhibit GG entitled "Operations Group Organization"

(January, 1979), which is our Operations Group organizational

manual and is updated at least annually. However, I willbriefly

15 summarize their responsibilities here.

16

17

The Engineering and Construction Group, headed by Mr. M. A.

McDuffie, is responsible for planning, designing, engineering, and

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

constructing our generation, transmission, and associated facilities.

Our design and construction program is set up to assure safe,

reliable, and efficient operation —in part by drawing upon the

experiences we have gained in operating our plants, and in part

by incorporating evolving technological developments in plant

design and construction.

The Power Supply Group, headed by Mr. E. E. Utley, is

responsible for operating and maintaining our generation,

13
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I

transmission, and associated facilities. It is charged with

producing and delivering electric power to the Company's distri-
bution system; with procuring fuel for generating plants (including

10

12

maintaining a proper inventory at the most economical cost); and

with protecting the natural resources in the Company's operating

area by minimizing adverse impact on the environment.

The Customer and Operating Services Group, headed by Mr. W. J.

Ridout, Jr., is responsible for extending and maintaining electrical

service as required to meet customer needs, for encouraging efficient

utilization of electric service, and for procurement and warehousing

of 'c'orporate materials.

Finally, the System Planning and Coordination Department,

13

14

headed by Mr. W. W. Morgan, serves as a support organization for

the other groups by planning for future system generation, trans-

15

17

19

mission and communication needs, and developing economic and

energy forecasts for long-range planning purposes and budget

development. This department is also responsible for providing

independent technical expertise in the areas of nuclear safety,

quality assurance, and health physics; technical training and work

20 force performance development; and coordinating Company responses

21 to requests and orders by various regulatory commissions and

22 government agencies. Thus, the System Planning and Coordination

23

24

Department ties many of the activities of the operating groups

together and is available to provide outside expertise and per-

form special assignments in many areas as necessary.



1 Q. To the extent the Company does not attempt to staff up for certain

2 : . types of work or to maintain necessary skills for certain aspects

of the nuclear program, do you rely on consultants, and, if so,

could you describe some of the ways in which consultants are

5 usedP

6 A. We use outside consultants and contractors both to supplement our

10

existing staff capacity in the general offices and at the plants

and to provide expertise it is not practical to retain on our own

staff on a full-time basis. At the present time, for example, we

are using leading architect/engineer firms such as United Engineers,

Ebasco, Gibbs & Hill, and Brown & Root to provide detailed design

12 and engineering for ma)or power plant construction projects or to

13

14

16

provide detailed design and engineering support on backfit and

modification pro5ects at our operating, plants;

It is also CP&L's practice in contracting for the supply of

turbine generators, nuclear steam supply systems and fossil steam

17 supply systems for its power plants to specify that the successful

18

19

20

21

22

vendor must not on1y provide equipment, but also the detailed design
)

and engineering required for his scope of supply and technical support

for startup and check-out, thereby giving us access to the vendor's

special expertise.

In addition, we use a variety of consultants to supplement

23

24

our general office and operating plant staffs in support of nuclear

plant operations. For example, we often utilize General Electric,

25 Exxon, or Westinghouse to perform detailed nuclear fuel calcula-





10

tions. We also take advantage of the expertise available at our

local universities when hiring consultants. For some work, we

have long-term contracts. In other cases, we call upon their

expertise on short notice to perform specific work, such

as meeting a new or changed NRC requirement. In addition, we

make extensive use of outside contractor personnel at our operating

plants during, refueling. We also use contract personnel for cer-

tain on-going work, such as plant security. Thus, as a general

rule, because of the availability of consultants and
contractors'e

are able to obtain whatever skills we need on either a long or

short term basis.

12 Q. Much of the NRC Staff testimony dealt with Quality Assurance and

13 Quality Control (QA/QC). Could you describe CP&L's Corporate

14 Quality Assurance Program'7

15 A. The Corporate Quality Assurance Program, is one of the principal

16

17

means we have for assuring that engineering design requirements

and. obgectives are met in the construction of new facilities and

18 that the highest levels of safety are achieved and maintained in

19

20

plant operation. The details of the program as they pertain to

operating plants and engineering and construction will be des-

21

22

23

24

25

cribed in detail by Messrs. Utley, Banks, and McDuffie. At this

point, I will simply try to provide an overview of the total pro-

gram. Basically there are three separate areas in which distinct
'A

programs have been implemented to meet the 18 Quality Assurance.

Criteria set forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B. The areas,

17



or parts, into which the program has been divided are as follows:

engineering and construction of nuclear power plants; operation

and maintenance of nuclear power plants; and nuclear fuel quality

assurance.

Part 1 of the Corporate Quality Assurance Program covers plant

10

12

engineering and design (starting with site selection and the first
stages of engineering design development), construction of the-

plant, construction testing and requested design modifications.

The second part covers plant operation and maintenance commencing

with initial startup activities. This program takes over from
r

the engineering and construction QA program, and remains in

effect throughout plant life.. The third major part of the

13 Corporate Quality Assurance Program covers the procurement,

14 design, engineering, and operation associated with the fabrica-

15 tion, acceptance, and control of nuclear fuel. Additionally,

16 our contractors and suppliers are also required to have approved

17

18

QA/QC programs of their own.

Finally, to assure that each part of the Corporate Quality

19

20

21

22

Assurance Program is being carried out according to approved pro-

cedures, we have a separate group of people at, the corporate level

which audits the work of the other groups. To assure its indepen-

dence, this group, the Corporate Nuclear Safety and Quality Assurance

23 Audit Section, reports through a different organizational channel

24

25

than the units responsible for implementing the three parts of

the QA Program. Thus, we have a tiered system with checkers

18



checking the checkers to assure quality.

Will you please describe in more detail how the Corporate Nuclear

Safety-Quality Assurance Audit Section functions2

4 A. The manager of this section is located in the System Planning and

10

Coordination, Department and reports directly to me on quality

assurance audits and nuclear safety matters. It is, therefore,

as I indicated above, organizationally distinct and independent

from all other engineering, construction, operations, procurement

and QA/QC groups within the Company. It is comprised of three

quality assurance audit units and one Nuclear Safety Unit.

The Nuclear Safety" Unit is responsible to Corporate manage-

12 ment for an independent revie~ and assessment of nuclear safety

13

14

in the operation of the Company's nuclear power plants. Speci-

fically, this unit reviews operating plant procedure changes,

15.

16

17

18

19

licensing actions, unreviewed safety questions, plant abnormal

operational occurrences, and regulatory noncompliances. When

nuclear safety concerns are identified, they are formally

transmitted to the Manager responsible for the activity

in question. Bimonthly, a summary of outstanding concerns, with

20 target dates for correction, are sent to the Manager of Nuclear

21

22

23

Generation with copies to the Chairman/Chief Executive, Officer

and myself.

The quality assurance audit units —Materials & Code, Engi-

24 neering & Construction, and Operation & Maintenance —assure by

25 audit that all Company functions related to nuclear power plants



are being conducted in accordance with the three-part

Corporate Quality Assurance Program. Audit reports identify

discrepancies and require corrective action. They're sent to

the Manager of the activity audited, the Chairman/Chief Executive
l

Officer, Vice President — System Planning and Coordination, myself,

10

12

and others as appropriate. Additionally, I meet periodically, but

not less than quarterly, with the Manager of the Corporate Nuclear

Safety — Quality Assurance Audit Section to discuss informally

quality assurance audit and nuclear safety matters other than

those covered by reports. The key to the success of our audit

program is its innate ability and freedom to identify deficiencies

to senior management at the same time they are identified to middle

13 management. This ensures the audits are independent of internal

14 middle management pressures..

15 Q. In your view, how important is quality assurance to the safe

16 . engineering, construction, and operation of CP&L's nuclear power

17 plantsf

18 A. Quality assurance is absolutely essential to the safe engineering,

19 construction, and operation of nuclear plants. More fundamentally,

20

21

it is the essential management tool for economically building and

operating nuclear plants. The reason for this is very simple.

22

23

24

25

If through the Corporate Quality Assurance Program I can assure

that all of the systems of our plants will operate as expected,

then I can count on predictable performance, which in turn

maximizes my ability both to ensure safe operation and to

20





1 minimize costs.

2 Q. What does the Corporate Health Physics Section dot

3 A. The- goals and objectives of the health physics programs are to

limit occupational exposure of both Company and contractor per-

5 sonnel at CPSL facilities to radiation levels which are as low as

6 reasonably achievable. The Corporate Health Physics Director

7 reports to the Vice President of System Planning & Coordination.

He is responsible for formulating and recommending corporate level

health physics programs, evaluating and modifying existing pro-

10

12

13

14

15

grams as appropriate, and providing support to licensing and

corporate nuclear safety activities. He reviews all corporate

QA audit reports from a health physics standpoint. Additionally,

he performs a management review of corporate quality assurance

audits and off-site nuclear safety programs.

In addition to reviewing a routine monthly report, I meet

16 periodically, but not lese than quarterly, with the Corporate

17 Health Physics Director to informally discuss and assess our

18 health physics programs, and areas of possible improvements.

19 For example, among other things, the results of his previous

20 management review of corporate quality assurance audits and

21 off-site nuclear safety programs are discussed.

22 Q. Mr. Jones, do you have an opinion as to whether or not the

23

24

corporate organization as it now exists is adequate to deal with

the problems that you might encounter and whether senior manage-

25 ment is, through this structure, able both to obtain accurate

21



information about problems which are in need of attention and

2 - to communicate effectively down the chain7

3 A. In my opinion the present CP&L organizational structure is well

10

suited to dealing with problems as they arise —both at our opera-

ting nuclear plants and at the Harris prospect. Safety problems

demanding immediate attention are quickly brought to senior manage-

ment's attention through the normal organizational structure I
described previously. Furthermore, we have instituted the fol-

lowing formal informational exchanges for ensuring that senior

management is kept informed and that our views are communicated

on a continuing basis to appropriate personnel:

12 1. Nuclear ~Safat Review — Our Corporate Nuclear Safety

13

14

15

Unit provides the Chairman/Chief Executive Officer,.

and me with a bimonthly report of outstanding nuclear,

safety concerns with target dates for correction. I
16 also receive a report on LER trends from this unit.

17

18

19

20

Based on these reports, I communicate my views directly

to the groups involved.

~ualit Assurance Audits — OP&1's quality assurance

audit units, as noted earlier, audit each Company

21 function related to nuclear plants, including the

22

23

24

25

engineering and construction quality assurance and

operating quality assurance programs. A report on

the results of each audit is provided directly to

the Chairman/Chief Executive Officer, to myself,

22





and to other managers as appropriate.

of the Senior Management Committee provide an oppor-

tunity to discuss all nuclear plant activities requir-

ing.senior management attention. Each department

provides a weekly input for these meetings, allowing

senior management,. to take action on an informed basis.

4. ~uarterl Harris ~Pro ect Revise ~Meetin s —These meetings

10

are scheduled by me with the senior executives of Westing-

house, Daniel, and Ebasco to ensure that potential pro-

blems are brought to the attention of senior
executives'2

for appropriate corrective action.

13 5. Harris Semiannual ~Meetin s - The Senior Vice President.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Engineering 6 Construction, holds semiannual project

review meetings which I attend along with the Senior

Vice President — Power Supply. Each department dis-

cusses potential problems which relate to construction

and operation of Harris. Action is identified to

resolve these potential problems. This provides an

opportunity for me to communicate my views directly to

the affected department managers.

6. Harris Action Items Task Force — This task force con-

sists of representatives from each department involved

with the Harris prospect. The task force evaluates- the

potential impact of generic concerns w'hich could

23



affect Harris and recommends action to management

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

for resolution of these items. They also audit

our compliance with all licensing and permit

requirements and submit quarterly results to

management'.

7. Licensee Event ~Re crt (LER) Trend ~Ansi sis — The

Operations Quality Assurance Section prepares a

monthly LER trend analysis for review by the

Generation Department Manager. Summaries of

these trends and appropriate corrective action are

discussed with the Senior Vice President —Power

Supply.

Quality Assurance Section prepares a semiannual

trend analysis of all NRC-issued noncompliance

citations for review by the Generation Department

Manager. Appropriate items are discussed with the

Senior Vice President — Power Supply.

These are simply examples of the formal reporting require-

ments and face-to«face meetings we have developed to ensure two-

way communication within the Company regarding nuclear operation

and construction issues. With these formal mechanisms and the

continuous informal communications within the functional groups

in the Company, I believe that senior management is in a position

to make informed decisions on all aspects of our management of

24



our nuclear power plants.

2 Q. In addition to these formal means of keeping senior m'anagement

3 informed, can you describe in more detail how you personally

4 stay on top of what's going on at CPSLP,

5 A. The main way I stay abreast of what is going on is through per-

10

sonal contact with many different people. Por example, I meet

almost daily with the Group Executives who report directly to me

to discuss potential problems and determine appropriate courses

of action. As I have already mentioned, I also meet with the

Director. of Corporate Health Physics and Manager of

Corporate Nuclear Safety and Quality Assurance Audit Sections

12

13

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

on' periodic basis so that I can fully understand concerns

in these areas. In the same manner, I meet with the Principal

Training Program Specialist —an internal skills training con-

sultant —to discuss such items as instructor training methods

and techniques, and training trends and philosophies.

In addition to personal contact with individuals such as

those mentioned above, I receive over 75 periodic reports on such

things as finance and accounting, engineering and construction,

power supply, customer services, and system planning. These

reports are used to aid in identifying actual or potential pro-

blems that I personally follow-up on by contacting appropriate

personnel to, determine what actions are being taken.

Another technique I use for keeping abreast of NRC related

matters is selective review of all incoming NRC correspondence.

25



I receive this correspondence on the day it arrives at CP&L and

2 personally study any which is of major concern. I also receive

3 independent monthly progress reports on the status of Harris

4 engineering from Ebasco.

5 Q. Mr. Jones, in developing the current corporate management

6 organization and quality assurance programs you have gust

7 described, what general principles, philosophical or other

considerations have guided you and the other officers, who

9 were responsible for designing the current structure'7

10 A. Our ob5ective in designing our corporate structure was. to develop

12

13

an organization suitable at least until the early-80s which would

be able to respond quickly and effectively to an/ operational

problems, could anticipate future needs, and would include suf-

14 ficient flexibilityto accommodate future needs.

15 Some of the ma)or benefits we pro)ected would result from

16 achieving this obgective were:

17 Improved control of costs and schedules,

18

19

2. Better communication,

3. Clearer definitions of responsibilities and accounta-

20 bilities,

21

22

4. Improved coordination of overall planning, and

5. Improved and more efficient utilization of all our

23 resources.

24

25

In order to achieve these obgectives we determined that

before settling on an organizational structure we had to develop

26



organizational criteria, identify areas of weakness in our pre-

sent organizational structure, identify future operational needs,

and design and evaluate several possible alternate organizational

structures.

We came up with the following ten organizational criteria

which guided development of the final organizational structure:

1. Similar functions should be grouped together,

2. Lines of accountability should be clear,

3. Control of functions should be commensurate with

10 accountability,

4. Duplication of functions, systems and expertise

12 should be minimized,

13 5. Flexibility to accommodate changing conditions should

14; be built into the organization,

15

16

17

18

6. The structure must be conducive to good communication,

7. Dealings with customers should be confined to the

organizational group responsible for customer service,

8. Construction and maintenance functions should be

19 separate,

20

21

22

23

9. A structure should be developed which will be con-

ducive to supervisory and management development and

depth, and

10. Operations and maintenance functions should be kept

24 within one area of accountability.

25 With these criteria in hand, along with a list of possible
I

27



10

areas of improvement in the existing organization that had been

developed )ointly with our consultants, we pro)ected to the best

of our abilities the environment in which we would be operating

for the next ten years. From this, we developed a list of needs

that a future organization must take into account. We anticipated

that the future operating climate for the next ten or so years

would. be one in which:

1. We would be faced with a changing energy situation,

2. There would be increased outside influence on our

operations, both legislative and regulatory, and

increased public scrutiny and criticism,

12

13

3. Costs of resources (manpower, materials, capital,

fuel, and equipment) would increase,

14 4. Energy use, number of customers, and. required

15 facilities would grow, and

17

18

5.. There would be an increased demand on resources and
I

a tighter supply of skilled labor, equipment,

materials, capital, and fuel.

19

20

21

22

23

24

Our final task was to develop a number of alternate forms of

organizational structures and carefully to evaluate each of them

against the criteria and standards that had been established.

This was done with the full participation of the individual who

was responsible for each functional group or area. Out of this

emerged the structure which I have previously described. It
is serving us well. However, we regularly revie~ our organizational

28





structure, and from time to time in the future, as it appears

appropriate, we will make additional changes in the Power

3 Supply Group and all other areas of corporate operations to

4 strengthen our management effectiveness, since flexibility

6 q.

and growth are essential to good management.

Have you been able to attract and retain an adequate staff for

your nuclear programf-

8 A. Yes, we believe that'e not only have an adequate staff in

terms of numbers, but also an able and well rounded staff in

10

12

13

terms of individual capabilities.

For example, my staff includes 183 Registered Professional

Engineers. I might add that this number is steadily increasing

since we encourage our engineers to seek professional registration.

14

15

In the past, attracting applicants has not been a major problem,
1

in part because our salaries are competitive with other utilities

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

in the- southeastern United States. For example, in 1978, over

15,000 people made application to CPGL for emplo'yment. Of these,

875 were hired as regular, full-time employees, and 258 as part-

time or temporary.

Like any other company we have employees who leave us for

one reason or another, although our turnover rate. is low compared,

with a number of other utilities in the southeast. Our aggressive

recruitment program, however, coupled with our compensation program,

enables us to attract personnel to fillnew positions and to fill
vacancies created by transfer, promotion, or departures. As

29



of November 30, 1978, there were 5,283 total authorized posi-

tions within the operating organization, of which 4,867

10

12

13

positions were filled. By groups they are: Power Supply—1,938

positions, 1,667 filled; Engineering and Construction —769 posi-

tions, 703 filled; Customer and Operating Services —2,509 positionp,

2,442 filled; System Planning and Coordination —67 positions, 55

filled.
It should be recognized that the number of people. we estimate

are required is only our best estimate at a'iven point in time.

We revie~ this regularly in light of our experience and change

the number of authorized positions when conditions indicate we

should. I am apprised on a monthly basis of the personnel

vacancies, and on a quarterly basis of the turnover rate in

14

15

Operations groups, and I work directly with the Group Executive

responsible for the Employee Relations Department to ensure

1617'hat our recruiters are aware of and are taking appropriate

action to meet our personnel needs. Messrs. Utley, Banks, and

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

McDuffie will discuss our recruitment and training programs

in more detail.

CP&L also participates in an adjunct professor program with

North Carolina State University in which CP&L engineers teach

engineering students, and thus develop contacts with potential

employees. In addition, my colleagues and I maintain contact

with North Carolina State University by serving on various boards

and committees such as the Advisory Council to the School of

30



1 Engineering. In this way I keep abreast of the outlook for future

engineering and technical talent. Finally, as I noted earlier,

3 in the event the need arises for additional personnel, we are able

to utilize competent consultants or contractor personnel to supple-

ment our staff on a temporary basis.

6 Q. Other than the matters you have already discussed in your

7 testimony, Mr. Jones, are there any other observations you,

8 would like to make or information you would like to bring to

9 the Board's attention2

1O A. Only to observe that we have every motive in the world to

12

13

competently manage the construction and operation of our

nuclear plants since they are the backbone of our baseload

capacity and absolutely essential to providing electric

14 service to our customers., We simply cannot afford to cut

15

16

corners or take chances with the quality, safety, or

reliability of these plants.

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

31
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BY MR. ZONES:

Yir. Utley and Mr. Banks, cid you jointly prefile

or cause to he prexiled testimony in this proceeding cons'st-

ing of 109 pages and one exhibit titled Applicant's Exhibit HH

(71itness Otley} Yes.

(Plitness Banks) Yes.

Do you have any corrections to make to your

test-mony'?

(Witness Utley) Yes.

Page 34, line 20. I'ould like to change the

numbex 139 to 162 on line 20.

f2 And on page 55, line 13, it now reads "But,

f4

as a practical matter...." I would like to change that to

read "As a practical matter...."

CHAIRMAN SMITH: i'"net was that line number, sirP

f6 WITNESS UTLEY: Line 13.

f7

20

DR. LEEDS: Md now I'e missed the change. I
was trying to find the line. —Oh, all right. Go ah..ad.

WITNESS,UTLEY: On Appendiv 1, page 106, Item 6,

the last line. Xt reads now, "* « > and control technicians

and since Decembex 1975." Z would like to change that to

read ~ + and control technic'an since August 1975," marking

out "and" and marking through"December" and adding August."

That's all the changes that I have.

NXTNESS BANKS: I have no changes other than were
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~

NXTiitESS UTLEY: Just a moment.

On page 67 there is a change in dat s theze.

On line 4 that should be October 2nd, rath r than December 2nd

And on line 7 it should be October 9th, rather than D cember

9th.

BY MR JONES:

Are there any other coxrections you would like
to makeP

(Witness Utley), None.

Mr.
Banks%'Witness

Banks) None.

13

17

18

20

CHAXÃ4M SMXTH: Excuse me, Mr. JOnes; X had

understoo'd there would be a change in the testimony also on

page 67 and.. —well, for example, on line 19. Or do you

intend to handle that by supplemental testimony'2

MR. JONES: Ne had intended to address a general

question to this 'saue and do it by supplem ntal. X chink it
would be a little bit easier.

CHAXRMAN SMXTH: However this testimony, as it
exists now, is not corxect, is it?

Nell X suppose—

MR. JONES: The cnanges have been made.

25

CHAXRMAH SMXTH:

now been made and executed"7

Can we add in there "plans have

You do it any way you want to.
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NRB/wb3 It just offends my sense of neatness.

BY &?R, JO?'~ES

Q Nr. Utley, would you have any objection to amendinc

your testimony at page o7, line 19, to read, ":":~ < these door.

and plans have been made and implemented to install annunci-

ator alarms~ '- ". '?"

(Nitness Utley) 'hat's fine.

3s corxected, is youx testimony true and correct

to the best oiyour knowledge and belief'P

10 To my knowledge, yes it is.
(Witness Banks} Yes, it is.

12 And do you adopt it, as your testimony in this

13 pxoceeding, together with any supplementary remarks you may

make'

I de

((Fitness Utley) I do.

18.

(Whereupon, Brochure: "Generation

Department Technical and Craft

20

Txaining Progr~" was marked =ox

identification as Applicant '

21 Exhibit HH.)

NR. JONES: ~fr. "hairman, I move that .the pref'ed
testimony of Messrs . Utley and Banks as corrected, together

with the'- exhibit., Applicant's HH, be received into evidence

and that their test'mony be copied into +he record =s if
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NR. REXS: Yir. Chairman, X have an objection to

10

F'gure 9 on page 50. Xt was not prepared by Nessrs. Utley

and Banks. Xt was prepared by Ebasco. Xt has certain inter-
pretations on it. And it. is not prop rly supported in the

testimony, as X xead the testimony. Therefore X object to

the intxoduction of Figure 9 on Page 50.

&BE. JONES: Nz. Chairman, X think that the

witnesses are capable of addressing the general appropx'iate-

ness of this figuxe as a representation of regulatory changes.

X think th'at it does significantly contribute to heir .

testimony.

Technically Hr. Reis may be correct: Ebasco

t6

pxepared it. But X think that, it is useful in a hearing of

this nature. Xf we tried to follow scrupulously very rule
of evidence we would never me3:e any progress at all-

X think if he has any specif:c questions he wants

to ask about it, or if he wants to put on a rebuttal witness

to show particulax errors in it that he's ree to do so.

20 CMXRNAN SNXTH: ~T™11 let.'s establish a "ew

21 things about Figure 9.

22 Xn the xirst placo, fox what purpose was it pre-

pared, if you know? And which gentleman is going to sponsox

this?

'GH1HSS UTLEY: ~(fell the purpose of the e:chibit



as it is shown here is just o illustrate the wav regulations

were proliferated during the per'od 1957 up th ough 1977.

CHAXRj' SMITH X know that s the
purpose

of
having it. in the testimony. Why did Ebasco prepare it? —if
Qou cnov

NXTNESS UTLEY: As I recall, Ebasco prepared it
in regard to possibly some talks and presentations that they

might have made in regard to showing how th cos of new

plants has escalated because of regulations.

CHAiRMAN SMXTH: What use did CP&L make of

Table 9, ' any'?

WITNESS UTLEY: CPGL made no use of it o"her than

'ust to show how regulations have 'ncreased during this

period of .time.

CHAXKCDV SMITH: Did you base any corporate

judgments on it?
<GTNESS UTLEY: I did not base anv corporate

judgments on it.
DR. LEEDS: Nr. Utley, let me ask you: Am I

correct, you are Mr. Utley? Because I have to get you all
organized here.

NXTNESS UTLEY: Yes, sir.
DR. LE.DS: Oo you know how the decision was made

to include an item of "most significant impac " and "signifi-
cant impact"'and "moderate impact?" Do you knew the basis 'for
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that decision?

WXTNESS UTXEX: It's primarily a matter of

judgment in regard to the impact..

DR.'EEDS: - Nell I guess that would. be so, too.

But do you know what criteria, what basis tne person used

vho drew this chart?

WXTNESS UTLEY: No, I do not.

MR. JONES: Nr. Chairman, he use made of the

chart in their testimony is to illustrate the statements

'l0 that they made based upon their own knowledge and based upon

their own experience.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That's what's wrong vith it.
13

16

17

I was trying to establish a basis for bringing it in, and X

was just wondering if you had any more voir di e. One

basis would be, regardless of the accuracy of it they made

judgments. Nell that didn't help. They don't know enough

about the background of it to adopt it as their view, really.
HR. JONES: Well Nr. Beis has not suggested,

that it's inaccurate.

20

21

MR. BEIS: Yes, I will suggest that it's inaccurat .

I don't know 'f this is accurate. Xt's a political document

prepared by Ebasco for publ'c relations:: so far as I can see.

And, as such, I don't see how we can rely on it. It was

never +ested by anyone. He don't know what this' ans. I
have no idea what "moderate," "significant," "most significant
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"slight impact" means.

at the table, from what they say.

And neither do the gentlemen sitting

DR. LPEDS: X would cartainly suspect that many

people might argue with some of the allocations.

«~IR. R XS: Yes.

CHAXBKM SIIXTH: Let's rule on it tomo row.
i

The way it stands righi now X don't believe i has b en

established, Nr. Jones, that this may be appropriately a part

of the testimony. Xet's think about. it, and then we'l see

10 if any thoughts may occur to us overnight.

Anyway, if you can som how establish some basis

I2 f'r the Board to. conclude that, notwithstanding the inherent.

I3 problems with, it, there is another basis for wanting it in

as reliable and dependable....
I

I9

20

HR. ZONES: Nr. Chairman, may X renew my motion

for the receipt of the testimony into evidence and the

copying of the testimony into the record, excepting page 50,

pending your subsequent
decision?'HAXRNAN

SHXTH : Yes. Ne3.1, then, of course, to

preserve the record page"50 should nevertheless app ar ezactly

2l where it's going to be, 'so that the mechanics of it will be

that it will be bound into the transcript as presen d.

But we are not accepting as evidence at this moment page 50

of that testimony.-
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY 6 LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

CAROLINA POWER 8 LIGHT COMPANY )
(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant. )
Units 1, 2, 3, and 4) )

DOCKET NOS. 50-400,
50-401)
50-402,

and 50-403

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF EDWIN E. UTLEY AND HAROLD R. BANKS

ON BEHALF OF APPLICANT

Q. Willyou please state your full name and business address?

A. My name is Edwin E. Utley. My business. address is 411

Fayetteville Street. Mall, Raleigh, North Carolina 27602.

A. My name. is Harold R. Banks. My business address is 411

Fayetteville Street Mall, Raleigh, North Carolina 27602.

Q. Mr. Utley, by whom are you employed and in what capacity?

A. I am employed by Carolina Power 6 Light Company, where I
am a Senior Vice President and responsible for the Company's

I'ower Supply Group.

Q. Mr. Banks, by whom are you employed and in what capacity?

A. I am employed by Carolina Power 6 Light Company, where I
am Manager of Nuclear Generation in the Generation Department

of the Power Supply Group.



Mr. Utley, would you please summarize your professional

training and experience in nuclear engineering and genera-

tion2

A. I'eceived my college education at Iouisburg College and

North Carolina State University. In 1951, I joined CPSL

in the Operating 6 Engineering Department. In 1959, I was

appointed Superintendent of the W. H. Weatherspoon Steam

Electric Generating Plant located near Lumberton, North

Carolina. After four years in that capacity, I became

10 Superintendent of the H. F. Lee Steam Electric Generating

12

13

14

15

Plant located, near Goldsboro, North Carolina, and held

that position until 1965, at which time I was appointed

Superintendent of the Roxboro Steam Electric Generating

Plant. In 1966, I was promoted to Production Engineer and

stationed in the general office at Raleigh. My respons.-

16 ibilities in that position included the general super-

17

18

vision of the operation and maintenance of steam electric

generating plants and the procurement of coal. In 1968, I
19

20

was named Manager of Power Production, and to my previous

responsibilities was added the general supervision of the

21

22

23

24

25

Company's hydroelectric generating plants. These
func-'ions

and the System Operations Section were combined to

form a separate department of the Company on May l, 1970,

and I then became Manager of the Generation 6 System

Operations Department. This department was reorganized in



1972 and became the Bulk Power Supply Department. I was

named Vice President of the Company in September, 1972.

On January 1, 1977, the Bulk Power Supply Department was

restructured'nto three departments, forming the Power

Supply Group. At that time, I was appointed Senior Vice

President and head of the Power Supply Group.

Q. Mr. Banks, would you please summarize your professional

training and experience in nuclear engineering and genera-

tion?

10 A. Prior to employment with CPSL in August, 1968, I served in

the United States Navy for twenty years. The last nine

12

13

14

15

years in the Navy were spent in the Navy Nuclear Power

Program, including a tour as Nuclear Ship Superintendent

at the San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard from January,

1965, to August, 1968. After joining CPSL and until July,

16 1970, I served as the Resident Project Engineer on the

17 Robinson Unit 2 project. I served in a similar capacity

18 on the Brunswick project from July, 1970, to August, 1971.

19

20

21

22

24

25

At that time I was appointed Manager - Quality Assurance

in the Power Plant Design 6 Construction Department in

corporate headquarters. In February, 1972, I assumed the

position of Manager - Quality Assurance Audit in the

Special Services Department. In 1973, this Section became

the Quality Assurance 6 Training Audit Section and in

August, 1975, it became the Corporate Quality Assurance



Audit Section. I served as Manager of this Section until

March, 1976, when I was appointed Manager - Nuclear Generation.

Q. Gentlemen, would you briefly describe the purpose and

structure of your testimony?

10

A. The primary purpose of our testimony is to discuss CPGL's

management of nuclear power plant operations. First, we

will describe the organization of the Power Supp'ly Group.

Beginning with the startup of the Robinson Plant we will
discuss the evolution of our nuclear plant management

organization and staffing. Among other things, we will
...11 .. ., .discuss some of the problems we had in the startup and

12

13

14

15=

16

17

18

19

20

initial operation of the Brunswick Plant and how we coped „

with them. In doing so, we will respond to several of the

specific concerns addressed in the NRC staff testimony,

particularly those of Mr. Cantrell and Mr. Wilbur. We

will discuss some of the lessons that we have learned from

our earlier experiences in nuclear plant startups and

describe some of the methods and procedures we have adopted

to improve management control over the operation of our

nuclear plants. Finally, we will describe the staffing

21 and training plans we have in preparation for the startup

22 and operation of the Harris units.

23

24

25

Mr. Utley, please describe how the Power Supply Group is

organized and functions, particularly with respect to the

nuclear program?



10

A. As shown in Figure 1, there are three departments within

the Power Supply Group: (1) the Fuel Department, (2) the

System Operations and Maintenance Department, and (3) the

Generation Department. I willbriefly discuss the responsi-

bilities of each department. A more detailed description

is found in Applicant's Exhibit GG, the Operations Group

Organization Manual.

1. The Fuel Department ensures the proper management of

nuclear and fossil fuels used for the production of

electrical power. The department is organized, into

three sections and one support unit: the Nuclear

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Fuel Section, the Fossil Fuel Section, the Fuel

Properties Section, and the Fuel Analysis Unit. The

Nuclear Fuel Section is staffed with personnel having

both the technical and managerial expertise required

to ensure a timely and adequate supply of nuclear

fuel; provide all necessary quality assurance for the

fuel; review all aspects of fuel and core design;

support nuclear plant outages (including refuelings),

and operations; and provide for spent fuel management.

The Nuclear Fuel Section meets with members of our

operating nuclear plants on a continuing basis to

plan and optimize the fuel operation strategy.

2. The System Operations and Maintenance Department is

responsible for load dispatch and the operation and
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maintenance of transmission lines and substations.

3. The third department in this group is the Generation

Department. It operates and maintains the generating

facilities needed to produce and deliver electric

power to the Company's transmission system. The

Generation Department consists of four sections: (a)

the Nuclear Generation Section, (b) the Generation

10

Services Section, (c) the Fossil and Hydro Generation

Section, and (d) the .Operations Quality Assurance

Section.

a ~ The Nuclear Generation Section, under Mr. Banks,

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

is responsible for the operation, maintenance,

and management of all nuclear generating facilities.
Mr. Banks will subsequently describe the responsi-

bilities of his Section.

b. The Generation Services Section provides staff

support to all generating plants and to the

managers of Nuclear Generation and Fossil and

Hydro Generation. This section provides support

to the generating plants in those areas which

are best coordinated from a centralized area and

for those projects which may be beyond the

23

24

25

C.

normal capability of the plants.

The Fossil and Hydro Generation Section is

responsible for the operation, maintenance, and





manag'ement of fossil and hydro generating facilities.
d. The Operations Quality Assurance Section promotes

the safe operations of nuclear power plants by

developing and implementing an effective plant

surveillance program and provides, technical

'upport in QA-related matters to the Generation

Department. In-depth surveillance of plant

activities are conducted on-site at frequent

10

12

13

14

15

16

intervals to verify, independent of line management,

that the nuclear plants are operated safely and

in compliance with regulatory requirements. I
will discuss this Section's activities, the

nuclear plants', QA functions, Corporate Quality

Assurance Program responsibilities, and their

interrelationships later.

Could you describe the experience and level of professional

17 staffing found in the Power Supply Group?

18

19

20

21

22

23

A. Ve have a highly qualified staff which, in my opinion, is

fully capable of managing a nuclear project of the scope

we have planned. The expertise currently available in the

Systems Operations and Maintenance Department, Generation

Department, and the Fuel Department is summarized in

Figure 2. In these departments, we have a total of 424

24 professionals whose experience and expertise can be utilized

25 as a base from which to grow and from which to plan,



POWER SUPPLY GROUP

No. of Years
Related Experience in No. of Professionals

Desi n Construction 0 eration In De artment Section

l. E. E. Utley - Senior Vice President 27 424*

2.

3.

L. W. Eury - System Operations & Maintenance
Department Manager

C. M. Clark - System Operations Section Manager

J. M. Robinson - Transmission Line Maintenance
Section Manager

19

28

10

80%%

12

15

5. C. E. Gustafson - Transmission Substation Maintenance
Section Manager

6. B. J. Furr - Generation Department Manager

7. H. R. Banks - Nuclear Generation Section Manager

8. J. B. McGirt - Fossil & Hydro Generation Section Manager

29

15

30

26

46

3] 1%%

113

140

9. J. M. Johnson - Operations Quality Assurance Section
Manager 27

14.

15.

C. E. Yurick - Fuel Properties Section Manager

W. M. Stocks - Director - Fuel Analysis Unit

10. R. M. Coats - „Generation Services Section Manager

, ll. R. A. Watson - Fuel Department Manager

12. L. L. Yarger - Fossil Fuel Section Manager

13. L. H. Martin - Nuclear Fuel Section Manager

12

23

18

10

12

50

294k

6

14

3

4

&otal number of professionals in the Power Supply Group, including the Group Executive & Administrative Staff.
g *&his number includes the Department Manager, Section Managers, and all professionals who report to them.

lD
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engineer, and operate the Harris Plant.

Q. 'Mr. Banks, would you please describe the Nuclear Generation

Section and your responsibilities as Manager of the Section?

A. My responsibilities as Manager of the Nuclear Generation

Section are to ensure that the operating nuclear plants

10

12

13

14

provide safe, efficient, reliable, and economical electrical

generation, while ensuring that all federal, state, local,

and Company rules and regulations are strictly followed.

The managers of the Brunswick and Robinson plants report

directly to me. Staff assistance in the coordination of

activities associated with the operation and maintenance

of our nuclear plants is provided by the Generation Services

Section, in particular with respect to nuclear operator

training, radiological and environmental control, and

15

16

regulatory'ompliance. The personnel in the Generation

Services Section work closely with the plant managers,

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

their staffs, and me to provide information and support to

assist management in reaching decisions. In the particular

area of Nuclear Regulatory Commission interface, I am

responsible for the content and transmittal of Licensee

Event Reports (LER's) and responses to NRC Inspection and

Enforcement (I&E) reports. Interface with IGE inspection

personnel on routine matters is delegated to the plant

managers, who keep me informed of the results of periodic

inspections.

10



Q. Mr. Banks, I assume that the management organization at

the individual nuclear plants is pretty important to

effective plant operation. Would you therefore describe

the organizational structure at the Brunswick and Robinson

plants?

A. The plant organizations are similar. The Brunswick Plant's

10

12

13

14

15

organization is shown in Figure 3. The manager of the

Brunswick Plant is Mr. A. C. Tollison. Two plant superin-

tendents and one plant supervisor report directly to the

Plant Manager: the Technical and Administrative Superinten-

dent, -the Operating.-.and-Maintenance- Superintendent, and

the Quality Assurance Supervisor. The use of superin-

tendents has been employed at Brunswick to provide the

additional management attention required to operate two

units'eporting directly to the Operating and Maintenance

16 Superintendent are the Operating Supervisor and Maintenance

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Supervisors. The Operating Supervisor is the direct line

supervisor of the operating personnel. There are two

Maintenance Supervisors who function as direct line supervisors

for (1) the instrumentation and control (IRC) and electrical

maintenance personnel, and (2) the mechanical maintenance

personnel. The concept of two separate maintenance supervisors

was established and put into effect in May, 1978. This

has placed a stronger emphasis on maintenance of plant

equipment and is expected to result in more timely correction
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of identified deficiencies as well as better plant availability

and better plant capacity factors.

Reporting directly to the Technical and Administrative

Superintendent are the Environmental and Radiation Control

10

Supervisor, Engineering Supervisor, and the Administrative

Supervisor. The Environmental and Radiation Control

Supervisor is responsible for planning, organizing, directing,

and controlling plant radiation safety; radiation exposure

control; radiation effluent accountability; chemical

control; and environmental surveillance programs. The

Engineering Supervisor is responsible for developing,

12 implementing, and evaluating plant operations, procedures,

13

14

15

16

~ 17

18

tests, schedules, equipment, strategies, studies, and

reports. The Administrative Supervisor is responsible for

maintaining plant security; providing administrative-

support; assuring that personnel training requirements are

met 'nd maintaining adequate supplies necessary to support

plant operations.

19

20

The Quality Assurance Supervisor reports directly to

the Plant Manager. This assures that the Quality Assurance

21

22

23

24

25

personnel have sufficient authority and organizational

freedom to identify quality problems; to initiate, recommend,

or provide solutions to problems; and to verify implementa-

tion of solutions.

The Robinson Plant's organization is shown on Figure 4.

13
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The manager of the Robinson Plant is Mr. Russel B. Starkey, Jr.

Six plant supervisors report directly to the Plant Manager;

the Environmental and Radiation Control Supervisor, the

Operating Supervisor, the Engineering Supervisor, the

Quality Assurance Supervisor, the Maintenance Supervisor,

and the Administrative Supervisor. Their duties and

responsibilities are similar to their colleagues at Brunswick.

Q. What training or,experience is required for the operation

of a nuclear plant, and, compared to this, what is the

10 level of training and experience for those who are currently

fillingkey positions at Brunswick and Robinson?

12

13

A. Training . and experience requirements for nuclear plant

personnel are found in 10 C.F.R. Part 55 and are further

14

15

clarified in Regulatory Guide 1 ~ 8 which references

ANSI N18.1-1971. Appendix 1 to our testimony sets forth

16

17

the requirements for our supervisory plant personnel as

summarized in Section 13.1.3 of the Final Safety Analysis

18

19

20

Report for the Brunswick Plant, and outlines the training

and experience levels of the supervisory personnel presently

assigned to Brunswick and Robinson. We, of course, meet

21 the minimum requirements for all positions and exceed

22

24

25

minimum requirements for most positions'dditionally,
the staffs supporting our supervisory personnel provide

considerable additional expertise in nuclear plant operations.

Q. Mr. Banks, what are the means by which you ensure that you

15



are aware of problems at the operating plants which should

be brought to your attention?

A. There are numerous ways in which I stay abreast of plant

operations and remain aware of current or potential problems

which may develop. I am in daily contact with each of the

plant managers, or in their absence the designated people

in charge, discussing different aspects of normal plant

operations, short and long range plans for outages, personnel

matters, and major and minor problems which may affect

10 safety or reliability. Apart from these discussions, the

12

13

plant manager is required to inform me or, in my absence,

Mr. Furr (the Generation Department Manager) or Mr. Utley,

of any plant outage of any kind which may occur. Other

information on plant operations is provided by a report

15 each morning, which contains the plant load level and any

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

significant operating events during the past 24 hours (or

since Friday in the case of the Monday morning report).

In addition I encourage open communications with personnel

in the Generation Services Section, other departments of

the Company, other utility companies, and regulatory

agencies concerning problems or potential problems that

could affect plant operations. I regularly visit each of

the plants, to meet with both members of the plant staff

and with the plant manager. These personal meetings

25 ensure good communication and reinforce the contacts I





have with them at other times.

Q. Mr. Utley, how do you ensure that you are aware of problems

at the operating nuclear plants which should be brought to

your attention?

A. There are several ways:

1. I have daily contact and conversations with Mr. Furr

to review any matters regarding our nuclear units

that require my attention.

10

12

2. Each morning I review a daily written status report

of our operating units to note any load reductions

and the reasons for any reductions.

3. I review the monthly IER Trend Analysis prepared by

13 the Operations Quality Assurance Section.

14 4. I review copies of all Corporate QA audits relative

15 to the operating plants.

16

17

5. I review the Corporate Nuclear Safety Section Bimonthly

Status Report of Nuclear Safety Concerns and Recommenda-

18 tions.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

6. I review and sign a great deal of the correspondence

to the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation regarding

operating plants. In addition, I receive information

indicating the subject matter of all incoming NRC

correspondence.

7. I keep abreast of significant events in the nuclear

industry. For example, I receive and review the

17



Atomic Industrial Forum Infowire Bulletins; I receive

and read Nucleonics Week; I am a member of the American

Nuclear Society; and I am a member of the Association

of Edison Illuminating Companies'ommittee on Power

Generation.

8. I review the Operating Units Status Report (Gray

Book) published monthly by the NRC.

10

9. I frequently visit the plants and discuss with plant

personnel their views on plant operations.

Q. Gentlemen, would you review in a summary fashion CP&L's
N

experience with nuclear power?

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

A. CPM. has been involved in utilizing the energy from nuclear

fission since l956, when the Carolinas-Virginia Nuclear

Power Associates, composed of CPGL and three neighboring

utility companies, was formed to build and operate a

prototype reactor at Parr Shoals, South Carolina. Several

of the CPM, personnel involved in that project are still
Company employees.

CPGL's first commercial nuclear unit, H. B. Robinson

Unit 2, is a 665 MWe Westinghouse pressurized water reactor

located near Hartsville, South Carolina. (H. B. Robinson

Unit 1 is a coal plant.) Robinson's construction permit

was obtained in April, 1967, and the full power operating

license was obtained in September, 1970. The unit was

declared commercial in March, 1971. Robinson has operated

18



successfully for over eight years, and has generated over

thirty-two billion kilowatt-hours of electricity, the

fourth largest total output of electricity from a nuclear

plant in the U.S. The cumulative capacity factor of 72.1/

through December 31, 1978, is one of the .best in the
r

country.

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

While the construction of Robinson was in progress in

1968, the Company contracted for Brunswick Units l and 2.

These two units are 790 MWe General Electric Boiling Water

Reactors and are located in Brunswick County, North Carolina.

Brunswick received a construction permit in February,

1970. Unit 2 received an operating license in December,

1974, and Unit l received an operating license in September,

l976. Unit 2 was subsequently declared commercial in

November, 1975, and Unit l was declared commercial in

March, 1977. Unit 2 has generated over ten billion kwh of

electricity, while Unit l has generated over eight billion
kwh of electricity. During 1978, Unit 2 operated at a

19 capacity factor of 69.3/; Unit 1's capacity factor during

20 the same period was 74.0/.

21

22

23

24

25

Q. How many people employed by CPSL in the Power Supply Group

are involved in the operation, maintenance and management

of CPM.'s three operating nuclear power units?

A. At the present time, the staff for the Robinson Plant

totals 211 employees (188 of which are involved in Unit 2

19



operations) the Brunswick Plant has 302 employees and the

Generation Services Section in Raleigh contains an additional

101 employees. This yields a total of 591 employees in

the Generation Department who deal with nuclear power

plants. The majority of the Robinson and all of the

Brunswick personnel are fully devoted to the operation,

maintenance, and management of nuclear units. The Generation

Services Section provides further support to the operating

plants in the areas of efficiency and reliability, environmental

10 and radiation control, startup and technical support,

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

operations and maintenance support, and'dministrative,

security and training support. Although this Section

provides support to all of CPM,'s generating plants,

approximately 60/ of its efforts are devoted to direct

support of the nuclear units. In addition, the Fuel

Department has a staff of 20 employees dedicated to nuclear

fuel management. Thus, the total number of employees in

the Power Supply Group involved in nuclear plant operations

is 611.

Figure 5 summarizes the experience level of the key

supervisory personnel involved in nuclear plant operations

22

23

24

Q

in the Generation Department and Fuel Department.

Would you describe the rate of growth in the numbers of

CPS'ersonnel involved in nuclear plant operations?

25 A. Figure 6 plots the increase in CPSL's staffing for nuclear

20



POWER >APPLY GROUP

EXPERIENCE IEVEL OF KEY SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL
INVOLVED IN NUCIEAR PLANT OPERATIONS

Person

E. E. Utley

Position

Senior Vice President

Generation De artment

Years'xperience In
Power Plant Design, Construction

0 eration Or Related Areas

27

B. J. Furr
H. R. Banks

J. M. Johnson

R. M. Coats

R. B. Starkey, Jr.

Manager - Generation Department

Manager - Nuclear Generation Section

Manager - Operations Quality Assurance Section

Manager - Generation Services Section
Plant Manager - H. B. Robinson S. E. Plant (HBR)

15

30

27

12

12

A. C. Tollison, Jr. Plant Manager - Brunswick S. E. Plant (BSEP) 14

R. E. Morgan

C. R. Gibson

Startup Superintendent - Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant (Harris)
Director - Administration & Training Unit

16

10

K. E. Bromenschenkel Director - Startup & Technical Unit 18

B.. H. Webster

E. G. Strickland
E. G. Hollowell
D. B. Waters

M. B. Williams

H. K. Evans

J. G. Hammond

W. T. Gainey, Jr.
J. M. Collins
N. L. Blair
C. S. Bohanan

E. A. Morgan

G. J. Oliver

Director - Environmental & Radiation Control Unit
Director - Plant Efficiency & Reliability Unit
Director - Operations & Maintenance Unit
Principal Engineer - Nuclear Generation

Project Quality Assurance Specialist
Principal Engineer - Nuclear Training
Project Cost Control Specialist
Project Administration Specialist
Project Specialist - Simulator
Principal Engineer - Startup & Test

Project Engineer - Regulatory Compliance

Project Specialist - Environmental

Project Engineer - Radiation Control

20

20

27

15

12

15

17

15

14

5



Person Position

Years'xperience In
Power Plant Design, Construction

0 eration Or Related Areas

Helm Lips
J. M. McDowell

S. L. Cort

G. R. Stott
A. L. West

D. S. Crocker

W. T. Traylor
J. M. Curley

C. W. Crawford

H. S. Zimmerman

B. W. Garrison
J. M. Brown

W. M. Tucker

D. N. Allen
S. E. Thorndyke

G. T. Milligan
L. V. Wagoner

K. E. Enzor

J. A. Padgett

W. L. Triplett
M. A. Jones

J. M. Waldorf

J. P. Thompson

E&RC Lab Supervisor
Project Engineer - Chemistry

Project Engineer - Reliability
Project Specialist - Maintenance Planning/Scheduling
General Maintenance Supervisor
Environmental & Radiation Control Supervisor - HBR

Administrative Supervisor - HBR

Engineering Supervisor - HBR

Operating Supervisor - HBR

Maintenance Supervisor - HBR

Q. A. Supervisor - HBR

Superintendent -. Operations & Maintenance - BSEP

Superintendent - Technical & Administrative - BSEP

Q.A. Supervisor - BSEP

Operating Supervisor - BSEP

Maintenance Supervisor - BSEP

Maintenance Supervisor - BSEP

Administrative Supervisor - BSEP

E&RC Supervisor - BSEP

Engineering Supervisor - BSEP ~

Project Engineer - Reactor - BSEP

Project Engineer » Plant - BSEP

Project Engineer - Performance - BSEP

31

29

15

10

10

26

16

10

18

27

10

10.

10



Person Position

Years'xperience In
Power Plant Design, Construction

0 eration Or Related Areas

Fuel De artment

R. A. Watson

L. L. Yarger

L. H. Martin
C. E. Yurick,
W. M. Stocks

R. G. Matthews

R. K. Kunita
R. E. Helme

Manager - Fuel Department

Manager - Fossil Fuel Section

Manager - Nuclear Fuel Section

Manager - Fuel Properties Section
Director - Fuel Analysis Unit
Principal Engineer - Fuel Projects
Principal Engineer - Surveillance and Accountability
Project Engineer - In-core Analysis

18

10

12

20

13

Total Experience: 803 Years
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power plant operations from 1973 through 1978. The rate

of growth has been most dramatic in the last four years.

For example, during startup of Brunswick Unit 2, we had

approximately 373 personnel involved in nuclear plant

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

operations. As previously indicated, we currently have

611 people dedicated to nuclear plant operations or a 64

percent increase in just four years time. This number

only reflects the numbers of personnel involved in nuclear

plant operations and does not include personnel in the

Engineering and Construction Group, or significant numbers

of contract personnel, including over 150 contract personnel

in plant security alone. This increase in the Company's

staffing for nuclear plant operations is an empirical

measure of the resources that CPGL has committed to ensure

safe and efficient nuclear plant operations. As we will
demonstrate in our discussion of our plans for staffing

the Harris Plant, our commitment in this regard is a

18 continuing one.

19 Q. How do the present operating nuclear plant staffs compare

20 with their initial complements?

21

22

A. At the time CPGL received an operating license for Robinson

Unit 2, we planned to add 36 people to the existing Unit 1

23

24

25

fossil plant staff of 47 for a total, two unit staff of

83. The current complement of the Robinson Plant is 211,

of which number 188 are involved in the management, operations

25



and maintenance of Unit 2. The growth of the Robinson

plant staff over time is shown on Figure 7.

10

12

13

14

In February, 1970, CPGI was issued a construction

permit for the Brunswick Plant. As documented in the

PSAR, at that time our plans projected a total operating

plant staff of 61 'he actual operating plant staff more

than tripled to 190 by the time Unit 2 was 'placed in

commercial operation in November, 1975. When Unit 1 was

placed in commerical operation in March, 1977, the plant

operating staff totaled 253. This growth in required

operating plant personnel has continued with a total

complement today of 302 at Brunswick. Figure 8 shows the

growth in the Brunswick staff since 1973.

To what do you attribute the growth of the Robinson and

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

'.
Brunswick plant staffs?

As will be discussed in some detail below, the major

contributor has been the significant increase in regulatory

requirements since the early 1970's. These escalating
r

requirements necessitate additional personnel to ensure

that all required testing, engineering, and administrative

functions are performed in an efficient and competent

22 manner.

23

24

25

Since much of the discussion in the NRC Staff testimony is

focused on the period of time during the Brunswick Plant

startup, could you describe what is involved in a nuclear

26
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plant startup?

10

12

13

14

15

16

A. Startup is the period when plant systems are being completed

by the construction forces and are being turned over to

the operating personnel for checkout, initial operation

and testing. Testing begins with individual components to

ensure that they perform their design function. Successfully

tested components are tied into larger and larger subsystems,

until an entire plant system is ready for integrated

testing to demonstrate that all of its design objectives

can be met. The testing then moves by gradual steps to

demonstration of proper performance by interrelated systems

until the entire nuclear unit has been shown to be capable

of performing as designed. The plant systems must be

tested in various conditions and alignments with one

another to verify proper operation over the entire range

of possible operational conditions. This is also the

17

18

period in which the periodic tests, administrative procedures

and preventive maintenance procedures are first tested

19

20

21

22

23

under actual operating conditions. Changes will be made

throughout the startup process in both equipment and

procedures to ensure that the plant is running properly

before commercial operation begins.

Q. What role did CPGL assume in the startup, testing, and

24 initial operation of the Robinson Plant?

25 A. The Robinson Plant was a "turnkey" project. While CPSL

29
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was ultimately responsible for the safe construction and

startup of the plant, Westinghouse, as the primary supplier,

assumed full contractual responsibility for the design,

construction, and startup testing of Robinson. Nevertheless,

CPSL provided a continuous review of design and construction

to assure that CPM 's "know how" in power plant operation

was incorporated in plant design and construction. CPSL

was supported in this effort by Pickard 6 Lowe and NUS

Corporation, recognized consultants'n nuclear plant

design and engineering. CPGL also reviewed the operating

procedures for final approval. During the Robinson startup,

CPSL provided operators and maintenance personnel to

operate and maintain equipment and engineers to monitor

the performance of the testing program by Westinghouse and

Ebasco engineers. The overall planning and scheduling

responsibility for the startup remained with Westinghouse,

however, until the completion of the 'test program and

declaration of commercial operation.

Did CPM. face any problems in the startup of Robinson

20 Unit 2?

21

22

23

24

25

A. Some problems were encountered in the construction and

startup of Robinson Unit 2, as is to be expected on any

project of this magnitude. None of the problems were

insurmountable, however, nor did any of the problems

result in degradation of the safety of the plant. Resolution

30
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of the problems encountered was the direct responsibility

of .Westinghouse under the terms of the turnkey contract.

In such cases CPSL's role was to ensure that Westinghouse

was held accountable for satisfactory and expeditious

resolution of the problems.

Q. What lessons were learned from the Robinson experience?

A. The most significant lesson learned from the Robinson

experience was an appreciation for the additional staffing

required to operate a nuclear plant in order to perform

regulatory-required testing and documentation of plant

12

activity and to develop programs and procedures to assure
4

compliance with expanding regulations. The requirement

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

for operation by detailed procedures also necessitated a

philosophical change in attitude and training by the

personnel involved in nuclear plant operations.

Another lesson learned from the Robinson startup was

that Col, personnel needed to be more involved in the

startup activities in order to ensure a sufficient pool of

personnel with nuclear experience to operate the plant at

completion of startup.

It was further recognized that additional off-site

support would be required in order to provide for improved

23

24

25

coordination between the plant staff and the corporate

Engineering and Construction Departments, and we learned

that additional off-site support would also be required

31



upon startup of a second nuclear plant.

Q. How were these lessons taken into account in planning for

Brunswick'.

For one thing, in planning for Brunswick we tried to allow

for the fact that nuclear plant operations require a

10

significant number of startup procedures and plant operating

procedures. Recognition of these additional requirements

and documentation of plant activities was taken into

account in the establishment of personnel requirements for

the operating organization for the Brunswick Plant.

Second, in order to have additional CPSL personnel

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22'3

24

25

involved in the Brunswick startup, a startup organization

was created which provided for CPM startup engineers to

be more directly involved in the startup planning and

implementation. In accordance with the plans for staffing

Brunswick, individuals were moved from the startup or-

ganization into the operating organization in order to

maximize utilization of their startup experience in the

operation of the plant.

To provide improved off-site coordination, the position

of Principal Engineer - Startup was also established

following the Robinson startup. The Principal Engineer-

Startup was responsible for startup planning prior to

formation of a Brunswick startup organization and for

providing long-range planning and early interaction with

32



the Engineering Department on power plant design and

operation.

Q. What was CPGL's responsibility in the design, construction,

and startup of the Brunswick Plant?

10

A. CPM played a more prominent role in the design, construction,

and startup of the Brunswick Plant than had been the case

with Robinson. CP&L entered into separate contracts for

design and engineering (United Engineers and Constructors)

and construction (Brown 8 Root), as compared with the

single contract with Westinghouse for Robinson. Approval

rights were also retained by CPS', over all aspects of

12

13

design and construction. Startup of the Brunswick Plant,

including scheduling and planning, was totally CPGL's

14

~ 15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

responsibility although technical direction was provided

by both the General Electric Corporation (nuclear steam,

supply system vendor) and United Engineers and Constructors.

Q. Mr. Jones stated that the problems identified by Mr. Cantrell

while he was an Inspector at the Brunswick Plant were "the

inevitable consequences of an unforeseeable set of more

basic problems which began much earlier." Could you tell
us what these root problems were?

A. Most of the problems that we encountered during the construc-

tion and startup of Brunswick were typical of the types of

problems which might be encountered in the construction

and startup of any complex project -- and in particular of

33



a nuclear power plant. However, the magnitude of these

problems and their cumulative impact were indeed unforesee-

10

12

13

able. The problems fall into four categories: (1) design

and engineering, (2) construction, (3) regulatory changes,

and (4) staffing.

Before you discuss some examples of these problems in more

detail, could you place them in perspective and tell us

what the consequences of some of them were2

A. To place the problems experienced at Brunswick in perspective,

it must be emphasized that Brunswick Units 1 and 2 were

successfully placed in commercial operation. Construction

was completed, startup testing performed, and routine

operations commenced without unacceptable risks to the

14

15

public health and safety. In fact, certain problems

notwithstanding, the startup testing of Unit 2 (the first
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

unit to be constructed) was satisfactorily completed in

229 days from initial criticality to commercial operation.

This is better than the average of 265 days for the startup

period of the last ten BWR units. 'he Unit 1 startup was

completed in only 139 days.

Returning to the immediate question, however, each

problem encountered contributed in some way to a slippage

of the schedules established for construction and startup.

While it often proved possible to recover from such slippages

in terms of the overall schedule, this involved additional

34
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man-hours. Even though an attempt was made to make provisions

in staffing to handle a certain number of unexpected

problems, the cumulative impact of the problems we confronted

at Brunswick significantly exceeded our manpower projections.
I

Overcoming these problems without substantial delay required

hard work, long hours, and dedication from many people in

our oganizations.

Q. Could you give us some examples of the kinds of design and

engineering problems that impacted on the Brunswick startup7

A. Two examples typify the kinds of design and engineering

problems we are talking about. The Brunswick Plant's

circulating water system, which takes water from an external

source to cool the steam in the condenser, is a unique

design and has been fraught with problems. The original

design planned for both intake and outlet from the Cape

Fear River. Due to environmental concerns, the system was

17

18

redesigned in 1970 with its inlet on the river, but with a

pumped, ocean discharge outlet point approximately 5 1/2

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

miles away. The redesign of the entire system took consi-

derable engineering time which impacted on later design

schedules. More to the point, however, it proved initially
to be extremely difficult to balance the flow between the

eight intake pumps and the eight outlet pumps and operational

problems attributable to the design have caused a substantial

number of mechanical maintenance problems. The maintenance

35
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problems have been further complicated by the extremely

corrosive, brackish water environment in which the equipment

must operate.

A second troublesome design problem which was not

discovered until the startup program was well underway

involved the drywell ventilation system. This system is

designed to circulate and cool the air in the space surrounding

the reactor vessel (drywell). The system was designed,

installed, and cold-tested as well as possible before

startup. However, air handling systems often behave

differently at elevated temperatures and so extensive

testing was performed during startup at low reactor power

levels when the required temperatures were available.

This testing identified temperatures in portions of the

drywell which would be unacceptably high for long-term

operations. Thus, shutdown, reengineering and modification

of this system was required during startup.

What impact did these design and engineering problems have

19 on the startup of the Brunswick Plant?

20

21

22

23

24

25

A. The impacts of the two specific problems cited above are

typical of the range of impacts experienced. In the case

of the circulating water system, the first problem was the

redesign and reanalysis of the entire cooling system. The

redesign effort and the resulting canal system obviously

required additional engineering and construction time over

36
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15

what had been previously anticipated. The mechanical and

corrosion problems with this system are representative of

the types of routine, but specifically unanticipated,

problems which arise and are very difficult to resolve.

Due to its first occurrence during initial plant

heat-up, the drywell ventilation problem had a much more

obvious adverse impact. Startup testing had to be halted

while the problems were analyzed and modifications developed

and installed. Since this work had to be done as quickly

as possible, additional man-hours were required by all
those involved. Even personnel not directly involved in

the specific problem, were faced with an additional workload

in attempting to make up some of the lost time upon completion

of the modifications.

Q. What caused the types of design and engineering problems

16 that you faced during Brunswick construction'?

17 A. Some design and engineering problems -- such as those

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

discussed above -- are an inevitable part of the completion

of any facility as complex as a nuclear power plant.

However, a major contributor to problems at all nuclear

plants during the period Brunswick was being designed and

constructed was the fact that this country was experiencing

growing pains associated with initiating the commercial

phase of its nuclear power program for units of Brunswick's

size and complexity. The industry today, including the

37



utility sector, is much more mature. We no longer are

facing each problem for the first time.

Were these types of problems unforeseeable by CPGL in its
planning?
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A. Most of the specific design and engineering problems were

unforeseeable, although the fact that there would be

problems was not unforeseeable and general allowances in

time and manpower were made to accommodate them. However,

based on the industry experience of the mid 1970's (including

Brunswick), one would certainly make a more generous

allowance for unanticipated problems today than was felt
necessary in the early 1970's. Experience has also taught

us the necessity of creating more flexible administrative

and scheduling systems to accomodate the unforeseeable

problems which will occur,

Q. What about construction problems -- could you give us some

examples of the types of construction problems which

impacted on the Brunswick startup'l

A. Any major construction project, and especially a project

of the magnitude of Brunswick, is expected to confront

construction problems. Generally these problems will be

related to attracting, training, and retaining the large

numbers of qualified personnel that are requi:red, routine

scheduling and administrative problems, and the procure-

ment, delivery, and control of the vast quantities of

38



construction materials and supplies that are needed in the

process of construction. During the construction of the

Brunswick Plant problems were encountered in all of these

areas at various times. One of the major problems (or

challenges) associated with Brunswick was the fact that

the plant was being constructed during a time which saw

10

12

many changes come about as the nuclear industry was maturing.

Evolving regulatory requirements and the increasing experience

level that the industry was seeing in nuclear design,

construction, and operation created an atmosphere in which

many designs, construction techniques and review and

monitoring requirements were continuously changing and

13 escalating, so as to ensure that the most up-to-date and

14 safest construction practices, designs, and operating

15 techniques would be installed into the plant prior to its

16 operation.

17

18

19

20

21

22

Such changes inevitably led to requirements for

additional time and manpower beyond what may have previously

been estimated. As an example, the evolution of quality

assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) criteria for

nuclear plant construction during the early stages of the

Brunswick project significantly increased the number of

23 personnel required in this area and the administrative

24

25

burden in ensuring that the criteria were being adequately

met and in documenting compliance with the criteria. The

39



initial planning for QA/QC staffing during construction at

Brunswick was based on the experience at Robinson which

had a peak QA/QC staff of seven; but, at Brunswick over

170 QA/QC personnel were eventually required to implement

the new criteria during construction of the plant.

What was the impact of these types of problems on the

Brunswick startup?

A. The major impact of these construction related problems

was generally that more time and manpower were required

10 than had been contemplated. In 1969, the Brunswick pro-

ject was estimated to require about 800 construction

12

13

14

15

personnel at its peak. We actually peaked at over 3,200

workers. The consequence of all these problems was a

slippage in schedules for turnover of systems to startup

personnel for testing.

16 What were the causes of the construction problems?

17

18

A. As I indicated in my earlier answer, the principal reason

for construction problems exceeding our expectations was

19

20

21

the limited industry commercial nuclear experience, changing

design criteria, and the growth (and even existence) of

QA/QC and the documentation program that became mandatory.

22 For example, Brown 8 Root first implemented its QA/QC

23

24

25

system while constructing Brunswick. Before this time,

such a program had not been necessary to the same degree

in any other commercial construction efforts in this

40



country. Me all experienced some growing pains during

this period.

Could you give us some examples of the types of regulatory

problems that you encountered during the construction and

startup of Brunswick?

A. One example has already been discussed with respect to

construction problems and that is the issuance in 1970 of

the Quality Assurance Criteria, Appendix B to 10 C.F.R.

10

12

13

Part 50. The issuance of those criteria and the subsequent

evolution of interpretations and application of the criteria

resulted in significantly increased personnel requirements

to administer the required QA/QC programs.

Another set of criteria that significantly impacted

14 the Brunswick project was the issuance in 1971 of a proposed

15

16

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Appendix I to 10 C.F.R. Part 50. As finally adopted by

the Commission these criteria were considerably relaxed,

but in the interim the staff imposed its proposed criteria

on all applicants. The issuance of these criteria resulted

in extensive design reviews and the addition of several

new systems to the Brunswick Plant in order to meet the

new requirements with respect to radioactivity releases.

A third example of the changing regulatory require-

ments was the issuance of regulations related to protection

against industrial sabotage in late 1971. Security regu-

lations required installation of the security system and

41



implementation of additional administrative controls to

ensure that security was being maintained at the plant.

A fourth example was the issuance of Appendix K to

10 C.F.R. Part 50.

Q. How did the issuance and incremental implementation of

Appendix B criteria impact the Brunswick schedule?

A. Appendix B to 10 C.F.R. Part 50 was published and put into

effect in June of 1970. During the period iiarch, 1971,

10

through tiay, 1974, several Safety Guides, ANSI Standards,

Regulatory Guides, and three books providing "Guidance on

12

13

14

15

16

17

Quality Assurance Requirements During the Design and

Procurement, Construction, and Operations Phases of Nuclear

Power Plants" were issued. These documents provided

guidance in meeting the requirements of Appendix B.

Brunswick pre-operational and -startup tests were

originally written in an attempt to comply with the require-
Ih

ments of Appendix B. The related guides and standards

18 were not necessarily binding on the part of the licensee

19

20

21

22

23

(unless a commitment to them had been made), however,

these guides became the benchmarks against which lic
nsees'rograms

were measured by ISE inspectors. Throughout -he

inspections conducted by ISE in 1974, they discussed

apparent inconsistencies between CPSL's test program and

24

25

the new guides. As a result, the bulk of our pre-op and
D

startup tests were rewritten to satisfy the concerns of

42





the inspectors.

While the corrective action was administrative 'n

nature, this did cause delays in completing certain tests

and caused some tests to be repea~ed in order to comply

with the intent of these documents. The result was diversion

of manpower and additional manpower requirements during

the startup.

Q. How did the proposed Appendix I criteria impact the Brunswick

construction and startup?

10 A. The draft Appendix I to 10 C.F.R. Part 50, which was

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

issued in June, 1971, provided numerical guidelines for

the AEC's policy of "as low as practicable" for radioactivity

releases. The implementation of the proposed Appendix

criteria necessitated a review of the Brunswick Plant

designs to ensure compliance with the newest criteria. As

a result of this review, additional engineering and construc-

tion effort was required. In the radwaste system, it was

necessary to add additional filters, demineralizers,

tanks, and associated piping and control systems to provide

additional radwaste treatment capability. In order to

assure compliance with gaseous emission requirements, the

Augmented Off-Gas System was designed, procured, and

constructed. This system required addition of a separate

seismic class I building along with the associated piping

and electrical controls necessary to tie this iac.'lity
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into existing systems. The implementation of proposed

Appendix I criteria also required that the ventilation

system for the turbine building be changed from a once-

through design concept to a recirculating design concept.

As a result of this change, chiller units were procured

and installed to provide control of the turbine building
I

ambient temperatures and the joints in the turbine building

siding were sealed to minimize air in-leakage during

operation.

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

The cumulative effect of these changes was to increase

significantly the engineering man-hours required on the

project and similarly the construction effort that was

required to implement these additions. The additions also

meant that there were new and/or modified systems added to

the plant which placed an additional checkout and testing

burden on the startup program.

Q. How did the new security requirements impact the Brunswick

18 Plant startup?

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

A. Initial mention of Industrial Security was published 'n

Safety Guide 19, "Protection Against Industrial Sabotage"

issued on October 27, 1971. To satisfy this safety guide

and the 33 Criteria on Industrial Security transmitted by

the AEC in April of 1972, CPGL began design of a security

system for the Brunswick Plant. The requirement to establis'.:

a security plan at nuclear power plants was promulgated in
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the Federal R~e inter on December 28, 1973, mandating that
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the plan be submitted to the AEC for approval by March 6,

1974. Using the ANSI 18.17 guide issued on July 18, 1973,

COL developed security plans for both the Robinson and

Brunswick plants. Since construction was already well

underway and most design plans were finalized for Brunswick

at the time the security system was conceived, the entire

system was handled as a back-fit. The design and construction

of the security system was a priority item in order to

have it in operation at the same time the Operating License

for Unit 2 was obtained.

Implementing the new security system as of December

28, 1974, which included positive identification and

control of all personnel afforded access to the protected/

vital areas of Unit 2, had the detrimental effect of

significantly slowing down the on-going construction

effort on the Unit 2 systems, which still required startup

and testing. For example, there were significant daily

delays involved in checking about 800 construction personnel

into and out of protected/vital areas of Brunswick Unit 2.

The requirement to control the vehicles and materials -hat

entered the protected/vital areas also created unforeseen

delays in obtaining the necessary materials at the required

locations for the checkout and startup of various systems.

A significant problem area arose from the requirement
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to keep all 28 of the vital area doors locked shut at all

times, while using these doors for required passage of

about 1,200 people on a daily basis. The requirement to

establish and maintain complete control over the interface

between Unit 2 and Unit 1 (still under construction) also

presented many unique and difficult problems, such as

dividing the control room and dividing the turbine deck.

The new security system created an atmosphere that was

alien from that to which the workers, both company and

contractor, were accustomed. It required a complete

change in the routine way of doing things, resulting in a

certain amount of frustration.

How did the change in ECCS criteria impact on Brunswick?

A. On January 4, 1974, the AEC published its acceptance

criteria for ECCS, Appendix K to 10 C.F.R. Part 50. It
required all plants with Operating Licenses or for which

Operating Licenses might be issued before December 28,

1974, to submit ECCS analyses by August 5, 1974. Brunswick's

ECCS analyses in accordance with the Appendix K requirements

were filed along with General Electric's proposed ECCS

model on August 5, 1974.

By October 15, 1974, the AEC determined that General

Electric's ECCS model was not acceptable as proposed;

therefore, the Brunswick ECCS analyses were also not

acceptable. A revised set of Brunswick ECCS calculations
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could not have been submitted for a number of months't
was during October, 1974, that CP&L was advised that if
the Brunswick Operating License were not issued before

December 28, 1974, a significant delay in obtaining the

6

Operating License w'ould be incurred, since the rule required

an approved Final (as opposed to Interim) Acceptance
I

Criteria (FAC) analysis for all plants obtaining an Operating

License after December 28, 1974.
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In the fall of 1974, CP&L's load forecast for the

summer of 1975 indicated a peak reserve level of only

10.1't, without Brunswick Unit 2. A delay in obtaining the

Operating License for Brunswick Unit 2 was viewed as

having a potential adverse impact on CP&L's ability to

adequately serve its customers during 1975.

This sequence of events resulted in a major commitment

to complete plant construction, required pre-operational

tests, and all the necessary procedures and other documen-

tations in order to obtain an operating license prior to

the December 28, 1974, deadline. Company management

recognized the tremendous effort that would be required of

both CP&L and contractor personnel to meet this commitment,

which was made only after consulting with key people

involved in engineering, construction, operations, and

startup of Brunswick. Mr. Jones called a meeting of staff

and others at the Brunswick Plant site to discuss candidly
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the feasibility of meeting the December 28 deadline.

These people, who knew they would bear the brunt of long

hours, encourag'ed management to commit to obtaining the

operating license by the deadline. This effort was also

accomplished with the full knowledge and cooperation of

the NRC. Region II ISE Inspectors worked long hours to

review and approve required testing in order to meet the

operating license deadline.

By obtaining the Operating License prior to December

28, 1974, Brunswick was able to operate under the Interim

Acceptance Criteria, with additional restrictions, until

the FAC analysis was resubmitted and approved.
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Were these changes in requirements foreseeable?

A. It was impossible to foresee in the early 1970's the

nature and frequency of the regulatory changes that have

since occurred. Many of the most far-reaching changes

such as the QA/QC requirements discussed above, were not

the result of new regulations but of revisions to the

NRC's interpretation of existing regulations. New interpre-

tations are imposed upon licensees on an irregular basis

with little or no advance warning. The new interpretation

itself is often vague at best and must often be inferred

from enforcement actions, which are subject to individual

inspectors'nterpretations, rather than from formal

policy statements.
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Other changes such as the ECCS rule revision are

foreseeable, but as outlined above, the specific impact on

a particular project may not be predictable. CPSL knew

and understood the new requirements of the ECCS rule but

could not anticipate that General Electric and the NRC

would not be able to agree on the details of the calcula-

tional model prior to the December, 1974, deadline.

While we would hope that some regulatory stability
might be achieved as the industry has matured, our experience

has taught us to be prepared to deal with frequent revi-

sions to our regulatory requirements. Figure 9, taken

from a recent study by Ebasco, illustrates the escalation

of regulatory requirements during the period of the construc-

tion and startup of Brunswick. The impacts attributed to

each change are an estimate by Ebasco on an industry-wide

basis. Actual impacts were different for each specific

plant. Nonetheless, the chart graphically illustrates the

magnitude of the changes with which we coped.

Q. What were the effects of the changes in regulatory requirements?

A. Escalating regulatory requirements resulted in a dramatic

increase in the number of man-hours required to complete

the startup of the Brunswick Plant. Imposition of the

arbitrary deadline of December 28, 1974, for obtaining an

operating license exacerbated the manpower problem by

compressing the schedule. The cumulative impact of the
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regulatory requirements coupled with the design/engineering/

construction problems was a staffing problem during the

Brunswick startup. Hanpower requirements far exceeded all
estimates based on CPSL's previous experiences.

Q. What was CPGL management's response to the staffing problem?

A. It is clear with the benefit of hindsight that the Brunswick

Plant did not have, sufficient permanent staff during the

startup and initial operations period. CPSL management's

view of required manpower underwent frequent upward revisions

as indicated by Figure 8 which charts the growth of the

actual plant staff, but it was some time before the staffing

level balanced the work load. We procured additional

contract labor to compensate, in part, for the imbalance

b'etween work load and plant staff. Additional personnel

could not instantly resolve the manpower shortage, however.

New personnel must be indoctrinated and trained, which in

17 itself requires additional man-'hours from the existing

18 plant staff.

19 Q. What were some of the results of understaffing during the

20 Brunswick Plant startup?

21

22

23

24

A. The direct result of understaffing was that the plant

staff was required to work harder and longer hours to meet

Brunswick operational goals. These goals were to obtain

an operating license by December 28, 1974 and to complete

25 the startup test program as quickly as possible in order
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to place Unit 2 in commercial operation. In order to meet

the compressed schedule, extraordinary effort was requested,

and received, from all personnel. This effort was accomplished,

however, without relaxation of standards of safety or

quality.

In order to meet operational goals, many of the plant

personnel worked extended weeks for lengthy periods of

time. During any startup period, all personnel expect

some extended work weeks. The extended work weeks we are

discussing were usually between 55 and 70 hours per week,

with occasional increases to 80 to 85 hours a week.

Extended work hours of this magnitude are not limited to

the power industry and indeed are often routine for lengthy

periods in many organizations such as the military (including

15 the Navy nuclear power program) and manufacturing industries.

16

17

Nevertheless, CPSL would have preferred to have avoided

the extent of extended work weeks during the Brunswick

18 Plant startup, for the Company does not sanction extended

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

work weeks for long periods except under exceptional

circumstances.

As a result of the long hours and the tight schedule,

the plant staff developed a very narrow focus on "the

critical path," Work which was not leading directly to

the next established milestone was necessarily backlogged.

At times the backlog included some of the items which
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concerned Mr. Cantrell.
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As noted earlier, the plant staff was being steadily

increased throughout the preoperational and startup periods,

but the effect of additional manpower was not felt immediately

and the cumulative impact of long hours, the constant

appearance of new "crises," the need for added documentation

to support changing regulations, and a steadily growing

backlog of other work contributed to employee morale

problems in some cases and to a turnover rate higher than

desired by CPM . The replacements for those who left were

always fully qualified, but certainly there were undesirable

breaks of continuity.

Q. During what period of time in the Brunswick plant history

were all of these problems particularly,.difficult to cope

with?

A. These problems were most severe from the early preopera-

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

tional testing period in the last quarter of 1974 until

the completion of Unit l startup in March, 1977. This was

the period when the cumulative effects of all of the

previously discussed problems became evident, Construction

work was delayed, startup testing schedules were compressed,

and the additional manpower being hired did not seem to be

helping the problems. This period coincides with Mr. Cantrell's

tenure as Principal Inspector.

25 Q. What were some of the problems that were identified during
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the Unit 2 startup that were avoided during the Unit l
startup?

A. A great many lessons were learned from the Unit 2 startup

and used to improve the Unit 1 effort. Mechanical or

design problems discovered in the course of Unit 2 testing

were corrected, to the extent possible, in Unit l while it
was still under construction. This early correction of

such problems as drywell ventilation led to a Unit l
startup with significantly fewer mechanical problems.

Additional significant organizational and procedural

problems were discovered during the Unit 2 startup opera-

tions and these too were corrected. For example, it was

found that the physical separation which existed between

the CPSL and General Electric startup engineers'ffices

complicated the necessary close working relationship that

was required. This was easily remedied. Also, pioblems

with the startup procedures were reviewed in great detail

following the Unit 2 experience and extensive changes were

made to both the depth of information and format of the

procedures to make them more useful for Unit 1 startup.

Modifications were also made to the administrative controls

for procedure revisions to ensure that the required admini-

strative approval for changes was available on an around"

the-clock basis. The net results of all of these changes

and many others was that the Unit l startup was not only
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completed in much less time than for Unit 2 but was done

with fewer people and with less overtime required.

10

12

13

14

15

16

During the period of time of the Unit 2 and Unit l startup

did CPSL have any problems in filling Brunswick Plant

management positions with qualified personnel?

A. During this period of time, particularly during the Unit 2

startup, there was a turnover of supervisory personnel

which was greater than is desirable. Replacements for

these personnel were, without exception, well-qualified

individuals who met all of the established requirements.

It would, of course, have been desirable to have employed

individuals with a great deal of BWR power plant experi-

ence, but as a practical manner, this was not possible.

CPSL does not feel that the lack of extensive BWR experi-

ence in the newly appointed supervisors was a problem. We

do believe that there were undesirable breaks in the

17 continuity of experience at the plant.

18 Mr. Utley, could you comment overall on Mr. Cantrell's

19 testimony and conclusions'

20

21

22

23

24

25

A. CPGL believes that Mr. Cantrell is generally correct in

the statements of fact presented in his testimony although

we differ with him in his assessment of the causes of many

of these problems. As previously discussed, Mr, Cantrell

was associated with the Brunswick Plant at a difficult
time. CPGL management was actively involved in all of the
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problems whi:ch were occurring and was attempting to resolve

them on a permanent basis. At times there was a difference

10

12

13

14

15

16

of opinion concerning the priorities to be established for
the resolution of specific problems.

CPM fully agrees with Mr. Cantrell's statement in

his testimony that "a more conservative approach would be

to identify the root cause of the difficulty and effect a

permanent correction." In fact, it represents the approach

taken by our management throughout this period, where the

search for the root cause was consistently given priority
over quick resolution of symptomatic problems.

In placing Mr. Cantrell's testimony in perspective,

we begin with the fact that there has been no allegation

or real concern that CPGL has ever operated either of our

nuclear power plants in an unsafe manner. We are dedicated

to ensuring that this remains so. During the Brunswick

17

18

startup period, we faced some challenging problems. The

experiences in dealing with all of the problems encountered

19

20

21

at both Robinson and Brunswick through the years have

resulted in a more experienced and capable management

organization which has adopted increasingly sophisticated

22 management tools to ensure that all operational and admini-

strative requirements are met.

24

25

Q. Mr. Cantrell suggests that there may have been excessive

numbers of licensee event reports (LER's) during the 1974
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to 1977 period. Do you believe that this was a problem'

A. LER's are designed to provide information to both the

utility and the NRC on problems and potential problems in

plant safety equipment or procedures. As such, they

include not only significant potential safety system

problems, but also a great many routine administrative and

10

12

13

14

15

16

maintenance type issues. When there exists a question

about the reportability of a specific event, CPGL has

chosen to err on the side of reporting too much. This

policy has the disadvantage of providing a large number of

LER's which concern those who keep count, but it has the

overriding advantage of providing maximum input to the

operational management personnel to identify potential

problems. The bulk of the LER's submitted have been of

the less serious thirty-day reportable variety which

includes reports on a single instrument whose setpoint

17 drifts out of specification while identical, redundant

18

20

21

22

23

24

25

instrumentation remains conservatively set, or such minor

incidents as a pen on a data recorder running out of ink.

The Brunswick experience in the number of more significant

fourteen-day reportable occurrences has been average when

compared with other BWR's. The only event at the Brunswick

Plant which has ever been considered significant enough by

the NRC to include in its quarterly abnormal occurrence

report to Congress was a generic report on BWR Nark I
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containment problems in which we were mentioned along with

other BWR's with the same containment design. I do not

believe the numbers of LER's were indicative of a serious

problem of plant management's inattention or lack of

responsiven'ess.

Q. What specifically has CPM, done to reduce the frequency of

occurrences which result in an LER?

A. CPGL became aware that Brunswick was submitting a large

number of LER's in 1975. Several actions were taken to

10 reduce the number of occurrences which result in an LER.

A Regulatory Coordinator was designated at the plant, with

12

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

the responsibilities of identifying reportable occurrences,

coordinating data collection, writing LER's and other NRC

reports and, most importantly, following-up on recommended

corrective action. A system for dealing with LER's was

established at the plants. In early 1976, a LER Task

Force was formed to review all of the 1975 LER's and make

recommendations for improvements. These recommendations

resulted in plant modifications and additional administrative

controls. In addition LER trending was instituted for use

as a plant management tool.

(}. Could you please describe the system that has'een implemented

23 at Brunswick to deal with LER's?

24

25

A. LER's can be generated by any individual at the plant.

Most often LER's are reported as a result of a Limiting
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Condition for Operation (LCO). An LCO is reported by a

control room operator or shift foreman. The LCO is reviewed

by the Operations Supervisor, Operations and Maintenance

Superintendent, and Regulatory Coordinator. Any individual

in this chain of reporting and review can indicate that an

LER should be submitted. The Regulatory Coordinator makes

10

12

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

the determination with respect to reportability and also

reviews trouble tickets and shift logs to ascertain reportable

items. The LER is assigned a number by the Regulatory

Coordinator and the supervisors are directed to compile

the necessary information for the final copy. The draft

LER report is then reviewed by the Operations and Mainte-

nance Superintendent and Plant Manager. The LER is then

'orwardedto the Generation Department for final reviews

and signature. A copy of the LER is sent back to the

Plant Manager, who has the LER reviewed by the Plant

Nuclear Safety Committee and distributed to all supervisors.

The Regulatory Coordinator tracks all LER's and

indicates commitments for corrective action on the "NRC

Action Item" list. This list, is routed to all supervisors

on a twice monthly basis.

22 Q. Describe LER trending and how this is used as a managerial

23 tool to prevent recurrence of LER's?

24

25

A. LER trending is accomplished by two sections within CPGL.

The Operations QA Section receives copies of all LER's.
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These LER's are reviewed to determine trends, repeated

occurrences, and problem areas. If problems or suspected

problems are noted, Operations QA personnel will investigate

these areas with plant personnel. The Operations QA

Section has two methods of informing management of problem

areas; either by performing a surveillance at the plant or

through the LER trend analysis issued by Operations QA.

The LER Trend Analysis is updated monthly and distributed

to the Manager — Generation Department, Manager - Nuclear

Generation, and both Nuclear Power Plant Managers. This

analysis includes a breakdown by cause code, with special

attention to identifying personnel errors and repeated

occurrences.

14

15

The Corporate Nuclear Safety (CNS) Section receives

copies of the NRC LER computer tapes. CNS reviews the

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

LER's for other facilities as well as CPGL's LER's to

determine if a,similar event is occurring at other locations.

If a problem area is noted, CNS personnel visit the plants

to investigate the suspected problem. If a problem is

identified, a formal report is written making recommendations

requiring corrective action. These reports are sent to

the Manager - Nuclear Generation and are also distributed

to the CPSL Chairman/Chief Executive Officer, the Executive

Vice President/Chief Operating Officer, the Group Executive-

Power Supply, the Group Executive - Engineering and Construction,
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the Vice President - Power Plant Engineering, the Manager-

Generation Department, the Manager - Operations gA, the

Manager - Generation Services, and the Nuclear Plant

Managers.

g. What is the trend at Brunswick and Robinson with respect

to LERs'?

A. Brunswick's IER's for the period 1975 through 1978, are as

follows:

Year Brunswick 1 Brunswick 2

10 1975 172

1976 10 150

12 1977 117 70

13 1978 105 88

14

16

As can be seen by the above numbers, the LER's at the

Brunswick Plant have generally decreased since the units

were placed in commercial operation. For example, in

17 1975, 1976, and 1977, 120 LER's were caused by instrumenta-

18

19

tion problems, including overly conservative setpoints.

Modifications have reduced the number of similar LER's to

20 five in 1978. Containment Atmosphere Control System

21

22

23

problems were also the cause for many LER's. Modifications

installed early in 1978 have resulted in no LER's concerning

this system since July, 1978.
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Robinson's LER's for the period 1975 through 1978,

are as follows:

Year Robinson 2

1975 18

1976 18

1977 30

1978 30

Mr. Cantrell indicated his concern with CPM 's response to

10

noncompliances identified in ISE inspections. Describe

how CPSL responds to specific noncompliances identified by

ISE inspectors.

12

13

14

15

16

A. CPGL responds to the concerns of NRC inspectors as quickly

as possible. If the appropriate supervisor at the plant

agrees with a concern expressed by an inspector, changes

will often be committed to on the spot during an inspection.

The findings of each inspection are discussed with all of

17

18

the available, affected supervisors in an exit interview,

and if concerns are well developed by the inspector at

19

20

21

22

23

that time, corrective actions may be committed to during

the exit interview. Formal citations for infractions are

identified in an inspection report from the IGE region.

Responsibility for preparing a response to each item of

noncompliance is assigned to the appropriate supervisor.
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The proposed response, including corrective actions, if

10

12

13

14
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16

17

18

19
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23
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deemed appropriate, is reviewed by the Plant Manager for

completeness and correctness and transmitted to the Manager

of Nuclear Generation. If the Manager of Nuclear Generation

agrees that the proposed response is appropriate, then he

signs the response and it is transmitted to the regional

ISE office. The plant Regulatory Coordinator is responsible

for following up on corrective action.

Describe how both plant management and corporate manage-

ment follow up on items of noncompliance to ensure cor-

rective action is taken in a timely and effective manner.

A. At Brunswick the Regulatory Coordinator is responsible for

follow-up of items of noncompliance. He maintains a list
of open items and is responsible for preparing the re-

sponses. At Robinson the Plant QA Group follows open

items due to noncompliance until resolved and Plant Engineering

is responsible for preparing the responses. Operations QA

maintains a list of open items at the plants and issues

this list monthly to the Manager - Generation Department,

Manager - Nuclear Generation, and both nuclear plant

managers. Operations QA also follows-up to assure corrective

action is timely and satisfactory. The Quality Assurance

Audit Section audits the plants to assure timely and

satisfactory corrective action.

Q. Is it a realistic goal to attempt to reduce noncompliances
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to zero'? If not, why not?
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A. It is CPGL's goal to minimize the number of noncompliances

received by our nuclear plants. We have reduced the

annual numbers for both the Robinson and Brunswick plants.

However, it is probably not realistic ever to expect to

reduce the number of noncompliances to zero. The very

nature of the regulatory process, in which new requirements

are often the result of new interpretations of old regula-

tions, means that there will always be some citations as

the new interpretations are clarified and defined. This

dynamic interaction inevitably produces differences of

opinion. The NRC often expresses its differences in

interpretation by citing a licensee for a noncompliance.

Q. Mr. Cantrell listed, as an example of CPGL management

non-responsiveness, the RCIC trip problem. What was

CP&L's response to that problem?

A. The Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCIC) provides

a cooling system during a shutdown if the normal feedwater

system has been isolated. This system consists of a steam

driven turbine-pump unit with associated valves and piping.

RCIC is not an ECCS System.

The problem with RCIC mentioned by Mr. Cantrell was,

in reality, two related problems. Because of a design

problem in the hydraulic fluid system for the turbine

governor system, the fluid drained from the governor
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mechanism if the turbine sat idle for several days. Once

this occurred and the turbine was started, it took some

time for the fluid to flow back into the governor; in the

interim a temporary overspeed condition would occur.

Initially the plant staff identified the cause of the

problem as due to the presence of an electronic overspeed

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23
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trip which was set too low and did not give the fluid

sufficient time to enter the governor. An investigation

demonstrated that the electronic overspeed trip was completely

unnecessary, and efforts were initiated to remove it.
These changes were identified on October 2, 1975, the day

after the first reportable failures

Subsequent testing showed that even the removal of

the electronic overspeed trip did n'ot provide sufficient

time for the governor to refill with fluid. Therefore,

the turbine vendor and various sub-vendors were called in

and work was begun to redesign and modify the hydraulic

system to prevent the fluid drain from the governor mechanism.

While these modifications were being developed, the RCIC

system was tested on a daily basis. By testing on this

frequency, the drain of hydraulic fluid was kept to an

acceptable level and the system remained reliably operational,

until the problem was finally resolved by hardware modifi-

cations the following year.

What was the Brunswick Plant management's immediate response
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A.

when the waste diesel fuel oil was inadvertently added to

the diesel generator lubricating oil as discussed in

Mr. Cantrell's testimony?

The Brunswick Plant management took proper corrective

actions immediately upon discovery by plant maintenance

personnel of the addition of fuel oil to diesel lubri-

cation oil for diesels 1 and 2. Detailed oil addition

records are kept for each of the diesels. An immediate

check of these records verified that no oil had been added

to diesels 3 and 4 during the period of time fuel oil had

been stored improperly; therefore, the possibility of

incorrect oil addition to those diesels was very remote.

At the same time, the Mobil Oil Corporation Lubrication

Engineer was contacted to discuss the extent of the problem. ~

Based upon discussions with this expert, it was deci'ded to

16 change immediately the oil in the diesel number 2, which

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

had the largest fuel oil addition. It was also determined

that the oil in diesel number l should be changed, but

that this action was not necessary immediately since the

small dilution of lubrication oil which had taken place

was not significant. At this time the plant also requested

that Mobil send it appropriate oil sample bottles so that

we could sample the oil in all four diesels. Additional

oil was ordered so that the oil change in diesel number l
could be performed. All old oil stored in the diesel
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building was removed. The incident was discussed with all
mechanics'.

All of the actions outlined above were taken on

December 2, 1975, the date the oil dilution occurred
and'everal

days before Mr. Cantrell arrived at the plant

10

site. The oil change was made in diesel number l and

samples were taken from all diesels on December 9, 1975,

after receipt of the required oil and oil sample bottles

from Mobil.

Do you have any comments concerning Mr. Cantrell's discussion

of the HPCI bulkhead doors'?

12

13

A. .Mr. Cantrell's discussion in his direct testimony of the

discrepancy concerning the bulkhead doors in the compartment

14

16

17

18

20

21

22,

23

24

25

which houses the High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI)

system is factually correct. CEGL posted notices on the

doors requiring that they be kept closed. Once per shift

an auxiliary operator checks the doors to verify that they

are closed. Plant personnel have been counseled concerning

these doors and plans have been made to install annunciator

alarms on the doors in order to ensure that they remain

closed.

Mr. Cantrell cites a problem with the HPCI Room Differential

Temperature (Delta-T) Isolation as an example of CP&L's

management non-responsiveness. What action was taken by

CPGL with respect to this problem?
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A. The description of the HPCI Delta T-Isolation problem

provided by Mr. Cantrell in his direct testimony is factually
correct. A request for a Technical Specification change

was submitted to the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

on August 4, 1976, and the change was granted on April 28,

1977. It is also true that the change, the deletion of

the Delta T-Isolation, had not been implemented in June,

1977. However, the problem was known to be seasonal. The

room temperature resulting in isolation of the system was

due to a differential temperature that occured only in the

months of December through March. When NRC approval for
the system change was granted, implementation of the

change was not a high priority item for the plant staff
since it was at least eight months before the problem was

expected to occur again.

Mr. Cantrell also mentions a test which was to be

performed concerning the high temperature isolation signal

to the HPCI system. As indicated by Mr. Cantrell, this
test was to be performed with the ventilation shutdown and

only one room cooler in service. However, one of'he
desired initial conditions was an ambient temperature as

high as possible. This condition could not have been met

in the months of May and June. Operational concerns about

the test and other priority work delayed the performance

25 of this test until early September (with an outside temperature
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of approximately 90 ). The test demonstrated that there0

was no need to be concerned about inadvertant isolations

due to the high room temperature.

Q. Were any management organizational changes made at Brunswick

during or since the Brunswick Plant startup that have

improved management control of nuclear plant operations'?

A. Yes. In May of 1975, a Plant Superintendent was created,

reporting to the plant manager. The following year, in

May of 1976, two additional superintendent positions,

Operations 6 Maintenance and Technical 6 Administrative

were added and the Plant Superintendent position was
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retitled Startup Superintendent. These changes have

improved management control by reducing the number of

people reporting directly to the plant manager and by

establishing new management personnel who are able to

focus their attention on narrower areas of responsibility.

A recent organizational change was made when the

position of Maintenance Supervisor was split into two

positions, one of dealing with mechanical maintenance and

the other with instrumentation controls and electrical

maintenance. This change was made in recognition of the

substantial growth in the size of the maintenance organization

23
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and the change'ives each supervisor a more manageable

organization in terms of size and responsibility.

Q. You discussed earlier the problems in implementing the
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QA/QC requirements of Appendix B. How do the Robinson and

Brunswick plants'A organizations assure compliance with

QA requirements?

A. Since 1975, both plant QA organizations have been directed

by a QA supervisor, who has the sole responsibility of

QA/QC. Previously, one supervisor was responsible for

both engineering and QA/QC. The staff assigned to the QA

supervisor is not required to perform duties other than

that of QA/QC work, thereby maintaining the QA/QC group

independent of all other activities at the plants.

The QA groups perform their functions in accordance

with the Corporate Quality Assurance Program. They assure

compliance with this program, Appendix B, ANSI standards,

ASME Codes, and related documents by reviewing modification

documentation prior to installation of plant modifications;

reviewing requisitions for safety-related equipment to

ensure specifications, standards, and codes are met;

reviewing procedures to ensure the requirements of the QA

program have been included; conducting QC checks on plant

maintenance; conducting audits of plant activities (such

as startup and testing); and providing guidance to all
other groups at the plants in areas related to QA/QC.

The QA groups at each plant have the authority to

stop work if an activity they are observing does not meet

the necessary requirements of the QA program.
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Additionally, the QA supervisor reports directly to

the plant manager and serves as a permanent member of the

Plant Nuclear Safety Committee (PNSC). He advises both

the plant manager and PNSC on QA related matters. The QA

supervi'sor can request additional surveillance personnel

or request surveillances to be performed by the Operations

QA Section, located in the General Office.

Would you elaborate on the responsibilities and capabilities

of the Operations QA Section with respect to operating

10 nuclear plants?
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A. The Operations QA Section is responsible for promoting the

safe operation of nuclear power plants by developing and

implementing an effective plant surveillance program and

by providing technical support in QA related matters to

the Generation Department. The Manager of this section

has 27 years of experience in power plant operations and

quality assurance activities. Reporting to the Section

Manager are four Quality Assurance Specialists--engineers

with a total of 41-1/2 years of experience in power plant

operations and quality assurance activities. With such a

21

22

solid background, this staff is able to conduct in-depth

surveillance of plant activities independent of plant line
23

24

25

management to ensure that the plants are being operated in

accordance with regulatory requirements. During 1978, the

Operations QA staff conducted 13 surveillances at Brunswick
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and 11 at Robinson. Surveillance reports identifying

deficiencies are submitted to the Manager - Nuclear Generation

for corrective action. Resurveillances are conducted to

assure corrective actions are completed properly and in a

timely manner.
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In addition to surveillance activities, this section

periodically conducts an analysis of NRC noncompliance

items; assures up-to-date Q-lists are available to the

operating plants (a Q-list identifies the structures,

systems, and components to be covered by the quality

assurance program per 10 C.P.R, Part 50, Appendix B);

maintains a current master Qualified Suppliers List;

recommends changes to the Corporate Quality Assurance

Program; and, when requested, coordinates QA activities on

specific nuclear plant projects.

Mr. Jones discussed the Corporate Quality Assurance Program.

How does the Corporate Nuclear Safety 8 Quality Assurance

18 Audit Section (CNS 8 QAA) provide an additional QA check?
1

A. The Operations and Maintenance Unit of CNS & QAA conducts

20
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audits of CPGL's nuclear plants, the Operations QA Section,

the Nuclear Fuel Section and nuclear fuel suppliers in

implementing the Corporate Quality Assurance Program.

Audits of the operating plants emphasize controls in

Administration, QA, Engineering, Environmental and Radiation

Control, Maintenance, and Operations. Audits determine
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whether required procedures are adequate and current and

whether they are implemented adequately. Plant personnel

training, qualifications, and responsibilities are audited

to ensure compliance with plant procedures and requirements.

Careful attention is directed to plant operations with

regard to Technical Specification requirements and Environmental
P

and Radiation Controls. Audits are conducted regularly in
accordance with an Audit Plan/Schedule.

Audit Reports identify and require corrective action

10 for areas identified deficient during the audit. Audit

reports are addressed to the manager of the activity
12
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audited with copies to the Vice President - System Planning

Coordination, and others as appropriate. Copies are

sent to the Chairman/Chief Executive Officer and the

Executive Vice President/Chief Operating Officer by a

memorandum of transmittal with provision for comments.

The audited activity has 30 days to respond to the audit

report and when the corrective action has been completed,

the finding will be closed by the lead auditor with concurrence

of the Manager of the CNS 8 QAA Section. Outstanding

21 findings are kept before management's attention to ensure

22 prompt follow-up.

Q. Has CPGL made any improvements to its training programs

24 relative to nuclear plant operations'?

25 A. Yes. The initial training programs for Robinson were
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conducted by Westinghouse. Westinghouse personnel conducted

all of the formal classroom sessions and furnished the

necessary training materials. Westinghouse also furnished

a training coordinator who was on site for the Robinson

training. We also consulted with NUS Corporation, whose

personnel had indepth experience at Shippingport, to
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assure the training provided by Westinghouse encompassed a

well-rounded program. This training resulted in approxi-

mately 18 persons being "cold" licensed on the Robinson

Plant. Additional Robinson personnel received basic

engineering training in nuclear power plant operations.

In preparation for Brunswick, a training program was

instituted at the Robinson Plant during mid-1971 for

personnel who were scheduled to ".cold" license on the

Brunswick Plant. To coordinate the on-going training

activities for Robinson personnel and the training being

conducted at Robinson for Brunswick, CPRL had a full-time

training coordinator at the Robinson Plant. Most of the

actual training for the Brunswick personnel was conducted

on a contract basis by NUS Corporation and by General

Electric at the Morris, Illinois GE simulator. The training

program for Brunswick resulted in approximately 26 individuals
1

being "cold" licensed on Brunswick Unit 2. In addition to

the training received by operations personnel at Brunswick,

other plant personnel also received training in their
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areas of specialty, such as reactor engineering or plant

process computer operations and maintenance. Most of this

training was conducted by vendors who were suppliers of

equipment for Brunswick. A full-time training coordinator

was assigned to the Brunswick Plant to coordinate the

on-going training activities.

In order to assure that our personnel have the knowledge

and skills necessary to operate and maintain our existing

units, as well as to prepare for Harris, our training

10 commitments have increased substantially. We now have

three full-time training positions at the Robinson Plant
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and five at the Brunswick Plant, supported by a centralized

training staff of sixteen in Raleigh. The Raleigh training

staff coordinates its activities with the plant training

staffs. For example, radiation control 6 test technicians

and operations personnel are now being trained by a coordinated

effort of the Raleigh staff and the plant staffs. Radiation

control 6 test technicians are receiving formalized classroom

training at the Harris training center, which is supported

by on-the-job training at the plant.

Operations personnel from the Robinson Plant are

receiving "hot" license training and retraining on the

Harris PWR simulator located in the Harris Energy 8 Environ-

mental Center. This simulator will be used extensively in

training personnel for the Harris Plant. Brunswick Plant
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operations personnel, on the other hand, are being trained

on TVA's simulator in preparation for "hot" license.

We have recently restructured the "hot" license

training program at both Brunswick and Robinson to incorporate

three months of formalized training in the control room.

Additionally, we have formalized on-the-job trainin'g for

operations personnel at both plants.

Has CPSL instituted any management control systems to

assist and improve the operation of its nuclear power

units? If so, how have these systems improved management

control over nuclear plant operations?

A. Yes. A computer based Periodic Test Scheduling System has
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been implemented. A Maintenance Management Program is

being instituted and a Records Management System is being

studied.

The Brunswick Plant had approximately 200 periodic

surveillance tests required with the original set of

Technical Specifications. With the issuance of Standard

Technical Specifications, this number increased to approxi-

mately 500 tests. Responsibility for performing these

tests was divided among four groups at Brunswick. Each

group had a separate method of scheduling and maintaining

records of these tests. This division complicated management

24

25

coordination and control. Since the tests are revised

periodically, it had become increasingly difficult to
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assure the latest revision was being used. Furthermore,

due to plant conditions and/or manpower, certain tests at

times have to be rescheduled. With the manual system of

scheduling, the task of rescheduling was even more difficult.
A problem with periodic test scheduling was identified

as the plant submitted several LER's reporting cases where

tests were missed, the wrong revision was used, tests were

not complete or tests were out-of-limits. There were 18

LER's submitted from 1975 through 1978 reporting this type

of problem.

12

A computer based Periodic Test Scheduling System was

implemented in June, 1978, at the Brunswick Plant. This
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system now schedules periodic tests, periodic samples,

preventative maintenance, and calibrations. The computer

based scheduling system provides a printout of tests that

are due and the tolerance (or time left) before this test

must be completed. When a test reaches the last day and

it must be completed, the test is flagged on the printout.

This system also lists the latest revision of the test to

be performed and is a last check to assure that the proper

revision of the test is being used. For Technical Specifica-

tion surveillance requirements, the operational conditions

24

are listed to provide a guide as to the conditions under

which the test must be performed. The computer maintains

25 a historical record of completed test dates. Also stored
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in the computer is any problem encountered during the

test. This information is used to detect reoccurring

problems.

Since the implementation of this new system, only one

LER has been submitted reporting any of the above-mentioned
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problems. The Periodic Test Scheduling System is an

invaluable management tool, which will also be available

for the Harris Plant.

The need for better, more effective ways to manage

the maintenance functions within a power plant is being

recognized to a greater extent than ever before. During

recent years, better techniques for controlling maintenance

have been developed. For example, the industry has developed

improved techniques in the handling of work requests;

improved methods of planning and scheduling maintenance

work; sounder methods of controlling preventive maintenance;

and better ways of preparing and utilizing management

control reports. In 1976, CPSL commenced a Maintenance

Management Program in its fossil-fired plants with the

assistance of outside consultants. This program has

increased each plant's effectiveness, productivity, and

utilization of its manpower. Now that the program has

proven to be effective, a similar program is now in the

initial stages of implementation at the Brunswick and

Robinson plants. The experience obtained at those plants
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will be utilized at the Harris facility.
A third system is being studied to deal with the 12

to 40 million records that are generated during the life-
time of a nuclear power plant and which must be retrieved

and reviewed from time to time for plant reasons. CPGL

has recently contracted with a consulting firm to perform
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a study to determine the requirements for a records management

documentation control system which would facilitate filing
and retrieval of all plant records.

Mr. Utley, referring to Figure 1, which is the organizational

chart of the Power Supply Group, could you briefly explain

how each of the departments and sections in your Group

will contribute to the planning, startup, testing, and

operations of the Harris plant?

A. The Generation Department is responsible for planning,

startup, testing, and operation of the Harris Plant.

Within the Generation Department primary responsibility

for these functions rests with the Nuclear Generation

Section with support from the Generation Services Section.

The Generation Services Section is providing the initial
planning efforts for the Harris Plant startup. Within

Generation Services, principal responsibility for this

planning effort rests in the Startup 6 Technical Unit.

The Startup 6 Technical Unit also interfaces with the

Power Plant Engineering Department and with the Nuclear
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Licensing Unit in the Technical Services Department during

the initial engineering and licensing phases of the Harris

project. As detailed design proceeds, the Startup 6

Technical Unit will continue to coordinate with Power

Plant Engineering for the purpose of reviewing plant

designs and systems from an operability and maintaina-

bility standpoint to provide additional assurance that
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COL's operating philosophies are reflected in the plant

design.

The Startup 6 Technical Unit has also provided support

in the initial organizational and manpower planning for

the Harris Plant. Final recommendations on organization

and manpower are made to Senior Management by the Manager

of Nuclear Generation and the Manager of the Generation

Department.

The Administration & Training Unit of the Generation

Services Section is responsible for developing and implementing

the overall departmental training effort. This includes

the training effort required to assure qualified personnel

are trained to support the Harris Plant startup, operation,

and maintenance. The responsiblity for development of the

Harris security plan and procedures, contingency plans,

and security guard training plan, for example, will all be

accomplished by this unit. The planning efforts performed

by the Administration 6 Training Unit and the programs it
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implements are coordinated with the Manager of Nuclear

Generation and the Generation Department Manager.

-The Environmental 6 Radiation Control Unit is

responsible for providing assistance to the planning

efforts in the areas of environmental and radiation control.

This unit also coordinates with the Technical Services

Department in developing and implementing the preopera-

tional environmental background studies and environmental

review studies.

As the Harris Plant staff is organized and positions

are filled, there will be a transfer of these responsibi-

lities from the Generation Services Section to the Harris

Plant organization under the-direction and the coordination

of the Manager - Nuclear Generation.

The Nuclear Fuel Section in the Power Supply Group

provides guidance and assistance to the Generation Department

in the fuel planning for the Harris units and more specifically

in fuel management for the operating plants. Once a

generating unit has been checked out and is capable of

being synchronized with the system to carry load, coordination

efforts begin between the Nuclear Generation Section and

the System Operations 6 Maintenance Department to ensure

that the power output from the unit is effectively and

efficiently integrated into our system.

At what point will the Power Supply Group assume responsi-
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bility for each unit of Harris2

5

A. The Power Supply Group will be responsible for testing,

operating, and maintaining each system (or subsystem) of

the Harris Plant at the time of turnover from construction

to the plant startup organization. When the Operating

License for each unit is obtained, the Harris Plant staff

(responsible to the Power Supply Group, and Manager

Nuclear Generation) will assume complete operational

control of the unit.

10 Q. Please describe the planning the Power Supply Group has

done for the Harris startup thus far.
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A. Our planning and scheduling for the Harris startup is
I

designed to integrate all construction and startup activities

into a single, overall project plan. The schedule developed

from this plan will provide the basis for evaluating

actual results and for updating the plan and its schedule

to reflect actual conditions. The schedule will define

the required construction turnover and testing by system
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(and subsystem) and the turnover and testing sequence

necessary to support the planned commercial operating

dates for each Harris unit.

This detailed planning and scheduling is, of necessity,

a joint effort between the Harris site planning unit and

the Startup 6 Technical Unit, with the former retaining

lead'esponsibility. Details concerning interfacing and
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control procedures between these two groups will be provided

in the startup manual which will be written by the Harris

startup staff. The Startup 6 Technical Unit has already

commenced planning for turnovers between construction and

10
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Harris startup staff by breaking systems down into partial
turnovers early in the project. These turnovers will be

sequenced in a manner which is responsive to the needs of

the startup effort. This approach provides a number of

advantages, such as:

1. Early identification of construction material and

manpower requirements and the establishment of their

priorities based on scheduled turnover dates.

2. Reduction in the impact of delays in completing a

portion of a 'system on the turnover of that system

since other partial turnovers can proceed on schedule

or the sequence of turnovers can be rearranged to

minimize the overall impact on the schedule.

18

19

3. Early detection of incompatibility between the con-
I
struction and startup schedules which will permit
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resolution of conflicts before irreversible delay in

the overall project schedule.

In addition, we have developed a projected Harris Plant

organization and have projected the staffing requirements

for the Harris Plant. A Superintendent - Startup for the

Harris Plant has been designated and he will begin to
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recruit his staff for the startup organization this year.

In planning for the Harris startup, we have taken

into consideration our experiences at Robinson and Brunswick.

We believe we are considerably further advanced in preparing

for, and anticipating, the needs of the Harris startup

than was the case at a comparable time with respect to

either Robinson or Brunswick.

Q. Please describe your plans for the Harris Plant organization.

A. As presently conceived, the Harris Plant organization (see
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Figure 10) will be headed by a General Manager, who will
be directly responsible for all operations at the four

Harris units and the associated plant facilities. Reporting

to the General Manager will be a Director - Administration,

a Director - Quality Assurance, a Manager - Technical

Services, and a Manager - Power Production.

The Manager - Power Production will be responsible

for all operations and maintenance activities, including

planning, startup and refueling operations. Reporting to

the Manager - Power Production will be the Plant Manager-

Units 1 and 2, the Plant Manager -Units 3 and 4, and the

Manager - Production Services. During the startup period

of the four units, the Superintendent - Startup will also

report to the Manager - Power Production.

Each Plant Manager will be responsible for two units.

Reporting to each of the Plant Managers will be a Superinten-
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dent - Operations and a Performance and Test Supervisor.

This arrangement will provide the Plant Manager with

control of all operations and operation-related activities

for each of his assigned units. Reporting to the Superin-

tendent - Operations will be six shift Operating Supervisors.

Each Operating Supervisor will be responsible for supervising

plant operations during his shift. The Operating Supervisor

will be responsible for all personnel assigned to each

shift, including mechanics, electricians, RCPT technicians,

ISC technicians and operators.

The Manager - Production Services will have control

of all activities utilizing common site support systems

and facilities which directly support plant operations.

Reporting to the Manager - Production Services will be the

Planning and Scheduling Supervisor, the Radwaste Operations

Supervisor, the Fuel Handling Supervisor, and the Superin-

tendent - Maintenance. Reporting to the Superintendent-

Maintenance will be the Mechanical Maintenance Supervisor,

Electrical Maintenance Supervisor, and Support Maintenance

Supervisor.

The Superintendent - Startup will be responsible for

overall planning, scheduling, coordination, and the conduct

of plant startup. The startup organization willbe discussed

later.

The Director - Administration will be responsible for
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all administrative and non-technical support services.

Reporting to him will be the Office Services Supervisor

who will be responsible for all plant office functions;

the Cost Control Supervisor who will be responsible for

the coordination and follow-up of both the OSM and capital

budgets; the Document Control Supervisor who will be

responsible for the receipt, distribution, storage and

retrieval of all plant records; and the Senior Security
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Specialist who will be responsible for liaison with the

contract security force.

The Manager - Technical Services will have a superin-

tendent and two supervisors reporting to him in addition

to a Training Coordinator. The Engineering Supervisor

will be responsible for all plant engineering services

including licensing support. The Training Coordinator

will be responsible for all plant training including

licensed operator training and craft training. The Superin-

tendent - Environmental, and Radiation Control will be

responsible for the plant laboratory, all health physics

services, and all environmental activities. Reporting to

the Superintendent - Environmental and Radiation Control

22 willbe two supervisors, one for chemistry and environmental,

24
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and one for radiation protection. The Materials and

Facilities Supervisor will be responsible for all stockroom

activities and for buildings and grounds maintenance.
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The Director - Quality Assurance will provide the

appropriate QA surveillance and related support services,

including security, fire, safety, and insurance coordination.

If work is not being carried out in accordance with the QA

program, the Director - Quality Assurance has the authority

to stop the work until the deficiency is corrected.

Q. Would you briefly discuss the major features of the Harris

Plant organization that you just described, and some of

the reasoning that contributed to the development of that

organization'?

A. The Harris Plant organization is based on detailed analyses

of the kinds of activities needed to achieve the objectives

of safe and reliable operation of the four nuclear units.

We were particularly cognizant of the interrelationships

of these activites and the identification of decisionmaking

. requirements (including the information needed to make

decisions and the most likely sources of that, information).

The major features of the Harris Plant organization include:

1. Consolidation of all key activities which directly

contribute to power production under the Manager-

Power Production who reports directly to the Plant

General Manager.

2. Grouping of support activities, by type, under either

the Administrative Director or the Manager - Technical

Services, both reporting to the Plant General Manager.
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3. Placement of gA activities under the Director-

guality Assurance who reports directly to the Plant

General Manager. In addition, environmental and

radiation control activities are under the Manager-

Technical Services. Thus, these two activities are

under the cognizance of managers who are independent
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of the Manager - Power Production, and there is a

separation of monitoring and surveillance functions

from the power production function.

4. Decentralization of unit operations and major unit

operations related activities under the plant managers,

both reporting to the Manager - Power Production.

5. Grouping of production related support activities

which are common to all four units or which utilize

common facilities under the Manager - Production

Services.

6. Consolidation of all reactor and balance-of-plant

performance testing and evaluation, instrumentation

calibration, and equipment testing, including pump

and valve in-service inspection, under the Performance

and Test supervisors.

7. Establishment of a formal planning and scheduling

gioup to coordinate the detailed planning and scheduling

necessary to achieve overall plant objectives.

Col,'s many years of experience in the operation of
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nuclear power plants has gone into designing the Harris

Plant organization. We are confident that it will be a

highly effective organization in dealing with the complexities

of the four unit plant.

Q. Have you projected the staffing requirements for the

Harris Plant?

10

12

A. Upon completion of Unit 4, we project a total Harris Plant

staff of 755. The numbers of personnel that will report

to each plant manager, superintendent, or supervisor are

indicated on Figure 10 in the upper right-hand corner of

each "block."

Q. Would you please describe the startup organization for

13 Harris Unit 1?

14 A. The Harris startup organization is depicted in Figure 10.

15 This organization will be required throughout the startup

16
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of all four Harris units. The organization consists of a

Superintendent' Startup who will eventually report to the

Manager - Power Production; in the interim, the Superinten-
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dent - Startup will report to the Manager - Nuclear Generation'.

The Superintendent - Startup will have four Startup and
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Test Supervisors reporting to him. Each of these Supervisors

in turn will direct the activities of four Senior Engineers

and three Engineering Technicians.

The Superintendent - Startup position has been filled

by Mr. Richard E. Morgan. Mr. Morgan„ has 16 years of
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power plant experience, of which 14 years have been on

nuclear power plants. Mr. Morgan holds a Senior Reactor

Operator's license for the Robin'son Plant where he served

as Operating Supervisor for three years.

During 1979, Mr. Morgan will begin recruiting a staff

for the startup organization. The Harris startup organi-

zation will work closely with the Startup 8 Technical Unit

10

in planning and implementing the Harris startup program.

We presently project a Harris startup staff of 33

engineers and technicians..

On what bases have you projected the needs for staffing

12 for the Harris startup?
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A. Our projection of the size of the Harris startup organiza-

tion is based on our experience at Brunswick and the

recommendations made by the Harris nuclear steam supply

system vendors, studies of other plant organizations, and

analysis of the projected work requirements for Harris.

Q. What is your training program for Harris?

A. Due to the large numbers of technical'nd craft personnel

20

21

22

23

24

25

who will be needed in the future for all of our plants,

the Generation Department is establishing a centralized

training facility at the Harris Energy 8 Environmental

Center. Attached as Applicant's Exhibit HH is the "Generation

Department - Technical and Craft Training Program" (January,

1979), a synopsis of the long-range training plans for



this department. This long-range plan takes into considera-

tion the recommendations of the Human Resources Research

Organization (HumRRO), which are based on a study conducted

for the Generation Department in August, 1977.

In order to implement this training program, a centralized

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

24

training staff will coordinate its activities with those

of the training staff at the Harris Plant. The recruiting

plan for the centralized training staff calls for having

individuals who are skilled in the jobs for which they

will be instructors. Selected individuals on the training

staff will be experienced in the development, admini-

stration, and evaluation of training programs. This

staffing combination will allow us to determine and offer

the training that is needed in our organization and to do

it in a systematic and professional manner.

In general, training programs will be designed to

offer "basic," "intermediate," and "specialized/advanced"

operations training by classification. "Basic" programs

will be designed for individuals at the third class or

Auxiliary Operator B level. "Intermediate" programs will
be designed for the second class or Auxiliary Operator A

level. "Specialized/advanced" will be for the most part

aimed at the ~ first class and the Control Operator or

Senior Control Operator level. Plans are to offer the

25 "basic" and "intermediate" programs in-house. We will
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continue to use outside resources, such as vendor training

programs, for some of our "specialized/advanced" training.

The Harris Nuclear Power Plant simulator will be

utilized extensively in training operations personnel,

10

12

13

14

15

especially for the Robinson and Harris plants.

In February, 1979, the first class of forty students

will begin a "basic" Auxiliary Operator training program.

Graduates from this program will progress to the "interme-

diate" program and finally to a "hot" licensing training

program at either Robinson or Brunswick, leading to qualifi-

cation as nuclear control operators. This program is

designed to train people with no previous nuclear plant

experience to be licensed nuclear plant operators. Current

plans call for graduating two classes of students from

this extensive program prior to the beginning of the

16 "cold" license program for Harris to establish a pool of

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

experienced operations personnel for the startup and

initial operation of the Harris Plant.

In addition to the operations training program, other

plant personnel will also receive training in their area

of specialty. An Instrumentation 8, Control Lab is currently

being built at the Harris Energy 8 Environmental Center.

A Welding, Mechanical, 6 Electrical Lab is currently being

designed, with construction scheduled for 1979. Equipment

enabling us to train better our Radiation Control 6 Test
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Technicians is scheduled for purchase in 1979. Specialty

training programs will be offered in 1979 as soon as

required facilities become available.

What are your projections for hiring to meet the staffing

needs of the four Harris units?

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

A. Figure 11 projects the staffing requirements of the Harris

Plant through the commercial operation of all Harris

units.

Q. Do you have a recruiting program in place to recruit the

engineers and technical people required for Harris?

A. Yes

Q. Please describe that recruiting program.

A. CPSL's recruitment program, under the direction of the

Vice President for Employee Relations in the Corporate

Services Group, is designed to recruit personnel for all
areas of the Company. In August, 1977, the recruitment

unit was reorganized and the number of full-time recruiters

was doubled. Presently, there is a Manager - Recruitment

and four Recruitement Representatives.

CPGL has developed an aggressive recruiting program

at colleges and universities. During the academic year

1977-1978, twenty-one four-year colleges and universities

were visited. Present plans call for recruiting at twenty-six

colleges and universities during the academic year 1978-1979.

The college recruiting effort is assisted by personnel
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from the operating departments in the company. During the

year, for the first time, selected use of advertising in

the campus media was utilized. In an effort to enhance

the image of CPGL on campus, we participated in "career
I 5 days" at six colleges and universities during 1978.

CPSL is seeking to recruit technician level personnel

from technical schools and community colleges. During the

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

spring of 1978, eleven community colleges and technical

institutes were visited for recruiting purposes. In 1979,

this number will expand to twenty-eight institutions.

COL actively participates in programs designed to enhance

the company's image on two year campuses. For example, we

participated in "career days" at ten community colleges

and technical institutes and made presentations before

placement officers from fifty-two North Carolina community

colleges and technical institutes.

During 1978, the company's advertising program doubled
N

over 1977. Ads were placed in fifty-two newspapers,

professional journals and other related publications.

Radio also is utilized in the company's recruitment adver-

21 tising program. For example, during the month of October,

22

23

24

25

1978, radio advertising was successfully used in conjunction

with newspaper advertising to fill twenty nuclear control

operator trainee positions.

We are confident we can recruit the personnel required
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for the Harris Plant staff.

10

12

13

14

Q. Is CPS'ble to compete for qualified technical people?

A. Yes. Figure 12 indicates the significant increases in the

number of professionals, technicians and craftsmen that

CPGL has employed since 1968. The fact that we have been

able to increase our staff with qualified personnel is the

best indication that CPGL is competitive.

It is CPSL's policy to maintain wage scales which

compare favorably with those of other utilities operating
t

in adjacent areas and with those of other local business

concerns whose income does not fluctuate materially with

changing economic conditions. To implement this policy,

CPSL performs salary surveys on a periodic basis and makes

appropriate adjustments in our salary structure to ensure

15 that our competitive position is maintained.

16

17

19

20

21

22

Mr. Utley, earlier you indicated that many of the types of

problems you described that occurred at Brunswick were

unforeseeable. How do you know that you will not face

different but equally difficult unforeseeable problems at

Harris?

A. We anticipate unforeseeable problems. Our planned staffing

for Harris construction and startup takes into account the

23 required staffing to resolve these types of problems.

24

25

I believe we demonstrated our resiliency during the

Brunswick startup. We got the job done then, and our
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management capabilities and nuclear experience are now

significantly greater then they were during the Brunswick

startup. We are better prepared and have a larger nuclear-

experienced staff to handle whatever problems - whether

associated with design and engineering, construction or

new regulatory requirements - that may arise in placing

the four Harris units in commercial operation to meet the

anticipated power needs of our consumers. If in the

process, changed conditions require it, we will revise the

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Harris organization as necessary. I might add, however,

that there is some hope that the regulatory situation has

stabilized, just as to a certain extent the nuclear industry

has stabilized with greater emphasis on standardized

design.

g. Mr. Utley, by way of summarizing your testimony, what

facts in your opinion, as Senior Vice President of CPRL in

charge of the Power Supply Group, best illustrate that the

Company has the necessary staff, training, and management

ability to effectively handle large nuclear
projects'.

The best evidence of our ability to handle large nuclear

projects is the fact that we are successfully operating

two nuclear power plants with three units. The Robinson

unit, as pointed out earlier in this testimony, has one of

the best cumulative capacity factors in the country. The

two Brunswick units have significantly improved their
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performance, and the 1978 capacity factors of 74/ and

69.3/ are sound indications that most of the early opera-

tional problems are now resolved.

This production performance has been achieved without

'risk to the health and safety of the public. The trend of

LER's for each unit has been generally downward or stable

since its commercial operations date, even though new

requirements have been steadily added. We are committed

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

to operating our plants safely and we cooperate as fully

as possible with the NRC to ensure that the public health

and safety are protected. We had difficult problems with

which to deal during the Brunswick startup and have been

successful in resolving most of these difficulties. I

believe our conclusions in this regard are supported by

the conclusions of the NRC staff in their testimony.

The facts in my testimony that best illustrate our

management capabilities are the examples that I have given

of our ability to respond to changing conditions and

circumstances. CPM,'s management is dynamic. We have

20 learned from both our successes and mistakes and have made

21 changes to our organization and management tools to improve

22

23

24

our capabilities. We have changed our plant organizations,

added and revised procedures, created new staff positions,

designed and implemented new management systems and even
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reorganized our corporate management structure in order to

keep pace with today's and tomorrow's operating and regulatory

environment.

Our plans for the Harris Plant -- plans for turnover

to the startup staff, staffing, training, the organization

of the plant management and the management control systems--

reflect our maturity as a Company and demonstrate our

management capability in handling large nuclear projects.
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APPENDIX 1

TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE LEVEL REQUIRED OF

NUCLEAR PLANT SUPERVISORY 'PERSONNEL

(EXCERPTS FROM SECTION 13.1.3 OF THE FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT FOR

THE BRUNSWICK PLANT)

in an engineering or scientific field generally associated with

power production. A minimum of ten years responsible power

plant experience, of which a minimum of three years shall be

nuclear power plant experience. A maximum of four years of the

remaining seven years of experience may be fulfilled by academic

training on a one-for-one time basis. Acquired experience and

training normally required for examination by the NRC for a

Senior Reactor Operator's License. A Senior Reactor Operator's

License is desirable, but is not required.

2. 0 eratin Su ervisor - A minimum of eight years of responsible

power plant experience of which a minimum of three years shall

be nuclear power plant experience. A maximum of two years of

the remaining five years of power plant experience may be

fulfilled by satisfactory completion of academic or related

technical training on a one-for-one basis. Two years may be

fulfilled on a three-to-two basis of equivalent industrial

processing plant experience. He shall hold a Senior Reactor

Operato'r's License.

3. Maintenance Su ervisor - A minimum of seven years of responsible

power plant experience or applicable industrial experience, a
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minimum of one year of which shall be nuclear power plant

experience. A maximum of two years of the remaining six years

of experience may be fulfilled by satisfactory completion of

academic or related technical training on a one-for-one basis.

He must have non-destructive testing familiarity, craft knowledge,

and an understanding of electrical, pressure vessel, and piping

codes. A Senior Reactor Operator's License is desirable, but

is not required.

4. En ineerin Su ervisor - A minimum of eight years of responsible

power plant experience or applicable industrial experience, of

which a minimum of one year shall be nuclear power plant experience.

A maximum of four years of the remaining seven years of experience

should be fulfilled by satisfactory completion of academic

training. A Senior Reactor Operator's License is desirable,

but is not required.

5. ualit Assurance Su ervisor - A minimum of eight years of

responsible power plant experience or applicable industrial
/

experience, of which a minimum of one year shall be nuclear

power plant experience. A maximum of four years of the remaining

seven years of experience should be fulfilled by satisfactory

completion of academic training. A Senior Reactor Operator's

License is desirable, but is not required.

6. Environmental 6 Radiation Control Su ervisor - B.S. Degree in

engineering discipline and a minimum of four years power plant

experience or related experience. In lieu of these qualifications,

he will have a high school education and a minimum of eight
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years power plant experience or related experience. In any

case, one year shall be nuclear power plant experience. He

will have advanced through increasing levels of j ob responsibility.

A Senior Reactor Operator's License is desirable, but is not

required.

ANSI 18.1 requires five years of experience and both Robinson and

Brunswick are committed to meeting the ANSI requirements by Technical

Specification.
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TRAINING 6 EXPERIENCE LEVELS OF NUCLEAR PIANT SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL

Robinson Plant

physics and has 12 years of nuclear plant operations experience.

He has completed the training and experience required for a

Senior Reactor Operator's License. He has held this position

since November, 1977.

2. 0 eratin Su ervisor - Mr. C. Wayne Crawford has a B. S. Degree

in nuclear engineering and has 11 1/2 years of power plant

experience, of which 8 1/2 years have been on nuclear power

plants. Mr. Crawford holds a Senior Reactor Operator's License

and has held his present position since January, 1979. Previously,

Mr. Crawford was Maintenance Supervisor for 2 1/2 years. Mr.

Crawford supervises 6 shift foremen, 6 senior reactor operators,

18 control operators, 18 auxiliary operators, 1 engineer and 1

technician. This represents over 335 years of reactor plant

operation experience.

3. Maintenance Su ervisor - Mr. Harold S. Zimmerman has a B. S.

Degree in physics and has 10 years of power plant experience,

of which 5 1/2 years are on nuclear power plants. Mr. Zimmerman

has held his present position since January, 1979. Previously,

Mr. Zimmerman was the Engineering Supervisor for 2 years.

Reporting to Mr. Zimmerman are 3 instrumentation and control

(ISC) foremen, 5 mechanic foremen, 21 mechanics, 20 ISC technicians,

4 electricians, 1 engineer and 1 technician. This represents
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over 150 years of experience in nuclear/maintenance related

activities.

4. En ineerin Su ervisor - Mr. Joseph M. Curley has a B. S. Degree

in nuclear engineering and has 11 years of power plant experience,

7 years of which have been on nuclear plants. Mr. Curley

supervises 6 senior engineers and 5 engineering technicians,

representing over 65 years of experience in nuclear engineering

related activities. Mr. Curley holds a senior reactor operator's

license and assumed his present position in January, 1979.

Previously, Mr. Curley was a Senior Engineer in the Engineering

Subunit.

5. ualit Assurance Su ervisor - Mr. Billy W. Garrison has 18

years of experience in power plant operations, ll 1/2 of which

are on nuclear plants. He has held his present position since

July, 1975. Mr. Garrison supervises 2 Senior QA specialists

and 2 QA technicians, representing over 50 years of experience

in nuclear/QA related activities.

6. Environmental 6 Radiation Control Su ervisor - Mr. Doyle S.

Crocker has 15 years of experience in power plant operations,

14 of which have been on nuclear power plants. Mr. Crocker

supervises a staff of 3 radiation control and test foremen, 19

radiation and control technicians and since December, 1975.

Brunswick Plant

engineering and has 14 years of nuclear power plant operations

experience. Mr. Tollison has previously held a Senior Reactor
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Operator's License at Robinson. He has held his present positon

since December, 1976. Mr. Tollison was qualified as Engineering

Officer of the Watch in Navy nuclear propulsion plants.

2. 0 eratin S Maintenance Su erintendent - Mr. J. Morris Brown

has a B. S. Degree in mechanical engineering and has 16 years

of experience, 6 of which have been in nuclear power plant

operations. He has held his present position since November,

1977. Mr. Brown has completed Brunswick in-house licensing

certification.-

3. 0 eratin Su ervisor - Mr. Samuel E. Thorndyke has 27 years of

power plant experience, 11 of which have been on nuclear power

plants, and holds a Senior Reactor Operator's License. He has

held his present postion since November, 1976. Mr. Thorndyke

supervises 8 shift foremen, 5 senior reactor'operators, 12

control operators, 30 auxiliary operators, 4 shift specialists

and 2 technicians. This represents over 540 years of reactor

plant operation experience.

4. Maintenance Su ervisor (ISC and Electrical) - Mr. George T.

Milligan has a B. S. and an M. S. Degree in electrical engineering

and has 5 1/2,years of nuclear power plant operations experience.

Mr. Milligan supervises 5 ISC foremen, 45 IGC technicians, 1

electrical foreman, 1 engineer and 1 technician. This represents

over 150 years of nuclear maintenance experience. Mr. Milligan

assumed his present postion in May, 1976.

"-In-house certification includes all course work for a Senior

Reactor Operator's License but without the formal NRC exam.
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5. Maintenance Su ervisor (Mechanical) - Mr. L. V. Wagoner has a

B. S. Degree in mechanical engineering and has 5 li2 years of

experience in nuclear power plant operations. Mr. Wagoner

supervises 5 mechanical foremen, 36 mechanics, 1 engineer and 1

technician. This represents over 110 years of experience in

nuclear/maintenance activities. Mr. Wagoner assumed his present

position in June, 1978.

6, Technical 6 Administrative Su erintendent - Mr. W. M. Tucker

has a B. S. Degree in electrical engineering and has 10 years

of experience in nuclear power plant operations. He has held

his present positon since November, 1977. Mr. Tucker was

qualified as Engineering Officer of the Watch in Navy nuclear

propulsion
plants'.

Environmental 8 Radiation Control Su ervisor - Mr. James A.

Padgett has a B. S. Degree in biology and an M. S. Degree in

public health, with a major in radiological hygiene, and has 10

years of experience in nuclear power plant operations. Mr.

Padgett supervises a staff of 4 environmental S radiation

control foremen, 24 environmental S radiation control technicians,

2 engineers, 2 technicians and 1 contamination monitor. This

represents over 110 years of experience in radiation control

related activities. Mr. Padgett assumed his present position

in May, 1976. Mr. Padgett has completed Brunswick in-house

licensing certification.

8. En ineerin Su ervisor - Mr. Wendell L. Triplett has a B. S.

Degree in math and science and has 6 years of nuclear power
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plant operations experience. Hr. Triplett supervises 12 engineers,

7 technicians, and 1 senior draftsman, representing over 110

years of experience in engineering related activities. Hr.

Triplett assumed his present position in December, 1976. Mr.

Triplett has completed Brunswick in-house licensing certification.

9. Qualit Assurance Su ervisor - Mr. Douglas N. Allen has a B. S.

Degree in physics and has 5 1/2 years of experience in nuclear

power plant operations'r. Allen supervises a staff of 1 QA

specialist and 5 QA technicians. This represents over 25 years

of experience in nuclear/QA related activities. Mr. Allen

assumed his position in Hay, 1976.

HARRIS PLANT

1. Su erintendent - Startu - Mr. Richard E. Horgan has 16 years

of power plant experience of which 14 years has been on nuclear

power plants. Hr. Morgan holds a Senior Reactor Operator's

License for the Robinson Plant. Hr. Morgan previously was

Operating Supervisor at the Robinson Plant for three years.

Mr. Morgan assumed his present position in January, 1979.
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RB/wbl CF&XR~ SMXTH: Zs that all you wanted to accom-

plish this evening?

MR. JONES: No, sir, we have one more witness.

BY MR JONES-

Mr. McDuffie, did you prefile written testimony

or cause to have written tes"imony prefiled on or about

January 16th, consisting of 56 pages and six appendices

with separately numbered pages?

$ 0

(Witness McDufzie) Yes.

Do you have any corrections to ma$ ce to your

$ 2.

testimony?

Yes. Most of the testimony is about the Harris
E3 project and X would like to update some of the numbe s on

the construction, through last, week.

On page 13, line 14, where we say "appro::imately

80 engineers," it should be
"77.'MXKQiAH

SNXTH: Xt is still approx~ately,

though?

WXTNESS NcDUPPXE: No,m we can make it 77.

20 On page 14, line 16, where we say "There are

42 professional~ ~ *" make that 46.

ON page 15, line 16, we say "There are 106

CPaL profession* > ~" Mal~e it 115.

End in line 17 where we say "25 stenographic and

clerica3.," make that 23.



WRB/wb2 On page 29, line, "Current3.y 27 full time

quality assurance personnel...." 5IaJce that "currently 40."

On page 33, line 24, "CPaL presently has l31

employees ~corking at the site." Nake that 138.

Page 34, line 6, Daniel force level is 2362."

Hake the force level 2833.

Page 44, line ll, instead of Unit 1 is 12 percent

complete, Unit 1 is 14 percent comp1ete.

10

13

16

Page 46, line 20, "M the Harris plant site

in early 1973 a total of 10 audits....". That should be 11

'audits.

Xn the next line, These audits reported

fifteen separate findings-...." Xt should be 22.

Xn line 24, "....and inadequacy of procedures.

All hav been corrected. Ne should add: "except two from

t'ne most recent audit." And that sentence vill read:

"All have been corrected except two

18 from the most recent, audit."

t9„ Page 51, line 9, "approximately 190,000 cubic

yards of concrete," should be "approximately 209,000."

On line 11, "6,500 concr te cylinders" should

be 7,700 concrete cylinders."

On line 15, "Ne have also performed 15,500

production splices." t should be 15,750.

25 These numbers update progress through last week.
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B/vb3 'I BY HR ~ JONES:

Mr. NcDuffie, is your test':mony as corrected

true and correct to the best of your knowledge and belief>

("7itness McDuffie) Yes.

Q And da you adopt it as your testimony on this

proceeding, together with such supplemental remarks you may

make?

Yes.

MR. JONES: Ãr. Chairman, I move that Mr.
McDuffie'0

prefiled testimony as corrected be received into evidence

and copied into the record at. this point as if read.

CHAIKSSf SMITH: It is so received.

(Direct testimony of M.A.McDuffie on
l

behalf of'pplicant fo12.ows:)

INSERT

J6'8

20

2I



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY & LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
) DOCKET

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY )
(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant )
Units 1, 2,, 3,, and 4) )

NOS. 50-400,
50-401,
50-402,

and 50-403

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF M. A. MCDUFFIE
ON BEHALF OF APPLICANT

Q. Millyou please state your full name and business
address'.

My name is M. A. McDuffie. My business address is Carolina

3 Power &. Light Company, 411 Fayetteville Street Mall, Raleigh,

4. North Carolina 27602.

Mr. McDuffie, by whom are you employed and in what capacity'

A. I'm employed by Carolina Power & Light Company as Senior Vice

7 President, Engineering & Construction.

Q. Will you please describe your educational background and your

9 professional experience to date?

12

13

14

A. I received my B. S. degree in Civil Engineering from North

Carolina State University in 1948. I am a registered pro-

fessional engineer in the State of North Carolina and a

registered civil engineer in the State of South Carolina. I
have 27 years experience in the construction of power plants,

16

17

including 13 years experience in nuclear construction. During

my 19 years of employment with Ebasco Services Incorporated,

I worked as Instrumentman and later as Party Chief on Weather-



spoon Units 1 & 2 in Lumberton, N. C.; Construction Supervisor

at Lee Units 1 & 2; Office Engineer and later Field Engineer

at Cape Fear Unit 5; Field Engineer at Cape Fear Unit 6;

Construction Engineer at H. B. Robinson Unit 1; Resident

Engineer at H. F. Lee Unit 3;,Construction Superintendent at

Asheville Unit 1; Construction Superintendent and later
J

Project Superintendent at Roxboro Unit 1; and Prospect Super-

10

12

intendent at Roxboro Unit 2. These are all CP&L plants. I
was Prospect Superintendent at H. B. Robinson Unit 2, CP&L's

first nuclear installation. During the years 1968 to 1970 I
was Construction Manager for Ebasco supervising construction

of fossil and nuclear steam electric stations and switchyards

13 on the East Coast.

14 I was employed by CP&L in June 1970 as Manager. of

15 Construction in the Power Plant Design & Construction Department.

16 In 1973 I was promoted to Manager, Power Plant Construction

17 Department and in 1974 I was promoted to Vice President, Power

18 Plant Construction Department. In June, 1976 I was promoted to

19 my present position. Currently, I am a member of the North

20 Carolina Society of Engineers, the Raleigh Engineers Club and

21. Professional Engineers of North Carolina.

22 Q. Mr. McDuffie, will you briefly describe the purpose of your

23 . testimony7

24 A. In the testimony which follows, I will describe the management

25 approach we have taken in the design and construction of the



Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant. In the process I will
describe the engineering and construction organization and

point to some of the ways in which engineering and construction

arrangements for- Harris differ from the approach used in the

5 design and construction of Robinson and Brunswick. From this

6 I think it will be clear that we have continued to learn from

7 our successes and our mistakes. More important, based on the

8 results on the Harris prospect up to this point, it will be

9 apparent that we have appropriately applied the lessons we

10 have learned.

11 Q. Before getting into a discussion of the Harris project ~er se,

12 could you descr'ibe in some detail the major functions and the

13 basic organization of the Engineering & Construction Group

14 within CP&L as it relates to the nuclear program?

15 A. Based in part on the Company's experience during construction of

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

the Brunswick Plant, the Engineering and Construction Group

was formed in January, 1977, to plan, engineer, and construct

generating, transmission and associated facilities. As shown in

Figure 1, there are five departments within the Engineering

and Construction Group: (1) the Power Plant Engineering Depart-

ment, (2) the Power Plant Construction Department, (3) the

Technical Services Department, (4) the Engineering and Construction

Support Services Department, and (5) the Transmission System

24 Engineering and Construction Department. Although I will
25 summarize the responsibilities of each department and briefly
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discuss the advantages of the established organization, further

amplification may be found in Applicant's Exhibit GG, the

Operations Group Organization Manual.

1. The Power Plant Engineering Department manages the

10

12

engineering for operating plants and new construction

projects. This department is divided into three

major sections: Operating Plant Engineering Support

Section, Project Engineering Section, and Engineering

Pool Section.

The Operating Plant Enginering Support Section

is responsible for providing engineering support for
the Company's operating power plants and for processing

13

14

feedback received from the operating plants to
r

prevent similar problems from occurring at other or

15 future operating plants.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

The Project Engineering Section is responsible

for the planning, scheduling, estimating, cost control,

and overall coordination of engineering-related

activities necessary for power plant. construction

projects. This section serves as the Company's admin-

4.strative interface with the Architect-Engineer and the

nuclear steam supply system vendor for the Harris project.

The Engineering Pool Section, comprised of

expertise in mechanical, mechanical/nuclear, electrical,
and material/codes disciplines, is responsible for





engineering and procurement for new power plants,

both fossil and nuclear. The Engineering Pool

Section utilizes the services of architect-engineers

and other engineering consultants, as necessary,

while retaining technical direction and control (which

as noted above is handled administratively through

the Project Engineering Section).. This organizational

9i

10

13

14

structure provides direct support both for resolving

operating plant engineering problems and for

coordinating engineering activities for power plant

construction prospects.

2. The Power Plant Contruction Department manages the

construction of generating facilities and is divided

into four major sections: Construction Procurement

15- Services Section,- Construction Engineering Section,

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Nuclear Construction Section, and Fossil Construction

Section.

The Constructon Procurement Services Section.

plans, schedules, and controls costs of materials and

equipment used during construction or modification

of generating facilities. The section was established

to perform field procurement, construction equipment pro-

curement, expediting, and warehousing-related functions.

The Construction Engineering Section provides

support to CP&L's power plants and other Company



10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

construction programs through construction engineering,

contracting, and review activities which occur prior

to site management control of projects.

The Possil Construction Section coordinates. the

activities on environmental and miscellaneous

construction projects performed on CPSL's operational

fossil generating facilities and provides construction

management for new fossil generating plants.

The Nuclear Construction Section is responsible

for construction of new nuclear generating facilities,
modifications to operating nuclear units, and associated

systems required for the operation of nuclear power

plants by CPGL. The Shearon Harris Nuclear Power

Plant Site Management Unit is part of this section

and has responsibility for construction management of

the Harris pro)ect and for the control of the con-

tractors at the plant site. I will describe this

section's responsibilities in greater detail later in

my testimony.

20 3. The Technical Services Department supports nuclear

21

22

23

24

25

plant construction and operations by obtaining state

and federal power plant licenses and permits, conducting

power plant site studies, implementing engineering

and construction quality assurance programs, conducting

environmental monitoring programs, purchasing
'E





properties for power plants, and providing specialized

engineering staff to solve metallurgical, instrument

6

10

12

13

and control, and analytical problems for operating

plants and construction projects. The Engineering

& Construction Quality Assurance Section, which I
will describe later, is in this department.

The Licensing and Siting Section, which is also

in this department, acts as the Company's interface

with the NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and

coordinates the preparation and submittal of licensing

documents, including Safety Analysis Reports, Environ-

mental Reports, License Amendments, and responses to

NRC concerns.

14 4. The Engineering and'onstruction Support Services

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Department provides suppor't services to other depart-

ments within the Engineering and Construction Group

in the areas of estimating, schedule coordination,

budgeting, cost control, cost reporting, construction

accounting, and security.

5. Finally, the Transmission Line Engineering and

Construction Department is responsible for the location,

design, and construction of transmission line

facilities necessary to meet the bulk power requirements

of the Company.

Q. Turning more specifically to the Harris Plant, is CP&L's



approach to the construction of the Harris Plant significantly

different from that taken in construction of either the

Robinson or Brunswick plantsf

4 A. Yes, there are several significant differences. Perhaps the-

best way to illustrate this is to briefly review the construction

management approaches used at Robinson and at Brunswick, and

then to outline the approach being used at the Harris site.

Robinson Unit 2 was a "turn key" pro)ect. By that I mean

that initial responsibility for design and construction

10 rested with the prime contractor, Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

and that CP&L's participation in construction and site quality

12

13

14

assurance was limited. CP&L did, however, take active roles

in the areas of licensing, startup testing, and operation and

retained ultimate responsibility for the entire plant.

15

16

This approach proved to be sound for that period as shown

by the fact that Robinson has been one of the most economical

17'8

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

nuclear power plants ever constructed in the United States.

Acceptable proposals for turn key plants diminished, however,

and the need. for more direct control by CP&L in future nuclear

construction became apparent. Consequently, at Brunswick CP&L

assumed greater engineering and construction responsibilities.

For example, separate contracts were awarded for engineering

and construction with CP&L assuming more responsibility for

coordination of the total project than it had 'at Robinson.

As Brunswick progressed, we, realized that in the future



even more direct management responsibility for engineering and

construction of our nuclear plants would be essential. This

resulted in a complete change in the Company's construction

management policies and led to our creating an organization

which could. assume direct control of construction management

activities for Harris. Fortunately, our experience on

Robinson and Brunswick provided the background we needed to

develop the personnel and the corporate expertise required

for
this.'0

Being more specific, for the Harris project we have engaged
r

an Architect-Engineer (in this case Ebasco) for design. The

14

15

A-E also obtains bids for major equipment and material. After

reviewing the bids, CP&L authorizes the placement. of an order by

the A-E„as CP&L's agent. CP&L itself provides the construction

management for the contractors hired to do the actual construction

16

17

18

20

21

22

work. In this case, Daniel International has the prime contract

for construction of the power block and associated facilities.
Site excavation, main and auxiliary dam construction, land

clearing, containment liner erection, cooling tower construction,

and numerous other work items are being executed by other

companies under direct contract to CP&L.

As construction manager, CP&L is responsible for gob

23 coordination and communication, planning, coat control, inspection,

24 quality assurance, accounting, warehousing, procurement, field
25 engineering, milestone scheduling, and establishing and

10



10

12

13

monitoring the master schedule. This construction management

responsibility includes making the actual determination as

to 'the rate and sequence of construction, as well as the

determination as to which portions of the work will be

accomplished by Daniel and which portions are better handled

by separate contracts let directly by CP&L. In addition,

CP&L retains and exercises authority to approve or disapprove

prime contractor recommendations on construction methods and

force levels, provides the communications link between

the designer'(Ebasco) and builder (Daniel and others) and

controls site delivery dates. By retaining these responsibilities,

the real burden of construction management remains with CP&L

.rather than .being delegated'o a constructor,„as- was our past

14 practice..

Q. What sort of organization has CP&L created to handle its
16 responsibilities as construction managerP

17 A. In order to discharge these responsibilities, we have developed a

18

19

multi-disciplined site organization. Within this organization

we have created sub-units to perform various functions, such

20 as:

21

22

23

24

25

1. Quality Assurance,

2. resident engineering,

3. prospect accounting,

4. cost engineering,

5. planning and scheduling,

11



10

6. material receipt, storage, and issuance, and

7. field procurement.

Under this site management approach CP&L must deliver all
necessary design drawings, materials and equipment in a

logical sequence to support the construction schedule. This

allows the constructor to concentrate on what he can do best—
actual construction of the plant facilities.

One of the biggest advantages of providing, a CP&L Resident

Engineer is the elimination of constructor site engineering

personnel. By having CP&L engineers perform this function, we

have much clearer lines of communication with other CP&L

12 departments than in the past and can more readily take a

13

14

15

16

17

18

leadership role in resolving site-related engineering problems.

In addition to solving problems, we are through this organization

also monitoring, controlling and identifying incipient problems.

This will help eliminate many of the difficulties we had at

Brunswick which ultimately affected the startup of the plant.

Another ma)or advantage of our present Harris organization

19 is that we retain direct control over the QA/QC organization.

20

21

22

23

Consequently, CP&L is intimately involved in all QA/QC

related activities and has assumed direct management

responsibility for obtaining satisfactory results rather than

delegating a ma)or portion of this responsibility to the

24 constructor as was the practice at Brunswick. Along these

25 lines, one of the lessons we learned at Brunswick is that

12



10

documentation must be prepared as construction progresses.

Therefore the QA/QC program we have established assures proper

documentation.

Not only can we establish inspection hold points and

inspect work in progress (since site, QA personnel have "stop

work" authority), but we are able to maintain a continuing

cognizance of the project quality level. From this vantage

point and armed with sufficient authority from corporate

headquarters, we can take timely corrective action on all
quality related problems.

11 Q. Can you describe the division of responsibility between the

12

13

engineering and construction personnel located in the general

office and those assigned to the construction site2

14 A. Of the approximately 80 engineers and technicians in the Power,

15'8

19

20

Plant Engineering Department; about one-fourth are involved

in the design and engineering of the Harris project. These

engineers, working out of the general office, are responsible

for supervising and overseeing the work of the A-E. With the

help of the A-E, they, among other things:

l. Assure that necessary safety-related features

21 are engineered;

22 2. Assure that the experience of key CP&L personnel

23 is factored into the design;

24

25

3. Develop, *implement, and assure compliance with

an engineering schedule that is supportive of

13



10

12

the overall project construction schedule;

4. Provide the necessary design and. engineering for

the pro5ect in compliance with applicable codes

and standards;

5. Obtain input concerning design and engineering

from appropriate organizations in the Company to

assure that such factors as constructability,

operability, maintainability and reliability are

considered during the design and engineering of

the prospect;

6. Procure the engineered equipment;

7. Provide design and engineering input for various

13

14

license and permit applications; and

8. Develop and submit the engineering portion of the

15

16

project budget.

There are 42 professional and technical personnel in the

Power Plant Constructon Department in the general office.
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Thirty-seven of these spend as much as 50K of their time, and

on occasion more, in support of the Harris pro)ect. Since

the primary responsibility of this department is to construct

generating facilities,. the remainder of its professional and

technical personnel are located at the Company's several

construction sites.

The major functions of the general office Power Plant

Construction staff are to support construction by:

14



1. Providing administrative support to major plant

construction projects;

2. Providing contractor supervision and site coordi-

nation for short-term construction projects;

3. Providing construction engineering review and

contract administration which occurs prior to site

10

12

13

14

15.

16

17

18

20

management control of projects;.

4. Coordinating engineering activities relative to

relocations of existing facilities at sites;

5. Preparing construction proposals, evaluating bids,

preparing contracts and participating in contract

administration; and

6. Planning, scheduling, and controlling costs for

materials and equipment used during construction or,

modification of generating facilities.
There are 106 CPSL professional and technical personnel

assigned to the Harris site and 25 stenographic and clerical

personnel. The site team performs as construction manager
and'oordinatesthe efforts of all contractors and certain efforts

of the A-E. As construction manager at the site, as noted

21 earlier, the site pers'onnel assume primary responsibility for
22

23

24

25

job coordination and communication, planning, cost control,

inspection, quality assurance, accounting, warehousing, procurement,

field engineering, milestone scheduling, and establishing and

monitoring the master schedule.

15



By way of a general summary, engineering located in

2 the general office provides the design; construction located

3 in the field builds the finished product. This division of

4 responsibility means that the Power Plant Engineering

5 Department supervises the A-E contract and the Power Plant

6 Construction Department supervises the construction contracts.

7 Q. Getting back to the Harris organization, will you explain in

8 more detail how the engineering and construction personnel

9 assigned at the site are organized to carry out their work?

10 A. The site organization is shown in Figure 2. Since the main

12

13

interface with the contractor's construction forces is through

the CP&L Resident Engineering organization, I will focus my

comments on the duties and responsibilities of that particular

14.

16

17

unit. Sub-units under the Resident Engineer have direct

responsibility for inspection to determine compliance with

plans, specifications, and applicable codes. These sub-units,

along with their main functions, are:

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Inspection Engineering Sub-unit - The engineers

and technicians in this group are inspection

oriented. Their main function is to verify through

day-to-day inspection that construction is in

accordance with the plans and specifications. The

actual inspectors are discipline-oriented (i.e.,
a concrete inspector moves to whatever location

on the gob concrete is being placed). They

16
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also interpret drawings for the craftsmen.

2. Discipline Engineering Sub-unit - As indicated

on Figure 2, these are civil, mechanical,

electrical, and welding, engineers. They review

design drawings for conformance to plans and

specifications and for constructability as it
pertains to their discipline. They also have

responsibility for coordination with contractors

in their assigned area. This requires integration

10 of CP&L personnel and contractor personnel into a

harmonious and efficient work crew. Discipline

12 engineers requisition necessary materials (both for

13. permanent, plant .construction and, construction support

14

16

17

18

19

facilities) and investigate and solve field problems

related to their discipline.

3. Pro)ect Office Engineering Sub-unit —The engineers

and other personnel in this area are charged with

responsibility for supporting the construction force

receiving the greatest emphasis at any given time.

20 For instance, most of the effort is now in the civil
21

22

23

24

25

area with concrete and reinforcing-steel placement.

Office engineering determines from the A-E supplied

design drawings the quantity and description of

materials required, such as rebar and steel embeds,

which is commonly referred to as material takeoff.

18



10

12

13

14

They'repare requisitions, and make the necessary

detail engineering drawings. They also prepare

phase packages whereby they define segments of work

which can be addressed conveniently by construction

personnel. Under this phase package approach,

material takeoffs are made, items which are to be

purchased are listed, necessary drawings are prepared,

purchase requisitions are prepared, and the status

component of the phase package is monitored to the

completion of that phase. The phase package also

provides a sufficient breakdown of the project into

discrete tasks for, use in measuring and controlling

progress status.

All;of the organizational units and personnel associated

15 with construction and inspection operate pursuant to an extensive

16 system of Technical Procedures and Work Procedures. Beyond this,

17 quality assurance and quality control procedures ensure that

18 work is accomplished in accordance with applicable codes and

19 standards. I will address the specific functions of the Site

20 Construction Quality Assurance Unit later in my testimony.

21 Q. Could you more specifically address the role of the A-E and how

22 't interfaces with the CP&L engineering and construction

23 departments?

24 A. During the initial phases of a major power plant project, senior

25 management surveys likely A-E condidates with respect to

19
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12

13

14

16

17

18

20

21

22

23

24

25

such things as their experience, availability, responsiveness

and competitiveness. After this survey has been completed,

a contract is negotiated with the A-E judged by management to

best fulfillthe needs of the project with respect to design

and engineering. Once a contract has been signed, it is the

A-E's responsibility, under the terms of the contract, to

provide detailed design and engineering support to the project.

This support involves development and adherence to engineering

budgets and schedules; preparing and transmitting detailed

engineering specifications for approval; obtaining bids and

making recommendations for approval concerning the purchase of

engineered equipment; actual purchasing of engineered equipment

as agent for CPSL and expediting its delivery; development of

detailed designs; development of input to various license

and permit applications; and any other supportive function as

directed by the Power Plant Engineering Department. In short,

the A-E acts as the detailed engineering and design organization

under the direction of the engineers and technicians in the

Power Plant Engineering Department.

It is then the responsibility of the Power Plant Construction

Department to build the plant based upon the design provided

by the A-E as approved by the Power Plant Engineering Department.

This necessitates a great deal of communication between the

construction organization at the site and the A-E. This

communication is usually in the form of a Request for

20



Clarification of information or a Field Change Request. A

Field Change Request can be prompted, for example, by the

necessity to make some change due to constructability.

Construction personnel also participate in monthly Project

Review Meetings with Power Plant Engineering and the A-E to,

among other things, review scheduling and constructability
7" of the designs being generated by the A-E.

As a side comment, CP&L has taken another step to minimize

the problems in designing and constructing the Harris Plant

10 by also having Ebasco construct a scale model of the plant—
11 except for the turbine area. This model will be used for

12 interference checks, maintenance studies, construction planning,

13'nd training for operating personnel.

14'. Can you be more- specific about how CP&L exerts control over

the construction contractor, and show how this management

16 approach helps to assure a safe plant?

17 A. I testified earlie'r that CP&L retains and exercises authority

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

to approve or disapprove the construction contractor's

recommendations on construction methods and force levels. CP&L

also establishes and monitors actual progress against the

master schedule, thus governing the rate and sequence of

construction. Further, CP&L provides the communications link
between designer and builder and controls the site delivery

dates.

I have also outlined the functions of our engineering

21



and technical people with specific emphasis on the Resident

Engineer. Since the main interface with the contractor's

construction forces is through the Resident Engineer, the

10

12

13

14

15

burden of, and opportunity to assure, safe construction is

placed here as well as with the quality assurance units.

The degree to which CP&L exerts control over day-to-day

activities associated with quality construction can best be

illustrated by viewing how the construction and inspection

process operates. Work Procedures are first developed and

approved by CP&L and the contractor. Essentially, these Work

Procedures translate applicable documents, codes, and standards

into everyday language which craft personnel can follow. To

give a flavor of the nature of, these Work Procedures, I'ill
quote from one of them.. The following is from "Installation of

Cadweld Splices", page 6:

16

17

18

19

20

21

4.

5 ~

The graphite molds shall be preheated with an
oxyacetylene or propane torch to drive off
moisture at the beginning of each shift when
the molds are cold or when a new mold is used.

Bar ends to be spliced shall be power brushed
to remove all loose mill scale, rust, concrete
and other foreign material. Prior to power
brushing all water, grease and paint shall be
removed by heating the bar ends with an
oxyacetylene or propane torch.

22

23

6. Reinforcing bars shall be marked for reference
to confirm that the bar ends are properly
centered in the splice sleeve.

24

25

7 ~ If previously cleaned bar ends have reached
ambient temperature prior to placing of the
splice sleeve in its final position, they (bar

22



ends) shall again be flame dried to ensure
complete absence of moisture.

To insure that Work Procedures are followed, detailed

Technical Procedures have been developed which specify an

inspection process. As an example of a Technical Procedure,

6 I have attached "TP-05" to my testimony as McDuffie Appendix l.
7 TP-05 is entitled "Technical Procedure Inspection of Field

8 Installed Embedded Plates, Penetrations and Anchor Bolts."

9 CP6L inspection engineers and technicians work side-by-side

10 with the craftsmen in all areas ensuring and verifying by

12

signature that all work is done according to these procedures.

Finally, QA operations are interlaced throughout the

13 construction and inspection process.

14 Q. Throughout your testimony you have referred to QA/QC. Will you

15 describe in more detail exactly how the various QA/QC

16 functions interrelate and are carried out as they pertain to

17 engineering and construction2

18 A. Mr. Jones has already provided an overview of the Corporate

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Quality Assurance Program. Part I of that program, engineering and

construction, includes the quality assurance programs of both

our Architect-Engineer (Ebasco) and our Nuclear Steam Supply

System Supplier (Westinghouse) as well as the QA/QC units

which report directly to me.

Ebasco and 'Westinghouse have their own QA programs for

controlling design functions, document preparation and

23



8'istribution,
and procurement activities.. Both of these

organizations are periodically audited for implementation of

their respective QA programs by CP&L Engineering and Construction

QA Section auditors. Additional design QA is achieved

through review of engineering specifications and design and

installation drawings by CP&L design and construction engineers.

Engineering. specifications are further reviewed for inclusion

of QA requirements by CP&L QA engineers.

As procurement agents for CP&L, Ebasco and Westinghouse

10 conduct periodic QA audits of vendors of nuclear safety-related

items for compliance with appropriate procurement documents,

12

13

15

16

specifications, drawings and codes. As discussed below, CP&L

Vendor Surveillance Quality Assurance Unit personnel participate

in some of these audits.

The CP&L QA organization as it relates, specifically

to the design and construction of the Harris Plant consists

of the Engineering and Construction Quality Assurance

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Section of the Technical Services Department and the Corporate

Nuclear Safety and Quality Assurance Audit Section of the.

System Planning and Coordination Department.

The Engineering and Construction Quality Assurance

Section is made up of three units staffed and having

responsibilities as follows:

1. The Engineering Quality Assurance Unit. This

unit is staffed by engineers with special

24



10

competence in the mechanical, electrical,

materials and civil disciplines. Its responsi-

bilities include:

a. Review of design and site procurement

specifications for inclusion of QA

requirements;

b. Review of Ebasco and Westinghouse

procurement documents for inclusion of

QA requirements;

c. Review of construction and site quality

assurance procedures;

12 d. Conducting QA audits of Ebasco and

13

14

Westinghouse for implementation of their

respective QA programs; and

15

16

e. Maintaining liaison with Ebasco and

Westinghouse QA organizations for

17 exchange of quality-related information

18

19

20

and resolution of quality-related

problems.

2. The Vendor Surveillance Quality Assurance Unit.

21

22

23

'24

25

This unit is staffed by experienced specialists

competent in performing QA audits and shop

inspections of vendors who supply nuclear

safety-related materials, equipment and components.

Its responsibilities include:

25



a. Qualification of vendors'A programs for

site procured safety-related items;

b. Conducting shop inspections and "release-

for-shipment" inspections for vendors of

site procured items; and

10

12

13

c. Participating in shop inspections for vendors

of Ebasco and Westinghouse procured items.

3. The Site Construction Quality Assurance Unit. This

unit is staffed by experienced specialists,

technicians and inspectors competent in examination,

inspection and testing techniques needed to ensure

that materials and workmanship meet the specified

levels of quality. Its responsibilities include:

15

16

18

19

20

21

22

ao

b.

C ~

e.

Receipt inspection of nuclear safety-related

items and material;

Inspection and testing concrete materials;

Sampling and testing concrete;

Inspecting and testing reinforcing steel

bar splices;

Visually inspecting and performing

nondestructive examination of welds in

piping systems and structural steel;

23 f,. Identifying and controlling nonconforming

24 items and conditions;

25 g. Placing stop orders on work or activities

26



which would result in a significant

nonconformance;

h. Reviewing field procurement documents;

Reviewing construction procedures;

Monitoring construction work in progress

for compliance with. drawings, specifications

and procedures;

k. Reviewing construction, installation and

10

testing records to ensure important functions

have been performed in accordance with

11: '""'"' ' specifications;

12 1. Reviewing manufacturing data for nuclear

safety-related items and materials; and

14.

17

18:

19

20

21

22

23

25

m. Organizing, filing and ma'intaining records

significant to the functional capability

of plant structures, systems and

components.

The Quality Assurance Unit located at the site (1) performs

the normal QA functions of construction inspection to verify

compliance with specified practices and procedures, (2) monitors

construction inspection performed by construction engineers

and technicians, (3) performs inspection of material when

received, and (4) monitors storage and the issuance of

QA-related materials and supplies. This unit also performs

the QC functions of concrete testing, tensile testing on rebar

27



10

splices, and gradation analysis on aggregate. In summary, the

Site Construction Quality Assurance Unit performs all functions

encompassed in QA requirements as well as performing some QC

functions. It also performs N stamp inspections.

The site .construction organization is set up to place the

responsibility for quality construction among several organi-

zational components rather than it being the narrow responsibility

of gust one organizational unit. The desirability of this type

site organization is recognized in ANSI Standard N.45.2-1971.

The last paragraph under Heading 3, ORGANIZATION provides:

12

13

, 16

17

18

In structuring the organization and assigning
responsibility, quality assurance should be
recognized as an interdisciplinary function
involving many organizational components and,
therefore, should not be regarded as the sole
domain of a single quality assurance group. For
example, it may be more appropriate for design
engineers to perform design reviews rather than
quality assurance engineers because of the
special competence required to perform these
reviews. Quality assurance encompasses many
functions and activities and extends to various
levels in all participating organizations
from the top executive to all workers whose
activities may influence quality.

19

20

21

22

23

24

The Corporate Nuclear Safety and Quality Assurance Audit

Section is a separate group responsible for conducting

independent audits of the various CP&L organizations for

compliance with the Corporate Quality Assurance Program.

Personnel in this Section do not have responsibilities for

performance of QA, rather their function is solely one of auditing.

25 They are trained to conduct and report on audits and to

28
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12

13

14

'15

16

follow-up to assure timely correction of conditions which

could degrade plant quality.

This section conducts a comprehensive series of planned

QA audits of the Power Plant Engineering, Power Plant

Construction and Technical Service Departments, including site

and off-site activities to ensure compliance with the

engineering and construction quality assurance program.

These audits include reports of findings to senior

management and objective evaluations of the effectiveness of

implementation of the QA program in meeting the requirements
'f

the Construction Permit, the Safety Analysis Report,

10 C.P.R. Part 50, Appendix B; ASME Section III; and other

applicable regulations and codes.

I might also note that the manager of the Engineering &

Construction Quality Assurance Section has 26 years of

experience in the design, construction, and operation of

17 power plants. There are five principal engineers reporting

18

19

to him with a total of 51.5 years of experience in the design,

construction, and operation of power plants. There are

20 currently 37 full-time quality assurance personnel at the

21 Harris site. At the Raleigh office, there are 17 quality

22 assurance personnel who spend part or full-time on the Harris

23 pro5ect.

24 Q. You mentioned an "N" stamp. Can you describe an "N" stamp

25 and address its significance?
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1 A. We are presently in the process of obtaining an "N" stamp for

nuclear construction at the Harris site. An "N" stamp is

required by North Carolina law to be applied to those components

and systems of a nuclear power plant designated in 10 C.F.R.

Part 50 as having to meet Section III of the ASME Boiler and

10

12

13

Pressure Vessel Code. The first step in receiving an "N"

stamp is to obtain an Owner's Certificate which. assures

that we understand the ASME Code requirements. On January 5

and 6, 1978, we were audited by the ASME for receipt of the

Owner's Certificate. The audit team had no adverse comments

and we were subsequently awarded the Owner's Certificate, dated

January 5, 1978. The next step is to be granted an Interim

Letter of Authorization which allows us to start construction

activities. On May 22 through 24, 1978', we were audited by

15

16

17

the ASME Survey team. The audit focused on the thoroughness

of our ASME Quality Assurance Program Manual. Again, no adverse

findings were reported by the auditors and we were granted the

18 Interim Letter of Authorization for field fabrication and

installation. The final step towards "N" stamp certification

20, is the Implementation Audit which assesses our compliance with

21 our ASME Quality Assurance Program Manual which was audited

22

23

24

for the Interim Letter of Authorization. This Implementation

Audit is scheduled for May 24, 1979. Satisfactorily completing

this audit will result in being awarded the "N" stamp.

It should be noted that most utilities do not seek "N"
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1 stamp certification themselves. Additionally, the vigorous

2 audits conducted by the ASME survey team to date have not only

3 been passed satisfactorily, but with no adverse comments by

4 the audit team members. This reflects well on our management

5 abilities and comprehension of the QA requirements for a project

6 of this scope and magnitude.

7 Q. Could you provide an example of how the QA/QC program works

8 in practice by following an item purchased for use in the

9 plant from fabrication off-site to installation at the plant2

10 A. Yes. Let's use the procurement and installation of structural

12

steel in a seismic Class I structure to illustrate the specific

functions and interrelationships of the various organizations

13 involved in assuring the quality of the plant. The A-E

14 performs the design engineering, prepares the materials

15 specification and submits it to CP&L for review and approval.

16 CPGL performs engineering and QA reviews and approves the

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

specification when all comments are resolved.

The A-E then prepares an inquiry and submits it to

prospective vendors for bids. The A-E evaluates the bids and

makes a vendor recommendation to CPSL. With CPSL concurrence,

the A-E performs a QA survey of the prospective vendor's

facilities and reviews its QA program for adequacy (the CP6L

Vendor Surveillance Quality Assurance Unit may participate in

this survey). Following approval of the vendor and its

QA program by both the A-E and CPGL, a purchase order is placed.



10

12

13

14.

The vendor imposes the required QA program on its sub-

tier vendors in the procurement of structural steel shapes

and other materials required for the purchase order. (This

includes certified material test reports for each lot of

steel and welding material.) Prior to their implementation,

the vendor's special process procedures, such as welding and

stress relieving, are submitted'o, and must be accepted by,

the A-E.

During fabrication, the A-E periodically conducts

shop inspections to ensure compliance with the procurement

documents and the QA program. CP&L Vendor Surveillance Quality

Assurance Unit personnel will participate in some of the shop

inspections. Specific items are selected for final "release

for shipment" inspection by the A-E. Other items are given a

15

16

17

18

final inspection on a random basis. Items are shipped to

the construction site along with certifications and fabrication

records on a prearranged schedule.

On arrival at the site, the CP&L Site Construction Quality

19 Assurance Unit handles the receipt inspection of the steel and the

20 documentation package to ensure identification and compliance

21

22

23

24

25

with purchase. documents and drawings. The A-E Site Quality

Assurance Coordinator performs a technical review of the

material certifications and fabrication records to ensure

compliance with the specification. A documentation package

traceable to the material is prepared and filed by the CP&L
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10

12

13

14

15

Site Construction Quality Assurance Unit. The CP6L Site

Construction Quality Assurance Unit periodically inspects the

steel for damage and deterioration while in storage and monitors

its issuance to the field for erection.

Structural steel erection, including torquing of bolted

connections and welding is followed closely by CP&L

construction inspectors to ensure compliance with specifications

and drawings. Nondestructive examination such as magnetic

particle and liquid penetrant testing is performed by the Site

Construction Quality Assurance Unit which also monitors other

erection activities, including the inspections. A copy of

a Site QA procedure, "CQA-10, Structural Steel Monitoring,"

is attached as McDuffie Appendix 2.

Structural steel erection records are assembled and reviewed

by the Site Construction Quality Assurance Unit to ensure

16 important functions have .been performed in accordance with

17 approved drawings and specifications and to verify that

18 erection of the steel is properly documented. These records

19 are indexed and filed in the QA records fileroom for future

20 reference.

21 Q. What is the present staffing of the Harris construction pro)ect

22 as it relates both to engineering and construction personnel,

23 and what, are your pro)ected staffing levels for the futures

24 A. CPSL presently has 131 employees working at the site. We

25 expect to increase the number to about 180 in 1980. We
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continuously monitor our needs and staff accordingly. Positions

can be added at any time there is a requirement. In this

3 connection, site management has never had a manpower request

4 'urned down. Neither have requests been turned down for

5 Daniel supervisory or technical staffing. The present Daniel

6 force level is 2,362. This level, willbuild up as necessary to

7 support the construction schedule.

8 Q. What are the site staff's qualificationsf

10

A. A site team with an impressive experience record has been

assembled. The CP&L Site Manager has twelve years nuclear.

power plant constructon experience.. This experience includes

12

13

employment as Resident Engineer at Robinson Unit 2; Senior

Resident Engineer at St. Lucie Unit 1 in Fort Pierce,

14 Florida; Engineering Manager at V. C. Summer, Jenkinsville,.

15

16

17

18

S. C.; and, Senior Resident Engineer at Washington Public Power

Supply System Units 3 and 5 in Satsop, Washington. He is

a registered professional engineer in five states. His article

entitled "Systems for Control of Construction Quality"

19 published in the Journal of the Construction Division

20 Proceedin s of the American Societ of Civil En ineers,

21 was excerpted for use in the book, Professional Construction

22

24

The Daniel Prospect Manager has twenty-nine years

experience in the construction of various kinds of power

25 plants including seven years of nuclear construction. He
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has participated in construction of the following nuclear

plants: Robinson Unit 2; Joseph F. Farley Units 1 and 2,
l

Dothan, Alabama; Fermi Unit 2, Monroe, Michigan; and Wolf

4

5

10

12

13

14-

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Creek, Burlington, Kansas.

The combined nuclear power plant experience of CP&L and

Daniel supervisory and professional personnel. at the site is

428 years. Extremely competent and experienced personnel also

occupy the key management positions in the direct line of

supervision above the Site Manager. For example, the Manager

of Nuclear Construction to whom the Site Manager reports had

twenty-four years experience with an A-E in various capacities

of power plant construction prior to joining CP&L in 1972

as Site Manager at Harris. This experience included Resident

Manager and Construction Superintendent for Robinson Unit 2 .

and Waterford Steam Electric Station in Killona, Louisiana.

Both are nuclear plants. Having previously served as Harris

Site Manager he is intimately familiar with the gob and has

a hands-on knowledge which enables him to provide very

effective support. The Manager of Power Plant Construction

to whom the Manager of Nuclear Construction reports also has

excellent nuclear construction credentials. 'He has thirty
years experience with heavy industrial and power plant

construction.

Both of the previously mentioned managers are close

at hand and take a very active supervisory role. They
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6

personally support the construction effort by providing

staff assistance in the formulation of plans and schedules,

assisting in resolving problems, and providing technical

support.

The site team also has the back-up and support of the

entire Engineering and Construction Group. The expertise that

7 is available for the Harris project in the Power Plant Engineering

Department, Power Plant Construction Department and the
F

Engineering and Construction Quality Assurance, Licensing and

10 Siting, and Technical and Research Services Sections of the

ll Technical Services Department is shown in McDuffie Appendix 3.

12 For these departments and sections, we presently have a

13 total of approximately 270 professionals whose experience and

14 expertise can be utilized to plan, engineer, and construct the

15 Harris Plant.

Q. Does Ebasco as the A-E have adequate experience and staff
17 to handle the design of a large nuclear plant like Harris2

18 A. Unquestionably. Ebasco's technical staff totals more than

19

20

21

22

23

2,000 persons engaged in all phases of public utility
engineering. Since 1905, Ebasco has been responsible for

engineering, designing and constructing 880 power generating
i

units totaling some 85 million kilowatts. Of this total,

current pro5ects include 70 generating units with a total
24 capacity of 37 million kilowatts. Of this present work load,

18 units (including the four Harris units) are nuclear prospects
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with a total installed capacity of 16 million kilowatts.

Ebasco has completed work on a total of nine nuclear units

totaling 4.3 million kilowatts.
I

Ebasco's nuclear experience includes engineering studies,

10

the evaluation of reactor systems, selection of nuclear sites,

safety evaluations, and detailed engineering design, construction,

and startup and testing of nuclear power facilities.
Some'f

the nuclear power facilities- with which Ebasco has been

associated are Millstone Unit 1, Robinson Unit 2, Vermont

Yankee Plant, St. Lucie Units- 1 and 2, Waterford Units 3 and 4,

the Allen's Creek Nuclear Generating Station, and Washington

12 Public Power Service System Units 3 and 5.

13 Q. What plans or arrangements do you have for recruiting, and

14 training necessary professional and craft personnel in order

15 to staff the progect2

16 A. Many of our present site employees were acquired from within

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

the CP&L organisation. We expect that additional employees

will be added to the site in the same manner. It is also

anticipated that as the emphasis shifts from engineering

to construction, and as other fossil units now in the

engineering phase are completed, additional personnel will

be available for reassignment from the home office. In

addition, we have developed a formal recruiting program.

This program is conducted by the Recruitment Unit in the

Employee Relations Department. The program has already been
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described in some detail by Messrs. Utley and Banks.

Once an individual with the necessary prerequisites has

3 been hired, he receives training on site-specific requirements

and procedures. These training procedures are documented in

the form of Technical Procedures and each individual's

6 progress is documented. Training covers indoctrination on a

7 wide range of subjects, individual study, classroom training,

8 on-the-gob training, and evaluation and retraining. As an

9 example, I have attached TP-25 to my testimony as McDuffie

10 Appendix 4. It is entitled "Technical Procedure Training

of Supervisory & Technical Personnel in Implementation of

12 ASME N-Stamp Program". To give a flavor of how comprehensive

13 these technical procedures are, I have also attached

14 as McDuffie Appendix 5 an "Index Sheet" from a Technical

15 Procedures manual.

16 Q. Do you have any special program for recruiting and training

17 craft personnel?

18 A. CP&L has provided a craft training coordinator whose full-time

19

20

assignment is to coordinate and monitor the training program

at the Harris site. Our craft training programs are outlined

21 in McDuffie Appendix 6. Already 468 craftsmen have completed

22

23

24

25

training and 165 more are presently enrolled. We have started

a training school for new welders and for upgrading those who

already have welding skills. Presently the size of this training

facility is being doubled to be ready for increased training
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early in 1979. This welder training pxogram was initiated

well in advance of any apparent shortages. We have also

encouraged the introduction of women in the program, and hope

to recruit women from the local area. Such'ocal recruitment.

should add stability to the work force. With CP&L's approval

and encouragement, Daniel has also established training in

several craft areas to teach basic skills, as well as to upgrade

skills. CPSL's direct participation in craft training is an

improvement over the situation at the Brunswick Plant where

10 formal training was limited to welding, which was under

contractor control.

12

13

14

For a number of reasons, therefore, we are confident

that adequate manpower can be recruited, trained as necessary,

and retained for work on the Harris Plant, and that we will
obtain more and better qualified personnel than we were able

16 to recruit at Brunswick. Among the reasons for our confidence

17 are:

18 1. We are paying competitive wages;

19 2. Preemployment, precraft, and upgrade training

20 is available;

21

22

3. An opportunity for progression within a craft

and to higher paying crafts is present;

23 4. Due to the long duration of the gob, an

opportunity to progress to supervisory

25 positions is present;
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5. Longer-term employment is available as

~ compared to most construction gobs; and

6. Close proximity to the City of Raleigh with its
excellent housing, schools, and wide range of

cultural and social events makes it a favorable

location.

We also believe our experience to date indicates future

8 success in that Daniel has been able to recruit and train the

9 approximately 2,100 craftsmen already employed at the site

10 without any real difficulty.

ll g. Do you anticipate that, in order to complete the project on

12 schedule or to meet any revised schedules which may become

13 necessary, either the professional or non-professional staffs

14 will have to work extended overtime7

15 A. No. We are able to plan better than we have in the past

16

17

because we control the schedule and because our scheduling

has been influenced by the experience we gained at Brunswick.

18 Furthermore we feel we will be able to foresee any shortfall

19

20

21

before it hits us and that we will be able to hire additional

people if ne'cessary. Some of the fixed-price contractors may

work extended hours, but we do not anticipate any problems

22

23

with this and their work will be inspected.

To date the overtime percentage for all CP&L employees

24

25

at the site has been 5%. This is very modest for construction

work. We do not anticipate that the overtime picture will
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change in the foreseeable future. The reason for this is that

we have already experienced periods in which we were required

to place strong emphasis on a particular phase of construction.

For example, extra effort was required to place the massive

quantities of concrete and reinforcing steel necessary to

construct the foundation mats. This work required maximum

effort from the civil disciplines and the people supporting

these disciplines but did not result in extended overtime.

This sort of effort will be repeated for civil as well as

10'ther disciplines as we progress through the various phases

of construction, but we see'o reason to believe that the

12 impact upon other disciplines. will be any greater.

13 Q. Turhing next to the construction effort itself, what progress

14 has been made since issuance of the construction permit2

15 A. Construction is progressing in three main areas. These

16. are: (1) Plant Site, (2) Main Reservoir, and (3) West

17 Auxiliary Reservoir. Relative locations of these facilities

18 can be noted on Figure 3, Vicinity Map.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

At this stage of construction, our major efforts at

the plant site are directed to placing reinforcing steel and

concrete in the lower elevations of the Unit 1 power block.

The Unit 1 power block (as shown on Figure 4) is composed of

Containment 1, Reactor Auxiliary 1, Reactor Auxiliary Common,

Turbine 1, Fuel Handling and Waste Processing. Most foundation

mats for these buildings have been placed and walls and
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columns are beginning to rise. The floor liner plate has been

installed and installation of the wall liner plate is active

4,

in Containment 1. Other work in progress can be seen on

Figure 5 which is an aerial photo of the plant site.

The Main Reservoir has been cleared and work is

proceeding on the dam where we are excavating, cleaning,

mapping and grouting the core trench. The diversion conduit is

also being installed. The West Auxiliary Reservoir has been

cleared and work is progressing on excavating, cleaning,

10 mapping, and grouting the core trench for that dam. In all,
Unit 1 is 12K complete while Units 2, 3, and 4 are less than

12 1X complete.

13 Q. Would you summarize the results of NRC I&E inspections

14 and internal audits thus far on the Harris Plant construction

15 effort?

16 A.. CP&L has a good NRC enforcement record on the Harris pro5ect,

17 as substantiated by the results of our own audits. This can

18

20

be shown by reviewing the findings of NRC I&E inspections,

Quality Assurance Audit Section audits, and surveillances

by the CP&L Engineering and Construction Quality Assurance

21

22.

23

24

Section (both on-site and general office units). These are

summarized as follows:

Nuclear Re ulato Commission Ins ections:

Since the issue of t1ie Construction Permit Exemption in

25 January, 1975, there have been twenty inspections, including
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seven since the Construction Permit was granted in January 1978.

The only infractions noted are as follows:

1. Failure to sample pumped concrete whenever an

alternate placement method was also being employed

(Closed at the next inspection);

2. Failure to enter Field Change Requests on affected

drawing revisions (Closed at the next inspection);

3. Signature omitted from Weld Control Log (Closed.

at the next inspection);

10 4. Lack of dust control on site (Corrected immediately

12

but has not yet been closed by the NRC);

5. Inadequate siltation control at the main-dam area

13 (Corrective action completed by November 22, 1978,

14-

16

but item has not yet been closed by the NRC); and

6. Failure to calibrate sieves used to perform fine

aggregate analysis (Equipment on order to

17

18

facilitate calibration).

Co orate ualit Assurance Audits:

19

20

22

23

24

25

Since the implementation of the Corporate Quality Assurance Program

at the Harris Plant site in early 1973, a total of ten audits

have been performed. These audits reported fifteen separate

"findings" requiring formal response to CP&L management.

These "findings" involved administrative violations of procedures

and inadequacy of procedures. All have been corrected. It
is significant to note that none of these "findings" involved
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actual construction or installation of safety-related items.

It is also worth noting that more items requiring corrective

action have been found by corporate audit than by the NRC.

This is indicative of the thoroughness of CP6L's internal

audit and the strength of the corporate commitment to quality.

En ineerin and Construction ualit Assurance Surveillances

General Office Unit

10

13

14

15

16

17

18

A total of thirty-three surveys of site QA and construction

activities have been performed. These have identified eight

separate "findings" requiring corrective action and formal

response. These were all administrative in nature and .have

been corrected.

Site ualit Assurance Surveillances

Construction activities are under virtually constant surveillance.

Excluding respectable material at receipt and minor

documentation deficiencies, approximately four hundred

nonconformances have been reported. Most of these were for

procedural violations of an administrative nature. Only

20

about twenty-five percent involved plant construction

processes and materials actually used.

21

22

23

24

25

Construction work has had to be stopped or limited by

Site QA due to nonconforming or indeterminate conditions on

only three occasions regarding:

1. Concrete placement in containment floor pending

completion of supplementary testing of corner
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7'elds
in the containment liner shear key pit

assemblies;

2. Code Class welding pending resolution of problem

with welder qualification specimen testing;

3. Concrete placement in reactor auxiliary building

pending repair of embedded plant studs.

Compared to virtually hundreds of checks performed daily

8 by Site QA personnel where no nonconforming condition is noted,

9 the number and types of nonconformances identified to

10 date clearly indicate a sound compliance- record.

ll Q. Have you also made changes in the vay you are handling

12 engineering and design —as distinct from construction —compared

13 vith Brunswick2

14 A.. During the engineering phase of the. Brunswick Plant,

15 the Pover Plant. Engineering Department vas organized in a

17

18

project manner. A section with specified department personnel

was assigned to Brunswick while other sections with specified

personnel were assigned to other generation prospects, fossil

and nuclear. Near completion of the engineering for the

20

21

Brunswick pro5ect, it was determined that better utilization

of experienced personnel could be obtained by reorganizing

22 the department with personnel aligned in their particular

23

24

engineering discipline. This would allow utilization of

an experienced engineer for more than one prospect in his area

25 of expertise. In January, 1977 the reorganization was
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4

10

implemented, creating an Engineering Pool Section and a

Project Engineering Section. The Project Engineering Section's

responsibilities were delineated as planning, cost control,

scheduling, and the administration of the contract with

the A-E. The Engineering Pool Section's responsibilities

are developing conceptual designs, the review and approval

of detailed designs developed in conjunction with the

A-E, and estimating and evalution of bid comparisons for

plant equipment. These two sections have a dual responsibility

in the development of estimates, schedules, and in the

implementation of cost control of their own activity as

12

13

well as that of the A-E.

This reorganization has resulted in a higher degree of

14 participation. in the overall engineering and procurement effort
15 and a greater awareness of the importance of accomplishing

16 the tasks in a timely and cost-effective manner. Various

17 systems have been implemented by the department to assure that

18 activities are being accomplished by the A-E as planned.

19 An example of closer control of these activities is the

20 system devised for the engineering and procurement for the

21 piping, hangers, and valves, referred to as the "Integrated

22

23

24

25

Piping, Hanger, and Valve Delivery Schedule". To assure

that each spool piece of pipe, each hanger, and each valve

arrive at the site on a schedule which supports the overall

construction schedule, engineering tasks (as well as
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procurement and fabrication by the vendor) are specifically

tabulated for each item. This is a significant departure from

the traditional approach in which these items are ordered

in bulk according to estimates of the total number of each type

of valve, or number of feet of pipe which may be needed.

By identifying each item separately, its availability at the

time it will be needed is assured. Bimonthly and monthly

reports are updated as to the status of each activity to assure

that personnel in the cognizant organizations are meeting

10 their schedules and will not hold up final'elivery of the

required material. The monitoring of these activities in this

12 incremental fashion provides management a tool whereby

13

14

16

action can be taken to correct schedule deficiencies. An

additional feature of this system is that since piping,.

hangers,, and valves are specifically identified within

discrete engineering packages which are grouped according to

17 logical work areas (such as buildings or parts of buildings),

18

19

it provides a planning tool for Construction. As a, result,

more advanced planning can be accomplished and economies

20 realized in the utilization of manpower and other construction

21 resources.

22 Q. Mr. McDuffie, do you have any way of )udging how well CP&L's

23 approach to construction management is working2

24 A. Yes, a number of indicators can be used to show that the Harris

25 construction is progressing effectively and that our manage-
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ment approach is producing the desired results.

10

1. The quality of the construction to date is an extremely

important indicator. The quality of workmanship

related to concrete and reinforcing steel placements

can be determined through compressive strength

testing of the concrete and tensile testing of the

mechanical splicing used to goin links of large

diameter reinforcing steel. We have placed

approximately 190,000 cubic yards of concrete and

performed compressive strength tests on approximately

12

6,500 concrete cylinders. Results of these tests

indicate full compliance with specification requirements.

13 The average 28-day compressive strength has

consistently exceeded design requirements by

25 percent or more. We have also performed 15,500

16 production splices in reinforcing steel bars.

17 Based on the statistical sampling. plan, a quantity

18

19

representing over 2-1/2 percent of these splices

are tensile, tested. None have failed to meet

20

21

specified tensile strength. The running average

tensile strength tested is 117 percent of design

22 requirements.

23 2. Record or near record quantities of concrete and

24

25

reinforcing steel placement for nuclear power

plant construction have been achieved at the project.
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12

13

14'5

16

3. The project is on schedule. This takes on special

significance considering that the schedule referred

to is a make-up schedule which anticipates

accomplishing three years'ork in two years, thus

making up a year consumed in licensing that was not

anticipated.

4. To date, we have not experienced any significant

delays at Harris due to lack of engineering design

or procured materials, which illustrates the

effectiveness of the coordination between the

engineer, the constructor, and CP&L as the

construction manager.

5. The percent turnover for supervisory and

professional personnel is low and is indicative

of project dedication.

6. The Harris project has a very acceptable overtime

17 percentage.

18. 7. Finally, we have an excellent safety record. For

example, 3.3 million manhours have been worked

20 with only seven lost time injuries, In fact, on

21

22

23

December 11, 1978, the prospect completed one million

manhours without a lost time in)ury and that was the

second t ime we have achieved this goal.

24 Q. Are steps being taken to help assure a smooth transition from

25 construction to pre-operational testing and startup, and if so,
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1 what are they'

A. As a result of the experience gained at Robinson and Brunswick,

CP&L has become acutely aware of the value of pre-startup

planning. Even at this early date, management actions have been

taken in several areas with the objective of effecting a smooth,

orderly transition from construction, through startup, to

operation:

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

1. The construction schedule reflects a very strong

consideration of plant startup requirements. We

have scheduled the various buildings and piping

systems in a manner that will allow the earliest

possible startup involvement. As an example,

the initial systems (auxiliary power, service

water, air, water treatment, and makeup water)

have been scheduled for start of testing eighteen

months ahead of fuel load which is six months

earlier than have been traditionally allowed on

previous units. This will allow us to level the

startup manpower requirements and will permit the

20

21

22,

23

25

startup and testing of the entire system to begin

as early as practicable. Construction of the waste

processing building and turbine building is likewise

being accelerated, although theoretically not needed

until the end of the program. Again, early experience

in startup and testing of the piping system in
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10.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

the waste processing building will contribute to

a smoother startup of the remaining piping systems

in the containment building and the reactor auxiliary.

building. The result will be an orderly progression

of constructon completion and startup that flows

from the turbine building to the waste processing

building and into the auxiliary and containment

building, rather than a crash program attempting to

accomplish testing of the entire plant at once.

A similar logic prevails with respect to the

electrical portions of the plant. The current

construction schedule dictates an early push on

that portion of the common building which contains

the control room and the cable spread rooms. We

intend to construct these facilities as soon as

possible in order to allow installation of the

relay racks and control boards in the cable spread.

room and the control room. Again, releasing

startup and test work as early as possible will

provide the maximum amount of time for an orderly

tansition to the operating phase.

2. Construction management action is being taken in a

I

second area of scheduling in order to contribute

to a smooth running turnover and startup of the

plant. The administration building will be constructed
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early and plant operating personnel vill be assigned to

the site at an early date. This will facilitate
t

their becoming familiar with the plant and its systems

while they write pre-operational and testing procedures

and observe the construction in progress. The

familiarity thus gained will simplify problems during

turnover for startup.

3. The organization at the Harris site has been

structured differently with the result that there

10 are fewer organizations involved in turnover. The

12

13

process of construction completion, construction

checkout, and QA checkout and turnover to operations

will then flow through fewer organizations resulting

14 in. a better understanding and'loser contact with

15 the systems being completed.

16 4. Even now we are active in defining the boundaries

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

of the turnover packages so that construction can

maintain a continuing cognizance of the boundaries

of the startup systems and the sequence in which

the systems will be required to be completed and

turned over to plant operations. These boundaries

will allow construction to plan work on the systems

needed first; and it will permit quality assurance

personnel to collect, check, and package documentation

in volumes that are grouped in anticipation of



future turnovers. Figure 6 shows those items which

are included in a turnover package and the sequence

of assembly. This early injection of startup thinking

will contribute materially to a smooth startup.

5. Also important is the fact that the Harris Plant is

similar in many respects to CP&L's Robinson Unit 2.

It will not present a totally new concept when

compared with our previous corporate experience.

10

This is somewhat different from our experience at

Brunswick where the boiling water reactors represented

major design and operational differences from

12 the pressurized water reactor at Robinson.

13'. Does that conclude your testimony, Mr. McDuffie2

14 A. Yes, it does.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25



Items Included in Turnover Packa e

1. Marked up copy(s) of the flow diagram(s) showing the turnover boundaries

2. Latest revision of the plant piping prints or isometrics required to define system turnover boundaries

3. A listing of all cables included in the turnover

4. An itemized equipment list containing each item of equipment, 'i.e. each valve, each pump, each tank, each
instrument, etc.

e

5. The final documentation package which will include all pertinent purchase records, construction records
including inspection and testing and all on-going maintenance, records

~Se uence

Plant start-up
test unit
defines
turnover
boundaries on
a system flow
diagram

Construction
engineers
convert
system which has
been defined
to field
working level

Crafts perform
work in
sequence dictated
by construction
engineers

Q.A. retains
all work
records by
turnover package
number

Site turnover
unit assemblies
turnover package

Q.A. assemb ies
documentation
package

Plant start-up
receives a
complete turnover
package

Items Included and Sequence of
Turnover Package

FIGURE 6
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CONSTRUCTtON PROCEDURES MANUAL SHNPP

TECHNlCAL pROCEDURE: INSPBCTION OF FIELD INSTALLED

DESCR~FsT|ON EHBEDDi5 PLATES, PKNETRATIONS AND ANCHOR BOLTS any 2

1. 0 SCOPE

1.1 The purpose of this procedure is to define the inspection of
embedded plates, penetrations,. and anchor bolts.

, 1.2 The scope of this procedure will be- limited to permanent plant
embedded. plates, penetrations and anchor bolts.

1.3 This procedure will be used in conjunction with applicable
rebar drawings.

2. 0 REFERENCES

2.1 TP-14, Training & Qualification of Cital Construction Inspection
Personnel

2. 2 TP-17,, Construction Inspection Nonconformance Control
2,3 QP-5, Concrete Placement

0,
3. 0 SSSEIVL

3.1 Field'nstallation of embeds, penetrations and anchor bolts
shall; be monitored by inspectors qualified in accordance with
Ref. 2.1.

3.2 The inspection shall be recorded on the Field Inspection
Report for Embedded Plates,, Penetrations and Anchor Bolts
(Exhibit 1), which will indicate the following:
1. Type of inspected item, (Embed«Type, Anchor Boles-Type,

Size).

30

Discrepancies found and individual (Area 'Engineer, Area

or Craft Superintendent) notified.
The Placement No., Location and Applicable Drawings.

3.3 Installation tolerances shall be in accordance with applicable
drawings, specifications, and procedures.

4.0 PROCEDURZ

4.1 The Construction Inspector shall perform the following:
1. Monitor the installation of embedded plates, penetrations,

and anchor bolts in areas designated by the placement

numbers initiated in accordance with. Ref. 2.3.
2. Periodically check to insure that the inspected items are

placed within specified tolerances.'
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3. Check the general condition of embedded items, penetrations

and anchor bolts for excessive corrosion, cleanliness,
and defects.

4.2 The Construction Inspector shall insure that all embedded

items are placed in accordance with design drawings and proce-

duress

4.3 The Construction Inspector shall record all inspection data in
the Yield Inspection Report for Embedded Plates, Penetrations,

'nd Anchor Bolts (Exhibit 5'1).

1. Plates and penetrations shall be checked for- thickness

and surface dimensions.

2. Plates and penetration studs shall be checked for location
tolerances. All relocation or addition of studs shall be

noted.
3. Dimensional checks shall be zecorded for every anchor

bolt type (e.g. length and diameter).
4.4 The Construction Inspector shall bring"minor violations to the

attention of the Craft Superintendent, Area Superintendent, or
Area Engineer.

4.5 The Construction Inspector shall report nonconformances, which

are not resolved by routine measures, in accordance with Ref.

2020

4.6 The Construction Inspector .shall insure that:
1. The Field Inspection Report for Embedded Plates, Penetrations,

and Anchor Bolts (Exhibit 81) includes all embed inspections.
for a given placement number, (see Section 4.1.1).

2. The Field Inspection Report for Embedded Plates, Penetrations,
and Anchor Bolts (Exhibit 81) shall be attached to the

Concrete Placement Report (Ref. 2.3) and transmitted to
Q.A.

5. 0 EXHIBITS AND APPENDICES

5.1 Exhibit 1 - Field Inspection Report for Embedded Plates,
Penetrations, and Anchor Bolts
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SHEARON KQQLES NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

FIELD INSPECTION REPORT FOR EMBEDDED PLATES PENETRATIONS & ANCHOR BOLTS

TP5
Exhibit 1

NO.

Placement No.

Location
)ravings

INSPECTED
ITEM & TYPE

DIMENSIONAL
UIOLATIONS

(LIST BOLT SIZES)

STUD DISCREPANCIES
OR ALTERATIONS

Sheet of

CONSTRUCTIO .

INSPECTOR

Individual
Notified:

Date

Individual
Notified:

Date

Individual
Notified:

Date

Individual
Notified:

Date

Individual
Notified:

Date
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Co'STROLLED DDI:Uf"EI'tT -,Co"STRICT to"l OA

CAROLIsiA PO'P'ER 6 LIGilT CO.'PZi.:Y
TECHNICAL SERVICES QEP.-'.R~;i:-.:T

ENGINEERLvG 6 COsi>aRUCTION QUALITY ASS%A'iCE SECTXON

Shearon Harris
Nuclear Power Plant
Construction A Procec

:!u&r.r
CQA-10

TITLE: STRUCTURAL STEEL ON TO

2.0 PURPOSE

The intent of this- procedure is to establish guidelines for quality
assurance monitoring of structural steel ezections and high-strength
bolted connections .as required by procedures, wpecificationsP
codes and other applicable documents.

2.0 SCOPE

This procedur'e applies to structural steel high-strength bolted
connections used in Sei.smic Class I structures at the Shearon Harris
Nuclear Power Plant construction site.

3. 0 REFERENCES

l.
2.
3.

4.

Procedure CQA-l, Personnel Training and Qualification
Eb'asco .Specification CAR»SH-AS-7', Structural Steel
Ebasco .Specification CAR-SH-AS-7A, High-Strength Bolted Field.
Connections for Structural Steel
Procedure CQC«2, Nonconformance Contzol

4.0 RESPONSIBILITIES

The Principal QA Specialist shall be responsible for the imple-
mentation of this procedure.

The Civil QA Specialist shall be responsible foz the performance and

documentation of the inspections necessary to monitor high-strength
bolting activities. He ~ill assign and supervise QA Inspectors
in the monitoring of high-strength structural steel bolting
activi ties.

QA Xnspectozs shall perform i.nspections and submit reports as
directed by the Civil QA Spec'ialist.



COllTROLLED DOCU('lEt'tT - CO'<STRUCTIOf< QA

CAROLIiih POMER & LIGHT CO.'PA'iY
TECHNIC.A SERVICES DEPARi;t~:T

ZNGINEERLvG ci CO:avaRUCTION QUALITY ASSLW~NCE SECTION

Shearon Harris
Nuclear Power Plant
Construction h Procedur.

.'I:..bent'QA-10

TI LE: N

5.0 PERSONNEL UALIFICATIONS

QA inspection personnel performing inspections of the structural steel
activities shall be qualified in accordance with Reference 1.

6.0 PROCEDURE

QA Inspectors shall periodically monitor structural steel. erection
activities for compliance to Reference 2 and applicable standards
and procedures. Xnspectors shall check items such as:

l. Aligtunent
2. Contact su&aces of friction-type connections
,3. Reaming, is within AISC tolerances
4.'quipment for connections
5. Touch-up paint conforms to requirements—"' I
QA Inspectors shall periodically monitor structural steel high-
strength bolting for compliance to Reference 3 and applicable
standards and procedures. Inspector's shall check items such
as:

1. Proper tightening method used
2. Bolts are correct length
3 ~ Correct type bolts are used
4. flashers are used when required
5. Torque has been. applied

Calibration of, equipment
Bolt pro)ection is beyond nut

8. Tightening sequence does not loosen init5.ally tightened bolts

7. 0 NONCONFORMANCES

Nonconforming activities or conditions shall be reported in accordance
with Reference 4.

8. 0 DOCUMENTATION

QA Inspectors shall document inspections of assembly, erection and

high-strength bolting activities on 'the Quality Control Field Report
(Form QA-3) and submit it to the Civil QA Specialist for review and

filing, Kn QA Records.



,~
POWER PLANT I. 'EERING DEPARTHENT

1. W. II. Kincaid — Vice President

No. Years in
Design, Construction,

0 eration

34

No. Professionals No. Professional..
No. Professionals Assigned Only to Assigned to Other
in Section/IJnit SIINPP Similar Prospects

63*** 13 & 31* 19 & 31*

2. L. I. I,oflin — Hanager
Engineering Pool 15 38*»' II & 29* 29*

3.

4.

H. G. Znalouk — Principal Fngineer
Heclianlcal — Nuclear

T. W. Jolinson — Principal Engineer
Electrical

16

12

0

9*

5. R. Ilanford — Principal Engineer
I la ter isis & Codes 18

6. L. S. Whn t1ey — Principal Engineer
Hec lianica 1 15 14 14* 14*

7. H. F. Tliompson — Hanager
Project Engineering 13 4& 1* 3& 1»

8.

9.

R. K. Cothren — Principal Project
Engineer — SIINPP

W. W. Reynolds — Principal Project
Engineer — Hayo

12

10

10. H. II. Long — Hanager — Operating
Plant Engineering Support

W. W. Price — Principal — Flectrical

36

13

16**

I

0

0

16

12. H. A. Connor — Principal - Heclianicnl' 0
NOTE: 1. The number of professionals shown in item 1 incliides tlie Department llead and the sum of section totals shown'in items 2, 7, and 10. Those numbers with an.asterisk nre added sepnrntely from tliose numbers withoiit an

asterisk.
2. This information is valid as of December 29, 1978.*All indlvid»nls work part-time on SIINPP.

**Tlils number includes the Section llend, professionals who report directly to the Section llead, and the sum « tlie
indivi<luals listed in eacli repotting unit.

*«*Total number nf professionals In tlie Power Plant Engineering Department, inc]»dknp the Department lien" ~



POWER Pl>NT . CTION DEPAR'PIENT

No. Years in No. Professionals
Design, Construction, No. Professionals 'Assigned Only to

0 eration - in Section/Unit SHNPP

No. I'rofessionals
Assigned to Other
Similar Pro ects

1. Sheldon D. Smith — Manager
Power Plant Construction 30 116k** 60 & 20* 36 & 20+

2 ~ T. H. Wyllie — Manager
Nuclear Construction 30 65** 53& 1* 11 & 1*

3 ~ RE H. Parsons - Site Manager
(Harris) 19 48 48 0

4 ~ R. J. Groover — Principal Engineer
(Brunswick) 15 0

5 ~ J ~ T. Cox — Principal Engineer
(Hisce1laneous Proj ec ts) 12

6 ~ W. W. Ezzell — Senior Construction
Craft Training Coordinator 0

7 ~ L. B ~ Wilson — Hanager
'onstruction Engineer ing 16 15*'A'5*

8 ~ DE M. Ross — Project Engineer
Construction Projects

9 ~ H. A. Shamblin — Principal Engineer
Construction Projects 23

10. ST N. Hamilton — Manager
Construction Procurement Services 26 j 74* 7 & 3* 7 & 3*

D. H. Apperson — Principal
Construction Procurement Specialist 9

12'. E. Lewis — Senior Expediter
*All individuals work part-time on SHNPP

**This number includes the Section Head, professionals who report directly to the Section Head, and the sum of the
individuals listed in each reporting unit.

***Total number of professionals in the Power Plant Construction Department, including the Department I«ad.



Continued

No. Years in ~ No. Professionals No. Professionals
Design, Construction, No. Professionals Assigned Only to Assigned to Other

0 eration in Section/Unit SIINPP

13. T. R. Lawtlier — Construction
Warehousing Specialist .1*

14.

'5.

W. F. Evans — Senior Construction
Equipment Specialist

J. 0. Booth — Manager
Fossil Construction

14

27 18** 0 18

16. R. R. ~ Johnson — Site Hanager
(Roxboro), 14 0

17. T. II. Perdue — Principal Engineer
(Hayo) 19 0

18. J. W. HcKay — Project Engineer
(Construction Projects) 0

>All individuals work part-time on SIINPP.
'""Tl~is number includes the Section Ilead, professionals who report directly to the Section Ilead, 'and the sum of theindividuals listed in each reporting unit.

NOTE: 1. The number of professionals shown in item 1 includes the Department head and the sum of section totals
shown in items 2, 7, 10, and 15. Those numbers with an asterisk are added separately from those numbers
without an asterisk.

2. This information is valid as of December 29, 1978.



TECIINICAL SERVICES DEPARTHENT

1. Patrick IJ. Ilowe — Vice President

No. Years in
Design, Construction,

0 eration

27

No. Professionals
No. Professionals Assigned Only to

in Section/Unit SIINPP

89k** 34 & 44*

No. Professionals
Assigned to Other
Similar Pro ects

11 & 44*

2. N. J. Chfangi — Hanager
Engfneiring 6 Construction gA 26 32 & 14* 10 & 14*

3. L. E. Jones — Principal
Engineering gA Unit 16 5+

4. D. A. IfcGaw — Principal Vendor
Surveillance Unit 16 7*

5. G. L. Forehand — Principal Site
QA — SIINPP 24 30 30

6.

7.

8.

F. R. Coburn — Principal Site
gA — IISEP

H. J. Young — Principal
Construction QA — lfayo

S. R. Zimmerman — Nanager
Licensing 6 Siting

11.5

15 17A*

0

0

2 & 14* 1&14*

9. D. l.. Hensinger — Principal
Engineer — Licensing 2& 1* 16 1*

'10. G. S. Forrest — Project Scientist—
Siting



(

Continued
No. Ye 4 in

Design, Construction,
0 eration

No. Professionals
No. Professionals Assigned Only to
in Section/Unit SIIHPP

No. Professionals
Assigned to Other
Similar Pro ects

T. J. Crawford — Principal Engineer—
Permits

12. A. G. Dullard — Hanager — Technical
& Research Services 22 15*4 15* 15*

13. W. S. Ilogan — Director
Technical Services 25 13 12* 12A

*All individuals uork part-time on SIINPP.
~"This number includes the Section Ilead, professionals uho report directly to the Section llead, and the sum of the

individuals listed in each reporting unit.
+"+Total number of professionals in the Engineering & Construction QA, I;icensing 6 Siting, and Technical & Research

Services sections of the Technical Services Department, including the Department ilead.

NOTE: 1. The number of professionals shown in item 1 includes t)~e Department llead and the sum of section professionals
shown in items 2, 8, and 12. Those numbers uith an asterisk are added separately from those numbers without
an asterisk.

2. This information is valid as of December 29, 1978.
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Procedure No.
TP-25

Date
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TECHNICAl PROCEDURE: TRAINING OF SUPERVISORY

DESCRIPTION & TECHNICAL PERSONNEL IN IMPLEMENTATION.OF

ASME N-STAMP PROGRAM

As Noted Below
Page 2 of

1.0 SCOPE

1.1 The intent of this procedure is to establish requirements and

guidelines for general indoctrination and training for supervisory
and technical personnel who are responsible for activities
related to the quality of Code items under construction at the
Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant (SHNPP). This procedure is
not intended to develop the special skills necessary for
personnel performing certain technical work such as inspection,
examination, testing, welding and heat treating. Training for
these areas are addressed by separate procedures.

1.2 This is an "ASME Section III"procedure.

2. 0 REFERENCES

2.1 CP&L ASME Quality Assurance Manual

3.1 CP&L Site Mana er
The Site Manager shall be responsible for staffing the gob

with supervisory and technical personnel capable of meeting
position requirements. He shall also be responsible for
implementation of this training and qualification procedure.

3.2 'Education and E erience
Supervisory and technical personnel shall meet the education

I
and experience requirements necessary to perform the functions
of each job. Additional training and indoctrination as required
by this procedure shall be administered for each new employee-

and periodically thereafter to establish and continue pro-
ficiency in work activities related to code work.

3.3 Personnel to be Trained and uglified
The supervisory and technical personnel responsible for the
following code related work shall be trained in accordance
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with

2 ~

the requirements of this procedure.

Review of design and construction control documents.

Document Control
3. Procurement

4 ~

5 ~

6.

7 ~

8.

Warehousing and Issuing of Code Items

Installation of Code Items

Welding

Heat Treating
Field Inspections

4. 0 PROCEDURE

4.1 General Indoctrination
Supervisory and technical personnel shall be indoctrinated
in; those prospect informational areas necessary foi effective
coordination and accomplishment of their assigned activities
and responsibilities The indoctrination shall address,
as. appropriate, but not necessarily be limited to the

following:
1. Pro)ect organization as it applies to the implhnentation

of the ASME N-Stamp program (See Appendix A).
2., CP&L QA/QC and construction organization relationships

(See Appendix B).
3. CP&L, subcontractor(s), constructor organizational

relationships.
4. Code Editions and Addenda to be utilized at SHNPP.

2 ~

5. Functions, responsibilities, an'd authority of Authorized
Inspection Agency (AIA) and Authorized Nuclear
Inspector (ANI).

6. Duties and responsibilities in implementing requirements

of ASME gA Manual program.

Upon completion of this phase of training, Exhibit 1

shall be completed. The Resident Engineer has been

designated by the Site Manager as the individual to
verify completion of the indoctrination by signing Exhibit
l.
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4.2 Individual Stud

Supervisory and technical personnel shall be required to train
and educate themselves in the SHNPP ARIE N-Stamp program re-

quirements and their implementation by reading and studying

appropriate documents relating to this program. The Reading

List broken down by work function is contained on Exhibit 2.

Each new employee shall complete the required study and initial
each document under his Position Classification within 30 days

of his report date. The Resident Engineer has been designated

by the Site Manager as the individual to verify completion

within the required time period by signing Exhibit 2.

4.3 Classroom Trainin
1. Periodically as the Site Manager deems necessary, but at

intervals not to exceed two (2) years, supervisory and

technical personnel shall participate in either on or off
site classroom type training sessions. These sessions

shall be taught by personnel designated by the Site

Manager and who are familiar with the requirements of the

ASME N-Stamp Program. The purpose of these sessions

shall be to acquaint new personnel with the program and

its requirements and to re-emphasize the basic requirements

and any changes in the program for those personnel already

knowledgeable in its operation. Separate classroom

sessions may be held for new personnel and personnel

being retrained, if desired.
2. A record of classroom training shall be maintained by

entering applicable data from each training session on

Exhibit 3 for each participant.
4.4 Evaluation and Retrainin

1. The Resident Engineer Project shall evaluate the )ob
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performance of all personnel at intervals not to exceed

24 months. Performance evaluations shall be discussed

with the individual(s); and, when appropriate, include

recommendations or requirements for additional training
to improve performance in implementation of ASME N-Stamp

Program.

2. To ensure that all affected personnel are kept abreast of

changes in the ASME N-Stamp Program, the Resident Engineer-

Pro)ect, or his designee, shall evaluate each revision
issued to the CP&L ASME Quality Assurance Manual to

determine the retraining requirements. If he determines

the changes to be minor, he will issue to those persons

he deems to be directly affected by the changes a copy of

Exhibit 4. Each person receiving Exhibit 4 shall acquaint

himself with the indentified changes and document this
fact by signing the bottom portion and returning the form

to the Resident Engineer for filing in the individual's
training file in Document Control.

If the changes are determined to be significant or if
they require additional explaination for implementation,

a special training class will be scheduled for those

personnel directly affected. This training will be

documented on each individual's Record of Classroom

Training (Exhibit 3).
4.5 Records

The Resident Engineer — Project shall ensure that a file of
training records is established and maintained in Document

Control for personnel covered by this procedure and that

copies are transmitted to QA Records. The file shall contain,

but not be limited to, the following:
1. Resume of education and experience.

2. Completed copy of Exhibit 1 (Supervisory and Technical

Rl
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4.

Personnel Indoctrination in Implementation of ASME N-

Stamp Program).

Completed copy of Exhibit 2 (Reading List).
Exhibit 3 (Record of Classroom Training for Supervisory
and Technical Personnel in Implementation of ASME N-Stamp

Program).

5. Exhibit 4 (Notice of Revision to CP&L ASME Quality Assurance

Manual), if required by 4.4.2 above.

5.0 EXHIBITS AND APPENDICES

5.1 Appendix A — Engineering and Construction Organization Chart

5.2 Appendix B — Engineering and Construction Site QA Unit Organization
Chart

5.3 Exhibit 1 « Supervisory and Technical Personnel Indoctrination
in Implementation of ASME N-Stamp Program

5.4 Exhibit 2 - ASME N-Stamp Pr gram Reading List
5.5 Exhibit 3 — Record of Classroom Training for Supervisory and

Technical Personnel in Implementation of ASME N-Stamp Program.

5.6 Exhibit 4 - Notice of Revision to CP&L ASME Quality Assurance

Manual.
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CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

SUPERVISORY AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL INDOCTRINATION
IN IMPLEMENTATION OF ASME N-STAMP PROGRAM

Name

Work Group

Position Classification

ssfP

Employment Date

+New Employee Yes No

1. Organization & Organizational Relationships:
CP&L Engineering & Construction Organization as related to implementation
of SHNPP ASME N-Stamp Program (See Appendix A)

Organizational Relationships with Contractors and Subcontractors in im-
plementation of N-Stamp Program

CP&L Engineering & Construction Site QA

Architect - Engineer

NSSS Supplier

(See Appendix B)

2. ASME Code Applicability:

General Organization of ode

Code Sections Applic le Construction of SHNPP

Code Editions and A a to be Utilized at SHNPP

Functions, Responsibilities and Authority of Authorized Inspection Agency
(AIA) and Authorized Nuclear Inspector (ANI)

3. 'ob Assignments:

Job Description

Duties and Responsibilities
Technical Ob)ectives of Applicable Documents in Implementing Requirements
of ASME N-Stamp Program

a. PSAR

b. Pro)ect Specifications
c. Construction Procedures (Administrative, Work & Technical Procedures)

d. Others (specify)



Exhibit 1
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Page 2 of 2

4. General: (To be completed only if NEW EMPLOYEE block above is checked ~YES

Tour of Site

Introduction to Appropriate Site Personnel
I

Convenience Facilities, Safety Equipment, Fire-Fighting Equipment, First
Aid Equipment and First Aid Facilities

5. Additional Items/Remarks:

Indoctrination Completed

Date

Merm NEW EMPLOYEE means newly hired or transferred employee to SHNPP Construction Site.



CAROLI1 AKR & LIGHT COMPANY

SHEARON HAKRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

ASME N-STAMP PROGRAM READING LIST

E> it 2
TP-25
Page 1 of 5

Name

Work Group

SSg

Employment Date

Position Classification

LEGEND: Required

x Not Required

Document

The following RE(EUIRED READINGS are listed by code related work functions:

Initial & Date

eering Doc. Control Procurement Warehousing Installation $nspection

1. CP&L ASME Quality Assurance Manual

2. Ebasco Specification CAR-SH-M-30
General Piping

3. General Section V of Const. Procedures
Manual — Project Scope

4. General Section VI of Const. Procedures
Manual - Const. Management

5. AP-IV-03 — Preparation, Approval & Con-
trol of Procedures

6. AP-IX-Ol - Interface with Design Eng-
ineering

7. AP-IX-02 — Document Distribution & Con-
trol

8. AP-IX-03 — Interpretation of Engineering
Documents
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Document

Initial & Date

En ineerin Doc. Control Procurement Warehousin Installation Ins ection

9. AP-IX-04 — Request for Clarification of
Information (RCI)

10. AP-IX-05 — Field Change Request (FCR)

ll. AP-IX-06 — Handling of Nonconformances

12. AP-IX-07 — Site Drawings & Sketches

13. AP-IX-10 - Specifications for Site Pro-
curement Use

14. AP-IX-13 — Document Control Training
and Indoctrination

15. AP-XII-Ol — The Requisitioning of Material
and Equipment

16. General Section XIII—Warehousing

17. AP-XIII-Ol - Warehouse Procurement
Documents Filing System

18. AP-XIII-02 —Material & Equipment
Receiving

19. AP-XIII-03 — Receiving Identification &

Inspection
X

20. AP-XIII-04 - Receiving Discrepancy

21. AP-XIII-05 — Material Storage

22. AP-XIII-06 — Receiving Reports & Doc-
umentation

23. AP-XIII-07 - In-Storage Inspections and
Maintenance
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Document

Initial & Date

En ineerin Doc. Control Procurement Warehousin Installation Ins ection

34. AP-XIII-08 — Material Issue

25. WP-19 — Stud Welding

26. WP-102 — Installation of Safety Related
Piping and Component Supports

27. TP-04 — Calibration of Controlled Tools

28. TP-13 — Receipt Inspection for Pre-
fabricated Pipe Spools & Hangers

29. TP-26 — Training & Qualification of
Mechanical Construction Inspection
Personnel

30. TP-17 — QC Nonconformance Control

31. TP-24 —Mechanical Pipe and Valve
Inspection

32. MP-Ol — Qualifying Welding Procedures X

33. MP-02 — Qualifying Welders & Welding
Oprtrs.

34. MP-03 —Welding Material Control

35. MP-04 —Heat Treatment

36. MP-05 — Stamping of Weldments

37. MP-06 — General Welding Procedure for
Carbon Steel (P-1) Weldments

38. HP-07 — General Welding Procedure for
Stainless Steel (P-8) Weldments

39. TP-25 — Training of Supervisory & Technical
Personnel in Implementation of ASHE N-Stamp
Program
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Document
Initial & Date .

En ineerin Doc. Control Procurement Warehousin Installation Ins ection

40. TP-30 — Hydrostatic Testing of Buried or
Embedded Pressure Piping

41. MP-09 - Welding Equipment Control

42. MP-10 — Repair of Base Materials and
Weldments

43. MP-ll — Training & Qualification of
Metallurgy/Welding Engineering &

Support Personnel

44. PPCP-P-0066 — Construction Procurement

45. SHNPP PSAR (Become familiar with content
only)

46. Study the following sections of ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code to become aware of
contents and general requirements:

Section III, Div. 1 — 1974 Edition with
Winter 1976 Addenda (Particularly Sub-
sections NA, NB, NC, ND & NE)

Section III, Div. 2 — 1975 Edition with
Winter 1975 Addenda

Section IX — 1974 Edition with Winter
1976 Addenda

41 Site Spec. 021 - Purchasing Welding Materials

42. Site Spec. 023 —Vendor Requirements for
Preparation, Testing and Evaluation of
Welding Procedure Test Assembly

43, Site Spec. 030 - Field Fabrication and
Erection of Power Piping
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Document
Initial & Date

En ineerin Doc. Control Procurement Warehousin Installation Ins ection

44. Site Spec. 031 — Requirements for Pield
Welding of Cat. 1, 2 & 3, or Code Class
1, 2 & 3 Piping Components, Systems at
SHNPP Project

Individual Study Completed

Date



TP-25
Exhibit 3

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

RECORD OF CLASSROOM TRAINING FOR SUPERVISORY
AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL IN IMPLEMENTATION OF

ASME N-STAMP PROGRAM

Name

Work Group

Position Classification

ss8

Employment Date

Training Activity Date Hours Instructor
Instructor's
Initials



Exhibit 4
TP-25

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Date

MEMO TO:

.~ROM: Resident Engineer

SUBJECT: Notice of Revision to CP6L ASME Quality Assurance Manual

Please note that the fol1owing changes have been included in Revision to the
subject manual. You are to acquaint yourself with these changes, complete the
bottom portion of this memo, and return to the undersigned for filing in your
TP-25 training file:

'If you have questions on these changes please contact me.

Resident Engineer

have read and understand the changes included in the Revision to CPSL ASME Quality
laurence Manual identified above.

Name Date
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Revision 49

Date 12/4/78

Procedure 8 Title of Procedure Rev.
Approval

Date

TP»ol

TP» v2

TP 03

TP-04

TP-05

TP 06

TP-07

TP-08

TP-09

TP-10

TP-11

TP» 12

TP-13

TP 1

TP-16
TP-17
TP-18

TP-19

'TP-20

TP-21

TP-22
TP-23

TP-24

TP-25

TP-26

TP

TP-28
TP9

TP-31

Test Fill Program» Random Fill, Random Rockfill and
Rockfi.ll
Soil Control Program - Random Fill
Blas ting
Calibration of Controlled Tools

XnspeetLon aX Field Zae Mashed Cmbedded. %bates,

Measuxemerit 3&.ower Tn@rnlifk

Contxol, Recotzding & Handling of Equi.pment Transfers
Soil Control Program - Class I Fill & Backfill
Inspection of Electri.cal Equip to be imbedded in
Concrete.

~ Hydxostat'4i. Testing of Buried or Embedded Pressure
Piping (Non-Nuclear Safety Related)

Gradation Analysis of Rip Rap

Receiving Unfabricated Plate, Angles & Beams For Stor.
Receipt Inspection Foz Prefabricated Pipe Spools and

Hangers
Training and Qualification of Civil Construction

Inspection Personnel
Concrete Placement Inspection
Hydro Testing Of Embedded Drain Piping
'Construction Inspection Non-Conformance Control

'nviornmentalProtection Control
Inspection of Field Fabricated Rebar

Spill Prevention Control & Countermeasures

Waterstop and Exterior Waterproofing Membrane
Placement Inspection

Inspection 'of Rebaz Installation
Monitoring Surface Contamination on Stainless Steel

Components
Mechani.cal Pipe and Valve Inspection
Training of Supervisory & Technical Personnel in

Implementation of ASME N-Stamp Program
Training and Qualifi.cati.on of Mechanical Construction

Inspection Personnel
Training & Qualification of Electrical Construction

Inspecti.on Personnel

Inspection of protective coatings
Hydrostatic Testing of buried or embedded Pressure Pip
Grouting For Class I Seismic Dams

6,.

2'

1

0

2

1

1
0

2

1

0
1

"2
1

0
0

~

1

8/'r/78
10/16/78

2/7/78

10/Q'/78

9/1/73
7/OS/77

@679
11502/78
10/31/78

11/28/78

11/02/78
04/19/77
Q@'0B'.

12/O2/7S

6/23/7S
10/'7/78
8/3/78

02125/78

07/17/78
O2/25/78

6/26/7S
Oslo/78

04/28/78
10 03-78

05/18/78

10/26/78
10/25/78

11/05/78
11/20/78
10/18/78
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CRAFT TRAINING PROGRAMS

Training has been established in several craft areas to teach basic skills as

well as upgrade skills.

level required for initial employment. Preemployment training has been offered

for iron workers, carpenters, and labor crafts since construction got underway.

More recently, training has been started for the ~elder craft. In the rebar

and carpentry area, a two-week course is offered to applicants who desire employ-

ment but do not possess the necessary entry-level skills. This training is
C

offered on the employee's own time; however, extra pay incentive can be offered

for completion of the two-week course. Preemployment training for the labor

crafts is one week; and for welders, it varies from six to ten weeks depending

upon the experience level of the trainee.

Training facilities have been provided at the site (outside the fenced perimeter)

to support the program. Facilities have been expanded, since the initiation of

the program, and will continue to be expanded as necessary to meet the space re-

quirements.

Precraft training is offered to laborers and .utility workers already employed

and wanting to be placed in the rebar and carpentry crafts when manpower needs

permit. These workers attend class on their own time after normal hours one

afternoon a week.

HcDuffie APPENDIX 6



~Uzade training ia offered in blueprint reading, field engineer, and through

the B.E.S.T. (Basic Employment Skills Training) program. B.E.S.T. training is

in the rebar and carpentry crafts. By means of on-the-job training and class-

room instruction before and after work, apprentices are able to increase their

knowledge of the craft and reach journeyman status at a faster rate than those

not enrolled. This training is all voluntary, but timed pay increases are

offered as an incentive to enroll.

After-hours and preemployment welder training is offered to upgrade skills

leading to certification of welders as either structural or pipe. The in-

experienced trainee starts with flat welding and, when judged competent, he can

enter the work force as a structural welder after passing the qualification test.

If he desires to continue training, he begins the pipe welder training. After

progressing through carbon steel pipe training and stainless pipe welder training,

he is eligible to take the pipe welding certification test.

The attached chart entitled TRAINING PROGRAMS shows the number of craftsmen who

have graduated and those presently enrolled in the various craft training programs.



TRAINING PROGRAMS

January 8, 1979

Graduated
Presently
Enrolled

Pre-emolo ent:
Re ar
Carpentry
Labor

68
59

249

G
10

5

Pre-craft Rebar: 10

Pre-craft Caroentr

Blue riant:
rs hift

Second Shift 33
23

20

B.E.S.T, Rebar:

B.E.S.T. Caroentr 38

Welder Trains
Pre-emp oyment
After-hours
Remedial

Total:,

14
4
2

468

12
13

0

165
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

4 In the Matter of:

CAROLINA POWER 6 LIGHT COMPANY Docket No. 50-400
50-401

(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, 50-402
Units 1, 2, 3 and 4) 50-403

10

INTERVIEW OF LICENSING BOARD MEMBERS
IVAN W SMITHr GLENN 0 ~ BRIGHT r AND
J. VENN LEEDS BY OFFICE OF INSPECTOR
AND AUDITOR

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23t 24
ederel Reporters, Inc.

25

East-West Towers
4350 East-West Highway
Bethesda, Maryland

Thursday, 12 October 1978

Proceedings in the above-entitled matter were convened,

pursuant to notice, at 3:30 p.m.

BEFORE:

ROGER A. FORTUNA, Assistant Director for Investigation

WXLLIAMH. FOSTER, Senior Inspector/Auditor

DAVID H. GAMBLE, Investigator

APPEARANCES:

JOHN H. FRYE, III, ESQ., on behalf of the Atomic Safety
6 Licensing Board Panel

GEORGE F. TROWBRIDGE, ESQ., and JOHN H. O'EILL, JR., ESQ.,
Shaw, Pittman, Potts 6 Trowbridge, 1800 M Street, N.W.,
Washington, D. C. 20036; on behalf of Carolina Power &
Light Co.



la

APPEARANCES: (continued):-

CHARLES BARTH, ESQ., Office of the Executive Legal
Director, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,
D. C.; on behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Staff.

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

2 4

ederel Reporters, Inc.

25



9918 PROCEEDINGS
pe 1 MR. SMITH: Would you take a transcript of this

chvidl proceeding?

I intend now to read my statement.

10

12

On. October, 5., ]978r the board wrote to Mr. O. Gene

Abston, Acting Director, Office of Inspector and Auditor

that the board must decline to,be interviewed on the subject

proposed by that office in the Shearon Harris remand.

Subsequently, through the efforts of Mr. James

Kelley, NRC acting general counsel, Mr. Abston, and John

Frye, III, who is the boards legal counsel, an arrangement

agreeable to the board was arrived at to provide for

13 interviews.

14

16

This is why we are here today.

We submitted a. telegram to the parties in this

proceeding in which we advised them as follows: "Members

17

18

of the., Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in the Shearon

Harris proceeding will be interviewed by an inspector of the

19 commission's.office of inspector and auditor in matters

20

21

22

23

24
ederal Reporters, Inc.

25

deemed appropriate on October 12r 1978, beginning at 3:30 pmr..

in. the fourth floor conference room,. West Towers Building,

4350. East West Highway, Bethesda, Maryland.

Parties to the Shearon Harris proceeding may

attend. The transcript of the interview will be filed in

the public record of the proceeding."
'I



david2 I understand that there are present today among

the parties counsel for the. applicant and counsel for the NRC

staff.
Are there any other parties present?

(No response.)

The arrangement provided that, Inspector and

Auditor would submit the subject matter of the interview

to the board in advance and in writing;. that the board

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
eral Reporters, Inc.

25

would be interviewed as a collegial body; and that the

board would continue to feel free to. decline to answer

questions it believed to be inappropriate.

Subsequently, by memo dated October 10, l978,

Mr. Abston advised. Mr Prye of two general areas to be

covered in the interview.. And I will read those, an

exceprt from Mr. Abston's memorandum of October l0, 1978:

One. Explore in detail with the ASLB members

their views with respect to the seriousness of omission

of line inspector's views in the written and oral testimony.

Two. Explore in detail with the ASLB members

how they believe the dissenting view should have been

presented in the licensing proceedings at the time of the

Shearon Harris hearing.

Sometimes the organizational, position and

function of the office of inspector and auditor is confused

with that of office and inspection and enforcement. The



avid3 differences in these offices are important in this case.

The office of inspector and auditor is under the direct

control of the commissioners as a commission and reports only

to them. They are charged by the commission's order of

September 5, 1978, wi,th conducting an investigation into

6
the subject matter of he boards letter of August 28th,

1978.

Office of inspection and enforcement is an

operational unit of the NRC, reporting to the executive
9

10
director for operations. Office of inspection and enforcement

has the responsibility of making industrial inspections and

has industrial enforcement functions.
12

13
It is a part of the NRC staff, which is a party to

the Shearon Harris proceeding. Office of inspection. and

15
enforcement was the subject of the board's letter to the

commission of August 28, 1978.

17
I am ..making that explanation-solely so the

18
public record can understand the difference between those

offices. I know the people present here know that.

20
On the first instance, the members of the board

have not to cooperate with the Inspector and Auditor. We
21

22
recognize that it. has important responsibilities in this

matter. However, our responsibilities as an adjudicative
23

24
eral Reporters, Inc.

25

body are non-discretionary, and we cannot avoid those

responsibilities, even where it may be expedient to do so.





david4 We believe that we can be 'appropriately helpful

to Inspector and Auditor, and in the process, this interview

may assist the board in identifying areas where we have

not made our concerns about the events in issue clear.

Moreover, we believe that it. is possible that this
interview may suggest to the board and to the parties

additional possibilities for developing a complete public

record.

We believe that it is appropriate for the

10

board to answer questions which might clarify our letter
of August 28, where the meaning may be in doubt. If

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
eral Reporters, Inc.

25

Inspector and.Auditor do not understand our letter, others

may not.. We certainly want ta be accurately understood.

Second,.. the answers- to appropriate questions

might. indicate to the parties areas where we believe the

evidentiary record. might be developed. This may be true-

with respect to questions which are too subtle or too

complex for,immediate response.

Then, perhaps we may issue a memorandum indicating

a need for record. application or a memo in direct response

to your questions.,

Third, there may be some questions which are not

appropriate for the board to respond to under the

circumstances. prevailing today, but which may raise issues of

public interest, in the Shearon Harris remand. Then we hope



avid5 that the board could address those issues in our initial
decision.

3% In any event, as we indicated, we are without

authority to submit to any probing of our mental processes

in the exercise of our adjudicative duties. Nothing has

relieved us of our responsibility to protect the principle
of separation of functions in the adjudicative process

and to avoid impermissible ex parte communications.

Although, with respect to ex parte communications,

10
we don't see that. there is any problem surviving, because

of the method by which this interview is conducted.

12

13

Now., gentlemen, we, are ready for your interview..

MR. FORTUNA: Could I please have a copy, sir,
of the statement that you just made, so I could make some

comments in reference to it?

16
MR. SMITH: It'. not entirely complete. There

17
were a few asides there

18

19

20

(Document handed to Mr. Fortuna.)

MR. FORTUNA: Thank you.

Permit me a few moments, if you will, so I
can take a closer reading of this document in order to be able

to respond to it in a rational and logical manner.

23t 24
ederel Reporters, Inc.

25

(Pause.)

MR. FORTUNA: I'm now directing my attention to a

written copy of the document that —is it Dr. Smith or



~ ~ 1



david6 Mr. Smith?

MR., SMITH: No.

MR. FORTUNA: Excuse me.

MR., SMITH: No. Mr. Smith.

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
ederel Reporters, Inc.

25

MR. FORTUNA: Mr. Smith has just read into the

transcript, and I imagine has no bound into the record.

I will read excerpts from the document, and I
will make comments on them.

The initial introductory. comment is followed by

"Subsequently, through the efforts of. Mr. James Kelley,

NRC acting general counsel,'Mr. Abston and Mr. John Faye, III,
the panel's legal, counsel, and arrangement agreeable to the

board was. arrived. at to.,provide for interviews. This is
why we are here today."

It continues a paragraph or two later, "the

arrangement, provided —" and that's the area that we are

interested in. here now that I'm discussing —"that the

office of Inspector. and Auditor would submit'the subject

matter, of the interview to the board in advance and in
writing."

That is correct in a sense —and I speak now

of the office of Inspector and Auditoi, Mr. Abston-
general areas were to be submitted to the board in writing,
but more detailed questions could not be, because, in fact,
as we all know, if a line of questioning develops, it's most



0



david7 difficult to anticipate where it may lead us.

So, as fax as matters of interviews with the

board would be submitted in advance and in writing, true,
in. general areas.

Secondly, the board., through Mr. Smith; has

10

12

13

14

characterized the agreement as stating that the board would

be interviewed as a collegial body. I wish to place

some clarification on that as the office of Inspector and

Auditor views that and as I view that as assistant director
for that office.

It, was our understanding, and it was the

understanding of the office of the Inspector and Auditor that
the board members. would. be here as a group. In addition,

Mr. Frye would be here as their legal counsel, but that

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
ederel Reporters, Inc.

25

questions would bedirected at. and to the individual board

members and that we would..be receiving individual

responses,= rather than a single collegial —if you choose

to use that word —position of the board.

Moving on, again reading from the understanding of

the board as presented by Mr. Smith of the arrangement: "that

the board would continue to feel free to decline to answer

questions it believed to be inappropriate."

This is not —I emphasize -- this. is not the

understanding that the office of Inspector and Auditor

appreciates. We understood and continue to understand that
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provide answers to any and all questions covered in the

general areaswhich we submitted to the board in writing severa

days ago.

Of course, I would certainly understand that there

are certain- areas where people have constitutional
rights,'hat

they would be unable-.to answer or perhaps certain

inherent rights under the Privacy ACt under which they

would not be necessitated to answer.

10 But I would suggest by having this in an open

meeting, those rights under the Privacy Act would be

waived.

13 DR. LEEDS: What constitutional rights are you

talking about?,

15 MR. FORTUNA: Any that adhere to or pertain to

any individual in. the body politic of the United States of

17 America.

18 And. I'l continue here, one last thing. I
19 make reference to the telegram that Mr. Smith —I think it'
20 a mailgram, to be more accurate —that Mr. Smith read

from into the record —and there is a statement which says,

"The, members of. the Atomic Safety and LIcensing Board in

23

24
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the Shearon Harris proceeding will be interviewed by an

inspector of the commission's offi'ce of Inspector and

Auditor on matters deemed appropriate by the board on
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And it follows as to location and time and place.

That is. inaccurate. —"matte-s deemed appropriate

by the board"," in so far as we'e concerned when

characterizing. the arrangement and the attempt that, was

made to conduct this hearing here today.

Now, from what I have just read and spoken to

and what Mr. Smith has spoken to, what he feels that the

agreement and the arrngement is, apparently we'e at an

10
impasse, and.I would at this point ask Mr. Smith if, in fact,
he believes that that's to be the case.

12

13

14

MR. SMITH: My impression would be that I see

no obstacle to us proceeding under our different understandings

of what the..interview is going to be about. You have your

responsibility to ask questions, and we have our

responsibility to answer them,, if, at all, in a manner

consistent with our responsibilities as adjudicative

18
officers.

If you want to proceed with your questions, I

20
think it would be appropriate for you to do so, in the

interest of saving time I am rather confident that our

view of the arrangement is an accurate one.

23

24federel Reporters, Inc.

25

sir.
MR. FORTUNA: I'm sure that would be your position,

MR. SMITH: Furthermore, I didn't understand you:—
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12

13
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you didn'0 suggest. that I read incorrectly the contents

of the mailgram.

MR. FORTUNA: No, no. I'm sorry I's saying

that the characterization -- you read it as the words are

written there,'ir. My only point is we do not understand

the agreement to in sumand substance say that the board

would be answering only those questions which it deemed

appropriate.

MR. SMITH: I think that the board —individual
board. members, might. want to take a moment to discuss this,
however, because when'ou introduce. elements of the

Privacy Act and. our individual constitutional rights to

an interview, it sort of changes the tenor of it, and—
MR. FORTUNA: I do so in no way—
MR.. SMITH,: Let,me continue, please.

MR. FORTUNA: Yes, sir.
MR. SMXTH: Xt suggests:we're being invetigated

for a possibility of a violation of law and—
MR. FORTUNA: I in no way intended—

MR. SMITH: -- if this is the case, it's long

overdue for you. to advise of this now.

MR. FORTUNA: Sir., I in no way intended that

meaning.. If I did, I apologize.

MR. SMITH: How else would our constitutional
24

ederel Reporters, Inc.

25
rights arive'?
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MR. FORTUNA: I was attempting to distinguish,

sir, between the understanding that we apprently each have

a different view of, and the language, "matters deemed

appropriate.>by the board."

All I'm trying to say is that anybody —— any

person at any time —and I'm notsuggesting this is the

time or place —whether a board member or a person that is
walking out in front of the building. here today, certainly
in particular situations can decline to answer any question,

whether it be asking for the time of the day or where were

you las t Thursday af ternoon af 5: 00 o 'lock.
I was just trying to distinguish that. That'

the only thing.

I think -- and. you can probably correct me if
I'm wrong —that matters deemed appropriate by the board

meant more of the concern ..that you have in the ex parte area,

adjudicatory process area. I was just trying to distinguish

thC from the, other, and there was no other meaning, hidden or

otherwise, meant by the statement.

DR.. LEEDS: Sir, in criminal law, as you may or

may not know., when you advise a person of his constitutional

rights, that phrase is a key phrase. That brings up certain

connotations, and whether you intended it that way or not,

I heard. it that way.

MR. FORTUNA: I did not intend it, to be that.
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prosecutor's background, and I am aware of the case law

that you'e referring to,and I have no intention of making

any reference to that area.

0
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16

To be quite frank, if I did so, I would reach

into my wallet and flop out the famous card that we'e all
aware of, and I have absolutely no intention whatsoever.

I was,just trying to distinguish that. there are

.certain things that nobody has to answer to as juxta'posed

to adjudicatory matters, ex parte considerations —and

I think that's really what we are talking about here today.

MR. SMITH: Mr. Fortuna, I guesst that we all
have an interest. in getting your very legitimate

business over, with, and instead of bogging down on it,
what my understanding —our understanding of the

arrangement. was. and what yours .is,. you do. your job and we

17
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t.will do our job the way we see it, and we just simply

cannot feel that we are relieved by anything that has

happened from what we regard as a very serious and important

responsibility. to comport ourselves as adjudicative

. officers.,

.And nothing has happened to change that, and that'

the only basis we can answer your questions. I hope you

understand that when we do it on that basis,'t's for no

motive to frustrate you or demonstrate any lack of confidence
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to your duty. Ne have different responsibilities, so I
think it would be better for us to just proceed with your

questions.

MR. FORTUNA: I appreciate what you'e saying,

and we will proceed.

Before we get into the specific questions—

MR. SMITH: Excuse me a moment before we

get into it.
10 (Board members confer privately.)

MR. SMITH: All right, Mr. Fortuna. Also,

0 13

'14

15

16

17

18

19

whatever questions you ask, whether addressed to an

individual or not will be regarded- as questions to the board

and we will try to give you a board answer.

If the board can't arrive at an answer, it's up

to the individual board member, if he wants to, to respond.

MR. FORTUNA: Before I get into questioning,

I have to go back, as I was speaking briefly a few moments

ago, to a procedure that we have established in the office

of Inspector and Auditor, a procedure which we use in almost

21

22

23
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25

all of our interviews with ind-viduals.

Clearly, this is somewhat different than the

normal interview, but I do reel thatit bears mentioning,

so that the record is complete.

And this would be something that I would say, or
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any of the members of my staff would say to any individual

that is interviewed, which is essentially this: that there

is a statute known as the, Privacy Act, as all of us:.in

this room are aware. There are certain provisions in the

Privacy Act which necessitate investigative type personnel

,to make certain statements to individual interviewees.

10

So, as I say this, I address this to all of you, being
I

Mssrs. Bright, Smith and Leeds.

The first thing is: what. authority do I have
C

here today to,come into this room and ask you the questions

12

that I'm about to ask? Essentially, thMauthority is

the commission order which we are all familiar with, which'3 is dated Stepber 5, 1 978 .

14 I don,'t think there's any need to read the ..;

,pertinent portions of that record, because I think we'e

all. in agreement the commission did issue that particular

order, which essentially provided that the office of

Inspector. and Auditor was to go out and collect facts in

the Shearon Harrison matter and so conduct a thorough

20 inquiry into the basis for and the seriousness of the alleged

mission of the concern of the line inspector from the

written and oral testimony of, staff..

23

24
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Upon completion o f'. th inquiry of the office of

Inspector and Auditor, they will report to the commission

the results of which -- the inquiry will be made public and
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vidl5 filed, with the licensing board to whom we have remanded the

Shearon Harris proceeding.

That. is why we are here. That's the authority

that we have to speak with you today.

think also the second requirement under the

section E (3) af the Privacy Act has just been fulfilled in

that it advised you of the nature of the inquiry that we

are about to conduct, the general tenor of where it is that

we are going with you.

O.

10

12

13

14

Thirdly, what we always tell all our interviewees.—

and again, it's covered by the commission order —what are

you going to do with this information. And the answer to

that is, well, we will put this into a report of interview.

Today, this is facilitated because we have a court transcriber

15
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who is documenting everything that we are saying at this

point.

What use will be made of that vis-a-vis the

officeof Inspector and Auditor? This transcript —the

one that's being taken now —will be incorporated into the

report which will be submitted to the commission and

ultimately in the public record, and as I understand, you

also have a copy of the transcript, and you can make whatever

appropriate use of that that's necessary.

So, now we'e all aware of how we'e taking

this information down, where it's going to, and finally,
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vidl6 under section E (3) of the;Privacy Act, it 'tells us to ask

all of the interviewees that we talk to if they are giving

information about themselves —and, obviously, when we

ask you a question, in many instances, you may be

making reference to yourself, and therefore it's governed

by the Privacy Act, whether or not you have to speak to us.

And the answer is: no, you don't have to speak

to us.

So, at this point I will break off and speak

10 to you individually rather than corporately.

Mr. Bright, do you have any objection at this
end 1

e
12

13

14

point to us continuing with the line of questioning?
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MR. BRIGHT: I have no ob jection as long as you

2 understand--

MR. FORTUNA: You'e reserving your right?

MR. BRIGHT: No. You have to understand one thing.

5 It's a peculiarity in this particular situation. Of the

6 four gentlemen on this side of the table, one of them is not a

7 lawver. That's me. So I must say that if any problem of a

8 legal nature comes up, I will have to confer with my legal

MR. FORTUNA: Why don't I start at the other end of

10 the table and work back. Maybe that will help you out.

Mr. Leeds?

12 DR. LEEDS: Yes?

13 MR. FORTUNA: At this time are you willing to proceed

14 and allow us to ask you questions?

15 DR. LEEDS: Within our letter and the agreement

16 that I understand, yes. But I certainly reserve the righ"

17 under those agreements not to answer you.

18 MR. FORTUNA: Understoo

19 Mr.

20

21
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DR. LEEDS: I'm not waiving that.

MR. SMITH: I think we'e already said it.
MR. FORTUNA: Fine. Let's proceed then.

I'l address this first to Mr. Leeds.
I

MR. SMITH: Oo you understand my point, that the

Board will accept any questions that you address, questions
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,to the Board?

19

MR. FORTUNA: Yes, I understand it.
MR. SMITH: And so it would probably save some time

if you just asked the questions to the Board.

MR'. FORTUNA: It's my understanding you will not

answer individually?

MR. SMITH: That's right, unless we cannot answer

10

as a board, then it will be up to the individual. But first
we are going to approach this collegially, whetner z~ ou

understood that's to be the arrangement or not. We are sitting

now as members of the Board and we are all going to -'y to

12 formulate Board responses. Everything we have done so far

now has been a Board effort, in. this case.
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MR. FORTUNA: Do you see any serious difficulties
between the notes of Mr. Floyd Cantrell and Mr. Daniel and

Mr. Brownlee's testimony, other than what you noted in your

8/30/78 letter?

MR. SMITH: No. We stated our concerns in the letter
along that line. If, as indicated in the opening statement,

certain statements made in the letter are not clear to you,

we want to clarify them. But we gave you all th information

we had in the letter. We gave the Commission in the letter-
of August 3Q al" the 'nformation that we had.

MR. FORTUNA: Let me just read for a moment from

page 4 of the letter that you gentlemen sent to the Commission
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on the 30th. Do you have that in front of me, so we'e all
tracking it together.

I'm reading now .'from the top left-hand side here

on page 4. It says:

O.
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"Supervising inspectors'estimony:

"One, there has'been a high turnover of middle

and upper management in the past. three years, personnel met

or exceeded the minimum of qualifications required by the

facility technical specifications."

And now I'l read from the opposite side:

"Line inspectors'otes."

We are still taking tne 8/30 letter where it says:.

"The plant has experienced a high turnover of

middle and upper management personnel in the past three years.

As a result, persons have been promoted or reassigned to

positions for which they are not qualified as the tech spec

or FSAR may imply."

Would you please provide us with your views or

view, as the case may be, with respect to the seriousness

o the differences between the supervising inspector's

testimony and the line inspector's testimony?

MR. SMITH: Of course, you recognize that the entire

subject matter relates to safety. That permeates our entire

concern, so that will be true of all of our answers, because

the entire subject matter relates to the ability of the
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Applicants to construct and operate a plant safe3;y, either

directly or indirectly.

With respect to the speci ic questions and specific

comparison item No. l, we regarded the answers on the face

of them as far as they went as being contradictory.

Mt. FORTUNA: Could you help us understand the

contradiction? Would you point it out to us.

MR. SMITH: I can't help you. Well, let me give

you
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MR. BRIGHT: I could merely make the observation

that if I'm interested in safety, if a statement comes out

that says that as a result persons have been promoted or reassig ed

to positions for which they are not qualified, teat to me is-
it doesn't say the same thing as was said in the suoervising

inspectors'estimony, in which you read this:
"Personnel met or exceeded the minimum qualifications

et cetera, et cetera.

This is I'm okay, you'e okay sort of thing,

whereas the other one would raise a flag, to anyone in this

business.

MR. FOSTER; Could you give us some nelp or

clarify for us what the line inspector is talking about when

he says what the "tech spec" may imply?

MR. SMITH: We can't elaborate upon it. See, we

pick this language up, as you know, from the. testimony
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and the notes, and we can't elaborate further on it except

to say that our view of it is something that would have prompted

us to inquire further, and we certainly believe it was.

MR. FOSTER: I see.

Let me be a little more specific..

DR. LEEDS: Mr. Foster, just a second, please.

.

10

12

13

14

MR. SMITH: You understand that as of the time

we wrote this to the Commission and today, we have never

seen this line inspector, so we know nothing more than what

those notes say and nothing more than what we sent to the

Commission, and that is it. That is entirely it. Ne know

nothing more and we wouldn't know anything about it until we

have a chance to hear this man testify.
MR. FOSTER: I can appreciate that. But again am

15 I to understand—
16

17

18

19

20

21

MR. SMITH: Ne don't accept the notes as true.

MR. FOSTER: Fine. But am I to understand then

that one of the di ferences here between what. appear in the

supervising inspectors'estimony and what appeared in the

line inspectors'otes was one was saying tech specs require

and the other was saying tech specs imply?

22 MR. SMITH: Ne told you earlier that the statements—

23 we reviewed the statements as being contradictory.
24

eral Reoorters, Inc.
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MR. FOSTER: I guess what I'm asking is, what

are the contradictions?
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MR. SMITH: Mr. Bright told you what they are, and

the contradictions are that the line inspector said that

persons have been promoted or assigned to positions to
which'hey

are not qualified; the supervising inspectors say personnel

met or exceeded minimum qualifications. These are contradictory

statements. — At least we thought they were, and we thought

they were solely to the point, and no further, in which we

'believe further inquiry should have been made.

MR. FORTUNA: I'l repeat, it just one time.and

we'l drop it. The trouble I'm having is trying to understand

supervising inspectors'estimony, "Personnel met or exceeded

,the minimum qualifications," whatever they may be.

13 The other chap, the 1'ne inspector, is saying in
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his notes, "As a result, persons have been promoted or assigned

to positions for which they are not qualified," modified by

"as a tech spec or FSAR may imply."

I guess I'm having difficulty understanding does a

tech spec or FSAR apply anything.

DR. LEEDS: Mr. Fortuna, may I make a suggestion

here. I think that question is misdirected, because I can'

put myself in the mind of that gentleman whom X.have never

seen. You have in your hands the same document that we have.

X. might well want to ask him that question when I see him--

Mr. Cantrell —but at this point I can't tell you what he

thought, as Mr. Smith has said.
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MR. FORTUNA: But there is language there that you

say 'in your mind —in the mind of the Board —is a contradic-

tion. I'm just trying to appreciate what you perceive the

contradiction to be.

DR. LEEDS: As far as I'm concerned, the two document

speak for themselves. We read them and we said it raised a

problem in our mind, and that's where it is.

MR. FORTUNA: Okay. Let's move on. I'm still
making reference to the 8/30 letter that you gentlemen directed

to the Commission, and I again read, under item No. 2,

under supervising inspectors'estimony:

"The start-up and operations of the two Brunswick

Units was demanding and resulted in extended work weeks that

continued from weeks to months. Recognition of staffing needs

may have been not fully recognized."

And now I jump over to item No. 2 on the line

inspector's, notes, "and in your letter you stated:

"At Bxunswick they apparently underestimated the

problems and the need for people. As a result, personnel

were assigned extended work weeks that continued from weeks

to months and in some cases to years."

And I'm wondering again, please, if you could

provide us with. your views and view?

MR. SMITH: You will note that, Mr. Fortuna, in some

cases, the "years" was underlined and emphasized. The fact
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that we had it underlined is noted also.

MR. FORTUNA: I see. I'm sorry. In other

words, that is the key, the difference between those.

25

MR. SMITH: Yes. We thought that was a significant

10
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difference that would have warranted further inquiry.

MR. FORTUNE: Okay. We'l move on then.

Now, let's take a look further down on the same

page of the 8/30 letter and under the supervising

inspectors'estimony it begins: "CP & L management has

increased visibility and participation, made organizational

changes in management, to use QA management capabilities.

:(Written testimony, page l5) Nucleus of trained personnel

is available for Harris plant. QA/QC procedure for Harris

reflects experience from Robinson and Bruswick."

And now I go across to the line inspector's

notes. "CP G L probably can obtain the technical manpower

and develop the management need forthe Harris plant, if
commission requires specific improvement as a condition of

the license."

20 Then there is a note making reference to the

21
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line inspector's notes at page l, and then it continues:

"CP 6 L management still does not appear to have committed

the required manpower and financial resources to assure

that plant problems are identified promptly."

And it continues on. Could you help us understand
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the distinctions between those two as perceived by you-
you, the board?

MR. SMITH: Mr. Fortuna, we think the difference

between the —unless there is some confusion about the

organization of this letter —the difference between all of

item number three which continues on to the next page of

the supervising inspector's testimony, and the difference

between that and the line inspector's notes are clear on their

face.

And we simply cannot make it any clearer.

MR. FORTUNA: Let me ask you a more specific

question, then. As I read through both item three in your

letter —both the line inspector's notes and the

supervising inspector's note —I went back into documents to

try to read all the material that surrounded the information

that's here in your letter under three, and I'm wondering if
you could explain to us now why references —and this is

under supervising inspector's testimony —references to
19

20

construction and engineering were dropped —under supervisory
r

inspector's testimony, when you paraphrase it, there is no

21 reference to construction.

22 MR.'MITH: I don't know -- your point -- I
23

24
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wish you would elaborate on your point, because it may be

helpful to us.

DR. LEEDS: Excuse me. You mean—
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if I read the whole thing.

DR. LEEDS: Why don'0 we get back to where we

were talking about. You.must have some reference in the

original document which we supplied with our letter to the

commission.
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MR. FORTUNA: The specific reference to which

that question was directed is the first paragraph under

item three of the supervising inspector's testimony.

In the paraphrasing of this paragraph here, all references

were dropped to construction engineering, and we would like

to know why.

MR. SMITH: You make a reference to "all

references being dropped." Would you point out specifically

where they were dropped?

MR. FOTUNA: What I'm doing now is going into

the pack of material that was attached to the let'ter that you

gentlemen sent to the commission several weeks ago. And

it's page 15 of the written testimony which was handed out
'I

by the inspectors and bound into the record in the Shearon

Harrison CP hearing.

Take a few moments time here to be able to—
I'l read from this so that we have it, in the

record and it will be before .all the people in the future

when they sit down and read it, 'so they won'0 have to thumb
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'Page 15, as I said earlier, of the written

testimony of the inspectors that came to testify. It'
under the conclusion section, and it begins: "During the

e
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last 12 to 18 months of construction work on BSEP Number One,

CP & L management increased their visibility and participation

in the decision making activities, due in part to the

high cost. of time and money for the corrective work at the

Brunswick facilities. CP G L has made organizational

changes in management to better utilize the engineering

and construction QA management capabilities.

CP 6 L is now assuming complete management of

the construction and QA activities for the Harris project,

which the did not do at the Robinson and Brunswick

facilities.
The slippage of both the Brunswick and Harris

17 project scheudles has resulted in a nucleus of trained
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personnel being available for use on the Harris project.

The QA/QC procedures for the Harris project reflect the

knowledge and experience gained through the construction

phases of the Robinson and Brunswick construction programs.

The licensee has met the need for training

welders, QA/QC personnel, and others needed to produce

qualified workers for relative remote sites, such as

Brunswick and Harris."
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vid5 That's the whole piece, as it were, and then

we get over here under item three in the 8/30 letter—
I'm sorry, it's not the 8/30 letter to the commission

regarding CP & L management.
/

What I'm trying to understand is —and let's take

aquick look over on the righthand side under "Line

Inspectors Notes." "CP 6 L probably can obtain the technical

manpower, and develop the management needed for the Harris

plant, if commission requires specific improvement as a

10 condition of the license."

Contrasting the two 3's back and forth against

12 each other, the reader may consider that the type of

13 management that the line inspector speaks of and the type

14

15

16

'17

19

20

of management that the supervising inspector is talking

of're the same type of management; yet, when I go back

through and take a look at the full verbiage here in the

written *testimony provided in the"Harris hearing, I find that

the supervisory inspectors that were sponsoring this

testimony were. addressing construction management, and it
appears from item number three in your." letter to the

21

22

commission, making'eference to the line inspector's notes,

that he's making reference to'perational plant, type

23 manangement.

24

eral Reporters, Inc.
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MR. FOSTER: The line inspector was the principal

operational inspector.
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be helpful to us to inquire. I might say that there was

no effort on the part of the board —you use the word,

"drop." We did not drop anything, nor did we purport to have

the verbatim quote from the report.

In fact, that is why we burdened the letter to

the commission with the entire package. and with references

to pages.

So, in direct answer to your question, nothing

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

has been dropped.

Now, you may quarrel with the way we have

excerpted material from the reports, and we want to hear

what you think about it, because if we have misunderstood it,
that certainly should be. brought to our attention before

the remand. But. in direct answer to your question: nothing

was dropped.. Perhaps something you thgouth should have

been included wasn'0 included, but nothing has been

dropped.

MR. FORTUNA: Do you feel it's a valid comparison

to compare the personnel being discussed by Cantrell in

his notes —plant management operational type personnel

with personnel, being discussed by Dance and Brownlee,

construction type personnel?

~~

24
eral Reporters, Inc.

25

MR. SMITH: We'l haveto go back to our original

answer. The only thing the line inspector's notes did for
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we would have inquired further.

MR. FOSTER: Were you aware at the time of theC'ugust 30 letter that Mr. Cantrell- was the principal
operations inspector?

MR. SMITH: When?

MR. POSTER: At the time you drafted your

August 30 letter.
MR. SMITH: No. What do we know about him ?

14
as an appendix or an addendum to our letter to the commission.

10
We know about his notes and we knew what Mr. Barth said about

ll him in his letter.
DR. LEEDS: We have a letter from Mr. Barth

12

13
containing Mr. Cantrell's notes, and that letter is contained

15
MR. FOSTER: Excuse me. Let me ask that again.

16
. At the time of your August 30 letter, were you aware that

17
Floyd Cantrell was a principal operations inspector at
Brunswick?

18

19

20

21

22

MR. SMITH: The answer to the question is: I don'

recall being aware of it at any one given time, no.

DR. LEEDS: I don '.
MR. SMITH: I know .one thing about his —that he

23
was quoted very heavily throughout the supervising

24
eral Reporters, Inc.

25

inspector's report, so I assume his notes were germane to the

report.
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MR. FOSTER: I guess what we'e trying to

clarify here is again, do we have a good basis for comparison

here or are we talking about apples and oranges?

MR. SMITH: Exactly. We don't know, and that is
exactly what the board would want to inquire about. It
seemed to us that in comparing the attitudes of two people

further inquiry was needed. We certainly don't prejudge

how it will come out. We don't know. The only thing

10

12

14

15

we know is there .was enough in our view to inquire further.
MR. FORTUNA: Let me just make a reference

briefly to the first page of Mr. Cantrell's note, which I'e
dated 9/l6/77, in which he states, "the following information

is submitted in response to your request to provide

information of the operating experience of Brunswick."

Whatever that's worth.

16 Let me move on—
17 DR. LEEDS: Wait a minute. You brought this up,

18

end 2 19

and I want to say something to the point.

MR. FORTUNA: Yes, sir.
20

21

22

23

24
eral Reporters, Inc,

25
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DR. LEEDS: Let me tell you this: that is Z

got a letter like this containing information that I saw

in here, that would raise my concerns so that I should

inquire further. I don't care who it came from. I wouldn'
1

care if it came even unsighed.

If I had something that raised the safety

10

concerns, as I view my task on these boards, my duty is,
once something comes to my attention, so I should inquire

fnrther, that."I. ask.

Now, this particular letter here came to our

attention when we were in a very unusual posture, as you

12 know. We had written our final decision, and as I understand

13 it, I —and correct me if I'm wrong —we concluded we had

14 lost a jurisdiction. If we had not lost jurisdiction, we

15

16

18

would not be in the posture we are today, and I think when

you start saying, do you know what it is, I, don't know

who this man is.
And we have said that to you a couple of times,

and we did not do that just because he said it. I don'

20

21

22

23

24
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25

even know he exists. I have Mr. Barth's word that he was—

I think he said he was an inspector. I'm not sure. But

I have nothing more than the piece of paper you have here,

and to push further and ask me what I think he said, I think

is, just clearly inappropriate.

We'e not making a decision.
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MR. FORTUNA: I 'm sorry if you misunderstood

what we'e trying to get to. Again, we were working with

3 the same documents you were working from, notes versus

written testimony.

DR. LEEDS: They speak for themselves.

MR. FORTUNA: Again, what we'e trying to

10

clarify here in our own mind, werec we'-": talking about

two different types of personnel here? Are we comparing

construction personnel to Mr. Cantrellts exposure to the

operations personnel, which may not be a fair comparison

to site as differences.

12 MR. SMITH: That's a good point.. That's a point

13 thatI think we thank you for, and it'. a point that we

will want to inquire into. But I just want also to point

15 out, among our concerns, the supervisory inspectors in

supplying their testimony to us, relied very heavily upon

17 the report from the line inspector.

18 So, whatever the relevance and the line inspector's

note to the supervisory inspector's testimony —whatever

20 it may be, at least the witnesses recognzied some re levance

21
themselves.

22 DR. LEEDS: And the second thing is I have a letter

23 from Mr . Barth: "It has come to our attention that. one of

24
eral Reporters, Inc.

25

the inspectors at the applicant's Brunswick facility felt
that his views on the management capabilities of applicant to
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presented to the licensing board."

MR. SMITH: Your question suggests that we made

an inadequate analysis of the inspector's notes;-.

compared to the witnesses'estimony.

MR. FORTUNA: That wasn't meant in our

submission.

MR. SMITH: The fact is we have made no analysis

for the purpose of making any judgment in an adjudicative

10 decision. We know that. the line inspector was requested to

:>,
12

13

15

16

17

provide information in anticipation of testimony before us,

and this is what he said. And he said some things that. we

believe were inconsistent with the testimony, and it could

be from a different vantage point. We do not know. But

our point was simply that these are points that should be

pursued in the evidentiary hearing.

MR.,FORTUNA: Again, our reason for asking the

18

19

question was-=to claritfy the significance of these items
1

as you. layed them out here in the letter.

20

21

22

MR. SMITH: We thank you for that, because that'
ll

a point that is worthy of pursuing. I,'m sure that we'Ee

going to hear about it in the evidentiary hearing. If the

23

24
ederal Reporters, Inc.

25

vantage point was different, we want to hear about it,
and furthermore, if we have failed to do it, want, to invite

you also to provide us with other areas that you think might.
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MR. FORTUNA: Okay.

MR. SMITH: Or anything else you want to bring

to our attention.

DR. LEEDS: I am sure that you know in our

proceedings that we have notices to the public that invite

'I

r 9

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

them to make written or oral statements and to ask questions

they'd like to have answers to, and often the: board

directs the parties to respond to these things.

MR. FORTUNA: Let's proceed on.

The nest question is: do you, view Dance's and/or

Brownlee's omission —well, say alleged, for the sake of

conversation at this point —of Cantrell's recommendation

of conditions in the CP as significant?

MR. SMITH: Significant enough to write a letter
to the commission. In the adjudicative sense, it'
premature to say. We haven'0 heard.

MR. FORTUNA: In your view, do you believe it is

incumbent upon the region to recommend conditions in a

20 license? Is that appropriate? Is that typical? Is it
21

22

23

24
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25

something that's normally done?

MR. SMITH: I don't know. I think your

reference there is the fact that Cantrell in his notes made

areference to conditions.

MR. FORTUNA: Yes.
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MR. SMITH: Again, we want to tell you, we

did 'not take Cantrell's notes as being dispositive of

anything other than a suggestion or a hint. More than

a hint; a strong requirement that this board find out

what the man istalking about.

If an inspector believes that conditions are

needed, we don'0 write his conditions into a permit. We

find out why he thinks—
MR. FORTUNA: Let me now read from the supervising

10 inspector's testimony. I'm referring to page 17 of the

written testimony which was bound into'the record and

sponsored by the two testifying inspectors from region II.
13

14

And it begins: "Region II inspection of the

licensee's activities does not result in the maintenance

of a tabulation of the number of engineering and/or QA

personnel utilized by the applicant . Rather,. adequacy of

17 ,;the .performance has,been our concern. CP & L construction

and QA have been staffed adequately for the status of the

Harris project.

20 Additional CP & L and constructor (Daniel

Construction) are programmed to be available when authorized

to initiate construction activities.

23 Region II is not aware of any additional operations

24
eral Reportere, Inc.

25

personnel thathave been added to manage the Harris plant,

nor would we expect any additional operations personnel at,
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Now, let's move on to Cantrell.':s notes. In your

letter to the commission —and I'm reading under Cantrell's

notes, being a line inspector.';.s notes —I'm reading under

number three: "CP 6 L probably can obtain the technical

manpower and develop the management needed for"thd Harris

plant, if the commission requires specific improvement as

a.recondition of the license. "

10

MR. FOSTER: I think what we'e trying to get to

here again is in reference to the written testimony where

12

13

14

15

16

17"

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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we have region II is not aware of any additional operations

personnel that may be added to manage the Harris plant, nor

would we expect any additional operations personnel at this

early date.

Would this part of the written testimony have

been a more valid comparison to make, in view of the fact
that Mr. Cantrell was an operations inspector?

Is this the type of personnel he's talking about?

DR. LEEDS: You have to ask Mr. Cantrell the

kind of people he's talking about. That':s what we'l do

when we talk to Mr. Cantrell. You can't ask me.

MR. SMITH: Bear in mind, every question we put-
we were aware that Mr. Cantrell was writing in response to a

request from his supervisors who are testifying in the

construction permit proceedings. He was asked for his views
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in the construction permit proceeding.

MR. FORTUNA: Let me rephrase the question.

Given the fact that Mr. Cantrell's experience

was primarily as operations inspector at Brunswick
I

II and I--
6 MR. SMITH: Now, where does that fact appear?

MR. FORTUNA: In his notes. The first line.

MR. SMITH: Show me.

MR. FORTUNA: The first line. We made

10 reference to it earlier.

MR. SMITH: His experience consists primarily
12

13

of what?

MR. FORTUNA: He was the, principal operations

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

inspector.

MR. SMITH: That"s not what you said.

DR.. LEEDS: Are you talking about the first
sentence of his notes?

MR. FORTUNA: "The following information is

submitted in response to your request to provide information

on the operating experiece of Brunswick."

MR.: SMITH: Do you know what the board question

22 was?

23 DR. LEEDS: You'e making an interpretation of
24

erel Reporters, Inc.

25

what he ' saying, and I haven ' made any interpretation of

what he's saying. I don't know what Mr. Cantrell's experiences
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were prior to, during, after this letter was written.

He may have been on the construction part also.

You don't know, do you, from this letter?

MR. FORTUNA: From the letter, no, sir.
DR. LEEDS: And I have only seen the letter,

so I can't possibly know.

MR. SMITH: We have no information otherthan

this.

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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MR. FORTUNA: Let me just read again under

supervising inspector's testmony, item three: "CP & L

management has increased visibility and participation,

made organizational changes in management to use QA

management. capabilities. "

And there's a reference to written testimonyr

page l5. The next sentence: "Nucleus of trained
/

personnel is available for Harris plant. QA/QC procedure

for Harris reflects experience from Robinson and Brunswick."

And I stop there. And the only point I'm trying

to make to better understand th comparison is, again, it does

not appear on the supervisory inspector's testimony that the

reference was to construction.

MR. SMITH: Nor was the question to which they

were responding limited to construction.

MR. FORTUNA,: I'm talking about written testimony.

MR. SMITH: I'm talking about thetguestion to
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MR. FORTUNA: The written testimony —let'

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

20

21

22

23

24
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25

take this out and take a minute with this.
MR. SMITH: Let me give you a general answer

to your question. Even if I had known that Mr. Cantrell--
which does not appear here in any record —has no experience

other than as an operating inspector —even if I had known

that, it would not have changed my view one wit.
It would have been a sorry thing if we tried

to ignore this based on the fact that the man is in a little
bit different discipline.

DR. LEEDS: I'l repeat what I said earlier. I
don't care what his position was. If I had received that

letter, adn I was in a position to act, i.e., I was in
session and hadn't written my decision, I would have had

Mr. Cantrell in, and I don't care whether he was a line
inspectors operating inspector or just happened to be walking

by. one day.

Those letters raise serious allegations which I
think we should have ventilated in the hearing, and it would

be our duty to complete the record.

MR. FORTUNA: Let me announce again —I think
we briefly touched on it earlier. That information was not

received by the board at any date. I'm talking of the

hearing time now, other than the line inspector's conclusions.
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information was not received by the board at the time of

the Harris hearing, other than theline inspector's

conclusions with respect to CP 6 L's management

commitment to required manpower and financial resources and

the resultant conclusion drawn by the line inspector that

10

12

13

14

15

a condition be placed in the license requiring specific

improvement?

DR. LEEDS: Mr. Fortuna, with all due respect,

that question I can't even answer, because it's not

logically correct. What information was not received. If
I don't know about it, how can I possibly—

MR. FORTUNA: Let's do it this way. Here'

what we'e trying to get at. And maybe I did it rather

inarticulately.
16 There were certain things raised in the letter,
17

18

19

20

21

as I read it, a general concern that we want some more

information, that certain things weren't aired; had they

been raised earlier, we would have taken a further look.

Okay. I'm just curious and wondering, other than the

conclusions of the line inspector and his ultimate. conclusion

22 there should be a condition in the CP, are we talking about

23 anything else within the confines of the information before

24
eral Reporters, Inc.

25

you? You know, the notes or any other type of thing.

MR. SMITH: We had no information other than his



notes.

MR. FORTUNA: Just the notes?

MR. SMITH: That's all we had.

MR. GAMBLE: Is there anything in the notes,

other than the conclusions and his recommendation of

conditions that you did not have at the time of the hearing?

MR. FORTUNA: Was something else left out by

10

12

13

14

the testifying supervisory inspector?

MR. SMITH: I guess each will have to answer

individually on that, and I don't mind that I read all of

the notes. And I think that we had a consensus. "=-We

were wondering if we weren't burdening the commission already

with too much information. And I wouldn't be prepared to

anwer that now, without going all the way back through the

15 notes.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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Has anything;-,been left out that could be;-

germane? That's entirely possible. Our purpose right then
F

was to demonstrate to the commission there were some matters

we felt were important, that had been omitted and that

we would want to inquire. There could be other points in ther

but right now I don't remember them.

DR. LEEDS: One thing about this is you'e got

to realize that these notes, if I can sort of cast this

in the frame we have been in -- if we had not written our

decision, those notes would have triggered in my mind a need
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acquire further ' where this inquiry would have".led me,

I don't know.

I can't possibly guess what that would be, but

it.would- have triggered that. It came in afterwards,

after we had issued our decision. If the record had been

open at that, time, i.e., we had not issued our decision,

I would have in quired further.

It was a triggering mechanism. But I find in

your question you'e wanting to say, is there anything

10 else in there? All I needed to be was triggered into

12

13

14

inquiring further, and then the- mechanism for this

inquiry is for th .board to direct questions to the parties,

hold another hearing.

There- are all kinds of mechanisms on that. It was

15 a triggering situation.

16 MR. FORTUNA: I can apprecate that, doctor. Let

18

19

me explain a little bit more what we'e trying to get to here

again. One of the items we are charged with is determining th

seriousness of the omission. Okay. And the purpose of our

20

21

question was: is there anything else besides what we have

highlighted here in your, letter, in Cantrell's notes, that

22 did not appear in the written or oral testimony, that you

23
received'4
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And if you are not, prepared to answer that at

this point, fine. But any forthcoming information in this
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10

MR. SMITH: I will simply say I do not remember

myself. I thought we picked the highlights of it enough

to demonstrate our general concern. But as for taking

further details, I don't remember. Nothing occurs to me

right now.

MR. FORTUNA: At the time of the Shearon Harris

hearing, was it your understanding individually or board,

whatever, that you would receive any staff views that

would differ from the testimony given?

MR. SMITH: Are you talking about the entire

e
12

13

testimony?

MR. FORTUNA: Yes.

14

15

16

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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MR. SMITH: I think we have,to point out to you

that you'e coming into an area now where you would come

quite close to commenting on testimony outside the

adjudicative process. Now, if you want to move on, as I
thought you would, to what we think should be the

general position of staff in dissenting views, that's another

matter.

MR. FORTUNA: Let's try it a different way.

MR. SMITH: Let me point out, maybe the answer

can be found in our letter. The first two paragraphs-

the first two numbered paragraphs of page 3, particular

the first full paragraph.
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10

MR. FORTUNA: The pargraph beginning, "Board

member Leeds inquired" ?

MR. SMITH: Right.

Wait a minute. Give me your question again.

Maybe I misunderstood it.
MR. FORTUNA: .What was the board's position at

the time of Shearon Harris? What did you guys expect to

receive in the way of testimony with respect. to staff

dissenting views?

MR. SMITH: Oh, we didn't know about any staff

12

13

dissentirgviews.
1'R.

FORTUNA: In general, we'e talking about

not in this particular case or this situation. In

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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25

general, you walk into a hearing and you feel staff testimony

would include dissenting views? Do you feel this would

happen if there were any dissenting views?

MR. SMITH: I think that is something that that

individual borad members might have a feeling on, and that'

about all it is. It is a feeling.

MR. GAMBLE: Could we get your feeling on it?

MR. SMITH: Again, your question is about the

Shearon Harris?

MR. FORTUNA: Still talking in general. During

the time frame 1977 and let's winnow it to the summer,

the fall, is there anything on the books in NRC —is there
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or any other board member had as to how something like

10

this would be handled?

MR. SMITH: Well, I'm not —I'm not aware

nor am I aware right now of any specific rule which requires

a witness to give the views of somebody who isn't present,

so I couldn't answer the question in a general way. It
would have to be in the context of a piece of testimony.

Just bear in mind that these witnesses come in and we don'

place under oath the staff of the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission.

0
12

13

14

We place under oath a man who comes to'.;.the

hearing room and raises his hand and says, "I swear to

tell the truth," and we assume that the facts, unless he
i

states otherwise, the facts he gives are his testimony.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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25

MR. FORTUNA: Okay. Let's just assume that you

put, a body on the stand and you swear him and you begin,

either yourself. or theboard or one of the attorneys or

one of the parties to the hearing develops a-line of

questioning and answers come down on the record.

In any hearing like that —let's put in back

in the '77 time frame —was the expectation of the board-
you fellows, or any of the board members for that matter—

that an individual was charged with a responsibility, if he

was aware of what he was saying, was drawn from the input
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if one of these individuals, or several of those individuals

had a view different from the view that this individual

was espousing, if he was charged with the responsibility
of coming forward and saying, "I am Joe Doe; here's what

I'e got to say, but by the way, I have to also advise

you in the testimony that I bring to you is based on the

input of several other people, whatever number it may be—

10

don't entirely agre'e with me. And I now will present.to you

that view or views."

MR. SMITH: I couldn.'t answer that in a vacuum.

O.
12 And I think this z.s individual expectations again. I think,
13 speaking generally, that one thing that I am confident of,
14 that. if a witness is asked if there are opinions or:
15 evidence inconsistent with his testimony, then I expect
16 him to tell me if there is, or expect him at least not..to
17 say that there is not, because that would be perjury.
18 Whether he has an affirmative duty to come forward and

19 volunteer to the board testimony or information that he

20 has which he doesn't believe in, I would have to -- I
21 couldn't answer that in a void.
22 I'd want to see it. Certainly, there has to

24
eral Reporters, Inc.

25

be a point where the information he has inconsistent with

his testimony he regards as insignificant, and there has to

be a point where it's very important. It has to be answered
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in the context of specific subject matter.; That's my

view. I'm not answering farthe board here.

10

~,
12

13

15

16

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
erel Reporters, Inc.

25
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DR. LEEDS: I think that's a difficult question to

answer in general, unless there was a specific rule for the

person to come forth with it.
MR. FOHTUNA: Let me tell you why we asked the

question. Can I refer you to page 6.of your August 30th

letter, first paragraph?

"We believe that the omission of the concerns of

the line inspector from the written and oral testimony raises
II

serious questions as to whether the testimony before us was

the product of insufficient candor, negligence, or a result

of an ill-conceived policy of presenting the consensus views

I 12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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of the staff in the form of sworn personal testimony."

MR. SMITH: Okay.. That's what I'm coming to.

Sometimes staff testimony and generally will clearly

indicate at the outset that the witness is coming forward

with a staff policy. And then I have had cases where I have

been presiding and where I'e asked a. witness, well, in

addition to' aside from being a staff policy, do you

yourself support this testimony?

And I am inclined to think that's a pretty good

- idea. But if the witness is testifying concerning a staff

policy, then I think that should shine through in his

testimony somewhere, if his views happen to coincide exactly

with the staff policy; no problem.

But, a witness I don't think should come to a
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hearing and testify as to, it is his professional opinion

that certain conditions exist when he does not. believe that.

That is simply perjury, isn't it? I mean, as I understand it.
But if he comes to the hearing and states that he

is presenting the. testimony of the staff, I don't have. any

problems with that.

Now, as to whether the staff has the responsibility

to come forward with a dissenting opinion, or have had at the

time when this came up, I think there is no way you can

10

12

divorce. from that individual, profession judgment.

MR. FORTUNA: Was it your understanding with

respect. to Mr. Dance's and Mr. Brownlee's testimony that they

13 were presenting the staff posision?

14

15

16

17

MR. SMITH: They stated early in written point of

view and the written testimony that their testimony reflects

the views and records. of the office of inspection and

enforcement. Tha't's what I understood it to be.

18 MRi. FORTUNA: I see.

19 MR. SMITH: I had no understanding other than

20

21

22

MR. FORTUNA: Let me ask then, based on this

premise, would you fully have expected Mr. Dance and Mr.

23

24
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Brownlee .to come forward then with a dissenting view?

MR. SMITH: I want to point out'to you -- no, I'm

not going to answer that, because I think 'that's inappropriate,
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But I want to point to you in addition to the

3 written testimony there were the questions of 'Dx. Leeds

4 which we provided, and I commended those to you.

DR. LEEDS: Let me make one comment about this.

When you talk-about,-the duties and coming forth and

7 everything, I ' like to exp la in why I think we cannot answer

that in the abstract.

I think Mr. Smith made it quite clear, but I
think I want to try to say it for my own self also. There

certainly is a spectrum of things that one would say you

would not have to bring forth.

13
It's a spectrum of things where I think one might

want to bring forth; and i:n between, there's going to be a

gray area. And I think that's a kind of situation that you

have in these situations .all the time.

17 And, as he said, there are some things that are

insignificant.

19 MR. FORTUNA: Did I understand from that, 'Dx.

2O Leeds, it is up . to the judgment of the people testi fying

what they should include or not include?

22

23

24
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25

DR. LEEDS See, that's what I'm trying—
MR". FORTUNA: These gray areas?

DR. LEEDS: See, I'm trying to avoid that kind of

question, because there's a very -- is it up to the, judgment?
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I don't know whether this person you are talking about has

the authority to make that decision. I don't know what his

responsibility is, because I don't even know who this person

So I don'0 think you can answer these questions in

10

12

the 'abstract. That's what my problem is. If you give me a

real live person, tell me what his duties are and so forth and

so on, tell me what he did say, and didn't say, then I might

be able to answer the question for you at that time; but I
can't answer it in the abstract.

MR. FORTUNA: Am I to understand Mr. Smith's

position is that would be inappropriate to pursue, specifically

13
/

14

15

with the Snearon Harris matter here?

'DE. LEEDS: Yes. That',s the problem.

MHL FORTUNA: Let's move on to the area Mr. Smith

16

17

18

19

20

commended to us somewhat earlier. The next question is based

on this area, which is —am I correct in stating that is the

letter that you folks sent to the Commission that you believe

that you were mislead by the testimony of the supervisory

inspectors?

21

22

23

DR. LEEDS: What. does the letter say?

MR. FORTUNA: Page 3.

MR. SMITH: Page 3, the final sentence in the

24
eral Reporters, Inc.

25

second paragraph.

MR1. FORTUNA: "We now believe we were mislead."
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jumping off point.

KQ. SMITH: We selected those words advisedly.

MR. FORTUNA: Let's see if we can!t focus in on

the transcript of the testimony and extract out from that
/

those portions which would lead us to the conclusion that—
MK, SMITH: You are entering, into an area here

which most certainly is going to be inappropriate, but I
won't—

10 MR. FORTUNA: Well, let's reference the letter
then, because we have characterized the letter.

12 MR. SMITH: I didn't want to foreclose you from

asking your questions. You can ask your questions. I just
wanted to warn you that, it's a very difficult area for us to

get into.

16

17

~ MR. FORTUNA: All right. Let's start off this

way then. Let's go to the beginning of the letter here—
and it begins with, "Gentlemen;" and then the second para-

19 graph: "Although this is an administrative, not an

20

21

adjudicative communication,. the time within which ALAB-490

'ay be reviewed is still running."

22 What we are talking here to is it's characterized

23 the letter as administrative rather than ad judicative; so

24
eral Reporters, Inc.

25

now let's make reference back to page 3. And in there we do

have references to portions of the transcript.
r
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indicates that witnesses were not always directly responsive
C

to Dr. Leeds'uestions" —and we get an e.g. in there—
transcript 2077, lines 18 through 25 —"the voice inflections,

emphases, and general demeanor of the witnesses were such that

the board believed them to be assuring us that no significant

10

management problems existed at the time of the hearing with

respect to Shearon Harris."

Therefore, let,.'s address ourselves, since we make

reference to it in the'etter, to the transcript, page 2077,

lines 18 through 25.

12

13

DR. LEEDS: What is, your point about adjudicatory
4

and administrative? You highlighted that sentence.

14

15

16

MR. FORTUNA: Yes. All right. And the reason

being that you gentlemen very politely and, understandably

from the position that you are taking say, look, Roger, and

17 the other gentlemen here at the table, there's going to be

19

20

21

22

23

24
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certain point where you may. be touching on points where we

may be unable to answer. Z'm not trying to give you a. hard

time, but we just, view that as our obligation.

MR. SMITH: Sure.

MR. FORTUNA: All right. I go to the letter

though, which the introduction —and you correct me if I
misunderstand —is characterized as administrative, rather

than an adjudicative communication, and you reference into the
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focusing this on page 2077 of the transcript,, lines 18

3 through 25, feeling conf ident —and you correct me if you

feel differently —that we are able to discuss this.

DR. LEEDS: ~ Well, the problem I have with that,

sir —let me explain. Maybe I don't understand why you are

highlighting this question, but I think I understand why you

are highlighting adjudicatory/administrative statement you

made.

10 And at this point in time when we wrote this letter

we were not in any control whatsoever of the Shearon Harris

proceedings. Right, now we have a remand on our hands, and

13 it puts us in a different posture.

14 MR. FORTUNA: But if- we can skirt the remand

issue, are we all right. then?

16 MR.. SMITH: We can't get into this testimony., We

],7'" .can, expand upon this and te 1 1 you why we be lieve testimony

was credible or not credible, or discuss the demeanor of the

witnesses, or impressions of them at all, because these very

20 people may come before us.

21 Furthermore, there's an equally important point in

that we did the most that we thought that we could do

23 administratively, consistent with our ad judicative position.

24
eral Reporters, Inc.

25

We cannot permit you to probe int'.o the mental processes by

which we function. We can't do it. That.'s flatly unlawful.
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MR. FORTUNA: Not to be disrespectful, but to
/

perhaps bring this back into focus —and I emphasize "not

to be disrespectful," but, so -all of us can understand -- as

I recollect earlier this month —in fact, just a few days

ago —,a communication which you have copies of, because you

attached it to your letter to us on October 5th, was sent .

~ from the Office of Inspector. and Auditor to the Office of

General Counsel; and a memorandum was sent back from the

Office of General Counsel under Mr. Kelly's" signature, back

to the Office of Inspector and Auditor.

And this memorandum provided. that in fact the

12

13

14

15

16

18

19

20

ex parte adjudicatory problem, and an interpretation was

rendered, as I understand, of a formal opinion. And as I
also understood it, the Office of General Counsel and the

commissioner. are the only two bodies that are able to render

formal binding opinions as to what a regulation means.

,.And,again,,as I understand it., ex parte is the

topic of one of those regulations and, in sum..and substance,

Kelly said there is no problem; therefore, proceed.

Therefore, could you help us understand why the

21

22

position that you now take would be different. from the ruling

that Mr. Kelly handed down several days ago?

23

24
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25

MR. SMITH: I don't tnink this is going to be

helpful to you. In the first, place, I won't acquiesce to

your statement that our position is different than Mr. Kelly's.
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kds9 Second, we rely upon our understanding of why Mr.

Kelly has worked out this arrangement with Mr . Absten.

MR. FORTUNA: You are saying then that the formal

opinion rendered by the Office of General Counsel is vitiated?
II

MR. SMITH: In the first;. place, I'm not calling it
6 a formal opinion. I'm not going to discuss Mr. Kelly's

opinion. He doesn't need my judgment of his opinion. He~'.s

a general counsel. I'm not going to acquiesce to your calling

it a formal opinion or anything.

10

12

MR. FORTUNA: Well, let's read the opinion.

MR. SMITH: You read the opinion. I have read it.
MFi.! FORTUNA: Perhaps that makes the case, or at

13 least it will help us understand the case.

14 MR. SMITH: I read the opinion. Mr. Kelly did

15

16

not tell us to answer questions about the testimony, and I'm

not going to; and I recommend you move on to another subject

17' matter.

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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MR. FORTUNA: Okay. Let it be clear at this point

again, one 'of the things -- the purpose of the interview is

to determine the seriousness of the omission from written and

oral testimony; and we can't really do that unless we can

discuss this with you.

MR. SMITH: That. may be one of the heavy prices

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission pays to preserve its
adjudicative process. That is our responsibility, and it'
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.2 I'm sympathetic to your problem. See, you are

missing two points: One is that Kelly talks about ex parte.

Okay. I didn't even mention ex parte in my answer. That'

an entirely different point. But I don't want to get into

a debate with you on the law, nor do I want to defend our

decisionmaking process.

And I won't do it, and I am telling you we can'

comment upon the credibility of those witnesses.

10 MR. FORTUNA: Yet, you did so in the communication

to the Commission.

12

13

MR. SMITH: The letter speaks for itself.
MR. FORTUNA: And the letter, and only the letter,

14

15

16

and no further elaboration on the part of you gentlemen?

MR. SMITH: I have nothing more to say..

MF FORTUNA: Was the oral testimony given to

17 you by Mr. Dance at. page 2078 of the transcript, lines 7

18 through 15, one of the bases for concluding that you had been

19 mislead?

20 You made reference to page 2077 in your letter

21

22

23

24
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25

to the Commission. You said that you were mislead, as a

conclusion, and above that, a sentence or two above, you made

reference to the transcript at page 2077.

Is it fair for us to infer or to assume from that,

that line or lines was one of the areas in the oral testimony
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kdsll upon which you base your decision that you were mislead?

And then I move on again and I say, let's take a

3 look at, page 2078, lines 7 through 15 ~ And are those lines

4 another one of the bases for concluding that you had been

mislead?

6
I'm not asking you to interpret it or anything,

0

7 but. just to focus in on the portion of,the "transcript. I 'm

not asking you what thought went through your mind other than

those two areas, at least two.of the areas.

10 MR. SMITH: We believe that in sending to the

Commission the papers that we did, we sent to them everything

that was desirable and necessary for them to understand our

13 position; and we didn't send them anything more superfluous.

14 As a matter of fact, we didn't have anything more

to send; but we sent them what we thought was the entire

package. We didn't send them things we did not feel were

unnecessary or irrelevant to our concerns.

18 So I think from that you can infer that the entire

.thing, taken in context, when points are compared against

20 points, that everything is the
basis'1

22

But I don'- want to comment upon specific testimony.

MR. FORTUNA: So, in other words, if I asked you

23 the question: What was misleading about Dance ' or Brownlee '

24
eral Reporters, Inc.

25

testimony—

MR. SMITH: Don't ask.
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dsl2 MR. FORTUNA: All right.

DR. LEEDS: I think in addition to the fact that

we sent everything to the Commission, the Commission has a

copy of the entire record itself already. So you know,

there's nothing that I know of that is not in the public

document or in the Commission headquarters.

MR.'ORTUNA: All right, we will move on.

Let me ask the board what they consider evidence

in the construction permit hearing. Any, not this particular

10 one.

.
12

13

14

MR. SMITH: You are asking me the legal definition

of evidence that. comes into the record? Of course, I don'

think you need our explanation for that. Why don't you get

to the point.

15 Your point is, you are wondering how that word

16

17

was used in the testimony. That's why you are asking that;

question.

18 MR. FORTUNA: That's correct.

19

20

21

MR. SMITH: Well, we are not going to tell you.

We are not going to answer questions about that testimony

either directly or indirectly.

22 MR. FORTUNA: I didn't ask you questions about the

23 testimony.

24
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MR. SMITH: Is that why you asked the question,

what we believed evidence to mean?
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MR. FORTUNA: I don', have to explain to you the

basis for my questions.

MR. SMITH: Well, yes, sir, you do, if you want

4 an answer from me.

MR. FORTUNA: 'All right. Fair enough. We are

near the end,.

MR. SMITH: Gentlemen, I tell you, I am, personally

disturbed that you approach us in this manner.

10

MR. FORTUNA: I apologize.

MR. SMITH:. And I think it's a direct threat to

the adjudicative process, and I hope the Commission pays close

attention to this

13

14

MR. FORTUNA: Yes, sir.
MR. SMITH': You have one more question, is that

what you said?

16

17

18

MR. FORTUNA: No; I said we are near the end.

MR. SMITH: All right.
MR. FORTUNA: I am making reference now to the

two questions which were asked by Dr. Leeds, essentially,

20 the "no evidence" questions.

21 I think we are in the ball park; and we understand

which questions we are talking about.

23 You believe those two questions that were asked

24
eral Reporters, Inc.

25

will be construed to being able to tell the witness or

elicit from the witness that you were looking for -- you,
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the board —a response of .whether there were any dissenting

staff views?

MR. SMITH: We are not going to comment: on that,

Mr. Fortuna. I want to avoid all the ill feelings we can.
1

I can assure you that every question you ask is comment

upon how we view the evidence is going to be. We may give

8

it to you in our initial decision, but. we are not going to

give you our. impression of the testimony and what we meant

by evidence.

10

12

MR. FORTUNA: I understand that, believe me. We

are not trying to be disrespectful, or=argue with you in any

way, shape or form.

13 Gentlemen, we have'no further questions. We

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

appreciate your time, we appreciate your candor.

MR. SMITH: Let me ask you, Mr. Fortuna, one of

the reasons why we granted this interview was that we wanted

to satisfy your —help you discharge your responsibilities.

We also wanted to leave open the possibility that your

questions might suggest to us areas in which the record

could be developed .

21 And it is my view that each of your questions—

22 the tenor of them, the. tenor was with respect to each of

23

24
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your questions that there was something wrong with our letter
to the Commission; perhaps an observation, in each instance

that my letters to the Commission was not, justified.
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ds15 Do you have any advice for us in the othe'r.

direction, any advice for us which suggests we should go in

the direction of being concerned here?

I mean, is there any questions that, you might ask

us, why we didn't express a concern here; why didn't we

express a concern there? Do you have any information that

will lead towards a development of a ful'ecord?

10

MR. FORTUNA: Sir, what. we are—
MR. SMITH: Each of your questions had implicit

in them that, something that we did in this letter was not

justified by the record you looked at. You never pointed to

I, 12

13

14

anything which anybody could infer suggested that maybe we

ought to inquire a little bit further along this line.

Is there anything that we overlooked that maybe

15 you can help us with?

e-4 16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
eral Reporters, Inc.

25
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0 MR. FORTUNA: Sir, what we were trying to do and we

were tasked by the Commission to do was to find out about the

seriousness of this, and the Commission will receive a copy of

the report, and it will be available to the public, as we..all

know. We were trying to go through with each and every individ

al that was involved in this situation, asking a line of ques-

tions.

10

It doesn't make me feel good or make me happy to

come in here, and certainly, I was not attempting to browbeat

or—

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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MR. SMITH: No, it ' not a ques tion of that.

MR. FORTUNA: The point, we'e trying to make is: ask

all of the tough questions of anyone and; everyone so there will
be a complete record available to the Commission so they can

make whatever determination they deem appropriate.

MR. SMITH: I understand your purpose. That wasn'

exactly my point. My point is: the tenor of your questions was

on the side of, well, maybe this wasn't justified or maybe that

wasn't justified or maybe. we overlooked this explanation.

But none of your questions went to the direction of

we overlooked a more serious problem or something is there and

why didn't we inquire further.

I mean, none of it was in any direction except to

suggest that our concerns expressed'n this letter were not

founded. That was the tenor of each of your questions.
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10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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MR. FORTUNA: Mr. Smith, we'e limited to the contex

of the letter, for all intents and purposes..

MR. SMITH: I just wonder. My question,.is: have I
overlooked anything or have you. overlooked anything that could

be helpful to the Board?

MR. FORTUNA: You have sort of set the pace. I am

not. happy, but I understand how you —we'e kind of operating

within your framework, so if we kind of got stuck with what we

did ask you—
MR. SMITH: Well, we advised you to ask any question

you wanted, and we have the responsibility for not answering.

Have I miscast your questions? Have I been unfair

to you in describing them the way I did?

MR. FORTUNA: You are entitled to whatever your

opinion of our questions is, sir. I certainly don't want to

argue with you about them.

MR. SMITH: It's clear the tenor of your questions

was to see if you could develop a basis suggesting that some-

thing is wrong with the letter to the Commission.

MR. FORTUNA: We wanted to know how serious the mis-

sions are. That's all. And in order to explore and try to

develop and help the Commission understand, and we hope that we

have. Perhaps we have not. We take a poke and a look and a

question and in every possible area. That's all.
DR. LEEDS: Let me cite two examples to you. If I

P
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remember from this afternoon, an hour and a half of conversatio

one was your opening comment which contained the legal, phrase:

"your constitutional rights."

MR. FORTUNA: I thought I explained that, and I
apologize if—

10

DR. LEEDS: You did. But the question came first,
and then you explained.

The second instance that I remember specifically was:

you read to me once or twice a statement about the administra-

tive thing and then you said —but you commented on the evi-

dence in the letter and tried to imply that we were inconsisten
12

13

14

15

in the letter or that we were doing wrong or something like tha

That's the implication I took of that.

MR. FORTUNA: Let me again explain it to you.

DR. LEEDS: Wait a minute. The problem I have is:
16

17,

when you say to me you want to explain it to me, then you explai

aSter I -have already gotten a view of one direction. I had a

18

19

20

view again today in this discussion that you were, in a sense,

saying to us what we had done was- wrong.
I

MR. FORTUNA: Let's go back to the--
.21

22

23

24
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DR. LEEDS': I think our duty, as I tried to say to

you earlier, is: I don't really care who brings it .to my atten-

tion as a Board. When I am sitting as a Board, we would have

inquired into this matter.

MR. SMITH: Of course, we'e not seeking your
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approbation of what we do. We'e just wondering if there's any

help you can give to the Board.

MR. FORTUNA: I think at this point it may be pre-

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

mature since we have a lot of other folk to talk to.

MR. SMITH: You have to file your report.

MR. FORTUNA: I would just like to answer 'a question

raised by the Doctor. And that was: why did I on several

occasions make reference or try to or attempt to, or whatever th
4

word is, characterize the letter that you wrote to the Commis-

.sion as administrative rather 'than adjudicatory. Because
that'he

language that we used in the letter.
What I was attemtping to do, to be quite honest, is:

if the letter was characterized as it was and as I understand i
to be in the opening paragraph, as administrative rather than

adjudicatory, then it was perfectly appropriate to get into and

discuss the lines 18 through 21 of page 2077, and your response

was that at.'that time it couldn'. And now it's before us

18 again.

19

20

21

22

23

24
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25

DR. LEEDS: Well, I think my response was: we were

in a different posture at the time, and I'am not so sure we

could discuss it even further with you at that time, except tha

we discuss in this letter, I think, as much as we thought we .

should discuss so that the Commission's attention would be

brought to these matters. And we were careful to include all of

the pieces of information in the appendices so they could decide
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MR. FORTUNA: And, again, as I say, because I think,

as far as I am concerned, it is important, that it be reiterated,

that line or those phrases I was referring to so we could, on

behalf of OIA, try to develop those sections of the transcript

which were made reference to in the letter.
I hope I didn't try to in any way say that you

shouldn't have put a reference to page 2077 or anything like

that. I was just attempting to get into discussing page 2077.

That's all.

12

And I think you characterize my reference as somehow

inferring that you had done something wrong. No, I was just

trying to get into a. discussion on 2077 because Mr. Smith had

14 said: adjudicative, no; other things, yes. So, I was attempt-

15 ing to try to convince you that since page 2077 was in the let-
16 ter that was characterized as administrative rather than adjuci-

cative, it would be perfectly appropriate to discuss those.

18

19

20

If I left with any other impression, I apologize.

Thank you. very much.

(Whereupon, at 5:l5 p.m., the interview was concluded
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